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FOREWORD
The function of judiciary is to ensure that the rule of law is observed and actually enforced.
This can be possible only when the judiciary enjoys complete independence and it plays its
role in accordance with the injunctions of Islam and the Law of the land. To preserve and
protect the judiciary from all kind of evils, it must be enabled to enjoy personal, substantive
and internal Independence. Islam has attached great importance to smooth and impartial
justice. Allah Says:َ ُ َ
ۡ ْ ُ ۡ َ َّ َ ٰٓ َ َ ۡ َ ُ ٔ ََ َ ۡ ُ َّ َ ۡ َ َ َ
َ َّ ٱلل إ َّن
َ َّ ْ ُ َّ َ ٰ ٱعدِلُوا ْ ُه َو أَ ۡق َر ُب ل َِّلت ۡق َو
ُ ٱلل َخب
٨ري ۢ ب ِ َما ت ۡع َملون
ول ي ِرمنكم شنان قو ٍم ع أل تعدِل ۚوا
ِ ۚ ىۖ وٱتقوا
ِ
“And let not the hatred of people incite you not to act fairly, act fairly; that
is nights unto piety. And fear Allah; verily Allah is aware of that which ye
work. (Al Qur’an 5:8)
The Federal Shariat Court is an important judicial institution that has been empowered
to undertake the noble task of distribution of justice independently. Islam imposes on
judges the duty to take guidance from the Holy Quran and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet
Muhammad (SAWS) and demonstrate wisdom in the administration of justice.
Federal Shariat Court is a unique institution with no parallel in the entire Muslim world. It
is backed by powerful provisions of the Constitution. This Court has played important role
in Islamization of Laws which is the sole aim of the creation of Pakistan. A large number
of laws have been amended in the light of judgments of this Court. Judgments of this
Honourable Court are binding on all High Courts and courts subordinate to High Courts.
During this year, this Honourable Court has delivered important judgments on important
issues pertaining to the Islamization of Laws as well as on criminal side; important issues
have been discussed therein. In the current annual report efforts have been made to reflect
the work of the Federal Shariat Court in a transparent manner. Important and leading
judgments of this court are regularly reported in the law journals of the country which
are obviously a source of knowledge, particularly for judicial officers, professional lawyers,
students of law and all other interested persons.
Undoubtedly, upholding the supremacy of rule of law, without any discrimination, religion,
caste, sex, residence or place of birth has always been my prior consideration, and of course,
maintaining the constitutional values and dedicated services of justice to all cannot be
ignored. It is an honour for me to thank my learned brother Judges and everyone who
played a part in the institution’s growth with dedication and devotion.
Justice Sheikh Najam ul Hasan
Chief Justice
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MR. JUSTICE SHEIKH NAJAM UL HASAN
Chief Justice Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan

Hon’ble Mr. Justice Sh. Najam ul Hasan was born on 15.3.1952 at Lahore. His father was
a prominent lawyer but unfortunately he died young when His Lordship was only 15 years
old. Hon’ble Mr. Justice Sh. Najam ul Hasan after passing matriculation from Govt. Pilot
High School, Lahore, graduated from F. C. College, Lahore and then passed his LL.B.
Examination from Punjab University Lahore. He was enrolled as Advocate on 19.12.1977
and then Advocate of High Court on 21.1.1980. He joined the Law Chamber of Khawaja
Sultan Ahmad, Senior Advocate Supreme Court of Pakistan, conducted and assisted in
many important legal matters and trials. He started his own independent Law Chamber.
He was enrolled as Advocate of the Supreme Court on 12.3.2003. He independently
conducted hundreds of murder trials as well as other Criminal Cases of important nature
in different Districts, Murder References, Criminal Appeals and Constitutional matters
in High Court and Supreme Court of Pakistan. He appeared as counsel in many cases of
Federal Shariat Court.
He remained Standing Counsel for WAPDA for many years. He also provided legal advice
to different noteable Companies like Philips Electrical Company, Kanor Industries Dawood
Group of Industries, Kakasheen Industries, Best Fruit Juices and many other companies for
many years.
Also conducted important cases as Advocate in A.T.A. Courts, C.N.S.A. Courts,
Accountability Courts, Tribunals and Appellate Tribunals.
His Lordship was purely a professional lawyer having no affiliation with any Group or
Party and has unblemished record of thirty five years in legal field. He was elevated as Judge
of the Lahore High Court on 15.9.2009.
After elevation to the Bench of Lahore High Court, His Lordship was appointed as
Chairman of the Punjab Bar Council Tribunal, Lahore. He worked as Election Tribunal,
Punjab and in this capacity decided many important cases. He remained Member of Board
of Governors and Member Board of Trustees, National College of Arts Lahore for three
years and has attended meetings of the Board and rendered legal opinions for betterment of
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the College. He was nominated by the Government of Pakistan as Judge, Special Appellate
Court for the Province of Punjab under the Prevention of Smuggling Act, 1977 and
remained as Administrative Judge of the Accountability Courts of Punjab, Special Courts
(Central), Anti Corruption Courts, Courts under the Control of Narcotics Substance Act,
1997 and the Courts under Customs Act, 1969. His lordship also remained Senior Judge at
Bahawalpur and Multan Benches of Lahore High Court for more than a year. He remained
Member of Administrative Committee of Lahore High Court for nearly three years and
was nominated as Senior Puisne Judge and as such handled important administrative
matters. He was appointed Acting Chief Justice of the Lahore High Court. He remained
as Member Administrative Committee of Punjab Judicial Academy. After retirement from
the Lahore High Court Lahore on 14.3.2014 he was appointed as Chairperson of the
Punjab Environmental Tribunal wherefrom His Lordship resigned as he was appointed as
Judge Federal Shariat Court.
He assumed the office as Judge of Federal Shariat Court on 08.8.2014 and elevated as
Chief Justice, Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan on 15.05.2017.
As Chief Justice, Federal Shariat Court, he is Ex-Officio Member, National Judicial
(Policy Making) Committee, Member, Law & Justice Commission of Pakistan, Member,
Advisory Board of Al-Mizan Foundation, Member, Administration Committee of AlMizan Foundation, Member, Board of Governors, Board of Trustees and Selection Board
of the International Islamic University, Islamabad.
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MR. JUSTICE ALLAMA DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN
Senior Judge Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan

Academic Qualification
*

BA Ist class, Ist Position in the University of Peshawar (with distinction), was

*

M.A. (Islamiyat) Ist class (with distinction).

*

B.Sc. (War Studies).

*

M.A. (Arabic) Ist class (with distinction).

*

B.T.

*

M.A. (English) Ist position in the University (with distinction).

*

Diploma Course in German Language.

*

Ph.D. (Islamic Law and jurisprudence).

awarded gold Medal and Merit scholarship.

Publications And Experience
*

Translated the Holy Quran (into English)
Compiled several books which for several years remained part of Syllabus, prescribed
for Degree level in the University of Peshawar, (1962)

*

Was appointed Judge and remained Senior Puisne Judge, Federal Shariat Court of

*

Remained Lecturer Islamiyat at Post-Graduate Level, University of Peshawar,

*

Was appointed and served as Ad hoc Member Shariah Appellate Bench Supreme

Pakistan. (for twenty four years): From 2nd October, 1988 to 1st October, 2009.
from 1962 to 1968 (about six years).
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Court of Pakistan (From 25 March, 2010 till 4 July 2011).
*

Served as Deputy Director of Education/Director of Motivation, PAF from 16th
April 1968 to 1st October 1988 (about twenty years).

*

Appointed as Judge Federal Shariat Court Islamabad (w.e.f. 5 July, 2011 till
04.07.2014

*

Appointed as Juris-consult on Honorary basis and assisted the Federal Shariat
Court on several occasions, for about eight years (Prior to 1988).

*

Appointed as Acting Chief Justice w.e.f. 12.12.2014 to 07.03.2015

*

Re-appointed as Judge Federal Shariat Court w.e.f. 08.08.2014 till date.
Honorary Membership of Various Academic/Educational/Welfare Bodies

10

*

Former Chairman Shariah Board, State Bank of Pakistan (for about 4 years).
Resigned in 2013 for some personal reasons.

*

Chairman, Economic Reforms Commission KPK. (since 2004)

*

Patron in Chief, Quran Asaan Tahreek, Pakistan since January, 2006 (for life)

*

Member Advisory Board, World Jurists Council.

*

Founder Member Board of Trustees International Islamic University, Islamabad
(several terms till date)

*

Member Syndicate Mohyuddin Islamic University Azad Kashmir

*

Member Board of Trustees International Islamic University (IIU) Islamabad.
Ordinary

*

Member Research Fund Supervisory Committee(IIU) Islamabad

*

Member Board of Governors, (IIU), Islamabad.

*

Member Academic Programme Committee, Dawa Academy, IIU Islamabad

*

Member Council, Dawah Academy, (IIU), Islamabad (several terms)

*

Patron-in-Chief Prevention of Blindness Society, Islamabad.

*

Member Council, Islamic Research Institute, Islamabad till date (several terms)

*

Former Member, Syndicate, Agriculture University, Faisalabad.

*

Member Council, Shariah Academy, (IIU), Islamabad till date (several terms).

*

Former Member Executive Council, Allama Iqbal Open University (AIOU),
Islamabad.

*

Member Council, Institute of Islamic Economics (IIU), Islamabad.

*

Former Chairman, Executive Council Committee, AIOU, Islamabad.
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MR. JUSTICE MEHMOOD MAQBOOL BAJWA
Judge, Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan
Mr. Justice Mehmood Maqbool Bajwa was born on 27th September, 1954 in Khanewal.
He attended Govt. High School/College, Khanewal up to graduation. He obtained LL.B.
degree from Punjab University Law College, University of Punjab, Lahore in the year
1975-77.
He was selected as Civil Judge in the year 1979. He stood second in the Punjab Public
Service Commission competitive examination. He was promoted as Senior Civil Judge in
the year 1995 and in the year 1997 as Additional District & Sessions Judge. He served as
Judge Labour Court for six months. He worked as Judge Anti-Terrorism Court from May,
1999 to October, 2003. In February 2003, he was promoted as District & Sessions Judge.
He was appointed one man Tribunal in order to conduct inquiry into the Donga-Bonga
(Bahawalnagar) incident. He also served as Joint Secretary in Ministry of Law for about
two years. Also officiated the office of Solicitor of Pakistan.

Justice Bajwa has been visiting Faculty in Pakistan College of Law, Lahore, City Law
College, Lahore, Muslim Law College and Punjab Law College, Rawalpindi, Federal
Judicial Academy, Islamabad. He is visiting faculty in Punjab Judicial academy.
Served as District & Sessions Judge, Muzaffargarh, Bahawalnagar, Nankana-Sahib, Gujarat,
Faisalabad and Rawalpindi till his elevation as Judge, Lahore High Court, Lahore on 12th
May, 2011. While being Judge High Court he served as Chairman Punjab Subordinate
Judiciary Service Tribunal, Lahore for 1 ½ year. He remained member Syndicate, University
of Engineering and Technology, Taxila.
He also served as Administrative Judge of Anti-Terrorism Courts, Punjab from April, 2015
till his retirement.
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Attended number of Seminars and conferences in his carrier.
Retired as Judge, Lahore High Court, Lahore on 26th September, 2016.
Served as Chairperson, Punjab Environmental Tribunal prior to elevation as Judge, Federal
Shariat Court.
He took oath as Judge of Federal Shariat Court on 10th August, 2017.
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MR. JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI
Judge, Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan
Personal
Name

Zahoor Ahmed Shahwani

C.N.I.C. Number

54400-935090-9

Father’s Name
Qualification

Date of Enrollment as an Advocate
Date of Enrolment in

Malik Noor Ahmed
M.A. LLB.
01.03.1987

High Court and its Name

06.04.1989 High Court of Baluchistan, Quetta

Supreme Court of Pakistan

10.03.2006

where the applicant enrolled

Balochistan Bar Council

Date of Enrolment in

Name of Provincial Bar Council
Work Experience
a).

b).

Applicant was appointed as Assistant Advocate General Balochistan in year 1997.

Applicant was appointed as Prosecutor General Balochistan from December, 2008
to December 2010

Activities
i).
ii).
iii).
iv).
v).

Vice President Balochistan Bar Association 1994 to 1995.
General Secretary Balochistan Bar Association 1998 -1999.
Chairman Legal Education Committee April 2000 to 2004 (Balochistan Bar
Council).
Member Balochistan Bar Council 21 April 2000 to 2005.
Chairman Executive Committee Balochistan Bar Council.
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vi).
vii).
viii).
ix).
x).
xi).

14

President Balochistan High Court Bar Associaion.
Member Human Rights Commission of Pakistan.
Elected as Council Member Human Rights Commission of Pakistan on 1999 till
date.
Elected as Voice Chair Person Human Rights Commission of Pakistan
Balochistan Chapter in 2002 to 2005 and 2005 to 2008.
Applicant delivered lectures on Human Rights in Police Training College Quetta,
District Bar Associations of Balochistan University, and Colleges of Balochistan.
He assumed the office as Judge of Federal Shariat Court on 08-08-2014 and
relinquished the charge of Office on 08-08-2017.
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HON’BLE MRS. JUSTICE ASHRAF JAHAN
Judge, Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan
Academic Qualification
•

1983 LLB

•

Jinnah Law College, Hyderabad, Pakistan

•

1978 B.S.W. (Hons.) (First Class, 1st position)

•

University of Sindh Jamshoro, Pakistan

•

1974 Intermediate (First Division)

•

Khatoon-e-Pakistan College, Karachi, Pakistan

•

1972 Matriculation (with distinction)

•

Cantt. Board School, Rawalpindi, Pakistan

Service History
30.10.2017

Repatriated to High Court of Sindh.

31.10.2015

Appointed as Judge of the Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan.

01.11.2014

Repatriated to High Court of Sindh.

30.12.2013

Appointed as Judge of the Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan.

31.08.2013

Elevated as Additional Judge of the High Court of Sindh, Pakistan.

07.04.2013

Posted as Director Instructions at the Federal Judicial Academy, Islamabad,

18.07.2012

Posted as District & Sessions Judge of Karachi, District East.

07.06.2009

Appointed as Chairperson of the Environmental Protection Tribunal, Sindh

Pakistan.
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at Karachi (for a period of three years).
20.06.2006

Appointed as Member Judicial of the Customs, Excise and Sales Tax
Appellate Tribunal, Karachi.

25.04.2003

Promoted as District & Sessions Judge.

06.07.2000

Appointed as Additional Secretary Law, Government of Sindh.

09.02.2000

Posted as Deputy Secretary Law, Government of Sindh.

1996

Promoted as Additional District & Sessions Judge.

1992

Promoted as Senior Civil Judge.

12.05.1987

Joined Judicial Service as Civil Judge and First Class Magistrate.

Courses/Conferences Attended

16

2016

Attended Biennial Conference of Women Judges Association held in
Washington DC on 26-29 May, 2016.

2016

Participated in Pakistani Delegation led by Chief Justice Federal Shariat
Court of Pakistan to Visit Turkey from 15-20 May, 2016.

2014

Attended 36th Annual Conference of National Association of Wome
Judges, “Protecting and Advancing Meaningful Access to Justice”, San
Diego,California.

2013

National Judicial Conference at Islamabad, Pakistan

-

Conference on Environmental Justice, organized by ADB at Manila,
Philippines.

2012

National Judicial Conference at Islamabad, Pakistan

-

Conference on Environmental Justice, held at Bhurban, Pakistan

-

Federal Judicial Academy, Islamabad, Pakistan.

2010

National Judicial Conference at Islamabad, Pakistan

-

Conference on Environmental Justice, organized by ADB at Manila,
Philippines.

2004

Conference on Environmental Justice, held at Khatmandu, Nepal.

1992

Federal Judicial Academy, Islamabad, Pakistan.

1988

Federal Judicial Academy, Islamabad, Pakistan.
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The Chamber of Hon’ble Chief Justice, Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan at Islamabad.

The Chamber of Senior Alim Judge, Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan at Islamabad.
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FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT COMPOSITION

THE HOB’BLE CHIEF JUSTICE:
Date of
Assumption

Date of
Relinquishment

Mr. Justice Sheikh Najam ul Hasan

15.05.2017

-

Mr. Justice Riaz Ahmed Khan, Former Chief Justice

07.03.2015

14.05.2017

Name

HONOURABLE JUDGES OF THE FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT
Name

Date of
Assumption

Date of
Relinquishment

Hon. Mr. Justice Allama Dr. Fida Muhammad Khan

08.08.2014

-

Mr. Justice Mehmood Maqbool Bajwa

10.08.2017

-

Mr. Justice Zahoor Ahmed Shahwani

08.08.2014

08.08.2017

Mrs. Justice Ashraf Jahan

31.10.2015

30.10.2017
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Main Court Room of Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan at Islamabad.

Court Room of Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan at Islamabad.
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Organizational Chart
Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan

Hon:Chief Justice
and Hon:Judges

Registrar
Secretary to Hon.
Chief Justice
Additional
Registrar

Senior Research
Advisor

Research
Advisor

Deputy Registrar
Admin & IT

Librarian

Assistant Registrar
Admin
Superintendent
Admin
Computer
Programmer
Protocol Officer

Deputy Registrar
Judicial & Shariat

Deputy Registrar
General

Incharge Bench
Registry Lahore

Assistant Registrar
Judicial & Shariat

Assistant
Registrar General
& Project

Incharge Bench
Registry Karachi

Superintendent
Judicial

Superintendent
Shariat

Superintendent
General
DDO/Accountant

Incharge Bench
Registry Quetta

Incharge Bench
Registry
Peshawar
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Conference Room

Auditorium
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AND GROUP PHOTOS
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Mr. Justice Mian Saqib Nisar, Hon’ble Chief Justice of Pakistan administring oath to Hon’ble Mr. Justice Sheikh Najam
ul Hasan, as Chief Justice Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan on 15-05-2017 at Supreme Court of Pakistan.

Hon’ble Mr. Justice Sheikh Najam ul Hasan, signing the oath as Chief Justice Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan
on 15-05-2017 at Supreme Court of Pakistan.
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Picture taken on retirement of Hon’ble Chief Justice Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan on 10-05-2017

Photograph taken during the dinner at Islamabad Club on 11-05-2017
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Hon’ble Chief Justice along with Judges of Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan
during a presentation at Federal Ombudsman of Pakistan on 10-10-2016 at Islamabad.

Group photo of Hon’ble Chief Justice along with Judges of Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan
at Federal Ombudsman of Pakistan on 10-10-2016
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Hon’able Chief Justice, Mr. Justice Sheikh Najam ul Hasan presenting souvenir to
Mr. Musa Heybet, Head of Turkish delegation during visit to Federal Shariat Court on 25-05-2017

Photograph taken during visit of Turkish Judges to Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan on 25-05-2017
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Mr. Justice Sheikh Najam ul Hassan, Hon’ble Chief Justice Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan
with Mr. Musa Heybet, Head of Turkish delegation on 25-05-2017.

Group photo taken during the visit of Turkish Judges delegation to Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan at Islamabad.
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Hon’ble Mr. Justice Sheikh Najam ul Hasan, administring oath to Hon’ble Mr. Jusitce Allama Dr. Fida Muhammad
Khan & Hon’ble Mr. Justice Mehmood Maqbool Bajwa as Judges of Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan
at Islamabad on 10-08-2017

Hon’ble Mr. Jusitce Allama Dr. Fida Muhammad Khan & Hon’ble Mr. Justice Mehmood Maqbool Bajwa
signing the oath as Judges of Federal Shariat Court of Pakisan at Islamabad on 10-08-2017
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Photograph of Mr. Justice Sheikh Najam ul Hasan, Hon’ble Chief Justice Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan with
Mr. Justice Muhammad Azam Khan, Former Hon’ble Chief Justice, Supreme Court of Azad Jammu & Kashmir and
Mr. Justice Raja Saeed Akram Khan, Hon’ble Senior Judge, Supreme Court of Azad Jammu & Kashmir
at Islamabad on 24-10-2017.

Photograph of Mr. Justice Sheikh Najam ul Hasan, Hon’ble Chief Justice Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan
presenting souvenir to Mr. Justice Muhammad Azam Khan, Former Hon’ble Chief Justice,
Supreme Court of Azad Jammu & Kashmir at Islamabad on 24-10-2017.
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Picture taken on eve of repatriation of Mrs. Justice Ashraf Jahan,
Hon’ble Judge Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan on 30-10-2017

Mrs. Justice Ashraf Jahan, Hon’ble Judge Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan during plantation of silver oaks
at Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan, Islamabad on eve of her repatriation.
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Mr. Justice Sheikh Najam ul Hassan, Hon’ble Chief Justice Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan presenting souvenir to
Mrs. Justice Ashraf Jahan, Hon’ble Judge Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan on eve of her repatriation on 30-10-2017.

Photograph with court staff on 10-08-2017
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Hon’ble Chief Justice along with Hon’ble Judges of Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan,
Islamabad during visit to Warsak Dam.

Hon’ble Chief Justice along with Hon’ble Judges of Federal Shariat Court of Pakistan,
Islamabad during visit to Warsak Dam.
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FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT
ISLAMABAD
CONSOLIDATED CATEGORYWISE STATEMENT OF
INSTITUTION & DISPOSAL OF CRIMINAL/SHARIAT MATTERS
FROM 01-01-2016 TO 31-12-2016.
CATEGORY
OF CASES

INSTITUTION
01-01-2016
TO
31-12-2016

TOTAL

407

57

464

123

341

Cr.Revision

23

08

31

11

20

Cr.PSLA

43

08

51

24

27

Cr.Murder/
Hadd Ref

06

02

08

04

04

Cr.Suo.Motu

01

-

01

-

01

Contempt
Notice

-

01

01

01

-

Review
Petition

-

-

-

-

-

Cr.Misc

85

79

164

88

76

Shariat Matter

208

23

231

44

187

Total

773

178

951

295

656

Cr. Appeal

PENDENCY
ON 31.12.2015

Disposal
01-01-2016
TO
31-12-2016

BALANCE
ON
31-12-2016

Superintendent (Judl)
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Category Wise Pendency, Institution
& Disposal for the Year 2016
900
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0
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Judicial Activity and Statistics
Court Performance from 01-01-2017 to 31-12-2017
Category-Wise Consolidated Position during the year 2017
Sr.No.

CATEGORY OF
CASES

PENDENCY
ON
31.12.2016

INSTITUTION
FROM
01.01.2017
TO
31.12.2017

TOTAL

56

397

DISPOSAL
FROM
01.01.2017
TO
31.12.2017

BALANCE
ON

123

274

31.12.2017

1.

Cr. Appeal

341

2.

Cr. Revision

20

11

31

14

17

3.

Cr. PSLA

27

02

29

09

20

4.

Cr. Murder/Hadd
References
Cr.Suo Motu

04

06

10

01

09

01

-

01

-

01

5.
6.

-

01

01

01

-

7.

Notice for
Enhancement
Cr. Misc.

76

100

176

120

56

8.

Shariat Matter

187

29

216

26

190

656

205

861

294

567

Total

Consolidated Position at Principal Seat and Bench Registries from 01-01-2017 to 31-12-2017.
CRIMINAL MATTERS
SR.NO
.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

STATIONS

PRINCIPAL
SEAT
ISLAMABAD
BENCH
REGISTRY
LAHORE
BENCH
REGISTRY
KARACHI
BENCH
REGISTRY
PESHAWAR
BENCH
REGISTRY
QUETTA

TOTAL

TRANSFERRED
TO BENCH
REGISTRIES/
HEAD OFFICE

DISPOSAL
FROM
01.01.2017
TO
31.12.2017

BALANCE
ON

161

07

95

59

01

210

04

91

115

27

04

121

01

36

84

83

06

01

90

02

21

67

68

15

03

86

09

25

52

469

176

23

668

23

268

377

PENDENCY
ON
31.12.2016

INSTITUTION
FROM
01.01.2017
TO
31.12.2017

RECEIVED
FROM
BENCH
REGISTRIES

TOTAL

42

105

14

186

23

90

31.12.2017

SHARIAT MATTERS
Sr.No.

1.
2.
3.
4.

PRINCIPAL
SEAT
ISLAMABAD
BENCH
REGISTRY
LAHORE
BENCH
REGISTRY
KARACHI
BENCH
REGISTRY
PESHAWAR
BENCH
REGISTRY
QUETTA

TOTAL
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167

19

11

197

-

10

187

19

02

-

21

11

07

03

01

08

-

09

-

09

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

187

29

11

227

11

26

190

FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT OF PAKISTAN

Judicial Activity and Statistics
Court Performance from 01-01-2017 to 31-12-2017
Category-Wise Consolidated Position during the year 2017
450
400
350
300

Pendency On 31-12-2016

250
200
150

Institurion from 01-01-2017 to
31-12-2017

100

Total

50
0

Disposal from 01-01-2017 to 3112-2017
Balance on 31-12-2017

Criminal Matters

800
700

Pedency on 31-12-2016

600
500
400

Institution from 01-01-2017 to
31-12-2017

300

Received from Bench Registries

200

Total

100
0

Transferred to bench Registries
/Head Office
Disposal from 01-01-2017 to 3112-2017
Balance on 31-12-2017

Shariat Matters
250
200
150
100
50
0

Pendency on 31-12-2016
Institution from 01-01-2017 to
31-12-2016
Received from Bench Registries
Total
Transferred to Bench Registries
Disposal from 01-01-2017 to 3112-2017
Balance on 31-12-2017
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Total Shariat Petitions since establishment of
Federal Shariat Court=4484
Pending=190 Disposed off=4294

Declared Repugnant to the Injunction of Islam
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K

eeping in view the need for administrative reforms in this august Court, a number of
measures have been taken in Federal Shariat Court for enhancing the organizational
structure of the Court and capacity building of the staff. The reforms have been
conducted in the following fields: 1.

Job Description of Office of FSC:
Job Description of all the employees of this court is formulated in consultation with
all heads of wings and incharges of bench registries. Same was approved by the
competent authority for implementation in letter and spirit.

2.

Maintenance of Order & Discipline:
For maintenance of order and discipline a number of initiatives have been taken
which are given below:

3.

a)

Dress Code is introduced for the first time for the staff i.e. Officers/Officials
should wear lounge suit, and in case of Shalwar-Kameez (waist-coat is made
mandatory).

b)

Monitoring of computerized/biometric attendance of all staff members of
Federal Shariat Court.

c)

Official RFID Cards issued to all Officers and Officials.

d)

All outsiders who visit this Office are issued visitor’s cards.

e)

Maintaining of Leave Record including Casual Leave & LFP on monthly
basis & its perusal by the Competent Authority on 1st of every month.

f)

Introduction of PVC Card for the very first time.

Training for Officers/Officials:
For capacity building of staff in technical fields, many Officers/officials of this
Court have been sent for training conducted by various Government & Private
Organizations. Beside that a number of internal training programs, to be conducted
by our own staff, are under process. A short list of training programs taken or
scheduled to be taken by staff of this Court in the days ahead are as under:
a)

Basic IT training for all staff (Internal training conducted by IT wing of
this Court):
i. Introduction to Computer (Windows Installation & troubleshooting)
ii. Microsoft Office (Word, Excel & Power Point)
iii. Internet (Browsing, Email, Searching etc.)
iv. Use of other applications (Easy Quran wa Hadith, PDF, Audio, Video
etc.)

b)

STI training
The Secretariat Training Institute conducts various training programs for
Government employees (BPS 2-19) from time to time. List of the training
programs that have already been taken/yet to be taken by the employees of
this Court are as under: -
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i.

Public Procurement Rules and Procedures

ii. Service Laws & Rules

iii. Financial Issues Relating to Retirement
iv. Service Rules & Regulation

v. General Financial Rules & Procedures.
vi. Office Automation/IT

vii. Duties & responsibilities of drivers/ Dispatch Riders
c)

d)

e)

4.

viii. English Shorthand Refresher
AHK NCRD (Library training)

For the use of modern techniques in library management & effective use
of Automation & digital system in libraries, a five days orientation training
course on “Role of Information & Communication technologies in Library
management” was conducted by AHK, NCRD, Islamabad, and an official of
this Court was nominated for participation in the said training.
PPRA training

To provide basic guidelines for procurement related issues & problems arising
during procurement proceedings, a one day workshop on “Negotiation in
Public Procurement” scheduled for Project Branch, to be conducted by
Institute of Tender Management.
Cooking training

Internal cooking training program was launched for the cooks of this Court
Rest House & Branch Registries Rest Houses in order to polish their skills,
and train them in the art of making & presenting Pakistani, Continental,
Chinese, and Russian foods.

Detailed Bio-data of staff:

A detailed bio-data form was circulated amongst all the staff containing provisions
for details of Family, Qualification, Private/Govt. job experience, language
proficiency, domicile etc. for computerization and saved in soft-format for official
purposes. Besides, extra skills of employees have been shown and their services are
being utilized in other office matters for which extra reward paid to them through
honorarium.
Setup of Research Wing

A research wing has been established to examine all the laws passed in the parliament
as to whether the same is in accordance with Islamic Injunctions. The Research
Branch examines the law, and if found repugnant to the injunctions of Quran &
Sunnah, the same is placed before the Court and the Court may take Suo-Moto
notice in such matters.

5. Constitution of Various Committees

Various Committees have been formed from time to time keeping in view the need
for various official works:
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a)

b)

c)

d)

6.

Committee for drafting new service Rules of FSC

To examine the existing service rules and propose necessary amendments to
update them.
Condemnation Committee

Condemnation Committee has been formed to enquire/check outdated/
impaired items in details (technically & financially) & submits
recommendations to higher authority regarding condemnation for said
items.
Committee for Stock Taking of Library

A committee was constituted for Stock Taking of Library where they
rearrange the books of library, and verify the same through the Accession
Register for authentication of record and for keeping the same record in safe
custody for official needs.
Purchase Committee

Purchase Committee has been constituted for perusal of all such files
pertaining to procurement of items exceeding the limit of Rs.5,000/- & give
recommendations to ensure the element of transparency and completion of
codal formalities before obtaining necessary approval.

Appointment of a Permanent Prosecutor & Doctor

After considering the need for a permanent Prosecutor & a doctor in this august
Court, letters have been sent to concerned department/Ministries for arrangement
of the same. After the appointment of doctor the IT wing will develop an application
to facilitate the doctor to perform his duties smoothly and efficiently.
7.

Installation of Security Cameras
Two types of security cameras have been installed in FSC, firstly for providing
security check at the main entrance of public, Judges entry, car parking front and
back side wall of the main Building and secondly, in Judicial Branch, Shariat Branch,
Admn Branch and Canteen, Cameras have been fixed for keeping a close watch on
staff for ensuring discipline and propriety from them.
Fire extinguishers have been scrutinized and fixed at all the Building floors as well
as Rest House at Islamabad. Necessary training has been given to the Staff for
extinguishing the same in case of emergency. All water-pipe for fire extinguisher
has become functional. Fire alarm and Smoke Detector System is being repaired/
revamped which would be completed within shortest possible time.
Photos record of Meter Reading of Utility Bills has been developed and officials
have been posted for their arrangement at Head Office and Rest House Islamabad
and at all Branch Registries as well. The record for every month is being kept /
monitored at the Head Office, Islamabad.
A data based computerized program has been prepared/developed for the Accounts
Wing of this Court and monitoring of the expenditure which is submitted to
Competent Authority for perusal. This helps to control the wasteful expenditure
and to keep watch over the Office.
The Contract & Contingent staff members of this Court have been regularized
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after evaluation of the qualifications/abilities, which was pending since long.
8.

Maintenance of Building and Rest House.
The Court staff, who have specific skills has been identified to resolve day to day
maintenance issues to avoid extra/huge expenditure and to avoid PWD services in
maintenance matters.

9.

Shifting of Library
The separate portion of Library has been shifted at 2nd floor to amalgamate with
other wings of Library. This would restrict the movement of unconcerned/outsider
person in the office premises. The books have been set up at one place join with
Library at Second Floor near to research Wing of the Court.

COURT AUTOMATION
Our world today has changed a great deal with the aid of information technology.
Things that were once done manually or by hand have now become computerized
operating systems, which simply require a single click of a mouse to get a task
completed. With the aid of IT we are not only able to stream line our business
processes but we are also able to get constant information in ‘real time’ that is up
to the minute and up to date. Keeping in view the needs of modern world Federal
Shariat Court has also started automation of all activities being carried out manually
in 2008.In the first year Procurement of Hardware Infrastructure, LAN (Local Area
Network) Establishments and Automation start from official website and some of
business processes of FSC including Case Flow Management System and Human
Resource Management were done. Some of the features of these Systems are as
under:OFFICIAL WEBSITE (www.federalshariatcourt.gov.pk)
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

In November 2017 start development of the bilingual website with new template.
Archives Cause Lists also available on Official website.

Availability of Monthly Statement of Criminal & Shariat Cases on Official website
for National Judicial Automation Committee (NJAC).

Availability of Email addresses and proforma for Human Right Cell on Official
website.
Web service for Advocates has been developed successfully.

Web service for Case Status of FSC Hon’ble Judges in Supreme Court has also
developed successfully.
Following information can also be downloaded from FSC website.
Brief history of establishment of Federal Shariat Court.

Chapter 3-A of the constitution of Pakistan (This chapter consist articles of
the constitution pertaining to the establishment of the Federal Shariat Court,
appointment and qualification of judges, jurisdiction etc.
Procedure Rules of the court.

Profile of former and present judges.
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•

Profiles of present and former Chief Justices.

•

Leading Judgments of the court (Shariat Petitions and suo moto cases)

•

Summary of reported criminal cases from 1980 up to date.

•

Tenders

•

Notifications

•

Photo Gallery

•

Articles

•

Case Status

CASE FLOW MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
•

Computerized Case Institution

•

Searching case record

•

Bench Allocation

•

Date Fixation

•

Checking Case Status

•

Case proceedings

•

Finding Judgments

•

Proposed Cause List

•

Report generation regarding pendency, disposal, institution, and offence wise
Statistics.

In year2016-2017 following tasks were performed regarding Case Flow Management
System
•

Record of cases for the year 2016-17 including more than 250 cases have been
computerized at Principal seat and Branch registries.

•

Case Adjournment Application developed to expedite justice.

•

Reported Judgment from year 2012 to 2017 has been made online.

HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM:
In year 2016-2017 following features were introduced in HRMS System.
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•

Educational & Training Courses details

•

Languages details

•

Family information

•

Promotion & Posting details

•

Residenece Status & Property details
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SHARIAT PETITIONS HISTORY SYSTEM
In year 2016-2017, Shariat Petitions History System was developed and
implemented at Shariat Branch including more than 1200 petitions describing
various laws challenged at this court and findings of the court on these laws.
SERVER ROOM
•

The task of glass partitioning of Server Room (established in 2008), to prevent
unauthorized access, dust, humidity & heat etc have been completed in 2017.
Total 03 Servers, Local Area Network (LAN) equipments i.e. Firewall, Router
& Switches etc are installed in the Server Room for management & control of
computers, printers, databases & other services e.g. internet etc provided to the
users in the office for official use for better performance.

HARDWARE/ SOFTWARE/ LAN
•

To upgrade the IT infrastructure a plan was prepared in compliance of National
Judicial Automation Committee in which Phase-I has been completed while
Phase-II is in process.

•

CCTV Cameras have been installed in the office for monitoring & security purposes.
Display has been provided in the office of Hon’ble Chief Justice & the Registrar
office for vigilance.

VIDEO CONFERENCING
•

Video conferencing has been established with the Branch Registries using existing
IT setup without any additional expenses to discuss official matters from the Head
Office, Islamabad with all four Provincial Branch Registries.

APPLICATIONS USED IN RESEARCH BRANCH
The following softwares are used for Research Purposes:
•

Shamila Library

•

Easy Quran wa Hidith

•

Quran e Muajam.

SMS ALERT SYSTEM
SMS ALERT SYSETM started working on testing basis.
HR CELL
HR Cell has been established on 13-06-2017 with the direction of Hon’able Chief
Justice of Federal Shariat Court .In this regard HR Cell webpage has been created
on the official website of Federal Shariat Court with the following two email
addresses one each for overseas Pakistanis and local Pakistanis for complaints:
1. hrcell@federalshariarcourt.gov.pk

2. hrcell_overseas@federalshariatcourt.gov.pk
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A Performa has also been uploaded on the official website to facilitate the
complainants in submission of their complaints. Till date, total 15 complaints via
emails have been received from local Pakistanis and total 5 emails from overseas
Pakistanis which have been entertained as per rules. Furthermore a postal address
has also been provided on the official website for the complainants to send their
complaints via postal letter and in this regard total 16 letters have been received in
the HR Cell which have also been entertained as per rules.
JUDICIAL & ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMATION
The Hon’ble Chief Justice is taking keen interest for reformation of this August
Institution. His lordship apart from judicial reforms also taking steps towards
administrative reforms. Now the Court Roster is being prepared for a period of
three months (quarterly) which help the executing agencies to serve the notices
upon litigants and parties of the cases well in time. Moreover, Criteria has been set
down that old cases may be fixed for hearing on priority basis to clear the backlog
of the cases. The Shariat petitions are being disposed of almost in every week of the
month. The Court has finished pendency of Shariat petitions at our three bench
registries Karachi, Quetta & Peshawar uptill now except at Lahore Registry. Few
Shariat petition are pending at Lahore which will be disposed of soon probably
within three months. The pendency of Criminal cases has been reduced to 377 cases
upto 31-12-2017. Further the Court intend to start examination of law by taking
Suo-Motu notices also.

LIBRARY

In 2017 Koha Software was installed in Library and data entry of more than 15,200
books were done till 2017.
DIGITAL LIBRARY
Information technology has influenced every sphere of life; there is booming trend
in the modern world to establish digital libraries by organizing scanned as well as
born digital books. Federal Shariat Court Library has taken initiative and developed
a collection of digital books comprising of 1,5000 titles which is growing day by
day. There are 336 Encyclopedias including Encyclopedia of Islam 13 volumes,
Encyclopedia of Hinduism, Encyclopedia of Social Problems, Gale Encyclopedia of
Everyday Law, Encyclopedia of Law and Higher Education, Encyclopedia of World
Biography, Encyclopedia of Modern World 1900 to present, World Encyclopedia
of Political System and Parties, Encyclopedia of Women and Islamic Cultures,
McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Science & Technology 19 vols. and 91 dictionaries
including Oxford Dictionary of English Language 20 vols. Ebooks on law, Islam,
banking and finance, Seerat-un-Nabi (SAW) are also included. These books can be
downloaded and print out of relevant / required pages can also be taken.
Pakistan Library Automation Group (www.paklag.org) has provided digital
library software free of cost. Federal Shariat Court library is the 1st one among
the Court Libraries in Pakistan which is maintaining a digital library along with
computerization of its physical collection.
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ON GOING PROCESS
Beside the works already completed and highlighted in the previous paragraphs, the
following administrative works are in progress and will be finalized during the current
financial year:a).

A dispensary is being set up in the office premises separately for medical
care/emergency matters in respect for the employees of the Federal Shariat
Court. For this purpose, a letter has been sent to Secretary CAD for posting
of a suitable Dr./Medical Officer alongwith services of a paramedic. The
infrastructure of the dispensary is being arranged by the Federal Shariat
Court from its own budgetary allocation which is likely to be finalized soon.

b).

A separate room/sitting arrangement is being made at the 2nd floor of the
Court building for sitting of Hon’ble Retired Judges of this Court with the
facilities of computer, telephone/intercom etc.

c).

A “special desk” is being set up for the retiring/retired Hon’ble Judges and
employees of this Court to facilitate them in respect of their retirement
papers/pensionery benefits etc. This desk will ensure assistance to the family
members of deceased employees of this Court by providing necessary
pensionary benefits as admissible under the Rules.

d).

The Bar Room is being improved at lower ground floor, wherein television
facility is being provided and a separate portion is being arranged for the
lady lawyers.

e).

To facilitate the employees of this Court, a modernized/new tea/coffee
maker is being installed at the lower ground floor from a renowned company
where all the staff and other visitors/litigants will be provided fresh tea/
coffee on usual payment as and when needed. Sitting arrangement is also
being explored separately near to the coffee maker machine.

f ).

The installation of ATM machine has been proposed within the premises
of Federal Shariat Court to facilitate the employees, advocates and litigants
to draw cash from ATM machine. In this regard Habib Bank Limited is
being contacted to install a machine with one link facility so that the other
card holders of different banks could utilize the ATM machine. In this
connection possibilities are being explored for suitable to install the said
machine in the Federal Shariat Court premises as early as possible.

g).

New summer uniforms are being provided to all the entitled employees of
the Court. For this purpose a tender has been floated and the matter will be
finalized soon.

h).

New computerized attendance system has been introduced in the Court. All
employees will put their attendance through biometric machine and the late
comers will be monitored by Incharge Computer Cell. In case of three (03)
late comings of an employee, automatic computer generated explanation
will be issued to the late comers. At the end of each month, the Incharge
computer section will furnish a monthly report of all the employees to the
competent authority for information/perusal.
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i).
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The roof treatment of main Court building is being taken up with the Pak.
PWD to save the main building from water leakage during the rainy season.
For this purpose, a meeting is being arranged with officials of Pak. PWD
for obtaining the estimates for the repair and maintenance work of the roof.
Besides the safety walls are being constructed on the back side of the building
and necessary plantation work is being processed. The repainting work of
external area of the main Court is being carried out as soon as possible.
Necessary estimates are being obtained from the concerned Division of Pak
PWD in this regard. The repainting work is likely to be started during the
current financial year 2017-18 and finalized soon.

FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT OF PAKISTAN

The details of Shariat Petitions decided by this Court is available on following link
http://federalshariatcourt.gov.pk/shrsearch.html.
Where you can search by Shariat Petition No, Case Title, Law Challenged or Year of Decision.

The detail of Petition will be displayed in following manner
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You can also serach full text Reported Judgments of this Court
on following link.
http://federalshariatcourt.gov.pk/judnew.html

You can search Reported Judgments by
Case No, Party Names, Judge Name, or Subject.
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The Result will be displayed in following manner
and you may download the full judgment
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Visitor Card

Office Card

Reception

Attendance Machine
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LIBRARY

Arabic Section

Legal Section

General Section
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SERVER ROOM (IT BRANCH)
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SECURITY CAMERA’S VIEW AT HON. CHIEF JUSTICE CHAMBER

SECURITY CAMERA’S VIEW AT REGISTRAR OFFICE
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SECURITY CAMERA’S MAIN CONTROL ROOM

NEWLY INSTALLED EXTERANAL SECURITY CAMERAS

NEWLY INSTALLED INTERANAL SECURITY CAMERAS
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MASJID FOR LITIGANTS AND COURT STAFF

SITTING AREA FOR LITIGANTS
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LAWN

PARKING AREA FOR LITIGANTS
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PLANTS

LIFT AND WATER DISPENSER FOR LITIGANTS
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FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENTS FOR SECURITY PURPOSE
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MAIN BUILDING, ISLAMABAD

NEWLY RENOVATED JUDGES REST HOUSE, ISLAMABAD
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NEWLY RENOVATED JUDGES REST HOUSE, LAHORE

NEWLY RENOVATED JUDGES REST HOUSE, KARACHI
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NEWLY RENOVATED JUDGES REST HOUSE, PESHAWAR

NEWLY RENOVATED JUDGES REST HOUSE, QUETTA
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BALOCHISTAN HIGH COURT, QUETTA

FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT, COURT ROOM, QUETTA
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APP
May 15, 2017

Chief Justice Mian saqib Nisar
administers the oath of office
to Justice Sh Najam-ul-Hassan
as Chief Justice FSC

ISLAMABAD: MAY 15 The Hon’ble Chief Justice Of
Pakistan, Mr. Justice Mian Saqib
Nisar administering the oath of
office to Hon’ble Mr. Justice Sh.
Najam-ul-Hassan, Judge, Federal
Shariat Court, as Chief Justice,
Federal Shariat Court. APP
ISLAMABAD, May 15 (APP):
Chief Justice Mian Saqib Nisar
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on Monday administered the oath
of office to Justice Sh. Najam-ulHassan, Judge, Federal Shariat
Court, as Chief Justice, FSC.
Judges of Supreme Court of
Pakistan and Federal Shariat
Court, Attorney General for
Pakistan, Advocate General
Islamabad, senior lawyers and
law officers, officers of Law &

Justice Commission of Pakistan,
attended the ceremony.
Arbab
Muhammad
Arif,
Registrar,
Supreme
Court,
conducted the proceedings of
oath taking ceremony. Officers
and staff of the Supreme Court
of Pakistan also attended the
ceremony.

FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT OF PAKISTAN

THE NEWS, SLAMABAD
APRIL 10, 2016

FSC judge urges society
to show positive attitude
towards children

Our correspondent

successfully accomplishing its

such

KARACHI: Children are our
asset, and their upbringing
and support for them is a
responsibility of each and every
member of society.
This was stated by Justice
Ashraf Jehan, a judge of the
Federal Shariat Court and the
wife of the chief justice of
Pakistan, at a wish-granting
ceremony held in the premises
of the Karachi Gymkhana on
Saturday.

mission and objective. She
said that during a time when
people were becoming focused
on themselves, such initiatives
were nothing but remarkable.
“Children need emotional and
psychological support for which
we must show positive attitudes
towards them.” She added that as
a Muslim and a Pakistani, all-out
efforts should be made to help
children who were not in their
best health.

He said the mission of the
MAW Foundation was to fulfill
the wishes of children who were
suffering from terminal illness.
Sharing some anecdotes of
children, he said that in reaction
to the Army Public School attack,
a 16-year-old boy expressed his
wish to be a part of the army.

Addressing as a chief guest, she
said that it was a memorable day
for her to attend the programme.
Justice Ashraf Jehan, who
made history when she was
sworn in as the first female
judge of the Federal Shariat
Court on December 30, 2013,
appreciated that the Make-AWish Foundation Pakistan was

Ishtiaq Baig, the founding
president
of
the
MAW
Foundation, said thousands of
children with life-threatening
medical conditions were given
a reason to smile in their last
days for which members of the
Make-A-Wish Foundation felt
proud and were leaving no stone
unturned to reach out to more

children.

Baig also said that with around
100 student volunteers, the
MAW-Pakistan had been able
to make a m ark on the lives of
children. He told the audience
that the MAW Foundation issued
certificates to the volunteers for
taking part in the social service
activities and added that the
certificates could be of great
importance if volunteers would
apply to go abroad since the
organization was internationally
recognised.

DAWN, ISLAMABAD
April 28, 2017

Appointment of
FSC CJ confirmed

By Our Staff Reporter

ISLAMABAD: A parliamentary
panel on Thursday confirmed
the appointment of Justice Sh.
Najamul Hassan as the Chief
Justice of the Federal Shariat Court
(FSC).
The committee held an incamera meeting at Parliament
House.
The meeting, chaired by MNA
Syed Naveed Qamar, was attended
by Senator Muhammad Javed

Abbasi, Senator Ilyas
Bilour, MNA Mahmood
Virk, MNA Muhammad
Khan Leghari and the
secretary.

Ahmed
Bashir
Arshad
Senate

The parliamentary committee,
after deliberations and perusal of
record, confirmed Justice Hassan’s
appointment for a period of two
years against the anticipated
vacancy which will occur on the
retirement of Justice Riaz Ahmad
Khan, the incumbent FSC Chief
Justice.
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IN THE FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT
(Appellate Jurisdiction)
PRESENT
MR.JUSTICE SH.NAJAM UL HASAN
MR.JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI
JUSTICE MRS.ASHRAF JAHAN
CRIMINAL APPEAL NO.19-Q-2014
Ubaid son of Khudaddad,Caste Baloch,
Resident of Peedark, Turbat,
(Now confined in Central Jail Mach)

Appellant
Versus

The State
For the appellant
For the State
Baluchistan
For the complainant
No.&date of FIR
Police Station
Date of judgment
of trial court
Date of Institution
in this Court
Date of hearing
Date of decision

Respondent
Mr.Kamran Murtaza, Advocate
Mr.Nauman Shafiq, D.P.G
Nemo
No.13/2010,dt.2.9.2010
Levies Thana Turbat, Kech.
21.7.20111
16.6.2014
4.1.2016
14.1.2016

CRIMINAL MURDER REFERENCE NO.02/Q OF 2014

The State
Versus

Appellant

Ubaid son of Khudadad

Respondent
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JUDGMENT:
SH. NAJAM UL HASAN, J. - Through this judgment we shall dispose of Cr.

Appeal No.l9-Q-2014 (Ubaid Vs. The State) and Cr. Murder Reference No.2-Q-2014 (The
State Vs. Ubaid) as both these matters are out come of the same judgment dated 21.7.2011

passed by learned Sessions Judge, Turbat, in case FIR No.l3/2010, dated 2.9.2010, registered

under Section 17(4) Offences Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance,
1979, at Levies Thana Turbat, District Kech, whereby the appellant was convicted and
sentenced as under:i)

Under section 302(b) PPC to DEATH on two counts and also to pay
Rs.200,000/- which was to be paid to the legal heirs of the deceased

as compensation under section 544-A Cr.P.C or in default thereof to
further undergo S.I for six months.
ii)

Under section 324 PPC to suffer R.I for seven years and to pay a fine of
Rs.10,000/- or in default to further undergo S.I for two months.

iii)

Under section 337-F (v) PPC to suffer four years R.I and to pay a fine

of Rs.20,000/- as Daman payable to the victim Shambay, in default ot
further undergo simple imprisonment till payment of Daman.
iv)

Under section 337-F (vi) PPC to suffer five years R.I and to pay an

amount of Rs.30,000/- as Daman payable to the victim Jada, in default
to further undergo simple imprisonment till payment of Daman.
v)

Under section 337-A (v) PPC to suffer ten years R.I and to pay a fine

of Rs.219774/45 as Arsh payable to the victim Naz Bibi D/o Brahim,

in default to further undergo simple imprisonment till payment of Arsh.
vi)

Under section 337-F (ii) PPC to suffer two years R.I and to pay an

amount of Rs.10,000/- as Daman payable to the victim Zaheer Khan in

default to further undergo simple imprisonment till payment of Daman.
vii)

Under section 337-F(i) PPC to suffer one year R.I and to pay a fine of
Rs.5000/- as Daman payable to the victim Zabad Son of Darya Khan, in

default to further undergo simple imprisonment till payment of Daman.
It was also ordered that the sentences shall run concurrently.
2.
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374 Cr.P.C was also sent by the trial court to the High Court of Baluchistan. As

charge was framed under section 17(4) read with section (2) of the Offences Against
Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 so vide order dated 29.05.2014
both these matters were sent to this Court by the Hon’ble High Court of Baluchistan

on 16.06.2014 even the appellant filed an appeal No.19/Q of 2014 in this Court
against the impugned judgment whereby he was convicted and sentenced by the

learned Sessions Judge Turbat. The murder reference sent by the Hon’ble High Court
of Baluchistan was numbered as 2/Q of 2014 in this Court.
3.

The brief prosecution case as narrated in FIR registered on the written application

of Lal Bakhsh complainant (P.W.5) is that on 1.9.2010 he along with his family
members, relatives and others were on their way on a bus to Turbat from Karachi
for ‘ziarat’ of Koh-e-Murad in Baluchistan. On their way on 2.9.2010 at about 4.00
p.m they reached the mountainous area of Pasni-Turbat, when they were stopped

by four armed culprits. Two of them armed with Kalashnikov were present on

the nearby mountain while the other two with muffled faces were on the road.
One of them was having a Kalashnikov with him whereas the other was empty
handed. They entered the bus and on gun point tried to snatch the ornaments, cash

and other valuable things from the complainant, his family members and other
passengers. On resistance, the accused having Kalashnikov with him made firing

which resulted in injuries to Wahag, Shambay,P.W.9,Jada, Allah Bakhsh, Abdul

Rehman, Mst. Naz Bibi, Habib, Zabad, Zaheer Khan, Hani and Wahid Baksh.
The passengers continued their struggle and were successful in apprehending both
the accused along with his Kalashnikov. At this stage indiscriminate firing was

made by the two accused who were present on nearby mountain. In result of their

firing the accused who was empty handed and was present near the bus received
serious injuries. On seeing this, the accused who were on the mountain escaped from
the site of occurrence. The name of the accused apprehended with Kalashnikov
was disclosed as Ubaidullah son of Khudadad (the appellant). The name of the
other accused who received firearm injuries at the hand of his own co-accused was
disclosed as Abdul Hameed son of Khudadad. The complainant, the injured along
with both apprehended accused and the other passengers were on their way to

hospital when the injured Mst.Hani, Wahid Bakhsh and accused Abdul Hameed
succumbed to their injures and died.
4.

After receiving information the Tehsildar Turbat along with other Levies officials

came and met them on the way to hospital. The apprehended accused along with

Kalashnikov and the dead body of the other accused was handed over to them.
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Later on the complainant Lal Bakhsh, P.W.5 submitted written application to

Tehsildar which was sent to the police station on which the FIR No. 13/2010 was
registered against the appellant and his co-accused under section 17(4) Offences

Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979, at Levies Thana
Turbat, District Kech.
5.

Just after reaching hospital at 6.45 p.m Dr.Noor Zaman,P.W.7 medically examined

injured Wahag, Shambay,P.W.9, Jada, Allah Bakhsh, Abdul Rehman, Naz Bibi,
Zaheer Khan, Habibullah, Zabad and found fire arm injuries on their bodies. Their

medico legal reports were prepared and later on handed over to the I.O. The doctor
also examined the dead bodies of Mst.Hani and Wahid Bakhsh and found bullet
wounds on their bodies which are declared as their cause of death. The doctor

declared the duration of injuries as fresh and weapon used as fire arm. Even their
medical reports were prepared and later on handed over to the I.O.
6.

The I.O arrested Ubaid accused/appellant who was having some injuries on his body
so he got him medically examined through Dr.Attaullah,P.W.6 on the same day i.e

2.9.2010 at 8.20 p.m. The doctor found lacerated wound on the left forearm and
there were multiple bruises on the whole back of chest with different size and red
colour. According to the doctor the nature of injuries was simple. The dead body of

co-accused Abdul Hameed who died on the way to the hospital was also examined.
The doctor found an entrance bullet wound on the right side, just below the right
eye orbit and exist wound was seen in the left frontal bone of skull. There was also

a two centimeter open wound at the back of head, depth of wound was about two
centimeter and bone was also broken. Medical report was prepared and handed over
to the I.O.
7.

After registration of FIR and during investigation the I.O took into possession
Kalashnikov along with 11 live bullets statedly taken from the appellant Ubaid

during the occurrence by the complainant vide recovery memo duly attested by
the witnesses. The 1.0 inspected the place of occurrence in presence of witnesses

and took into possession from nearby the place of occurrence 18 crime empties

of 7.62 MM Rifle along with three missed cartridges and sealed them into parcel.
He also took a black colour muffle/used by the accused during the occurrence. A

burnt motorcycle Irani made was found at the place of occurrence was taken into

possession through the recovery memo duly attested by the witnesses. Site plan was
prepared on the instruction of the witnesses. During investigation Ubaid accused/

appellant admitted the occurrence and rather named the two other accused who
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were present on the mountain as Shoukat and Salahuddin. The I.O. searched for
them and ultimately they were declared proclaimed offenders. After completing

the investigation challan was submitted in the court and after fulfilling the legal
requirement charge was framed against the appellant who pleaded not guilty and
faced the trial.
8.

During the trial, the prosecution produced ten witnesses to prove the ocular account,
the recoveries and the medical evidence. Positive report of Fire Arm Expert was also

produced. The medical evidence was produced through P.W.6 and P.W.7. Dr.
Attauliah M.O, D.H.Q Hospital, Turbat appeared as P.W.6. He at the instance of
Tehsildar medically examined the accused/appellant Ubaid on the day of occurrence

i.e on 2.9.2010 at 8.20 p.m and found three injuries caused by blunt mean on his person.
The injuries were fresh. At the same time he examined the dead body of Abdul
Hameed co-accused and found fire arm injury and a blunt weapon injury on his

person. The injuries were found fresh and were the cause of death. He verified their

medicolegal certificates prepared by him which were exhibited. Dr. Noor Zaman
appeared as P.W.7. He was M.O of DHQ Hospital Turbat and on the day of

occurrence at 6.45 p.m he medically examined nine injured persons of this case and

also examined the two dead bodies of the victim and found fire arm injuries on their

persons. The injuries were fresh. He verified the Medico-legal certificate prepared
by him in this respect which were duly exhibited. P.Ws 2,3 and 4 are the recovery

witnesses. P.W.2 was the witness of production of weapon by the complainant to
the I.O which was taken from the accused Ubaid during the occurrence. P.W.3 is a
recovery witness of clothes and other articles of the injured and deceased produced

by the doctors. P.W.4 is the recovery witness of 18 crime empties, three missed

cartridges, blood stained earth and the burnt motorcycle along with the black mufler

used by the accused to cover his face during the occurrence. P.W.10 is the I.O
and he found the appellant fully involved in this case during the investigation and
prepared the challan.
9.

The ocular account has been produced through P.Ws 1,5,8 and 9. P.W.5 is the
complainant whereas P.W.9 is the injured witness of this occurrence. P.W. 1 and
P.W.5 have categorically stated

that the

appellant entered the bus and firing

took place inside the bus in which the injured and the deceased received fire arm
injury at the hand of the appellant Ubaid whereas the deceased accused received

injuries with the firing made by their co-accused who were on the mountain. On

the other hand P.W.8 and P.W.9 took a different stance and stated that the firing
was made on the bus by the accused who were present on the mountain in result of
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which the injured and the deceased received fire arm injuries. The appellant Ubaid

was assigned the role of causing firing arm injury to Jada injured, whereas the co-

accused Hameed died because of the injuries caused by the firing of the two P.Os
who were firing from the mountain. AH these witnesses were consistent on the
point that the appellant Ubaid was apprehended at the spot along the Kalashnikov
whereas the co-accused Hameed died because of firing of their co-accused who

were present on the mountain. All the witnesses are consistent in respect of time, date
and place of occurrence. They are also consistent on the point that the occurrence was

result of robbery committed by the four persons during which two persons from
their side lost their lives whereas nine received fire arm injuries and one of the
accused died in the occurrence because of firing of his co-accused. The report of Fire

Arm Expert indicates that all the 18 empties recovered from the spot matched with
the rifle statedly recovered from the appellant.
10.

After conclusion of trial, the appellant made statement under section 342 Cr.P.C
denying his involvement in this case. He did not opt to make statement on oath
under section 340(2) Cr.P.C or produced any defence evidence. The learned trial

court vide impugned judgment dated 21.7.2011while altering the charge from

section 17(4) Offences Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance,
1979 to under section 302,324 and 337 PPC convicted and sentenced appellant
Ubaid as mentioned in the opening para of this judgment.
11.

Mr. Kamran Murtaza, Advocate, learned counsel for the appellant states that record

indicates that FIR was registered after delay of more than 24 hours. It is stated in FIR
that the complainant and others started their journey on 1.9.2010 and on their way at
4.00 p.m the occurrence took place, whereas the FIR was registered on 2.9.2010 at

4.00 p.m such a delay in FIR makes the prosecution case highly doubtful. Further
states that in the charge framed by trial court, the date of occurrence is mentioned as

2.09.2010 and thereafter the prosecution has changed the whole concept of evidence

and tried to bring the case to have taken place on 02.09.2010 and the same is evident
from the fact that the date of occurrence is over-written in the FIR; that statedly

nine persons were injured in this case, four eye witnesses have been produced by the
prosecution which include only one injured witness i.e P.W.9 Shambay; no other
injured witness was produced by the prosecution and in the presence of injured

witnesses the production of other eye witnesses makes the prosecution case highly

doubtful. Even otherwise, such lapse in not producing the natural and important

witnesses leads to an inference against the prosecution and in favour of the appellant.
The learned counsel states that site plan was got exhibited by the prosecution through
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P.W.10,I.O who statedly prepared the same with the instruction and assistance

of eyewitnesses, that the site plan indicates a different story. It shows that the bus

was taken to a deserted place from the main road where the occurrence took place.
Similarly, it describes the presence of a burnt motorcycle at the spot but the prosecution
case does not speak a word as to how the motorcycle was burnt. Such change of

place of occurrence and missing evidence about burning of motor cycle makes the
prosecution case doubtful and clearly indicate that the prosecution has withheld

some important facts and in such circumstances the appellant is entitled to benefit

of doubt. The appellant was found injured by the IO just after the occurrence. He

was medically examined and the doctor observed serious injuries caused by blunt
means on his person which were fresh the prosecution has not explained the injuries

on the person of the appellant. The recovery of Kalashnikov from the appellant
was not made in presence of the I.O rather the Kalashnikov was produced by the

complainant to the I.O stating that the same was snatched from the accused during

the occurrence. Possibility of the Kalashnikov being used by the deceased co-accused

cannot be ruled out. Even otherwise, the Kalashnikov and the empties were sent
together to the Fire Arm Expert after an unexplained delay which makes the report
of the Fire Arm Expert highly doubtful.
12.

Learned counsel strongly emphasizes on the point that all the four eye witnesses

are not consistent in respect of place of firing with which the deceased and injured
received injuries in this occurrence, from inside or outside the bus. Similarly, the

witnesses are not consistent with each other on the point as to with whose firing

the injured and the deceased received fire arm injuries. None of the injured has
been produced to explain as to who caused his injury. Only P.W.9 Shambay the

injured witness has been produced and while appearing in witness box he has clearly
assigned the injury on his person to the accused who was firing from the mountain

and not the appellant. Learned counsel further states that no crime empty was

recovered from inside the bus, rather, the I.O P.W.10 has stated that nothing was
recovered from inside the bus and all the crime empties were lying outside the bus
so the statements of P.Ws 1and 5 that firing was made inside the bus, contradicts

the circumstances and the evidence of P.W.8 and P.W.9 who said that the firing
was made by the two co-accused who were present on the mountain in result of
which the deceased and injured received fire arm injuries. Such a contradiction in the
statement of eye witnesses makes the case doubtful calling for benefit of doubt in

favour of appellant. Lastly, it is stated that as the injured witness produced as P.W.9

and the eye witness as P.W.8 have categorically stated that all the injured and the
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deceased received injuries at the hand of the two accused who were present on the

mountain and the appellant was only responsible for causing injury to one Jada so
in the circumstances the appellant is not entitled for conviction for murder under
section 302 PPC and as Jada who statedly received injury at the hand of appellant
has not been produced in court, therefore, his conviction and sentence for causing
him injury or any one-else is also liable to be set aside.
13.

On the other hand, Mr.Nouman Shafiq, Deputy Prosecutor General Baluchistan

states that in the FIR it is clearly mentioned that the complainant and other witnesses

started their journey on 1.9.2010 and on their way on the next day the occurrence
took place at 4.00 p.m when they were crossing the mountain. Similarly, all the four
eye witnesses while appearing in court have clearly stated that the occurrence took

place on the next day of their journey on 2.9.2010 at 4.00 p.m. The FIR was registered

at 6.00 p.m so this is a case of promptly lodged FIR in which the name and role of
the accused/appellant is duly mentioned. This is an occurrence in which nine persons
from complainant’s side received fire arm injuries and two persons lost their lives

whereas one of the co-accused of the appellant also died in this occurrence and two
of the co-accused are still proclaimed offenders. The appellant was apprehended
at the spot. The presence of certain injuries with blunt means on his person which

were found fresh by the doctor in the prompt medical examination, rather indicates

his involvement in this case. He was apprehended with the Kalashnikov which was
later on found matched with the crime empties recovered from the spot. All the eye

witnesses fully involve him in this occurrence. All the accused came together while
armed with fire arms they were having common object and intention to commit

robbery and as such all of them are jointly and severely liable and entitled to full
doze of punishment. The learned Law Officer states that the presence of burnt

motorcycle and the change of place of occurrence to a deserted place does not affect
the conviction of the appellant in this case. The learned law officer states that in

the judgment previous involvement of the appellant in another case is mentioned

but admits that no record in this respect is available in the file and no question in
this respect has been asked in statement under section 342 Cr.P.C. Lastly, stated
that involvement of appellant in this case is fully established, he has committed a
heinous offence and is not entitled to any concession.
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Admittedly, the complainant and the othen started their journey on 1.9.2010
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and the occurrence took place on their way on the next day i.e 2.9.2010 at 4.00

p.m. The FIR was registered at 6.00 p.m-and the injured were examined by the

doctor in the hospital at 6.45 p.m so this is a case of promptly lodged FIR. The

time of occurrence is rather confirmed from the medical evidence. The name of
the appellant is mentioned in the FIR. He was apprehended at the spot along with
a weapon of offence. He was handed over to the Tehsildar before registration of

case along with weapon of offence. He was medically examined and the doctor

observed certain injuries caused by blunt means on his person. The injuries were fresh
and rather corroborates the prosecution version, that a scuffle took place in which
the appellant was apprehended along with weapon.

Nine persons of complainant side received fire arm injuries in this occurrence. They
were immediately medically examined at 6.45 p.m in hospital. The doctor observed
the fire arm injuries to be fresh. Two persons lost their lives in this occurrence at

the hand of the accused. Their dead bodies were examined just after few hours of
the occurrence and the doctor found the injuries on their person to be fresh. One

of the co-accused of the appellant statedly received fire arm injury at the hand of

his co-accused. He died on the way to hospital. His dead body was examined by the
doctor who found his injuries to be fresh and caused by fire arm. All these things

put together leads a clear inference that the appellant along with his deceased co-

accused and two proclaimed offenders were involved in this occurrence of robbery
and during the occurrence by their firing, nine persons were injured and two persons

lost their lives and one of the accused died in the same process. The appellant was
apprehended at the spot and was handed over to the Tehsildar alongwith his
weapon which he used in the occurrence. Crime empties were recovered from the place of

occurrence. Later on sent to the Fire Arms Expert and it was observed that they were fired
from the Rifle used and recovered from the appellant. So in the facts and circumstances

the involvement of the appellant under section 394 PPC is fully established. In
section 394 PPC it is stated that;

“if any person, in committing or in attempting to commit robbery, voluntarily causes

hurt, such person, and any other person jointly concerned in committing or attempting

to commit such robbery shall be punished with imprisonment of life or with rigorous

imprisonment for a term which shall not be less than four years nor more than ten years,
and shall be liable to fine “.
16.

Charge was framed under section 17(4) Offences Against Property (Enforcement

of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 indicating that the appellant along with his deceased
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co-accused Hameed and two P.Os Shoukat and Salahuddin while armed with

Kalashnikov stopped the bus after firing at it and attempted to loot the passengers

and in the process killed two passengers and injured many others with their firing,
The learned trial court after conclusion of the trial convicted the appellant only
under sections 302,324,337 PPC.
17.

Section 20 of Offences Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance,
1979 is that;

“whoever commits haraabah which is not liable to the punishment provided for in

section 17, or for which proof in either of the forms mentioned in section 7, or for which

punishment of amputation or death may not be imposed or enforced under this Ordinance,
shall be awarded the punishment provided in the Pakistan Penal Code for the offence of
dacoity, robbery of extortion, as the case may be “

From the circumstance and in evidence produced during the trial

it is

established that appellant along with his deceased co-accused and two proclaimed
offenders jointly attempted to commit robbery while armed with firearm weapon
and in the process of this attempt they caused firing in result of which two persons

died and nine received fire arm injuries. So, it is clear that offence under section
394 PPC is clearly made out and the learned trial court has erred in not convicting

the appellant under section 394 PPC while relieving from section 17(4) Offences
Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance. 1979.
18.

The appellant along with the deceased/accused and two proclaimed Offenders jointly with
their common intention and for common object committed this occurrence in which

two persons were killed and others received fire arm injuries. So, every one of them is

jointly and severely liable to same extent for the murder and causing injuries, to the

innocent victim even if they are not responsible for causing any specific injury to
anyone.
19.

To establish the liability of appellant in this respect we have considered the statements
of all the four eye witnesses to find out the role assigned to the appellant. In the FIR

it is stated that the appellant entered the bus along with his co-accused and with his
firing all the injured and the deceased received fire arm injuries. The appellant was

apprehended along with his Kalashnikov and at that time the co-accused who were
on the mountain started firing in result of which their own companion Hameed
received fire arm injuries and later on died. While appearing in court as P.W.5

the complainant narrated the same story. P.W.1 Badal also took the same stance.
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P.W.9 Shambay the injured witness took a different stance. He stated that two armed
persons were on the mountain whereas two were on the road with muffled faces. One

(the appellant) was having Kalashnikov. Firing was made on the bus by the accused

who were on the mountain in result of which all the injured and deceased received
fire arm injury. The appellant was having a Kalashnikov. He was apprehended by
Gul Muhammad P.W and Jada, the appellant fired at Jada but still he was not

released, resultantly, the two accused present on the mountain started firing in result

of which one of their own companion Hameed received fire arm injury and later on
died. The appellant was apprehended along with Kalashnikov and was handed over
to the Tehsildar. P.W.8 Gul Muhammad took the similar stance, so this is a case for
which prosecution has taken two different stances.

In this situation, while taking guidance from case reported in 1976 SCMR 185
(Muhammad Din alias Manna Vs. The State). Relevant portion for this case is
reproduced as under:

S.302- (Murder case)-Appreciation of evidence-Entire evidence
of witness-Cannot be rejected simply on ground of his having

exaggerated part played by some accused on falsely implicating
some-Duty of Court-To sift grain from chaff…….,

So we have to sift grain from chaff to ascertain the correct position. The injured
witness Shambay PW-9 and the eye witness P.W.8 Gul Muhammad have taken the

stance that the appellant caused firing on one Jada and the remaining injured and the

deceased received fire arm injury at the hand of the co-accused who was standing in
the mountain whereas the complainant PW-5 and P.W.I Badal has stated that the

appellant entered the bus and because of his firing inside the bus the injured and the
deceased received fire arm injury. Only the co-accused Hameed received the injuries
at the hand of his co-accused who were present on the mountain. The I.O while
appearing in court has stated that nothing was recovered from inside the bus and all

the crime empties were lying outside the bus, so we think the version taken by the

injured witnesses whose presence at the spot cannot be denied and whose statement

is corroborated by recovery of crime empties from outside the bus is more reliable.
So, the prosecution succeeded in establishing that the appellant was present along
with his co-accused with the common object and intention of committing robbery

and in process of committing such offence, he caused injury to one of the injured

Jada whereas his co-accused who were present on the mountain caused injury to
the remaining injured and the deceased of this case. Even the co-accused received
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injury at the hand of those accused who were present on the mountain, the appellant
was not assigned any injury to the deceased or the injured except Jada. So, in the
given circumstances there is in- sufficient evidence to indicate clear involvement of

the appellant in committing murder of both the deceased or killing their own co-

accused. Jada has not been produced in court and Shambay P.W.9 the sole injured
witness produced in court categorically assigned his injury to the other accused who
were on the mountain.
20.

The medical evidence does not indicate or confirm any thing that any of the injured
or the deceased received injuries at the hand of the appellant. The positive report of

the Fire Arm Expert is of no use, specially when the weapon and empties were sent

together to Fire Arm Expert at much belated stage and while keeping in view that
the Rifle was produced by the complainant to the I.O and was not recovered from
the appellant in presence of I.O.
21.

In the circumstances, the net result is that as discussed in paragraph-14, the appellant

is clearly involved and liable under section 394 PPC. The appellant was having

common intention and has acted for common object to commit robbery in the
process of which two persons were killed and many were injured so the appellant is
also vicariously liable under section 302(b) and 324 PPC.
21.

There is no evidence to indicate or assigned any specific injury on any of the injured
to the appellant. The injury on injured Jada was assigned to the appellant by the

P.W-8 and PW-9 but Jada was not produced to verify the same, so conviction of

the appellant for causing any injury to any of the injured is not proved or made out.
Consequently, the conviction and sentence of the appellant in this respect under
section 337-F (v), F(vi), A(v), F(ii), F(i) PPC for causing injury to any of the injured
is set aside.
22.

Considering the proved facts of the prosecution case the appellant is convicted

under section 394 PPC and is sentenced to life imprisonment with fine of Rs.
10,000/- or in default to further undergo S.I for three months. He is also convicted
under section 302(b) /34 PPC and is sentenced to life imprisonment on two counts

with the compensation of Rs. 10,000/- on each count to be paid to the legal heirs
of the two deceased Mst.Hani Kamalan and Wahid Bakhsh under section 544

-A Cr.P.C in default in payment to further undergo 3 months S.I on each count.
His conviction and sentence of 7 years R.I with fine of Rs. 10,000/-and in default

to further undergo two months S.I under section 324 PPC is upheld. Benefit of
section 382-B Cr.P.C shall also be extended to the appellant. All the sentences shall
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run concurrently.
With this modification in the conviction and sentence, the appeal is disposed of.
The murder reference bearing No.2-Q-2014 is answered in the Negative.

MR. JUSTICE SH. NAJAM UL HASAN
MR. JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI
JUSTICE MRS. ASHRAF JAHAN
Announced on 14.1.2016.
At Islamabad/ M.Akram/
APPROVED FOR REPORTING.
MR. JUSTICE SH. NAJAM UL HASAN
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IN THE FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT
(Appellate/Revisional Jurisdiction)
PRESENT
MR.JUSTICE ALLAMA DR.FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN
MR. JUSTICE SH. NAJAM UL HASAN
JAIL CRIMINAL APPEAL NO.18-I of 2015
Muhammad Ashraf son of Allauddin,
Caste Barakzai, Resident of Killi Trate, District, Pishin.
(Now confined in Central Prison Mach) Appellant

VERSUS

The State		

Respondent

For the State

Mr.Abdul Latif Kakar,Addl. P.G Baluchistan

For the appellants

:

For the complainant/petitioner

:

No. Date of F.I.R
Police Station

Date of Judgment of trial Court

Date of institution of the appeal
Date of hearing

Date of decision

:

Mr. Javed Aziz Sindhu, Advocate
Mr.Rizwan Ejaz,Advocate

:	
No.07/2013, dt.19.1.2013 Levies Headqaurters
Pishin
:

20.8.2015

:

28.1.2016

:
:

01.9.2015
10.2.2016

CRIMINAL REVISION NO.3-I-2015

Fazal Muhammad and eight othersPetitioners

Versus
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JUDGMENT
SH.NAJAM UL HASAN, J. - Through this judgment we are deciding

Jail

Cr.Appeal No.18-I-2015 filed by appellant Muhammad Ashraf through Superintendent

Central Prison Mach and Criminal Revision No.3-I-2015 filed by the complainant Fazal
Muhammad and eight others

for enhancement of sentence of Muhammad Ashraf,

respondent, from life imprisonment to that of death sentence. Both these matters have

arisen out of the same judgment dated 20.8.2015 passed by the learned Incharge Sessions

Judge,Pishin whereby the appellant Muhammad Ashraf was convicted under section 396

PPC in case FIR No.7/2013 dated 19.1.2013 under section 17(4) of Offences Against

Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 read with section 394/34 PPC
registered at Thana Levies Pishin. He was convicted under section 396 PPC and was

sentenced to life imprisonment with fine of Rs.200,000/- or in default thereof to further
undergo two years S.I. Benefit of section 382-B Cr.P.C was extended to appellant by the
learned trial court.
2.

The brief prosecution case is that on 19.1.2013, the complainant Fazal Muhammad
got registered FIR No. No.7/2013 in which it was stated that his brother Safar
Muhammad (deceased of this case) was plying a Mazda car bearing No.AAB-468

on rent. That on 19.1.2013 at 5.30 p.m a person came to his brother at Dub Cross
and hired the vehicle for taking a sick patient to the hospital for a consideration of
Rs.1000/-. His brother went on his car along with the said person. Later on, at 7.00

p.m the complainant was informed that his brother Safar Muhammad was found
lying in injured condition. Some unknown dacoits have snatched his vehicle and

while causing him injury left him on the road and took away his car. The injured
was shifted to hospital who later on died on the same day.
2A.

During investigation it transpired that one Bismallah,P.W.2, who was also a driver

was present along with the deceased at Dab Cross when the appellant Muhammad

Ashraf hired the car and services of the deceased for a consideration of Rs.1000/. In his presence the deceased took the appellant in his car at 5.30 p.m. On the
next day, he came to know about the occurrence in which the car of the deceased

was taken away by the accused while causing him fire arm injury on his neck which
resulted in his death. Similarly one Sahib Jan,P.W.3, also made a statement before
the police during investigation that he was going to his Orchard on a motorcycle

when he was stopped by the appellant Muhammad Ashraf and he requested for
a lift up-to Dab Cross as he was to hire a taxi for taking a sick person to the
doctor. Sahib Jan gave the lift and dropped the appellant at Dab Cross. The I.O
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inspected the spot, prepared site plan, he took into possession one crime empty

and blood stained earth from the place of occurrence in presence of the witnesses.
The appellant/accused was arrested by the police of P.S Killa Saifullah while he

was driving the stolen car. On his search an unlicensed pistol was recovered and
as such, case FIR No.3/2013 was registered against him under section 13-E Arms

Ordinance,1965 on 20.1.2013. He was arrested and later, during investigation he
disclosed the present occurrence. He was arrested in the present case FIR No.7/2013
after obtaining permission of Illaqa magistrate Killa Saifullah on 30.1.2013. Later

on, on his request he was produced before the Illaqa Magistrate P.W.6 on 8.2.2013
where he got his confessional statement recorded. He admitted the occurrence and

confessed his crime. The injured was medically examined by the doctor P.W.7 on

the very same day of occurrence i.e 19.1.2013. His medico legal report was prepared

indicating that he received one fire arm injury on his neck. He died at the same
time when he was being shifted to the Ward. Post Mortem examination was not

conducted on the request of the complainant. The case was investigated by P.W.8
Muhammad Younas, Naib Resildar. He recorded the formal FIR, prepared the site
plan, took into possession crime empty and blood stained earth from the place
of occurrence, got the copy of MLR from the doctor and arrested the appellant/
accused after obtaining orders from the Illaqa Magistrate Killa Saifullah as the

appellant was arrested in case FIR No.3/2013 dated 20.1.2013 registered under

Arms Ordinance at Police Station Killa Saifullah. He also took into possession
the car and the pistol recovered from the appellant/accused by the police of P.S

Killa Saifullah on 20.1.2013. The crime empty and the pistol were sent to the Fire

Arms Expert for comparison report. Ultimately challan was submitted against the
appellant in the court. Charge was framed against the appellant under section 17(4)

of Offences Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979. He
pleaded not guilty and faced the trial.
3.

The complainant appeared as P.W.1 and verified the contents of FIR, P.W.2 Bismillah
was the witness of last seen. He saw the deceased and the appellant together and
thereafter the deceased was found injured and ultimately died. P.W.3 Sahib Jan

made a statement that he gave lift to the appellant on the date of occurrence up-

to Dab Cross on his motorcycle. Muhammad Ameen and Muhammad Siddique

P.W.4 and P.W.5 are the recovery witnesses. P.W.6 Muhammad Naeem Davi,
Judicial Magistrate, Pishin recorded the confessional statement of the appellant and

he verified the proceedings which he conducted while recording the confessional

statement. P.W.7 is a doctor who examined the injured deceased just after the
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occurrence and found the fire arm injury on the neck of the deceased as fresh and

fatal. P.W.8 investigated the matter and after fulfilling formalities submitted the
challan for the offence of ‘Harrabah’ in court. While making statement under
section 342 Cr.P.C the appellant denied the whole occurrence. He opted to appear

as his own witness under section 340(2) Cr.P.C and denied the occurrence but
admitted his arrest by the police of P.S Killa Saifullah on 20.1.2013 and stated

that later on he was involved in the present case due to land dispute with the
complainant. He did not produce any defence witness.
4.

The learned trial court while finding the case not fit for Hadd convicted the appellant

under section 396 PPC and sentenced him to life imprisonment. He was to pay a
fine of Rs.200,000/- and in case of default to further undergo two years R.I. Benefit

of section 382-B Cr.P.C was extended to the appellant vide impugned judgment

dated 20.8.2015. The appellant filed the present appeal against his conviction and

sentence through Superintendent Central Prison Mach and at the same time the

complainant along with legal heirs of the deceased filed a criminal revision for
enhancement of the sentence of respondent from life imprisonment to death.
5.

Mr.Javed Aziz Sindhu, Advocate, learned counsel for the appellant has strongly
emphasized that the occurrence was not seen by any witness. The appellant was not
named as an accused in the FIR. The appellant was arrested in another case and
remained in police custody of P.S Killa Saifullah for ten days and thereafter arrested
in the present case. That no witness to verify the arrest of the appellant was produced
during the trial. That as per prosecution case the stolen car and the pistol, weapon
of offence, was recovered from the appellant by the I.O in case FIR No.3/2013
registered under Arms Ordinance at P.S Killah Saiffullah on20.1.2013. That no
witness of such recovery of car or pistol was produced in court during trial and the
prosecution has only relied on the documents of case FIR No.3/2013 taken into
possession by the I.O through recovery memo. The learned counsel further states
that the retracted judicial confession of the appellant has no value as the same was
recorded after a delay of twenty days of occurrence and after eight days of his arrest.
The confessional statement was made by the appellant after he was tortured by
the police, that the medico legal and death certificate of deceased does not provide
any strength to the prosecution case. Learned counsel strongly emphasized that
absence of fire arm expert report to verify that the weapon recovered was the same
through which the empty recovered from the spot was fired makes the recovery of
weapon useless, that there is no post mortem report and in absence of any statement
of deceased to the doctor or anyone else, the prosecution remains unable to prove
case against the appellant beyond reasonable doubt.
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In support of his contention learned counsel has relied upon the following case
laws:-

6.

1)

PLJ 1999 SC 269 (Muhammad BashirAhmad alias Bashir Vs.The State)

2)

PLD 1994 FSC-24 (Dilbar and another Vs. The State)

3)

2005 M.L.D 1620 (The State and others Vs.Rahim Dad and others)

4)

PLD 1978 S.C 21 (Naqibullah and another Vs.The State)

On the other hand, learned counsel for the complainant who was also representing
the petitioner in Cr.Revision No.3-I-2015 states that the occurrence took place
after 5.30 p.m when the deceased and the appellant went on a car from Dab Cross

in presence of P.W.2 Bismillah. At 7.00 p.m the complainant was informed that his

brother the deceased of this case was found in injured condition and he was shifted

to the D.H.Q hospital at Pishin. He was later on shifted to Sandman Provincial
Hospital Quetta and his Medico-legal report was prepared at 9.40 p.m by the
Dr.P.W.7. He died where he was being shifted to Ward in Hospital. The doctor

while appearing as P.W.7 admitted that the fire arm injury on the neck of deceased

was fresh at the time of medical examination and death, at 9.40 p.m on 19.1.2013,
so the time of occurrence is rather corroborated by medico-legal report. The learned
counsel states that the confessional statement of the appellant/respondent was

recorded by the Judicial Magistrate after fulfilling all the legal requirements. In
answer to the question by the learned Magistrate regarding the torture the appellant
denied any kind of tortured by any one and stated that he was making statement

with his free will without any pressure. After recording confessional statement the

appellant was sent to Judicial Lock-up and later on tried. He was convicted by the
learned trial court on 20.8.2015 i.e after 2 ½ years of the occurrence. During this

period the appellant never made any effort to say that the confessional statement

was obtained under threat or coercion. It was the first time when he appeared

under section 342 Cr.P.C after more than two years of his confession and disowned
the judicial confessional statement, such a circumstance rather indicates that the

appellant has retracted from his confession just to save his life under instruction.
Learned counsel states that the arrest and recovery of stolen car from the appellant

just after six or seven hours of the occurrence by the police of P.S Killa Saifullah
from a far of place is a circumstance which clearly indicates the involvement of
the appellant in commission of robbery and murder of deceased. The recovery of
pistol and the recovery of crime empty from the place of occurrence provides some
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support to the prosecution case, that the statements of P.W.2 and 3 establishes the
identity and fully implicated the appellant in this crime. The appellant has rightly

been convicted by the learned trial court. In support of his arguments the learned

counsel has relied upon the case reported as (i) 2011 P.Cr.L.J-48 (Siraj Ahmed
Vs. The State) and (ii) 1998 P.Cr.L.J-1381 (Abdul Mujeeb Vs. The State).
7.

While arguing the revision for enhancement of sentence the learned counsel states
that the respondent/accused has committed a very heinous offence. The prosecution
has proved the case of robbery and murder against the accused/respondent through

circumstantial and other evidence there is no mitigate circumstance available in
the prosecution case for lesser sentence so the appellant was entitled to normally

penalty of death sentence under section 302(b) PPC he has prayed for enhancement
of sentence to death.
8.

The learned Additional Prosecutor General Baluchistan has also supported

the arguments of the learned counsel for the complainant and has prayed for
enhancement of sentence to death under section 302(b) PPC.

9.

We have heard learned counsel for the parties and have also gone through the

10.

The occurrence took place on 19.1.2013 after 5.30 p.m when the deceased Safar

record and evidence recorded by the learned trial court.

Muhammad went along with the appellant on his taxi in presence of Bismillah,
P.W.2. P.W.2 knew the appellant and identified him in court and clearly stated that
the appellant was the one who hired the taxi of the deceased for a consideration of

Rs.1000/, they went together in blue Mazda Car No.AAB-468. That the deceased

while leaving informed him that the taxi was hired for Rs.1000/-and he was to pick

and take a patient to hospital along with the appellant. P.w.3 Sahib Jan provided
lift to the appellant upto Dab Cross on his motorcycle at the relevant time. Even
he identified the appellant in court. The FIR was registered at 8.20 p.m when the

injured was shifted to the hospital by the Levies Officials. The medical examination

of the deceased indicates the presence of fire arm injury on his neck. His condition
was precarious and the injury was fresh so, it is clear that the deceased was injured

by fire arm after 5.30 p.m and before 7.00 p.m when the complainant was informed
about the occurrence. The appellant was arrested in case FIR No.3/2013 registered

under section 13(E) of Arms Ordinance at 2.00 a.m on 2.1.2013 by the police of
Killa Saifullah. He was arrested while he was driving the stolen car No.AAB-468

of the deceased. On search a pistol was recovered from him. The record indicates
that he was arrested after six or seven hours of occurrence of this case so such a
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circumstance rather supports the prosecution case. The appellant remained unable to

give any explanation of having custody of stolen car of deceased just after few hours
of the occurrence at a place which is at a considerable distance. During investigation

the appellant opted to make a confessional statement before a Magistrate. He was

produced before the Magistrate and the learned Magistrate satisfied himself that

the confession was made voluntarily by asking many questions to the appellant.
The appellant rather stated that he was not tortured by any one and he is making a

voluntarily statement. The learned Magistrate appeared in court as P.W.6. He was

thoroughly cross-examined but nothing notable in favour of appellant was brought
on record. The hand cuff of the appellant was removed before he made confessional

statement. He was given chance to think and after fulfilling the requirements
of section 164 and 364 Cr.P.C the learned Magistrate recorded the confessional

statement of the appellant. The statement was sealed and produced in court which
was verified by the Magistrate.
11.

The contention of the learned counsel for the appellant that the judicial confession

was recorded after delay and as such has lost its credibility, is not acceptable in the
present case. The appellant was arrested on 30.1.2013 and just after eight days the

confessional statement was recorded by the Judicial Magistrate. No mark or injury

on the person of appellant was observed by the Magistrate. Similarly no such mark

or injury was shown by the appellant to the Magistrate to indicate torture, on the

question of learned Magistrate the appellant denied any kind of torture by any one,
after making such confessional statement the appellant was sent to judicial lock up.
The recovery of stolen car and the pistol from the appellant just few hours after the

occurrence by a different police provide corroboration to the confessional statement.
FIR No.3/2013 under section 13-E Arms Ordinance, 1965 was registered after

few hours of the present occurrence of robbery , the contents of the said FIR
cannot be ignored as the same is an official record clearly mentioning the time of

its registration, as 2.00 a.m on 20.1.2013 i.e just after few hours of the occurrence.
The name of the appellant along with number of stolen vehicle is duly mentioned
in the FIR. On search a pistol was recovered from the possession of appellant. The

appellant remained unable to give any explanation for having possession of this
stolen vehicle of the deceased or to explain as to how the deceased received fire arm
injury when he was last seen alive with the appellant only few hours back

when

he and the deceased was together in the said car. The statement of the deceased
was not formally recorded but the doctor has admitted while appearing in court
that the deceased informed the occurrence of robbery in which he received fire
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arm injury. Statements of P.W.2 and P.W.3 fully support the prosecution case and
provide sufficient corroboration to the confessional statement of the appellant. The
non-availability of FSL report is a circumstance which goes against the prosecution

but in presence of other incriminating evidence and material, it does not affect the

prosecution case. The appellant has taken the stance of false involvement due to

land dispute but did not produce any defence witness or documents in this respect.
12.

The net result is that the prosecution has built the case against the appellant on
the basis of circumstantial evidence, evidence of last seen of the deceased with the

appellant and thereafter he was found injured having fire arm injury and his car was
found missing, evidence regarding the recovery of the stolen car from the appellant

just after few hours of the occurrence, the medical evidence confirming the time of
occurrence, the weapon of offence and the cause of death, the prosecution has also
relied on the retracted judicial confessional statement.
13.

The matter of recording judicial confessional after delay has been settled by the

Hon’ble Supreme Court of Pakistan in the case of Ahmad Hassan and another Vs.
The State reported as PLJ 2001S.C 584 it has been held.-

-

--Ss.302/34---Qanun-e-Shahadat (10 of 1984), Art.41---Appreciation of
evidence---Delayed confession---Delay in recording of confession by itself

cannot render confession nugatory if otherwise it is proved on record to have
been made voluntarily—

It is also well settled that sole retracted judicial confession can be made a ground for

conviction if such judicial confession is made, voluntary and is of confidence inspiring and

has not been obtained under coercive measures. Reliance is placed on the case of Dadullah
and other Vs. The State reported as 2015 SCMR-856. In the case of Wazir Khan Vs.The
State reported as 1989 SCMR-446, it has been held that;

---S.302—Case of no evidence---Retracted confession, whether sufficient in law to
maintain conviction---Appeal against conviction---No eye-witness of occurrence--Prosecution based on retracted confession of accused---Plea that retracted confession was

not sufficient in law to maintain conviction, not entertained---No legal bar exists for
recording a conviction on a confession which is subsequently retracted if it is voluntary

and true---No infirmity having been found in confessional statement of accused to
render it unacceptable and accused having told truth, he was rightly found guilty…”
14.

The judicial confession is accepted at higher pedestrian then the extra judicial
confession mainly because the judicial confession has to be recorded by a Judicial
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Officer after fulfilling the requirements mentioned under sections 164, 364 Cr.P.C
and Chapter 3 of Vol.3 of High Court Rules and Orders. After fulfilling such

requirements judicial confession is presumed to be genuine and is admissible in

evidence against the accused who made the same but if at some latest stage the
same is retracted then the court can seek corroboration from other unimpeachable
source to convict the accused.
15.

In the present case as mentioned above, besides the retracted judicial confession

of the appellant, there is evidence of last seen. The medical evidence confirming
the time of occurrence, the weapon used and the cause of death, all these things

provides strong corroboration to the judicial confession of the appellant. No doubt,
the appellant appeared as his own witness under section 340(2) Cr.P.C to prove

his version but he remained unable to produce any material or evidence leading to
his false involvement in this case. He remained unable to give any explanation for

having possession of stolen car of deceased just after few hours of occurrence and
the victim who was with him only few hours back was found injured on the road
having fatal fire arm injury.
16.

As the proof mentioned in section 7 of Offences Against Property (Enforcement of

Hudood) Ordinance,1979 required for conviction under section 17(4) of Offences
Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance,1979 is not available

in this case, so under section 20 of Offences Against Property (Enforcement of
Hudood) Ordinance,1979 the appellant is liable to be convicted for the offence

mentioned in P.P.C. The appellant is found fully involved under section 394 PPC.
He was found solely responsible for committing robbery and murder and as such
cannot be convicted under section 396 PPC. For conviction under section 396 PPC

minimum five accused persons are necessary, So, in the circumstances the conviction

of the appellant under section 396 PPC is converted into one under section 394 PPC
but his sentence of life imprisonment is upheld. His sentence of fine is reduced from

Rs.200,000/- to Rs.50,000/- and in default he shall further undergo S.I for three
months. As the appellant was charged for committing ‘Harrabah’ during which he
committed murder, under Ist Proviso of section 24 of Offences Against Property

(Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance,1979, he can be convicted under section
302(b) PPC, without framing new charge. The appellant is also convicted under

section 302(b) PPC for committing murder of Safar Muhammad deceased in the
process of robbery. The appellant was a young man of 20/22 years of age. He has

got no previous record and the matter as to how murder was committed is based

on his sole confessional statement, so, while taking lenient view he is sentenced
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to life imprisonment under section 302(b) PPC. He shall pay compensation of
Rs.50,000/- to the legal heirs of the deceased as required under section 544-A
Cr.P.C and in default of payment of compensation he shall further undergo two
months S.I. All the sentences of imprisonment shall run concurrently. Benefit
of section 382-B Cr.P.C is extended to the appellant.
With this alteration in conviction and sentence, the jail criminal appeal No.18-I-2015
is dismissed.
17.

As discussed above, no ground for enhancement of sentence is made out. So the
revision petition No.3-I-2015 is also dismissed in limine.
MR.JUSTICE SH.NAJAM UL HASAN
MR.JUSTICE DR.FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN

Announced on 10.02.2016
At Islamabad/
M.Akram/
APPROVED FOR REPORTING.
MR.JUSTICE SH.NAJAM UL HASAN
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IN THE FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT
(Original Jurisdiction)
PRESENT:
MR. JUSTICE RIAZ AHMAD KHAN, CHIEF JUSTICE
MR. JUSTICE ALLAMA DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN
MR. JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI
SHARIAT PETITION NO.2/I OF 2015
Farooq Siddiqui son of Muhammad Aslam Qureshi,
r/o28-16, 47 Street No.3R, Astoria NY 11103 USA,
Presently at Rawalpindi.

. … Petitioner
Versus

Mst. Farzana Naheed D/O Raja Muhammad Fazil,
r/o House No.886/10-A, Mohallah Dheri Hasanabad,
Rawalpindi Cantt. Tehsil & District Rawalpindi.

…… Respondent

-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.
For the Petitioner

…

		

Petitioner in person

For the Respondent

Farzana Naheed

…
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For Federal Government

…	Mr. M. Parvez Khan Tanoli, Standing
Counsel for Federal Government

For Government of Punjab

…	Syed Raza Abbas Naqvi, Assistant
Advocate General Punjab

For Government of Sindh

…	Mr. Ahsan Hameed Dogar, Advocate
on behalf of A.G. Sindh

For Government of KPK

…	Mr. Arshad Ahmad Khan, Assistant
Advocate General KPK
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For Government of Balochistan

…	Mr. Muhammad Ayaz Khan Swati,
Additional Advocate General
Balochistan

Juris-Consults

…	Dr. Muhammad Yousaf Farooqui &
Dr. Muhammad Aslam Khaki
-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-

Date of Institution of Sh. Petition in FSC

…

24.02.2015

Date of hearing

…

05.05.2015, 21.09.2015,

		

20.10.2015, 17.11.2015

		

25.11.2015, 12.01.2016

		

07.03.2016, 19.04.2016

		

04.10.2016, 10.01.2017

		

01.02.2017 & 16.02.2017

Date of decision

16.02.2017

…

-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.
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JUDGMENT:
JUSTICE RIAZ AHMAD KHAN, CHIEF JUSTICE: Farooq Siddiqui son of

Muhammad Aslam Qureshi, petitioner herein, is a Pakistani born American citizen.
According to his statement before the Court he is Doctor by profession and deals in surrogacy

cases. Since his own wife was unable to give birth to a child so he gave an advertisement

in the newspapers for a surrogate. In response to the advertisement, the respondent Mst.

Farzana Naheed offered her services in exchange of money. According to the petitioner,
Mst. Farzana Naheed was paid Rs.25,000/- for medical examination. After results of test

she was found fit for surrogacy procedure. She gave birth to a daughter namely Fatima
Siddiqui. According to the petitioner this surrogacy contract was oral but since the whole

procedure was to be carried out in Pakistan and there was every possibility of reaction from
the society and family of the respondent wife so in order to cover up the story a false drama

of marriage was arranged. After giving birth to the daughter, the respondent refused to
hand over the baby to the petitioner and refused to fulfill the contractual obligation.
2.

On the other hand, the case of respondent is that the claim of the petitioner

regarding surrogacy is totally false and fabricated. She was lawfully married to the
petitioner and was and is his legally wedded wife. Out of the wedlock the daughter
was born and the petitioner is bound to pay for expenses regarding education and
brought up of the minor daughter.

3.

Since the respondent had refused to hand over the custody of the minor to the

petitioner so the petitioner filed a petition for custody of minor in the Court of
Guardian Judge/Senior Civil Judge, Rawalpindi. The said petition was dismissed

vide Order dated 24.12.2011. The petitioner failed to get the custody of the minor up
to the Hon’ble Supreme Court of Pakistan. During these proceedings the petitioner

filed a petition before this Court, which was also dismissed. On the other hand,
decree for maintenance of minor was passed in favour of wife of the petitioner. The

petitioner then filed the present petition before this Court as according to him his
claim regarding surrogacy was not accepted and he was not handed over custody of
the minor but was ordered to pay for maintenance of the minor. His claim is that

if he is accepted as father of the minor then custody of the minor be handed over
to him. Since a very important question of surrogacy was involved and according

to the petitioner there was an oral agreement between him and the respondent so
it was decided that the issue of surrogacy vis-a-vis the contractual obligation is
required to be examined and the petition was admitted on the following grounds:-

“The issues involved in the case are (i) as to whether the agreement executed between the
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parties for producing a child as a surrogate mother is in accordance with the Injunctions

of Qur’an and Sunnah? (ii) if it is presumed that the agreement is lawful contract under
the Contract Act, whether the same would also be in accordance with the Injunctions of

Qur’an and Sunnah? (iii) In absence of any law if a child is produced by a surrogate
mother under which law the custody of that minor is to be governed? (iv) any other
question raised by the parties.”
4.

In response to issuance of Notices, the respondent as well as Federal Government,
Government of Balochistan, Government of Sindh, Government of Khyber

Pakhtunkhwa and Government of Punjab filed their comments. Professor Dr.
Muhammad Yousaf Farooqui and Dr. Muhammad Aslam Khaki were appointed

Jurist-Consults. They have also submitted their reports. Sardar Ghazanfar Khan,
Advocate appeared on his own, and in order to assist the Court, filed his comments.
The petitioner, in addition to his written reply, made oral submissions. We have

also heard the Jurist-Consults, Standing Counsel for Federal Government and the
learned Counsel appearing on behalf of all the four provinces.
5.

Surrogacy is a new way of producing children, however, originally it started with

the concept of test tube baby. It is a natural phenomenon that people usually want
to have their own children and do not wish to adopt other children. People usually

prefer the continuation of their own lineage. It is because of this urge that the
concept of test tube baby developed. In the normal set of circumstances a young
woman produces an egg in monthly menstrual cycle which is released from the
ovary. This egg during sexual intercourse is fertilized into an embryo after meeting

with the sperm released by the male partner. The embryo through a particular
process reaches the uterus of the woman and in that way she gets pregnant in the
normal course.
6.

Unfortunately some women are incapable of fertilizing a sperm and as a result

do not get pregnant. In such a case sperm is obtained from the husband and egg
from the wife which is fertilized in a test tube and then it becomes an embryo. This

embryo is placed in the womb of the wife and in natural process she produces child.
The process of fertilization by manually combining an egg and sperm in a laboratory
and then transferring the embryo to the uterus is called In Vitro Fertilization.
7.

Apart from the above said situation, there may be other situations where either the

husband may not be in a position to produce a healthy sperm or the wife due to age
or some other medical problems may not be able to maintain a pregnancy, all these
cases can be summarized in the following manner:-
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(i)

Male sperm fused with female egg by IVF method
(a) Donor sperm

Wife egg

in wife womb

(c) Donor sperm

Donor egg

in wife womb

(b) Husband sperm
(ii)

(a) Husband sperm

Wife egg

in surrogate mother

(c) Donor sperm

Wife egg

In surrogate mother

Donor egg

in surrogate mother

Male sperm fused with female eggs single parents/couple
(a) Father sperm

Surrogate mother egg

In surrogate mother womb

(b) Donor sperm

Mother egg

In surrogate mother womb

		
8.

in wife womb

Male sperm fused with female eggs by IVF method
(b) Husband sperm

(iii)

Donor egg

(artificial insemination)

All the above said situations may result into the following four categories of cases:i)

The sperm does not belong to the father but the egg is obtained from the

ii)

The sperm and the egg belong to actual married couple but the embryo is

iii)

The sperm belongs to the father but the egg to the donor and the child is

iv)

Neither the sperm belongs to the father nor the egg to the mother but the

mother;

placed in the womb of third lady who gives birth to child;
also produced by the donor; and

child is produced by the donor for the couple;

All the above said cases are, in fact, the cases of surrogacy.
9.

Surrogacy has been derived from a Latin word, which means appointed to act in
place of. It is a technique of assisted reproduction wherein a woman bears and
delivers child for other couples. In case, if a man is incapable of producing child and

the sperm is obtained from the third person that cannot be called a case of surrogacy
for the simple reason that the child does not belong to the father. The issue arises
when the woman is hired for carrying child for a couple for some monetary or other
consideration.
10.

In all the above said processes the surrogate mother, who is arranged, is paid certain

amounts for carrying out the child for nine months and then producing child for
another woman. So for all practical purposes the surrogate mother gives her womb
on rent.
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11.

Due to advanced medical technology in some countries at one time different eggs

are obtained from the body of a woman and when one egg is used the remaining
eggs are frozen and kept in bank so that those may be used in future. The surrogate

mother is compensated financially for going through the pains and agonies of

producing a child. In advanced countries the surrogate mother is also protected
through insurance so that if any untoward incident happens she may be compensated

adequately and in addition to that medical expenses are also borne by the hiring
couple.
12.

The first case of such nature which came to light was of Baby M. In this case a woman
by the name of Mary Beth Whitehead had agreed to become a surrogate mother

for a couple. As a result a child was born. In this case sperm was obtained from the
husband and the egg from Mary Beth Whitehead. After birth of a daughter Mary

Beth Whitehead refused to hand over the child to the couple and she declared that
her own husband was the father of the child. She accepted that she had entered

into a contract of surrogacy with the couple and had received the amount but she

offered to pay back the money as during the period of pregnancy she had developed

emotional attachment to the child. On her refusal the couple went to the Court of
New Jersey. In the trial Court the case was decided against Mary Beth Whitehead
but in appeal the judgment was reversed. She was declared as real mother and the

hiring couple were given the visitation rights. The child was handed over to Mary
Beth Whitehead. Since it was a first case, so became talk of the town not only in

United States but struck the headlines of the newspapers the world over. Afterwards
the lady Mary Beth Whitehead also wrote a book titled “A Mother’s Story”. This
case followed by certain other cases which became quite famous and necessitated

proper legislation. In every country it was realized that there should be some law
regarding surrogacy but it was not an easy task. In a similar case a lady by the name

of Crystal of USA entered into an agreement of surrogacy with a couple. She was

paid $22000 and an embryo was placed in her womb. Unfortunately before birth of
the child it was found that the upcoming child had certain deformities. The couple

asked her for abortion but she refused and gave birth to a deformed child. This case
was reported in Daily Mail dated 24th August, 2015.
13.

In U.K. a gay couple had entered into an agreement with a woman who had agreed

to become a surrogate mother for gay couple, whose sperm was used for producing a
child. After the birth of the child the surrogate mother refused to hand over the custody

of the child to gay couple. The case, however, was decided in favour of the gay couple.
The case was also reported in Daily Mail, 24thAugust, 2015. The references of different
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cases have been given to show complexity of the issue and the background which

requires legislation on the subject in different countries. In United States every State
has got its own law regarding surrogacy, however, generally surrogacy is not prohibited

and almost daily in the newspapers there are some advertisements regarding the need

of surrogate mother. In U.K. surrogacy agreements are legally binding in the Court,
even without a formal written contract. However, the custody of the child is decided

by the Family Courts keeping in view the best interest of the minor. In Canada there
are two types of laws. In one part of the country surrogacy is partly allowed but in

other part that is Quebec surrogacy agreements are not recognized and the mother
who gives birth to a child is considered as a legal mother of the child. In Finland also

surrogacy agreements are illegal. The same is the case with France, Georgia, Hong

Kong, Hungary, Iceland, Italy and Japan where even the doctors, agents and their
clients are to be punished for arranging commercial surrogacy.
14.

The above stated situation has created serious problems for the poor developing

countries. In most of the developed countries surrogacy is either not permitted or
illegal or extremely expensive. As a result most of the developed countries have

turned towards the poor undeveloped countries for arranging surrogate mothers.
All the underdeveloped countries, where poverty is order of the day, are on high
risk of becoming markets for surrogacy. We should, therefore, make arrangements
before it is too late.
15.

In the present case, the petitioner had approached the respondent lady for producing
a child. According to him, she had agreed to produce a child for him. The embryo

was created with his sperm and the egg of the lady whereas no sexual intercourse

had taken place. This assertion has been strongly denied by the respondent lady as
according to her a proper marriage had taken place. The contention of the petitioner

is that the marriage was, in fact, only arranged for face saving but no actual marriage

had taken place. It was, however, contended by the petitioner that the contract was

oral and he had paid certain amounts to the lady respondent. Without stepping
into the factual controversy the fact remains that there is dire need of legislation

in respect of surrogacy in Pakistan. At present if there is some contract regarding

surrogacy that would be scrutinized at the touchstone of Contract Act. So the main

question would be as to whether the contract regarding surrogacy would be a valid
contract and whether surrogacy by itself is in accordance with the Injunctions of
Holy Quran and Sunnah or not.
16.
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from a third person, in that case the child would belong to the person from whom
the sperm has been obtained. The child would not belong to the person who has

arranged the sperm from a third person. Even if the egg belongs to the wife of the
person who has arranged the sperm from a third person, for all practical purposes

the child would belong to the mother whose egg has been used and the person from
whom the sperm has been obtained. In such a case the whole arrangement would
be illegal and against the Injunctions of Holy Quran and Sunnah.
17.

In the second category of cases where the sperm has been obtained from the father

and the egg from the mother and the same has been fertilized in the test tube
through medical process and the embryo is then placed in the womb of the actual
mother in that case the child would belong to the actual mother and father. This

process cannot be considered as illegal or against the Injunctions of Holy Quran and

Sunnah. The reason is that the sperm and the egg actually belong to the actual father

and mother. If the couple agrees to go through the prescribed medical procedure

then in that case legally no question can be raised in respect of the birth of the child.
The child in such a case by all means would be legal and legitimate.
18.

In all other cases where a woman is arranged as a surrogate mother against the
monetary consideration or some other reason, the whole procedure as well as the
resulting birth of the child would be illegal and against the Injunctions of Holy
Quran and Sunnah.

19.

Before coming to the Quranic concept, it cannot be ignored that surrogacy

procedure is not only based on exploitation rather the whole concept is illogical,
cruel and absurd. If a woman is asked to carry a child for an unknown couple and

then go through the pains of delivery and deliver a child for another couple, it

would be beyond human understanding that the woman, who carries the child for

nine months, would not develop emotional feelings for the child to whom she gives

birth. In such a case the woman becomes only a machine not having any feelings,
emotions or love. Converting human beings into feeling-less machines is the worst
sort of cruelty that anybody can think of. The question is that whether the feelings

of love, the pains of maintaining a child in womb and then delivery of child can be
weighed in terms of money. This exploitation becomes worst when it is seen that

people in the developed countries come to third world countries like India, Pakistan
and Thailand where the rates are cheap, no medical protection is provided and other

related facilities are also not available. If this process is allowed, it would be a new

exploitation of the poor third world countries by the developed European as well as
American countries.
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20.

The surrogacy procedure also involves another horrible aspect that is when a

deformed baby is born, usually the couple, who has hired a woman to become a
surrogate mother, do not develop love for the coming baby and when a deformed

baby is born the hired couple usually do not own the baby. In most cases the woman

who delivers the baby would not go for abortion, particularly, if the woman is a
religious one she would hardly agree for abortion and that would create a new

problem. If we put it in an ordinary example, it would mean as if a couple hires a
taxicab and on the way something goes wrong with the taxicab the couple would
leave the taxicab and hire another one. In a similar way the surrogate mother is

useful as long as she delivers a baby. If she fails to deliver a healthy baby the hired
couple would leave her to her own fate.
21.

We have already seen that in one case a gay couple wanted to have a child and the
sperm of the gay partner was kept in the womb of a girl who afterwards refused to

hand over the child to the gay couple. Now it is to be seen as to whether the gay
couple would be in a position to bring up a child and make him a useful member

of the society. The situation would become more horrible if the sperm of a male is
placed in the womb of near relative like sister, mother etc. although such like cases
have been reported in the press.
22.

There is one more horrible aspect of surrogacy and that is relationship of the real

children of surrogate mother vis-a-vis the child to whom she gives birth as surrogate
mother for another couple. Obviously such like situation may create unimaginable

problems in future for the children as well. Particularly in Islamic countries surrogacy
would disturb the settled Shari shares of heirs as settled by the Holy Quran. It would

destroy the principles of inheritance given by the Holy Quran. Keeping in view all
these facts it becomes clear that surrogacy even on the scale of human wisdom, is
something which is aimed at the destruction of a healthy human society.
23.

This fact cannot be ignored that in all societies, irrespective of religious background,

certain values of good or bad are maintained as human values which are universal.
Nevertheless, human values stem out of divine law as human mind is not capable

of developing universal values good for all times to come. There is no doubt that
certain derived principles and practices are different in different societies but the

basic values remain the same. The basic aim and object of these universal values is

that man should behave like a human being by distinguishing himself from animals
and develop a healthy and peaceful society. Nobody can even think of a healthy

society if he destroys the family unit as family by itself is the basic brick on which

the structure of society is built. Surrogacy, in fact, is an axe which breaks the basic
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unit of society, that is the family.
24.

Family is, in fact, the first institution where new born child gets natural love,
affection and care. For the proper brought up of a child real family bonds are a
prerequisite. When a child is given birth by a surrogate mother and handed over to

a third party, the third party can never substitute the mother who has given birth

to a child. This, in fact, is a fight with nature and man can never succeed in a tussle
against nature. Family unit and every society is recognized and distinguished by the
values it maintains. Surrogacy, in fact, destroys a healthy society.
25.

It may be mentioned that the Quranic Concept on family and reproduction of
children is quite simple and straight forward. Placing certain restrictions regarding

marriage, the Holy Quran has given detailed Injunctions. Prohibiting the marriage

contract between those who fall into the prohibited degrees and adding a few other

conditions like that of dower, presence of witnesses, maintenance etc., Islam has
allowed Muslims - a man and a woman - to enter into a bond of marriage through

valid Nikah and reproduce children. According to the Injunctions contained in

the Holy Quran and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet, no other way is provided for

reproduction of children. Any efforts made to reproduce children through other
means would be against the Injunctions of Quran and Sunnah, as highlighted in the
subsequent paras.
26.

Holy Quran says in Surah Nisa Ayat 24:-

َ
َ
َ ْ ني َغ
ْ ُ َو�ُأ ِح ّل َل ُك َّما َو َر َاء ٰ َذل
َ ي ُم َس ِاف
َ ِك �َأن َت ْب َت ُغوا ِب أ� ْم َوال ُِك ّ ُمْ ِص ِن
ِني

But it is lawful for you to seek out all women except these, offering them your
wealth and the protection of wedlock rather than using them for the unfettered
satisfaction of lust.
27.

Here Allah Almighty explains in clear words as to how and with whom a man can
tie the knot of marriage but the overall instructions of the Holy Quran are that man

and woman can establish marital obligations only in the case of Nikah provided the
same is not forbidden as provided in the Holy Quran.
28.

The Holy Quran further says in Surah Al-Muminun Ayaat 5 to 7:َ
َ
َ ٰ َ َ ُأ
ُ َع �َأ ْز َواجه ْم �َأ ْو َما َملَ َك ْت �َأ ْي
َ َو ّالَذ
َ ه ل ُِف ُروجه ْم َحا ِف ُظ
ْ ُ ني
ُ ْ انُ ْم َف إ� َّنُ ْم َغ
َ ي َملُو ِم
ٰ َ َ ﴾ ِإ� ّل٥﴿ ون
﴾ ف َ ِن ْاب َت َ ٰغ َو َر َاء ذل َِك ف�ول ٰـ ِئ َك٦﴿ ني
ِ
ِ
ِِ
ِِ
ْ ُُ
ُ
َ
َ
﴾٧﴿ ه العادون
Who strictly guard their private parts save from their wives, or those whom their
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right hands possess; for with regard to them they are free from blame – As for those
who seek beyond that, they are transgressors –

In other words Quran permits the sexual relations between man and woman within
the bond of Nikah and not otherwise.
29.

The object of Nikah and sexual relations is reproduction of children. Quran says in

Surah Al-Baqarah Ayat No.223:ُ َ
ُ َ ُ ُ ْ َ ْ ٌ ّ َ ُ ْ َ ْأ
ّ َ َ ُ ُ َ ُ ّ ُ َّ ك �َأ َّ ٰن ش ْئ ُت ْم ۖ َو َق ّد ُموا َأل ُنفس ُ ْ َ َّ ُ َّ َ َ ْ َ ُ َأ
َ ش ْال ُم ْؤ ِم ِن
نِساؤك حرث ل
﴾٣٢٢﴿ ني
ِ ْ ك ف�تا َح ْرث
ِ ِ ِ
ِ ِ ك ۚ واتقوا اللـه واعلموا �نك ملقوه ۗ وب
Your wives are your tilth; go, then, into your tilth as you wish but take heed of your
ultimate future and avoid incurring the wrath of Allah. Know well that one Day you
shall face Him. Announce good tidings to the believers.
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30.

In such a way women have been symbolized as agricultural fields and obviously
a person enters an agricultural field for the purpose of reproduction so the object
of sexual relations is reproduction of children but it has to be within the bond of
Nikah and not otherwise. The purpose of Nikah is to determine the paternity and
maternity of the child and in such a way develop and maintain a healthy society.

31.

In surrogacy children are not produced by a couple through the bond of Nikah. The
object of producing children through surrogacy is to satisfy the desire of a woman
who may not wish to marry a man or go through the pains of delivery or is infertile.
This desire may even be of a gay couple. The paternity and maternity of child would
become irrelevant. As such the whole concept of surrogacy, as is generally in vogue
in many countries, is against the Injunctions of Quran and Sunnah. Innumerable
problems, which the society would face, cannot even be imagined.

32.

In the above said circumstances, we hold that if a baby is born through mechanical/
medical process where the sperm belongs to the actual father and the egg to the
actual mother and the child is born by the actual mother, in that case the procedure
would be legal and lawful. In all other cases surrogacy procedure would be unlawful
and against the Injunctions of Holy Quran and Sunnah.

33.

In Pakistan such an agreement, oral or written, would ordinarily be governed by the
Contract Act, so suitable amendment be made in Section 2 of the Contract Act,
1872 and it may be specifically provided that any agreement regarding surrogacy
would not be enforceable by law as the same would contain unlawful proposals and
unlawful considerations.

34.

Pakistan Penal Code be also amended and suitable section of law be added
regarding definition of surrogacy. The same be declared as an offence punishable
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with imprisonment as well as fine. Further amendment be made in the Pakistan

Penal Code that the couple who arranges a surrogate mother would be liable to
punishment alongwith surrogate and the doctor who carries on the surrogacy

procedure. Another amendment be made in Pakistan Penal Code to provide
punishment for the doctor who maintains the sperm bank or egg bank for using in

future, which should include imprisonment and fine. It must also be provided that
any doctor involved in the procedure of surrogacy shall loose his license.
35.

As far as the case of the petitioner is concerned, we would restrain from passing any

comments on that as under Article 203-D of the Constitution of Islamic Republic

of Pakistan, this Court cannot provide any personal relief. His case has already been

decided by the Civil Courts and we cannot interfere in the findings of those Courts.
36.

In above terms, the Shariat Petition stands disposed of. The office is directed to

send copies of this judgment to the Federal Government, Chief Secretaries and
Secretaries of Home Department of all the Provincial Governments for necessary
compliance.

37.

The required amendments be made latest by 15th August, 2017.

MR. JUSTICE RIAZ AHMAD KHAN
CHIEF JUSTICE

MR. JUSTICE ALLAMA DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN
MR. JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI
Dated Islamabad the
16th February, 2017
Imran/*
Approved for reporting.
MR. JUSTICE RIAZ AHMAD KHAN
CHIEF JUSTICE
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I have the privilege of going through the judgment proposed to be delivered by

the Hon’ble Chief Justice regarding surrogacy which has been elaborately defined and
explained in great detail. I fully agree and concur with the same.

I would, however, like to add that the issue in question is very sensitive and

complicated and entails several practical legal issues regarding the Muslim Personal Law,
particularly, like matters pertaining to inheritance, prohibited degrees for the purpose of
interse marriage and privacy etc.

I may also mention that this issue had been considered by the Islamic Fiqah

Academy Jedda, which has been established by the Organization of the Islamic Conference
(OIC) i.e. رابطہ عامل اسالیم. It is the world’s highest Islamic forum for resolving various modern

issues, arising from time to time, in the light of Islamic Injunctions. The said Academy in
its meeting held in Makka Mukarrma in 1985 as well as in its another meeting held in

Amman in 1986, passed the following resolution in respect of surrogacy:
ً ً
ً
أ
أ
أ
أ
ان الطرق اخلمس الوىل لكها حمرمة رشعا و ممنوعة منعا ابات لذاهتا �و لما يرتتب علهيا نم اختالط النساب و ضياع المومة وغري ذلك نم

- المحاذري الرشعية

“All the five types are strictly prohibited in Islam because it corrupts lineages and

results loss of maternity and other shar‘i prohibition”.
ً
ً
أ أ
أ
ًأ
حيرم استخدام طرف اثلث ىف معلية احلمل سواء اكن الموضوع سائال منواي �م وبيضة �م جنينا والطرف الثالث سواء نع طريق الت�جري �و
أ
- التربع �و التفضل
“The use of a third party in the process of pregnancy is prohibited, whether the

subject was liquid sperm or egg or embryo and the third party, whether involved by way of
lease or donation.”

The Islamic Research Academy in Cairo also adopted the opinion of the academy

in 2001.

The opinion of the majority of the contemporary scholars also supported the same.

The most prominent scholars having this opinion are:

Dr. Jad al-Haq: the Ex-Grand Mufti of Al-Azhar.
Dr. Sheikh Syed Wafa: Secretary General of the Islamic Research Academy in
Cairo.

Dr. Ali Juma, Mufti of Egypt.
Dr. Mohammad Sayed Tantawi: The Ex-Vice Chancellor of Al-Azhar.
Dr. Yusuf al-Qaradawi: Professor of Juris-prudence at the University of Qatar.
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Dr. Mustafa Zarqa: a Member of the Islamic Fiqh Academy.
Dr. Mohammad Rafat Othman: Dean of the Faculty of Sharia at Al-Azhar
University and a Member of the Islamic Research Academy.
Dr. Ahmed bin ‘Abdul ‘Aziz Al-Haddad: grand Mufti, Department of Awqaf and
Islamic Affairs in Dubai.
Dr. ‘Abla Kahlawi” Professor of jurisprudence at Al-Azhar University.
Dr. Souad Saleh: Dean Faculty of Islamic Studies at Al-Azhar University and
others.
[For details please see:
،27  ص:  السنهبىل،(قضااي طبية معارصة1)	
،61 ،71  ص: ويسف عبدالرمحن قرت،(قضااي طبية معارصة2)	
أ
،58  مسري غويبة ص،(المتاجرة ابلمومة3)	
أ
أ
،45  ص: الرشبيىن،(ت�جري الرحام4)	

]902 ص: د ويسف القرضاوى،(احلالل و احلرام5)	
JUSTICE ALLAMA DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN
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IN THE FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT
(Appellate Jurisdiction)

PRESENT
MR. JUSTICE DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN
CRIMINAL REVISION NO.03/I OF 2016
Muhammad Riaz Cheema son of Nawab Din,
Presently residing at Cheema House St. No.03,
Shah Khalid Colony, Chaklala Rawalpindi
…..

Petitioner
Versus
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1.

The State

2.

Muhammad Akbar son of Fazal Din, resident of Chak Sathwani, P.O. Dhamali
Tehsil Kallar Sayedan, District Rawalpindi
….

Respondents

Counsel for petitioner

….

Mr. Zeeshan Riaz Cheema, Advocate

Counsel for respondent

….	Mr. Talat Mehmood Zaidi, Advocate

Counsel for State

....	Ch. Muhammad Sarwar Sidhu, Additional
Prosecutor General, Punjab

Private complaint

....

No.21, dated 09.05.2016

Date of order of trial court

….

30.07.2016

Date of Institution of appeal

....

29.10.2016

Date of hearing

....

22.05.2017

Date of decision

....

02.06.2017
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JUDGMENT
DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN, JUDGE. Through this petition, Muhammad Riaz
Cheema, hereinafter referred to as the petitioner, has challenged the order dated 30.07.2016
passed by learned Additional Sessions Judge, Rawalpindi, whereby he has been summoned
by the learned trial court in a private complaint filed by the respondent Muhammad Akbar
alias Aku.
2.

Briefly stated, the respondent Muhammad Akbar alias Aku was challaned under
section 376 PPC, in case FIR. No. 159 dated 26.06.2009, lodged at Police
Station Kalar Syedan, District Rawalpindi. The allegation against him was that on
04.06.2009, he committed zina with Mst. Zohra Khanam who had gone out to
ease herself and the hue and cry raised by her had attracted Surayya Khanam who
rushed towards her and saw the respondent Muhammad Akbar alias Aku running
after commission of zina with Mst. Zohra Khanam. She disclosed the occurrence to
the people of village but since nobody was ready to help her, she narrated the same
to the complainant Syed Manzoor Hussain Shah and he got registered the FIR and
the petitioner conducted necessary investigation as required.

3.

It may be mentioned that in the meanwhile a report regarding the same incident
was published in News paper whereupon a Suo Moto notice was taken by the
Honourable Supreme Court of Pakistan and as per Order of the Honourable Chief
Justice, the matter was reinvestigated and the above allegations were found false. So
far as the FIR dated 26.06.2009 was concerned, the respondent Muhammad Akbar
alias Aku faced trial and, on its conclusion, the learned Additional Sessions Judge,
Rawalpindi, exercising his powers under Section 265-K Cr.P.C. acquitted him of
the charge vide judgment dated 25.02.2010.

4.

In the meanwhile, on 02.10.2009, Ahmed Hassan Chohan, SSP registered FIR
against the petitioner and several other police officials under section 155-D
of Police Order 2002. However, vide judgment dated 27.05.2014 passed by the
Judicial Magistrate, Rawalpindi, the petitioner was acquitted alongwith the others
nominated as accused therein. The respondent Muhammad Akbar alias Aku
challenged their acquittal in appeal before the Honourable High Court, but his
appeal was dismissed vide Order dated 26.01.2016.

5.

The respondent/complainant, thereafter filed a complaint under section 7 of
Offence of Qazf (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 (hereinafter referred
to as the said Ordinance) against the petitioner and several others on 09.05.2016.
Cursory evidence was recorded and notice was issued to the SHO Police Station,
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Kalar Syedan to inquire the matter and submit his report. After going through
the said report and hearing arguments of the learned counsel for the complainant/
respondent, the learned Additional Sessions Judge, Rawalpindi admitted the
complaint and summoned the petitioner and others for 29.08.2016. Hence the
instant Revision Petition.
6.

It may be mentioned that the petitioner alongwith several others has been, thereafter,
charged on 04.01.2017 for committing offence punishable under section 7 of the
said Ordinance and directed to face trial thereunder. However, a bare perusal of the
charge reveals that the caption of the charge has been mentioned as under:“FIR. No. 112 dated 25.02.2009.
Under Section: 302/324 PPC P/S
Ratta Amral, Rawalpindi”.
It could not be ascertained from the available record, what is the connection of that
FIR with the instant charge of Qazf.

7.
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I have heard learned counsel for the parties as well as learned Additional Prosecutor
General. Learned counsel for the petitioner submitted that:*

the impugned order passed by learned trial court is not sustainable in the eye
of law and it seems that the same has been passed without applying judicial
mind;

*

the learned trial court was supposed to record proper reasons for summoning
the petitioner but the same was not done.

*

the impugned order passed by the Trial Court is based on surmises and
conjectures and the reason assigned in support thereof is not sustainable
under the law and is liable to be set aside.

*

The petitioner registered the case firstly on the direction of senior officials
and secondly by following the relevant law, for which he had due protection
by law and Police Rules. He placed reliance on Section 154 Cr. P.C., Rule
25 of Police Ruels, 1934 and Articles171-173 of Police Order, 2002.

*

the petitioner alleged nothing against the respondent No.2 and investigated
the case by following the police rules and norms of natural justice.

*

as per definition of Qazf, the proceedings under section 07 of the said
Ordinance can only be initiated against the person who alleges zina.
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8.

*

the practice of victimizing the investigating agencies’ should not be allowed.

*

the impugned order referred to above is not only illegal and improper but
also void at the same.

*

the actual facts were not appreciated by the Learned trial court while passing
the above said impugned order.

*

pendency of proceedings against the petitioner is an abuse of the process of
law.

*

actually, the petitioner is totally innocent and has been made escape goat in
this case.

*

the petitioner has the only option to seeks the proper remedy from this
Honourable Court.

Learned counsel for the respondent/complainant contended that:*

there is no illegality whatsoever in the summoning order.

*

the FIR was registered against the complainant/respondent Muhammad
Akbar with the allegation of Zina and
he was arrested in the same
and sent for trial;

*

the investigation was conducted by the petitioner and found defective during
the course of inquiry of the learned Additional Sessions Judge as the same
was ordered by the Honourable Chief Justice of Supreme Court of Pakistan;

*

it is another admitted fact that the respondent/complainant Muhammad
Akbar was acquitted in the FIR and the allegations were found false and
concocted vide judgment dated 25.02.2010 of the Additional Sessions Judge
Rawalpindi;

*

from the above said facts which were incorporated by the private complaint
and in cursory statement which has been established that the Offence of
Qazf was committed against the respondent with the active connivance of
the police officials including the I.O. (petitioner);

*

that the some other Offence i.e. under Sections 500, 506, 508 and 496C
were also committed during the course of investigation of the above said
and those can be tried together with the Offence of Qazf;

*

the acquittal of the accused under the charges of Sections 155(c) and 155(d)
of the Police Order, 2002 by the Magistrate would not come in the way as
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they were not charged in the above said sections and even the charges of
abetment and the facilitation are available in the shape of complaint and
cursory statement;
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*

The false allegation of Zina levelled against the respondent/complainant
Muhammad Akbar has ruined the life of the respondent and caused
disrespect and disgrace to the good reputation of the family.

*

The petitioner has played a very active role and any opinion regarding the
merits of the case would affect the case of either side mere the charge can
be amended at any stage of the case and in case of non framing the charge,
accused can be convicted in minor nature of charges; and

*

the summoning Order is based on sound reasoning and sufficient evidence
available on the record, therefore, the summoning Order of the trial Court
may kindly be upheld.

9.

The learned Additional Prosecutor General, Punjab for the State supported the
impugned order.

10.

I have anxiously perused the record in the light of submissions made by the learned
counsel for the parties. In this connection it is pertinent to mention that as provided
in section 154-156 Cr.P.C., the police officer incharge of a police station is legally
required to register a case after receiving information of commission of cognizable
offence from any source and has to investigate and submit challan before the Illaqa
Magistrate. The investigation has to commence soon after such information. In
this background the petitioner who was admittedly posted as SI at Police Station
Kalar Syedan at that time and had received an application from the higher ups,
duly marked to him, was not supposed to postpone or deny registration of the case
as required under the law. Since prima-facie a cognizable offence was reportedly
committed, he was duty-bound to proceed against the accused and register FIR
under the provision of section 154 Cr.P.C. Thereafter, he had to take various steps
to investigate the matter. Article 171 of Police Order 2002 envisages grant of a due
right of protection to such officer/official and he/she cannot be made liable to any
penalty or payment of damages on account of acts done in good faith in pursuance
of performance of official duties legally assigned to him. Moreover, it is notable that
according to Article 172 of Police Order, 2002, suits or prosecution in respect of
acts done under colour of duty or in exercise of any such duty or authority of the
police order, the prosecution or suit shall not be entertained or shall be dismissed if
instituted after more than six months from the date of action complained of. In the
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instant case the FIR was registered by the petitioner after receipt of an application
“duly marked to him by the higher ups” on 26.06.2009 while the instant complaint
was lodged against him on 09.05.2016. Thus, it is delayed by six years, ten months
and 13 days. In addition to this, it is worth also consideration that if the practice
of victimizing the Investigating or Law- enforcing agencies- or for that matter, any
one performing his legal or judicial duties- is allowed, it will jeopardize the whole
system and render it ineffective.
11.

As discussed above, the petitioner performed his official duty for which he was
admittedly appointed and which was legally assigned to him. He might have
performed it in defective manner but admittedly there is nothing on record to
show that he registered the FIR with any malicious design of his own. He just

incorporated the contents of an application initially submitted by complainant Syed
Manzoor Hussain Shah to RPO Rawalpindi who had marked the same to SDPO
Kahuta and it came finally to the petitioner through SHO, P.S. Kalar Syedan. The
very fact that the application was submitted to RPO Rawalpindi on 24.06.2009 and
the FIR was registered on 26.06.2009 shows that the petitioner had committed no
illegality, otherwise being an experienced police officer, he would have manipulated
the date so as to cover the obvious delay of 22 days which was one of the reasons
that the accused/respondent was acquitted by the Additional Sessions Judge,
Rawalpindi. It transpires that the respondent Muhammad Akbar alias Aku was
acquitted in the FIR and the allegation was found false and concocted by the learned
Additional Sessions Judge, Rawalpindi, but there is nothing in the said judgment
that the petitioner had in any way connived, initiated or abetted in leveling the
allegation of Zina or had himself originated the FIR. There is also nothing on
record to show that he himself prepared any forensic report or medical report in
respect of the concerned parties. So far as the submissions of learned counsel for the
respondent regarding the other offences under sections 500, 506, 508 and 496-C
PPC is concerned, it suffices to mention that these sections have been apparently
dropped by the learned trial court and the petitioner has only been charged under
section 7 of the said Ordinance. Moreover, the available record has no evidence that
the petitioner played any active role or maneuvered the report. He was only one of
the I.Os who had investigated the case.
12.

It is also very pertinent to observe that cases relating to various offences are daily
reported to the police and the police officer is indeed duty bound under section
154-156 Cr. P.C. to register cases pertaining to murder, dacoity and robbery etc.
and accordingly investigate into those offences but, so far, there is not a single
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precedent on record to show that any police official/officer has ever been charged or
sentenced for committing any such offence on account of registering an FIR about
commission of the same offence.
13.

It is also pertinent to refer to the definition of section 3 of the said Ordinance,
which has defined Qazf. As per record, the petitioner is neither complainant in the
instant case who made or fabricated an accusation of zina against the respondent
nor he has ever been a witness, to the offence of alleged zina, who was found to have
given any false evidence in this respect.

14.

It is also notable that the petitioner was acquitted by the learned Judicial Magistrate,
Rawalpindi vide Judgment dated 27.05.2014 and an appeal against the same was
also dismissed by the Honourable High Court vide Order dated 26.01.2016.

15.

In view of the legal position, explained above, there is nothing incriminating
whatsoever on record to proceed with the trial of the petitioner Muhammad Riaz
Cheema, SI and the charge against him is groundless. Since there is no probability
of the petitioner being convicted of committing the offence of Qazf, the impugned
order based on misreading is not at all sustainable. Therefore, I allow this petition,
preferred by petitioner Muhammad Riaz Cheema, SI., and set aside the impugned
order dated 30.07.2016 passed against him by learned Additional Sessions Judge,
Rawalpindi.
JUSTICE DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN

Announced in open Court
on 02.06.2017 at Islamabad
Umar Draz/*
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JUDGMENT
DR. ALLAMA FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN, Judge.- The learned Petitioner,
Shahid Orakzai, has challenged Section 8 of the Offence of Zina (Enforcement of Hudood)
Ordinance, 1979 (hereinafter referred to as the said Ordinance), as amended, on the ground
that it is in conflict with the Injunctions of Islam. The impugned Section reads as under:“Proof of zina liable to Hadd. Proof of zina liable to Hadd shall be in one of the
following forms, namely:(a)
The accused makes before a Court of competent jurisdiction a confession of
the commission of the offence; or
(b)
at least four Muslim adult male witnesses, about whom the Court is
satisfied, having regard to the requirements of tazkiyah al-shuhood, that they
are truthful persons and abstain from major sins (kabair), give evidence as
eye witnesses of the act of penetration necessary to the offence:
Provided that, if the accused is a non-Muslim, the eye-witnesses may be nonMuslims”.
2.

3.
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This petition was admitted to regular hearing on 13.03.2008 but, somehow or other,
on account of various reasons, including the retirements of Hon’ble Members in the
Bench, it could not be decided. Finally it was fixed for hearing on 08.11.2016 when,
after hearing the parties, the Judgment was reserved. The following paras contain
reasons for our Judgment which is being delivered.
We have heard the Petitioner in detail. He submitted that:*
the impugned Section is in sharp conflict with the Injunctions
of Islam because:*
the proof required for zina liable to Hadd is irrational,
illogical and in conflict with the Injunctions of Islam. The
word shahid ) )شــاھدdoes not mean an eye witness at all but
any prudent person, whose testimony about the unseen
facts removes a doubt regarding two conflicting claims or
statements, is called shahid ()شــاھد.
*
so far as Verse 15 of Surah An-Nisa is concerned, it deals
with factual misconduct strictly among women without
involvement of opposite gender, as the word used therein is
fahisha (obscene conduct);
*
the standard laid down in the impugned Section is in direct
conflict with Verse No. 15 of Surah Al-Nisa and Verses No.
4,6 and 13 of Surah Al-Noor;
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*

the standard laid down in the impugned Section is also in

*

the prequalification imposed upon potential witnesses

direct conflict with Verses No. 26, 27 and 28 of Surah Yousuf;

termed as Tazkiyah al-shuhood in Section 8(b) etc. deny
the fundamental Quranic right granted to every believer to
bear witness as per information and, therefore, against the

Injunctions contained in Verse 81 of Surah Yousuf as well as

Verse 4 of Surah Noor and Verse 135 of Surah An-Nisa.

The learned Petitioner dwelt at large on several Quranic words as derived from
ّ
Arabic roots like  رای، بــر، انــس، نظــر، وجــدetc.
4.

The learned Petitioner who had initially also challenged Section 5A of the Offence
of Zina (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 inserted by Section 12A of

the Protection of Women Act, 2006, however, did not press the said portion of
the impugned Section in his contentions. Regarding the number of witnesses and

their gender which have been challenged in the written petition, he also candidly

conceded to a Court query that he did not press the same. In any case the same

question, even if raised by someone at any stage, has been elaborately discussed in
a judgment of this Court reported as PLD 1989 FSC page 95 (Rashida Patel Vs.
Federation of Pakistan).
5.

The Petitioner addressed his arguments only in respect of the “eye witnesses” as

well as system of Tazkiyah al-Shuhood”()زتکیــۃ الشــھود, which, according to him, are

repugnant to the Injunctions of Islam. He contended that so many social and moral
evils prevailed in the society on account of these two qualifications prescribed for
the witnesses because no one is convicted or awarded Hadd punishment.

6.

We have also heard Dr. Shafiq-ur-Rehman, juris-consult, who vehemently supported
the impugned Section and defined various meanings of the word ( )شھدmentioned in
various places in the Holy Quran. He also explained Verse No. 26 of Surah Yousuf.

All other respondents namely Federal Government, Governments of Baluchistan,

NWFP (now Khyber Pakhtoon Khwa), Punjab and Sindh fully supported the
impugned Section and adopted the arguments put forward by the said

juris-

consult. They also pointed out that in case interpretation of the Petitioner regarding

the word shahid ( )شــاھدis accepted, the whole system of judicial proceedings would

totally collapse as it is based on the Qanoon-e-Shahadat Order, 1984 which has not
been challenged by the Petitioner.
7.

At the outset, we would like to mention that Arabic is a very rich language. So many
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words are uttered for only one thing and, likewise, so many meanings are attached
to only one word. For example, there are approximately 80 words for city, 200 for
snake, 500 for tiger, 1000 for camel, 1000 for liquor, 4000 for sword and so on. The
word shahid ) )شــاھدis one of such words which, according to its context, has several
different meanings.
8.

The root of the word shahid ) ) شــاھدis shahida ) )شــھدand its different derivatives have
been mentioned 180 times in the Holy Quran, each signifying various meanings
according to the context used in the Verse. Sometimes, in its original root, it refers
to the mere presence while on some other occasions it means bear testimony to a
fact, bear witness, produce evidence, bring proof, offer demonstration, attest, cite
example/ instance/ illustration etc. In view of this, meaning of the word shahid
) )شــاھدcannot be confined to only one interpretation.
(See

9.
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)(راغب اصفہاین
)(انب منظور
)(مرتیض الزبیدی
)(حممد نب ایب بکر الرازی
)(جممع اللغۃ العربیۃ
)(اوب نرص الفارایب
)(دکتور رویح بعلبیک
By Edward William Lane
By M. Abdul Haleem

مفردات
لسان العرب
اتج العروس
خمتار الصحاح
المعجم الوسیط
الصحاح یف اللغۃ
المورد
Arabic-English Lexicon
Dictionary of Quranic Usage

-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8
-9

So far as the word shahid ) ) شاھدused in Verse No.26 of Surah Yousuf is concerned, it
is not at all used in the sense of a witness who had testified before the Court about
the innocence of Hazrat Yousuf )(علیــہ الســام. That Shahid ) )شــاھدwas just a prudent
man belonging to the family of that woman who had levelled a baseless allegation
against him and in his personal capacity, he had given a verdict on the basis of
circumstantial evidence. That case is completely distinguishable from the witness
who appears before the Court of law and make a deposition. We may also add that
in the case mentioned above, there was no charge about the commission of any
heinous offence but that was only allegation about an “evil intention” attributed to
Hazrat Yousuf )(علیــہ الســام, as is evident from the Verse itself.
25 َما َج َزا ۗ ُء َ ْم اَ َر َاد ِبَ ْه ِل َك ُس ْۗو ًءا ا َّ ِٓل اَ ْن يُّ ْس َج َن اَ ْو َع َذ ٌاب اَل ِْي ٌم
“What should be the recompense for him who has intended
to do something evil with your wife- except imprisonment
or a grievous punishment?”
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That prudent person was called shahid ) )شــاھدin the sense of an arbitrator who
decided the issue on the basis of common sense.
10.

Before proceeding further, we deem it appropriate to mention that this Court by
virtue of Article 203D of the Constitution is bound to base its judgments not only
آ
on the Holy Quran but also on the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet ( )صىل هللا عليه و�له وسلمas
well. The significance of Sunnah has been discussed in great detail in our judgment
delivered in Shariat Miscellaneous Application No. 01/I of 2016. It is pertinent to
refer to Verses Nos.2:129, 2:151, 62:2, 16:44, 53:3,4, 7:203, 46:9, 3:31, 33:21 and
mention that since Sunnah is in fact the interpretation, explanation, elaboration,
implementation and specific demonstration of Quranic Injunctions by the Holy
آ
Prophet ( )صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلمhimself, its binding authenticity cannot be questioned
on any ground. It is extremely pertinent to point out that without Sunnah no one
could ever be able to properly understand or act in accordance with the Islamic
Injunctions, as required by the Holy Quran. Not to speak of civil, criminal and
personal laws etc. we would not be able to take even a step to act upon the Islamic
Injunctions concerning Ibadaat )(عبــادات, like Salath ()صلــوۃ, Zakat ()زکــوۃ, Saum()صــوم,

Hajj ( )جحetc. because none of these terms are explained nor even defined in the Holy
Quran. Therefore, The Holy Quran has explicitly emphasized: “.…. He who obeys
the Messenger, infact obeys Allah…..”. (4:80)
11.

To understand the exact position regarding the impugned Section which pertains
to the commission of zina, we have to find out what is the meaning of zina as this
term is also not defined in the Holy Quran. Literally the word zina ) (الزانmeans both
fornication and adultery. While the punishment of zina liable to Hadd is different
for both, as provided in Section 5(2) of the said Ordinance, the proof of zina liable
to Hadd, for both, is one and the same as mentioned in the impugned Section. The
proof required for zina as Ta’zir is, however, not fixed and it may be awarded on any
reliable credible evidence, even on a solitary statement of the prosecutrix if that is
confidence-inspiring and duly corroborated. The Holy Quran has used the word
zina as well as the word fahishah ( )فاحشــہin the following Verse:ٓ
32 َو َل َت ْق َر ُبا ِّالز ٰن اِنَّ ٗه َك َن َفا ِح َش ًة ۭ َو َساۗ َء َس ِب ْي ًل
Do not draw near any unlawful sexual intercourse; surely
it is a shameful indecent thing and an evil way (leading to
individual, social and moral corruption). (17:32)
Since the Holy Quran has used the word fahisha ( )فاحشــہmentioned in Verse
No.15 of Surah An-Nisa, contention of the learned Petitioner that it means only
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“Obscene Conduct” is not correct in the context of verse 15 of Surat An-Nisa. Four
male Muslim witnesses are required to come forward only to prove commission
of zina liable to Hadd. Verse No. 15 initially provided the specified punishment
for female offenders and Verse No. 16 prescribed initial punishment for both –
male and female- offenders who are found guilty of the commission of zina ()زان.
Thereafter Surah Al-Noor prescribed fixed punishments for both the culprits. The
same number of witnesses are required for repulsion of the sentence of Hadd for
committing offence of Qazaf. In case of husband and wife the number of witnesses
is, however, substituted by five oaths by each and, thereafter, both are separated by
way of Lian ()لعــان
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12.

In order to fully comprehend the meaning of zina, we have to refer to the judicial
آ
verdicts passed by the Holy Prophet ()صىل هللا عليه و�له وسلم. The impugned Section and
other similar rulings are based on the same. These rulings are found in different
works of Ahadith. The most outstanding precedent of all such cases, occurred during
آ
the period of the Holy Prophet ()صىل هللا عليه و�له وسلم, is the case of Hazrat Ma’iz (حرضت
)ماعــزwhich has been reported by a large number of narrators on the authority of
several Companions. The same is contained in most authentic Hadith collections.

13.

Hazrat Ma’iz ()حــرت ماعــزwas an orphan who belonged to the tribe of Aslam, and
was brought up by Hazzal ibn Nu’aym. Maiz had unlawful sexual intercourse with
آ
a freed slave girl. Hazzal advised Maiz to go to the Prophet ()صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلم
and inform him of the incident. He realized he had committed a grave sin. So he
آ
went to the Masjid Nabvi ( )مســجد نبــویand said to the Prophet ()صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلم: ‘O
Messenger of Allah! Purify me. I have committed unlawful sexual intercourse.’ The
آ
Prophet ( )صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلمturned his face away from him, saying: ‘Woe unto you.
Go back and seek God’s pardon.’ Maiz appeared again before the Prophet (صىل هللا عليه
آ
آ
 )و�له وسلمand repeated his plea, but the Prophet ( )صىل هللا عليه و�له وسلمonce again turned
his face away. Exactly the same thing happened a third time, and at this stage Abu
آ
Bakr warned Maiz that if he confessed for a fourth time, the Prophet (صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه
 )وســلمwould have him stoned to death. Undeterred even by this, Ma’iz appeared
آ
again before the Prophet and repeated his request. The Prophet ()صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلم
on this occasion turned to him, saying: ‘Perhaps you kissed her, or amorously vexed
her, or looked at her with sexual passion.’ Maiz replied that that was not the case.
آ
The Prophet ( )صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلمthen asked him: ‘Did you lie with her in the same
آ
bed? He said: ‘Yes.’ The Prophet ( )صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلمthen asked him again: ‘Did
you have mubasharah with her? Maiz replied in the affirmative. The Prophet (صــى
آ
 )هللا عليه و�له وســلمonce again made the same query of him. Then the Prophet (صىل هللا عليه
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آ
 )و�لــه وســلمasked him if he had had mujama’ah with her, a term which clearly means
‘sexual intercourse’ in Arabic usage. He again replied in the affirmative. The Prophet
آ
( )صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلمasked him once again, using a term which means nothing but
sexual intercourse and one which even has a somewhat unseemly nuance. This was
a term which the Prophet had never used before, nor did he use it again afterwards.
آ
Had a person’s life not been at stake, the Prophet ( )صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلمwould never
have uttered such a word. Ma’iz, however, once again replied in the affirmative. The
آ
Prophet ( )صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلمthen asked him again in these words: Did you approach
her in such manner that your organ disappeared into her organ? He again said:
آ
‘Yes! The Prophet ( )صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلمfurther asked him: ‘Did it disappear as does
the staining needle in the collyrium or a rope disappears in a well? He said: ‘Yes.’
آ
The Prophet ( )صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلمasked him further: Do you know what zina is? To
this he replied: ‘Yes! I did with her unlawfully what one does legitimately with one’s
آ
wife.’ The Prophet ( )صىل هللا عليه و�له وسلمasked him whether he was married. He replied
آ
in the affirmative. The Prophet ( )صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلمthen asked him: Are you drunk?
This Ma’iz denied. A person stood up and checked his breath and confirmed that
آ
he was not drunk. The Prophet ( )صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلمthen inquired of his neighbours
about Ma’iz whether he was insane. This was also denied by them. The Prophet
آ
( )صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلمthen said to Hazzal. If you had left this matter covered with
your garment, it would have been much better for you. However, the matter having
been brought to the Court where Maiz had made an independent confession, the
آ
Prophet ( )صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلمthen directed that Ma’iz be stoned to death. Ma’iz was
taken out of the town and there he was stoned. ) حصیــح خبــاری، حصیــح مســلمand = (کتــاب احلــدود
ســن اوبداود
14.

As is clearly evident from a bare reading of the above authentic narration, Zina
means commission of sexual intercourse by a man with a woman, without having
being married to each other. It is thus obvious that no one can be accepted as a
witness of zina unless he actually sees with his own eyes commission of ( )زان-- the
shameful act being committed by a male and female who are not validly married to
each other.

15.

We may also mention that a witness must be a competent witness in all cases.
Conditions for a competent witness, interalia, includes possession of sound reasoning
faculty, puberty, probity, absence of enmity/bias/interest, eyesight in case of facts
which require to have been seen, capacity to speak or communicate with rectitude,
and to be male and not convicted of perjury or giving false evidence as well as being
a Muslim in cases of Hudood. Since award of Hadd sentence entails a very severe
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harsh punishment, therefore, its proof requires extremely strict conditions, as laid
down in the law.
16.

That is why that, in addition to giving an ocular account of the commission of the
specific act by a witness, the Court is bound to strictly scrutinize the evidence with
due care and caution and, besides seeking corroboration by other reliable evidence,
direct or circumstantial, further probe about the truthfulness of all witnesses.
Though the above Hadith relates to infliction of punishment of Hadd after four
times of independent confession made by an offender before the competent Court
آ
of jurisdiction i.e. the Holy Prophet ()صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلم, the principles derived from
the several queries make it incumbent upon the Court to have full satisfaction about
the guilt of the accused. Therefore, for the sake of abundant extra-ordinary caution

in the administration of justice, the Court, before awarding punishment, in a case
of Hadd, is required to make further inquiry “( ”)زتکیــۃ الشــھودabout the witnesses as
prescribed.
17.

a)
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Regarding the submissions made by the learned Petitioner regarding Tazkiyah alShuhood “(”)زتکیــۃ الشــھود, being repugnant to the injunctions of Islam, we may refer to
the following Verses of the Holy Quran:ٰ ْ َ ْ َ ْ ُ ْ َ ْ ُ ُ َ َ َ َ َ َ َ ْ ُ ْ َ ُ َ َ َ ْ ُ َ ٰ َ ْ َّ َ ُ ّ َ ٓ ٰ
ْ َ ْ ِ ك اَ ْو ٰا َخ ٰرن
ْ ُي
ْ ُ ن َذ َوا َع ْد ٍل ِّم ْن
ك ا ِْن
يياال ِذي ام ن وا شهادة ب ي ِن ك اِذا ح ض اح دك ال م وت ِح
ِ مغ
ِ ي ال َو ِص ّي ِة اث
ِ
َّ ْ َ ْ ِ َ ُ َ ْ ُ ْ َ ْ َ ْ ُ َ ْ ُ ّ ْ ُ ْ َ َ َ َ ِ ْ َ ْ ْ ُ ْ َ َ ْ ُ ْ َ
ْالص لٰو ِة َف ُي ْق ِس ٰم ن ب ٰ ّلل ِاِن ْار َت ْب ُت ْم َل ن َ ْش َ ِتي
ۢ انت م ضب ت م ِف الرض فاصاب ت ك م ِصي ب ة ال م و ِت ۭ ت ِب سونم ا
م ب ع ِد
ِ ِ ِ
ُْ َ ٰ َ ٰ َ ً ْ ٓ َّ َ َ ْ َ ُ َّ َ ٓ ٰ َ َ ُ ْ َ
ٰ
َ ْ ٰ ْ َّ ً ٓ َ ّ ّ ٰ َ َ َ َ ُ ُ ْ َ َ َ ٰ ْ ُ َ َ َ ْ َ َ ّ ً َ َ
م
ِ  ف ِان ع ِث ع انم ا اس تح قا اِثا فاخ ر ِن يق َو106 ِب هٖ ث ـم نا ول و ك َن ذا ق رب ۙ ول نك ت م شهادة ۙللاِ اِن اِذا ل ِم َن ال ِ ِث ي
ّ ً َٓ ٓ
َ ْ ُ ْ َ َ َّ َ َ ْ َ ْ ّ َ ِ َ ُ َ َ َ
َ ال ْو َل ٰي َف ُي ْق س ٰم ن ب ٰ ّلل ِ َل َش َه
َ م َش َه
ْ ِ اد ُت َن ٓا اَ َح ّ ُق
يم
اد ِ ِت َم ا َو َما ْاع َت َد ْي َنا ڮ ا ِّن اِذا ل ِم َن
ِ ِ ِ
ِ
ِ مقام ه م ا م ال ِذي اس تح ق ع ل
َۗ َ َ َّ َ ْ َ َ َ ْ ْ َ ْ ُ ْ َّ َ َ َّ ْ َ َ ُ ْ َ ْ ِ ٰ ْ ُ َ ُ َ َ ْ ُ َ ْ ُ َ ْ ُ َٔ ْ َ ْ َ َ ْ ُ ْ ُ ْ َ 107 َ ْ ّ ٰ
ان فق د ضل س واء
ِ الظ ِل ِم ي ام ِتي دون ان تس ـ ـ ـل وا رس ول ك ك م ا س ِٕى ل م وس م ق ب ل ۭ وم يت ـبد ِل الك ف ر ِب ِلي
َّ
108 الس ِب ْي ِل
“O you who believe! Let there be witnesses among you when death
approaches you, at the time of making bequests – two straightforward and
trustworthy persons form among your own people (the Muslim community),
or two other persons from among people other than your own (from among
the People of the Book) if you are on a journey (and there are no Muslims)
when the affliction of death befalls you. Then, if any doubt arises (concerning
their testimony), have the two of them stay (in the mosque) after the Prayer,
and they shall swear by God: “We will not sell our testimony for any price,
even if it concerns one near of kin, nor will we conceal the testimony of God
(namely, the truth), for then we would surely be among the sinful.”
“Then if it is discovered later that the two (witnesses) have been guilty of sin,
then have two others stand in their place from among those (rightful heirs
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of the deceased) whom the first two have deprived of their right, and these
shall swear by God: “Our testimony is truer than the testimony of the other
two, and we have not exceeded the bounds (of what is right, nor violated the
rights of any others), for then we would indeed be among the wrongdoers.”
“That (way) it is more likely that people will offer correct testimony or else
they will (at least) fear that their oaths will be rebutted by other oaths. Keep
from disobedience to God in reverence for Him and piety, and pay heed (to
His commandments). God does not guide transgressing people.” (5 : 106108)
َّ َ
ُ ۗ
ْ
َ
6 ٰ ٓي ُّيَا ال ِذ ْ َي ٰا َم ُن ْٓوا ا ِْن َجا َء ْك َف ِاس ٌ ۢق ِب َن َب ٍا َف َت َب َّي ُن ْٓوا اَ ْن ُت ِص ْي ُب ْوا َق ْو ً ۢما ِ َبـ َـهال ٍة َف ُت ْص ِب ُح ْوا َ ٰع َما َف َعل ُت ْم ٰن ِد ِم ْ َي
b)

“O you who believe! If a sinner brings you some report (or makes a
statement), investigate it thoroughly (before you take action accordingly),

lest you harm a people in ignorance and then become regretful for what you
have done.” (49: 6)
ُ ُ ْ َ َ ۗ َ َ ُ ِ َ َ ْ َ ْ ُ ْ َ ْ َ َّ ُ ٰ َ ْ ُ ْ َ ْ ُ ْ َ َ ْ َّ َ
ٰ ُ َ ً َ َ ً َ َ َ ْ ُ َ ُ ْ َ َ َّ ً َ ْ َ َ ْ ه َ ٰثنـ
َ ولۗىـ
ـت ثــم ل يتا ِبرب عـة شــهداء ف
ـك
ِ ْ اج ِلــد ْو
ِ والـ ِذي يمــون المحصنـ
ِٕ ـن جلــدة ول ت ــق َبل ْوا لهــم شــهادة ابــدا ۚ وا
ُُ
ۙ 4 ه ْال ٰف ِسـ ُـق ْو َن
c)

18.

“Those who accuse chaste, honorable women (of illicit sexual relations) but
do not produce four male witnesses (who will witness that they personally
saw the act being committed): flog them with eighty stripes, and do not
accept from them any testimony ever after. They are indeed great sinners,”
(24 : 4).
These Verses contain certain important principles concerning Islamic jurisprudence,
moral values and good social order. They could be summed up as follows:*

a bare perusal of the above Verses reveals that if the Court feels it
necessary it can call for other or additional witnesses to testify before
the Court who may decide the case on their testimony;

*

the Court is bound to investigate a report/verify a statement given
by a person whose veracity is doubtful and to confirm whether or not
he is involved in any major sin.

*

evidence of a person convicted of  قذفis not admissible. So the Court
has to confirm his eligibility as a witness, especially in cases of Hudood
)(حــدود. Those who are convicted of perjury and giving false evidence
are not credible as witnesses. Therefore, it is incumbent on the Court
to conduct inquiry and verify the antecedents of witnesses, in Hadd
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cases.

19.

132

*

although we should always hold good opinion about all believers, the
transaction in society must be based on proper legal procedure. Since
there are many habitual or compulsive or “stock” witnesses available
all around in the society, the Courts are duty-bound to vigilantly
examine the status of witnesses, particularly in cases which involve
capital punishments.

*

evidence of ( فاسقa person who commits major sins) is to be subjected
to strict scrutiny. For this purpose his conduct as a witness has to be
minutely checked and carefully verified (49:6)

*

those whom people regard as trustworthy and straightforward may
not always be so. We should regard everybody as trustworthy until
contradictory evidence emerges and proves him liar or incredible;

We, may add, that Tazkiyah al-shahood (purgation of witnesses) is a peculiarity
of Islamic procedure. In its intent, scope and extent it is distinguishable from
the normal cross-examination. Tazkiyah is a technical term of Islamic System of
evidence which requires clearing a witness from accusation or suspicion cast upon
him by the opposite party, by holding an enquiry by a Qadi, openly or secretly,
himself or through an official purgator. Under Islamic system of law, like other legal
systems, the opposite party has every right to test, weaken, or destroy the credit of
a witness by cross-examination. Purgation does not bar that right of the opposite
party but at the same time, it should not be used to the disadvantage of the party
producing the witness. We may mention that while cross examination is the right
of defence, Tazkiyah al-Shuhood “( ”)زتکیــۃ الشــھودis a duty of the Court to ascertain the
veracity of witnesses in cases of Hudood )(حــدود, that each one of them is just and
righteous, worthy of credence, reliable, truthful and not a previous convict of perjury
or other major offence. The sentence of Hadd, as stated above, is extremely harsh
and deterrent, therefore all necessary precautions are to be duly taken and positive
confirmation is made to ascertain, beyond doubt, the commission of exact and
precise offence, as is most clearly mentioned in the above mentioned case of Maiz.
آ
The questions put to Hazrat Ma’iz by the Holy Prophet ()صــى هللا عليــه و�لــه وســلم, as duly
italicized in para 13, provides guidelines for the Courts to firstly, make all possible
efforts to ascertain and specify the commission of zina, as underlined in the same
para, and, secondly, find out whether there is any doubt which could be extended to
the accused, as is mentioned in para 23. As is evident, all these questions were put
to the accused just to confirm whether the offence of zina committed by him was
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liable to Hadd.
20.

Sir Abdur Rahim in “Principles of Mohammedan Jurisprudence” discussed the
question of purgation of a witness as follows:“It is one of the important duties of a Judge, if the witness who is put forward
by the party going into evidence as eligible, has given relevant evidence
against the opposite party and the latter challenges the evidence by alleging
that his evidence is false or due to his having forgotten the occurrence, to
make inquiries into the witnesses’ competence and particularly as to the
fact of his being a man of rectitude. The inquiry is to be made by him
either privately or in Court with the help of persons whom he knows to be
reliable and who are acquainted with the life and character of the witness
cited. The other party is also at the liberty to take exception or objection
) طعــن-  )جــرحto such evidence by showing that the witness is disqualified such
as by reason of bias or interest or otherwise. Public investigation into a
witness’s character which prevailed in the early days of Islam has, it is said,
been discontinued because of the strifes and disturbances which it led to. If
a witness is a stranger to the place, the Qadi of the locality where he resides
should be asked to make the inquiry. The Qadis are also required to keep
a register of persons who are proved to be ‘adil ) (عــادلor men of rectitude
and to revise the register from time to time. However, the inquiry into the
conduct of a witness in Hudood and Qisas cases is invariably adhered to as

21.

a matter of abundant caution to remove all doubts about the competency
of the witness and to avoid imposing punishment upon a Muslim as far as
possible. In other cases where the probity of the witnesses is not challenged
by the opposite party, the Qadi can forego with the question of Tazkiya
particularly. In cases involving civil rights the Qadi need not hold Tazkiya
of a witness where it is admitted by the opposite party that the witness is
a just and competent person. The purgation of a witness should follow the
statement of a witness and not precede it. In other words the proper time for
purgation is after evidence of a witness has been recorded and his probity
has been challenged by opposite party. However in Hadood and Qisas cases
the Court in order to remove all doubts should get the purgation done even
if probity of the witness is challenge.
We agree with the petitioner that the culprits of commission of zina must be dealt
with iron hand and no one proved guilty should ever be spared. The Holy Quran has
strictly ordained:
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ٰ ْ ْ َ ْ َ ّ ٰ َ ْ ُ ْ ُ ْ ُ ْ ُ ْ ّ ٰ ْ ْ ٌ َ ْ َ َ ْ ُ ْ ُ ْ َ َ َّ
َ ِّ الخِر ۚ َو ْل َي ْش َه ْد َع َذ َابُ َما َطاۗ ٕى َف ٌة
َ ْ م ْال ُم ْؤ ِم ِن
Ąي 
ِ ول تخذك ِ ِبما رافة ِف ِد
ِ
ِ ي للاِ اِن كنتم تؤ ِمنون ِبلل ِ واليو ِم
“and do not let pity for them hold you back from carrying out God’s law,
if you truly believe in God and the Last Day; and let a group of believers
witness their punishment.” (24: 2)
Shaikh Saadi has rightly said
رتمح ربپلنگ تزی دندان ستماگری وبد ربگو سفنداں
(Showing mercy to a wolf would amount to inflicting tyranny on the sheep)
In this connection, however, we would like to mention that in order to bring home
guilt and establish offence of the accused to the hilt, the evidence against him/her
has to be strictly scrutinized. Tazkiyah al-Shuhood “( ”)زتکیــۃ الشــھودis the mode which
is being adopted just for excluding all possibilities of innocence of an accused and
ensuring absolute justice in each and every case.
22.

We may also add that, in an Islamic State, no one can be subjected to any punishment
for committing unlawful sexual intercourse unless that charge is fully established by
due evidence. Unless there is definite evidence against someone that he/she was
guilty of unlawful sexual intercourse, he/she may not be subjected to the Hadd
punishment regardless of all other external sources wherefrom information about
the commission of that offence is gathered but not duly proved in the Court of
Competent Jurisdiction, as is required by the Injunctions of Islam-- laid down in
the Holy Quran and Sunnah. Here we may refer to the case of a woman in Madina
about whom it was generally said that her sexual immorality was widely known.
According to a tradition, she made a display of her wickedness even after embracing
Islam. (See ابب مــا جیــوز-  )حصیــع خبــاریIn another tradition, it is said that she made her
immorality known publicly. (See  کتــاب احلــدود- )حصیــع خبــاری. According to these traditions,
suspicion was attached to her because of her way of talking, her demeanour and
because of the kind of people who frequented her. Nevertheless, since there was no
definite proof of her being guilty of this act, she was not punished. This despite the
آ
fact that the Prophet ( )صىل هللا عليه و�له وسلمsaid about her: ‘If I had to stone someone to
death without proof, I would certainly have had her stoned.’ (See  کتــاب- ســن انب مــا جــہ
)احلــدود

23.		
In view of the above, one of the basic guiding principles of Islamic Law is
that the accused shall be granted the benefit of doubt. The Holy Prophet (صــى هللا عليــه
آ
 )و�لــه وســلمsaid:
»«ادفعوا احلدود ما وجدتم لھا مدفعا
“Avoid enforcing Hadd as much as you can” )(سنن انب ماجہ
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ادرؤا احلــدود نع المســلمنی مــا اســتطعتم فــان اکن لــہ خمــرج خفلــوا ســبیلہ فــان االمــام ان خیـطئ یف العفــو خــر نم ان خیطــئ
یف العقوبۃ
)(کتاب احلدود – سنن رتمذی
“Keep Hudood away from Muslims as much as possible. If there is any way
to spare people from punishment, let them go. For it is much better that an
Imam (ruler/Qazi) should err in acquitting someone rather than that he
should err in punishing someone (who is not proved guilty).”
24.

25.

All that has been discussed above confirm that no one can be punished on the
basis of conjectures, surmises and suspicions. The presumption of innocence exists
till the contrary is established by reasonable cogent evidence, as is required by the
law. Where the required evidence fails to satisfy the Court affirmatively and bring
home guilt of the accused beyond reasonable doubt, the accused stands entitled to
acquittal.
For the reasons stated above, we found this Petition misconceived and, therefore,
dismiss it accordingly.
JUSTICE DR. ALLAMA FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN
JUSTICE SHEIKH NAJAM UL HASAN
JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMAD SHAHWANI

JUSTICE MRS. ASHRAF JAHAN
Announced in open Court
on ………….at Islamabad
Mujeeb/*
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IN THE FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT
(Original Jurisdiction)
PRESENT

Mr. Justice Sh. Najam-ul-Hasan, Chief Justice

Mr. Justice Allama Dr. Fida Muhammad Khan
Mr. Justice Mehmood Maqbool Bajwa

SHARIAT PETITION NO.01/K OF 2017
1. Muhammad Hassan S/o Muhammad Ishaq
R/o Flat No.C-29, A-1, Apartment,
Abul Hassan Isfani Road, Karachi

….

Petitioner

Versus
1.
2.
3.

Federation of Pakistan, Through Secretary, Ministry of Law, Justice & Human
Rights of Pakistan Islamabad.
The IInd Civil & Family Judge At Karachi West.

EmanBibi D/o NazarHussain R/o House No. A1-38, SITE town,
NazariaMohallah, Frontier Coloy Karachi

		

….

Respondents.

Date of Institution

….
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For the Petitioner

Date of Hearing
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….
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Mrs. HawaLadhani Amir,Advocate

27.09.2017

27.09.2017

FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT OF PAKISTAN

JUDGMENT
ALLAMA DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN, JUDGE. This petition filed by
Muhammad Hassan under Article 203-D of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of
Pakistan assails, inter alia, Section 8 of Muslim Family Law Ordinance 1961 on the ground
that it is repugnant to the injunctions of Islam as contained in the Holy Qur’an and Sunnah
of Holy Prophet ﷺ. The impugned Section reads as under:
“8. Dissolution of marriage otherwise than by talaq. Where the right to divorce
has been duly delegated to the wife and she wishes to exercise that right, or where
any of the parties to a marriage wishes to dissolve the marriage otherwise than by
talaq the provisions of section 7 shall, mutatis mutandis and so far as applicable,
apply.”
2.

We have heard the learned counsel for the petitioner in detail. She elaborately
discussed the contents of the impugned section with various implications being
caused to the parties while deciding the cases pertaining to dissolution of marriage
on the basis of Khula by the family Courts. She contended that the proceedings of
Khula in the Courts are against the injunctions of Islam as this practice has been
causing a lot of trouble to the husbands. She referred to a personal case of the
petitioner. She submitted that attimes the wife gets decree without returning the
dower etc to the husband, as is the case of the petitioner.

3.

The crux of her submissions was about the necessity of adding an explanation to the

4.

In her petition the learned counsel has made the following prayers:

effect that the decree should not be passed in any such case unless the dower etc., is
duly returned to the husband.
1. To declare that the Section 8 of Muslim Family Court Ordinance, 1961, Khula is
not as prescribed Quran and Sunnah and the Court cannot decide the matters in
accordance with the injunctions of Islam as this is a matter of Islamic society hence
would be dissolved accordingly.
2. To direct the respondent 1 to perform his duty by modifying, amend and add Section 8
of Muslim Family Law Ordinance, 1961, in accordance with Sharia as prescribed in
Chapter 2 Surah Baqrah Verse 229 and Al-Bukhaari, Hadish No.253 & 254 with
its spirit.
3. To direct the respondent No.1 to modify / add / change in the Section 8, of Muslim
Family Laws Ordinance, 1961 after the words otherwise than by Talaq must be
present Nikkahnama showing correct dower or certificate issuing by the concerned
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department or registration authorities. Nikkah Registrar or arbitrator committee of
the societies or Qazi of Nikkah showing the dower decided at the time of Nikkahbe
added.
4. To give the cause to the Federal Government in the case of law respect to matter in the
Federal Legislative list.
5. To declare that the Khula obtaining by the respondent No.3 from the respondent No.2
is against the Quran and Sunnah and the same is null and void hence set aside.
6. To order to the respondent No.3 to rejoin the petitioner and perform conjugal rights
under the prescribe limits of Almighty Allah.
7. Any other relief which this Hon’ble Court deems fit and proper.”
5.

We have anxiously considered the matter from all angles. In this connection, it
is pertinent to mention that the Federal Shariat Court performs its functions as
provided in Chapter-3A of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan. Its
jurisdiction is mentioned in Article 203-D which reads as follow:
“203-D.Powersjurisdiction and functions of the Court. (1) The Court may [either of
its own motion or] on the petition of a citizen of Pakistan or the Federal Government or
a Provincial Government, examine and decide the question whether or not any law or
provision of law is repugnant to the injunctions of Islam, as laid down in the Holy Qur’an
and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet, hereinafter referred to as the injunctions of Islam.”
(Underlined by us)
This Article read with Article 203-B(c) fully elaborates the limits of jurisdiction
conferred on this Court by the Constitution. Article 203-B(c) reads as under:
”Law” includes any custom or usage having the force of law but does not include the
Constitution, Muslim personal law, any law relating to the procedure of any Court or
tribunal or, until the expiration of [ten] years from the commencement of this Chapter,
any fiscal law or any law relating to the levy and collection of taxes and fees or banking
insurance practice and procedure; and..” (Underlined by us)

6.

A bare perusal of both the above constitutional provisions makes it crystal clear
that:
(a)
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be examined and decided by this Court. Moreover, it is also pertinent to
mention that whenever, this Court exercises its above mentioned jurisdiction,
it can examine the impugned law only on the touchstone of Holy Qur’an
and Sunnah of Holy Prophet () and not merely on the basis of any juristic
opinion or Fatwa by any scholar belonging to any school of thought.
(b)

This Court has to deliver judgment regarding the impugned law or its
provision with effect from some prospective date in the future as provided
under Article 203-D(2)(b) of the constitution.

(c)

This Court cannot fill up any gap nor add explanation to the existing text of a
statutory law just for the purpose of improving its phraseology or clarification
of its meaning as that is the function of the Parliament.

(d)

Nowhere has the constitution provided grant of relief, in personam in Shariah
Petitions, to any one in personal cases which has direct or indirect bearings
on the law impugned before this Court.

7.

We may further add that the prayers made by the petitioner at serial No.4,5 &
6, above, are aimed at getting relief in personam in his particular caseand, as
mentioned above, this Court cannot grant the same. Regarding the prayers made at
para No.1, that the Court cannot decide the matters pertaining to Khulla, it suffices
to mention that this contention is not supported by any verse of the Holy Qur’an or
Hadith of the Holy Prophet  ﷺ.

8.

It will be appreciated that though the word “Sharia” itself has very wide connotation,
the “Federal Shariat Court”, being the creation of the Constitution itself, cannot go
beyond the jurisdiction conferred upon it by the above mentioned provisions.

9.

So far as the personal case of the petitioner is concerned, this Court cannot hear
and decide the same. However, we may add that dissolution of marriage by way
of Khula is always and invariably “subject to return of dower” – unless waived off
by the husband as a matter of grace – as held in so many judgments delivered
by superior Courts including the one elaborate judgment of this Court in Shariat
Petitions bearing No.3/L of 2005 (Saleem Ahmed Vs. Government of Pakistan),
Sh.P.No.2/L/2006 (Muhammad SulemanYahyaVs Federation of Pakistan),
Sh.P.No.1/K of 2007 (S. Mohiuddin M. Bukhari Vs Federation of Pakistan),
Sh.P. No.2/K of 2007 (Sheraz Akram Vs Federation of Pakistan), Sh.P.No.3/K of
2007 (S. Madanad Mouzzam BukhariVs Federation of Pakistan) and Sh.P.No.1/I
of 2007 (Ibad-ur-RehmanLodhi Advocate Vs Secretary M/o Law, Justice and
Parliamentary Affairs Islamabad).
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10.

For the reasons stated above, this Court has no jurisdiction to entertain this Shriat
Petition. Hence we dismiss it in liminie. The petitioner may however seek relief at
the appropriate forum, if advised to do so.
JUSTICE ALLAMA DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN
JUSTICE SH. NAJAM-UL-HASAN
Chief Justice
JUSTICE MEHMOOD MAQBOOL BAJWA

Announced in open Court
On 27th September 2017
at Karachi
Daud/**
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MR. JUSTICE RIAZ AHMAD KHAN, CHIEF JUSTICE
MR. JUSTICE DR. ALLAMA FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN
MR. JUSTICE SHEIKH NAJAM UL HASAN
MR. JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI
JUSTICE MRS. ASHRAF JAHAN
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Col. (Retd) Muhammad Akram son of Malik Fateh Khan,
R/o 105 Race Course Road, Street 1, Rawalpindi Cantt.
…..
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Versus

Federation of Pakistan through Secretary
M/o Defence, Rawalpindi Cantt.
….

Respondent

Counsel for the Petitioner

….

In person

Counsel for Federal Govt.

….	Mr. M. Parvez Khan Tanoli, Standing
Counsel

For Pakistan Army

….	Major Shah Jehan Khan, JAG, GHQ,
Rawalpindi

For Pakistan Navy

….	Capt. M. Nawaz Mirza and Commander
Sami Waheed

For Pakistan Air Force

….	Group Captain Rana Nazir JAG,
Headquarter Peshawar
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Date of hearing

....

27.09.2016
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31.10.2016
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JUDGMENT
ALLAMA DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN, Judge.- The petitioner Col. (Retd)
Muhammad Akram has challenged sub rule (c) to Rule 269-A of the Pakistan Army
Regulations, on the ground that it is repugnant to the Injunctions of Islam. Accordingly, he
has prayed that the same as well as the parallel provision, if any, of the Pakistan Navy and
the Pakistan Air Force may be declared against the Injunctions of Islam.
2.

Before proceeding to discuss the impugned sub-rule, we deem it necessary to
mention that this Court had examined the Pakistan Army Act, 1952, The Pakistan
Air Force Act, 1953 and the Pakistan Navy Ordinance, 1961 and, after finding
some of the provisions repugnant to the Injunctions of Islam, had directed that
necessary amendments be made, as directed by the Court vide its judgment reported
as PLD 1985 FSC 365. Aggrieved by the said order of this Court, the Federation
of Pakistan had preferred appeal before the Honourable Supreme Court of Pakistan
(Shariat Appellate Bench) which, after hearing the parties, upheld the judgment
of this Court in “Pakistan Versus the General Public” reported as PLD 1989 SC
(Shariat
Appellate Bench) page 6. Accordingly, in compliance with the order of the Court,
sections 133-A and 133-B of Army Act, 1952, section 162-A of Pakistan Air Force
Act, 1953 and section 138 of Pakistan Navy Ordinance, 1961 were enacted whereby
the Appellate Courts were established.

3.

The Instant petition was admitted for regular hearing but somehow on account of
various reasons, it could not be decided. It came up for final hearing on 27.09.2016
and after hearing the parties the Judgment was reserved.

4.

The impugned sub-rule reads as under:“269-A. Dismissal, Removal, Premature or Voluntary Retirement/
Resignation of Officers for misconduct etc. Procedure. The following
procedure will be observed to deal with cases in which it is not practicable or
desirable to convene a court martial for the trial of an officer against whom
misconduct or inefficiency etc; is imputed and his retention in service is not
considered to be in the interests of the Army:-
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(a)

………………………………………………………...

(b)

……………………………………………………….

(c).

When it is not expedient either to hold a court of Inquiry or call
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for the officer’s explanation, the Chief of Army Staff may submit a
report giving all the circumstances of the case and evidence, if any
available, together with his recommendations for the decision of the
Government.”
5.

Notices were issued to Federation of Pakistan through Secretary of Defence,
Rawalpindi. Accordingly comments were filed by Standing Counsel for Federal
Government on behalf of the respondents. In addition, the Pakistan Air Force and
the Pakistan Navy submitted separate comments also wherein all of them have
opposed the petition.

6.

The Federation on its behalf and on behalf of the Pakistan Army expressed serious
reservations about the pleas raised by the petitioner and filed detailed comments.
For the sake of brevity, the objections raised by them are summarized as under:a).

Inspite of notification to the general public, no citizen of Pakistan
or any member of general public had ever appeared nor raised any
objection before the Court;

b).

The Federal Shariat Court and Shariat Appellate Bench of the
Honourable Supreme Court have delivered judgments in 1985
and 1989, respectively, and the relevant Sections of law have been
amended by the three Armed Forces, in accordance with the
direction of the Courts. Thus none of the provisions can be termed
to be against the principles of equity and justice;

7.

c).

The defence services have their own judicial system as a special
law by virtue of sub section 2 to section 5 of Code of Criminal
Procedure 1898;

d).

Joining employment in the Armed Forces is voluntary and nobody is
forced. Thus whoever joins the Armed Forces, willingly accepts the
compliance of all Rules and Regulations enforced therein;

e).

A crime committed by a common person may not be a big crime but
the same crime amounts to a heinous crime when committed by an
official of the Armed Forces because it is an urgent national defence
requirement in peace and war.

We have heard learned counsel/petitioner for the parties and have given our anxious
consideration to their contentions. We have also gone through the judgments
referred to above.
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8.

The learned petitioner vehemently contended that the impugned sub-rule is against
the principles of ‘Adl’ and thus repugnant to the Injunctions of Islam. However, in
support of his contention, the learned petitioner could not cite any specific Injunction
of Islam as contained in the Holy Quran and Sunnah of the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

9.

We may mention that equality before law and equal protection of law is one of
the fundamental principles of Islam which cannot be ignored. Keeping in view the
same, as mentioned above, the Pakistan Army Act, 1952 the Pakistan Air Force Act
1953 and the Pakistan Navy Ordinance 1961 have been duly amended to provide
the right of appeal in the interest of justice.

10.

We have thoroughly examined the impugned sub-rule and have duly considered
the same in the context it has been placed. In this connection, it seems pertinent to
reproduce sub-rules (a) and (b) also which read as under:
“(a)

The Chief of the Army Staff may order a Court of Inquiry to
investigate the matter and submit its findings together with his
recommendations to the Government, for decision, or

(b)

The Chief of the Army Staff may call upon an officer to show cause
why action should not be taken against him for his dismissal, removal
or premature retirement from the service under the PAA Rules and
submit the officer’s explanation together with his recommendations
to the Government for decision.

A bare reading of the above sub rules to Rule 269-A reveals that the Chief of Army
Staff has the option to order a Court of inquiry to investigate the matter and submit
its findings together with his recommendations to the Government for decision, or
may call upon an officer to show cause why action should not be taken against him
for his dismissal, removal or premature retirement from the service under the PAA
Rules and submit the officer’s explanation together with his recommendations to
the Government for decision. However, according to the impugned section when it
is not expedient either to hold a Court of inquiry or call for the officer’s explanation,
the Chief of Army Staff may submit a report giving all the circumstances of the case
and evidence, if any available, together with his recommendations for the decision
of the Government.
11.
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The phrases “when it is not expedient” and “all the circumstances of the case
and evidence” used in the impugned sub-rule carry great significance. The word
“expedient” means suitable, advisable, apt or appropriate (Legal Terms & Phrases
Judicially defined from 1947 – 2006). Thus it refers to the ground realities and
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attending circumstances as well as evidence of the case which is under consideration
of the Chief of Army Staff. The question is who else other than the Chiefs of
Armed Forces could be considered competent enough to properly decide whether
the matter brought to their notice is expedient or not keeping in view all the existing
circumstances and nature of offence as well as its repercussions.
12.

In all the above mentioned three sub-rules, it is the Government to consider the
recommendations of the Chief of Army Staff and decide the cases as deemed
appropriate. Actually the Armed Forces have their own separate judicial system
and have their own particular appropriate procedure which has its unique features
to administer justice and expeditiously decide all cases, according to the existing
circumstances and available evidence. In view of this position, a special provision
has been incorporated in the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan. Article
8(3)(a) of the Constitution provides that:“The provisions of this Article shall not apply to any law relating to members of
the Armed Forces, or of the police or of such other forces as are charged with the
maintenance of public order, for the purpose of ensuring the proper discharge of
their duties or the maintenance of discipline among them”.

13.

Needless to say that maintenance of high order and discipline in the Armed Forces
has utmost importance. Without enforcing proper order and discipline, the troops
may turn into an unruly mob and become a mere irresponsible mobilization of a
crowd. So many occasions arise in the Armed Forces, from time to time, that recourse
to the normal legal system may create irreparable loss to their unity, cohesion,
morale, good order, military discipline and professional performance, especially in
war or emergency. The Armed Forces are entrusted with a very heavy responsibility
of defending the solidarity of the country and ensuring perfect law and order among
its ranks and files. The Chiefs of Armed Forces hold very high responsible positions
and have to keep a vigilant eye on anything that may disturb the morale, good order
and discipline of the personnel under their command and have to immediately use
their discretion in deciding various issues/cases. They are duty bound to take notice,
repress any negligence or impropriety of the conduct on the part of all ranks under
their command and sternly curb any infringement of orders by adopting appropriate
remedial measures as soon as possible. The impugned sub-rule has taken care of all
circumstances and duly made enactment for them in sub rules (a), (b) and (c). Any
outsider cannot appreciate the ground reality prevailing in the Armed Forces at
some particular time. Since the Chief of Army Staff and other Chiefs of the Armed
Forces have to decide various cases then and there on the spur of the moment, they
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are the best judges to take cognizance, decide and take any appropriate action based
on the attending circumstances and available evidence. In any case all the three subrules provide, firstly, for a court of inquiry to investigate and submit its findings or,
secondly, call upon an officer to show cause and explain his position regarding the
reasons necessitating his dismissal, removal and premature retirement from service
under PAA rules or, lastly, in case it is not expedient, he may submit a report giving
all the circumstances of the case and evidence, if any available, and send the case
alongwith his recommendations for the decision of the Government.
14.

We may refer here to Black’s Law Dictionary Eighth Edition P.1013. Explaining
Military Justice it defines: “A structure of punitive measures designed to foster order,
morale and discipline within the military. Military Law is the branch of Public Law
governing military discipline and other rules regarding service in the armed
forces. It is exercised both in peace time and in war, is recognized by civil courts,
and includes rules far broader than for the punishment of offenders.” Discipline of
the Armed Forces has to be maintained at all costs. Hence the Pakistan Army Act,
the Pakistan Air Force Act and the Pakistan Navy Ordinance in any manner cannot
be equated with the other laws of the country, enacted for civilians. As mentioned
above, the said Laws have already provided full protection to the accused to ensure
justice.
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15.

The laws relating to the Pakistan Army, Pakistan Air Force and Pakistan Navy
provide for the organization and Governance of the said three Forces and establish
judicial hierarchy different from that of the Courts established for civilians. In this
separate judicial system the offences are triable through the Court Martial etc.
which try various offences, mentioned separately in the Schedule, according to the
procedure laid down in their special laws and have been properly spelled out in
great details. Previously as stated above, appeals were completely barred against the
findings of the Courts (S.133, Army Act, S.162, Air Force Act and S.140, Navy
Ordinance), but this deficiency has now been removed, in compliance with the
above mentioned judgments of this Court as well as of the Shariat Appellate Bench
of the Supreme Court.

16.

We are cognizant of the fact that the Armed Forces can function only if strict
discipline is maintained in their organizations and it is ensured that orders of the
superior Officers are obeyed, in letter and spirit, without any question or hesitation.
Any inclination to violate the Orders given by the competent command or
disobedience of that, whatsoever, must, therefore, be curbed with strict disciplinary
action by subjecting the offender to punishment according to the gravity of the
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offence. To meet this end the Senior Officers, in the chain of command, irrespective
of the rank they hold, urgently need to be vested with the requisite authority. In
some cases this objective can be achieved by summary punishment of simple nature,
which has to be administered without any unreasonable delay. The Chiefs of Armed
Forces are entrusted with very authoritative and important positions and required
to pass fair, appropriate and prompt Orders in all situations, especially those of
sensitive nature. Sometimes, apparently minor loopholes can cause huge damage
if not taken care of immediately. It has been rightly said that “for the want of a nail,
the shoe was lost, for want of a shoe, the horse was lost; for want of a horse, the rider
was lost; for want of a rider the castle was lost”. According to an old adage, a stitch
in time saves nine. A little hole if left unattended will sink a big ship.
17.

According to Islamic Injunctions also, strict discipline is to be maintained amongst
the Mujahideen. In the judgments referred to above, all such injunctions have been
mentioned in detail and we need not reproduce them here. We may, however, add
that the best illustration of this kind of discipline is furnished by the withdrawal
of Command from Hazrat Khalid Bin Waleed by order of Hazrat Umar and
appointment of Hazrat Abu Obaida in his place as Commander of the Muslim
Army. The Muslim Army was engaged in active battle at that time. Hazrat Khalid
Bin Waleed who was commanding, was removed from Command at a very very
sensitive stage when the actual fight was in full swing. He was not given any notice
nor charged nor even asked for explanation. He himself also did not raise any
objection to his removal. It is pertinent to mention that thereafter he served in the
actual fight as best as he could, just as an ordinary soldier, under the command of
Abu Ubaida in the same Army which he had been commanding a few minutes
before; (For detail see Tarikh-e-Tabri, Vol. II, page 282).

18.

The learned petitioner could not specifically point out any Verse of the Hoy Quran
or Hadith of the Holy Prophet  ﷺto support his contentions whereas according
to Article 203D of the Constitution of Islamic Republic of Pakistan it is the first
and foremost Constitutional requirement that this Court may, [either of its own
motion or] on the petition of a citizen of Pakistan or the Federal Government or a
Provincial Government, examine and decide the question whether or not any law or
provision of law is repugnant to the Injunctions of Islam, as laid down in the Holy
Quran and the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet ﷺ.

19.

In view of the above, we have found nothing in the impugned sub-rule, repugnant
to the Injunctions of Islam and, therefore, dismissed this Petition accordingly.
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MR. JUSTICE ALLAMA DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN
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MR. JUSTICE SHEIKH NAJAM-UL-HASAN
MR. JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI
MRS. JUSTICE ASHRAF JAHAN
Announced in open Court
on …………. at Islamabad
Umar Draz/*
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JUDGMENT
DR. ALLAMA FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN, Judge.- The Petitioner Dr. Muhammad
Aslam Khaki, Advocate has challenged Section 302(b) PPC and prayed that the same may
be declared against justice and repugnant to the Injunctions of Holy Qur’an and Sunnah of
the Holy Prophet ﷺ.The impugned Section is reproduced as under:“302(b)

Punishment of Qatl-i-amd. Whoever commits qatl-i-amd shall,
subject to the provisions of this Chapter, be punished with death
or imprisonment for life as “tazir”, having regard to the facts and
circumstances of the case, if the proof in either of the forms specified
in Section 304 is not available.”

For easy reference Section 304 PPC is also reproduced hereinunder:“304PPC

(2)
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Proof of qatl-i-amd liable to qisas, etc. (1) Proof of qatl-i-amd liable
to qisas shall be in any of the following forms, namely:
(a)

the accused makes before a Court competent to try the
offence a voluntary and true confession of the commission
of the offence; or

(b)

by the evidence as provided in Article 17 of the Qanun-eShahadat, 1984 (P.O. No.10 of 1984)

The provisions of sub-Section (1) shall, mutatis mutandis, apply to
a hurt liable to qisas.”

2.

This Petition was admitted to regular hearing and comments were called from
the Federal as well as the Provincial Governments. In compliance, the Federal
Government as well as the Government of Punjab filed their comments. The
Governments of Balochistan, KPK and Sindh adopted the comments filed by
the Federal Government. The Government of KPK, in addition to that, further
elaborated the same. According to the comments, the Federal as well as the
Provincial Governments have opposed the instant Petition.

3.

The Government of Punjab, placing reliance on the judgments reported as 1997
SCMR 1307 (Sheikh Muhammad Aslam & another Vs. Shauakat Ali alias Shauka),
2004 SCMR 236 (Bashir Ahmed Vs. The State) and 2005 SCMR 599 ( Khan
Muhammad Vs. The State), has submitted that the issue raised in the Petition has
been competently resolved in these judgments.

4.

One of the juris-consult Mr. Muhammad Mushtaq Ahmed has also submitted
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written comments. A Public Notice was also issued which was published in various
renowned newspapers on 21.03.2013. However, none from the public has appeared.
5.

We have heard learned counsel/Petitioner, standing counsel for the Federal
Government as well as representatives of the Provincial Governments and perused
the written comments submitted by the above juris-consult.

6.

The learned counsel/Petitioner contended that the said provisions of law for an
offence committed under Section 302(b) PPC is against the justice and, therefore,
repugnant to the Injunctions of Islam on the following grounds:*

as per Islamic principles, the punishment in Tazir in the same offence should
not reach or exceed the punishment of Qisas or Hadd;

*

as per Section 302(a) PPC the Qisas is proved either by Confession or
by the credible testimony of at least two male Muslim witnesses having
the test of Tazkia-tul-Shahood while in Section 302(b) no such proof is
required. However, while the offence in Section 302(a) PPC where there is
definiteness of the involvement of the accused is made compoundable, the
offence in Section 302(b) PPC where the testimony is doubtful, the offence
is not compoundable. This is against the logic, justice, fairness & against
the principles of Shariah as laid down by Holy Quran & Sunnah.

*

there is no precedent in Sunnah where an accused was punished in Tazir
equal or more than the punishment provided in Hadd or Qisas for the same
offence.

*

the justice demands a lesser punishment for the offence which is proved by
a weak type of evidence as compared to the offence which is proved by a
high degree of evidence like the one in Section 302(a) PPC.

The learned Petitioner vehemently contended that the benefit of doubt which is
normally extended by a Court should also be provided in the law itself. The crux of
his arguments was that the sentence of death should not be awarded in 302(b) PPC
if its proof is less than what is required for Qatl-i-amd in Section 302(a) PPC.
7.

The learned standing Counsel for Federal Government, the Additional Advocate
General Punjab, Additional Advocate General Baluchistan, Assistant Advocate
General KPK and the Advocate on behalf of Advocate General Sindh placing
reliance on the judgments reported as PLD 1996 SC 1 (Abdul Haque vs. The State
and another), 2000 SCMR 338 (Abdus Salam vs. The State), PLD 2005 SC 252
(Muhammad Abdullah Yousaf and others vs. Miss Nadia Ayub and others) and PLD
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2015 SC 77 (Zahid Rehman vs. The State) vehemently opposed the Petition.
8.

We have anxiously considered the points raised by the learned Petitioner but the
moot question involved in this Petition relates to the powers and jurisdiction of the
State. The question is whether an Islamic State is empowered to legislate appropriate
laws for offences committed within its jurisdiction. The answer is unquestionably
positive. The Islamic State is bound to exercise its power and authority within the
limits prescribed by the Injunctions of Islam, through the chosen representatives
of the people. It is an undeniable fact that there are so many crimes which were
not conceivable in the early periods but have now immensely flooded the modern
society and, with the passage of time, everyday the nature of crimes especially of
committing murder etc are on the ever-increase and in normal circumstances the
proof required for enforcing the punishment of Qisas is usually not forthcoming on
record but the State in performance of its obligation has to legislate for maintaining
law and order situation in all circumstances and has to resort to various measures
including promulgation of laws for protection of life, honour and property of the
citizens. If the standard required for Qatl-i-amd as provided under Section 304 PPC
is not forthcoming but despite that, guilt of the accused is established beyond any
reasonable doubt through other reliable evidence, to the entire satisfaction of the
Court, the offender cannot be let escort free to spread “Fasaad Fil-Arz” and remain
a permanent source of threat to the life, honour and property of other citizens.
At times modern technologies like DNA tests, medical test, chemical examiner’s
reports, security cameras and various other bits and pieces of circumstantial
evidence etc. prove the offence of murder to the hilt, without leaving any slightest
room for reasonable doubt, but, as is the situation, the standard of proof as required
by Section 304 PPC is not usually available for various reasons. In such situations,
justice demands that such culprits must be punished according to the nature of the
gravity of offence committed by them.

9.

The learned counsel conceded that the State is vested with the powers to enact
laws but as far as Taazir is concerned, he maintained, punishment other than death
should be awarded. The learned Petitioner was, however, unable to lay hand on any
specific Verse of the Holy Qur’an or Sunnah of the Holy Prophet ﷺto support
his contention. The reference made by him to a Hadith regarding inflicting lesser
punishment in cases of Hadd, if not proved by the required standard of evidence, is
strictly confined to cases of Hadd and not at all applicable to the cases of Qisas as
both these terms have different connotations and stand completely distinguishable
from each other. It is to be appreciated that as envisaged under Section 203D of
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the Constitution, the Federal Shariat Court while exercising its original jurisdiction
is constitutionally bound to base its Judgment on specific “Nass” ) (انصof the Holy
Qur’an and Sunnah and not on any other ground or consideration.
10.

We may mention that Islamic law has enunciated and strictly maintained the
principles of justice in all circumstances. Therefore, if any offence is proved by
some credible confidence-inspiring piece of evidence, beyond any reasonable
doubt, Islamic law provides to strike hard and long to take the offender to the
logical end, according to law. No leniency in this connection has been allowed in
any “Nass”. It is well said:ستمگاری بُود بر گوسفندان

ترحم بریلنگِ تیز دندان

“Showing mercy to a wolf amounts to great injustice to a flock of sheep”
11.

We may add that as far as the relief sought in this Petition is concerned, it has
already been provided in Sections 311 PPC and 345 Cr.P.C. which read as under:“311PPC

Ta›zir after waiver or compounding of right of qisas in qatl-i-amd:
Notwithstanding anything contained in Section 309 or Section
310 [where all the walis do not waive or compound the right of
qisas or [if ] the prinicile of fasad-fil-arz )[ (فســاد یف االرضis attracted]]
the Court may, [***] having regard to the facts and circumstances
of the case, punish an offender against whom the right of qisas has
been waived or compounded with [death or imprisonment for life
or] imprisonment of either description for a term which may extend
to [fourteen] years [but shall not be less than ten years] as ta›zir.”(فساد
)یف االرض

“345Cr.P.C.

Compounding offences. (1) The offences punishable under the
Section of the Pakistan Penal Code [specified] in the first two
columns of the table next following may be compounded by the
persons mentioned in the third column of that table:-

Offence

Sections of the
Pakistan Penal
Code applicable

Persons by whom
offence may be
compounded
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[Qatl-i-amad

12.

302

By the heirs of the
victim [,other than the
accused or the convict
if the offence has been
committed by him in the
name or on the pretext of
karo kari, siyah kari or
similar other customs or
practices.]

In view of the above, the Petition being misconceived is dismissed accordingly.
MR. JUSTICE ALLAMA DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN

MR. JUSTICE RIAZ AHMAD KHAN
CHIEF JUSTICE

MR. JUSTICE SHEIKH NAJAM UL HASSAN
MR. JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI
MRS. JUSTICE ASHRAF JAHAN
Announced in open Court
On _________at Islamabad
Umar Draz/*
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IN THE FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT
(APPELLATE JURISDICTION)
PRESENT
MR. JUSTICE MEHMOOD MAQBOOL BAJWA
CRIMINAL APPEAL NO.19-K OF 2016
1.

Bashir Ahmed s/o Nazir Ahmed,

2.

Feroz Ahmed s/o Muhammad Ibrahim,
Both by caste Sheedi.

3.

Ghulam Ali s/o Liaquat Ali, Gukhar Punjabi,
All Resident Of Sheedi Mohallah,
Chuhar Jamali, District Thatta.
…

Appellants

…

Versus

The State

…

Respondent

Counsel for the Appellants

…

Kazi Muhammad Ashraf, Advocate

Counsel for the Complainant

…	M/S. Shabir Ahmed Kumbhar And Muhammad
Nawaz Taheri, Advocates.

Counsel for the State

…	Mr. Muzaffar Hussain Salongi, Ddpp On Behalf
Of Prosecutor General, Sindh.

Fir no. and Police Station

…

13 of 2000 P.S. Chuhar Jamali.

Date of Judgment of trial court …

15.02.2005

Date of preference of appeal.

…

04.11.2016

Date of hearing

…

03.10.2017

Date of decision

…

03.10.2017
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JUDGMENT:
MEHMOOD MAQBOOL BAJWA, J: Conclusion of trial in case F.I.R. No.13 of 2000
registered under Section 17(3) of The Offences against Property (Enforcement of Hudood)
Ordinance, 1979 (VI of 1979) (Hereinafter called The Ordinance) and Section 392 of The
Pakistan Penal Code, 1860 (Act XLV of 1860) (Hereinafter called The Code), learned 1st
Additional Sessions Judge, Thatta through judgment dated 15.02.2005 recorded conviction
against the present appellants under Section 392 of the Code and awarded each appellant
sentence of three years rigorous imprisonment alongwith fine to the tune of Rs.5,000/each and in case of default of payment of fine to further undergo six months R.I. Benefit
of Section 382-B of The Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 (Act V of 1898) (Hereinafter
called Act V of 1898) was also extended in favour of appellants.
2.

By way of present appeal, the appellants have called in question vires of said
judgment, seeking acquittal while setting aside the judgment.

3.

The appellants earlier preferred appeal before Honourable High Court of Sindh
and for want of jurisdiction, it was remitted to this Court through order dated
29.08.2016.

4.

Accusation contained in the crime Report (Ex.8-A) got recorded by Muhammad
Soomar (P.W.1) is that on 29.03.2000 at about 7:00 a.m. three unknown persons
armed with daggers entered in his house in his absence and by show of force took
gold ornaments (detail of which has been given in the crime Report) lying in the
box. Detail of occurrence was intimated to the complainant by his son, Muhammad
Amin (P.W.2) and wife (not cited as a witness).
The occurrence is stated to be seen by Muhammad Amin (P.W.2) son of complainant
as well as Muhammad Ibrahim (P.W.3), brother of the complainant who is residing
near the house of complainant and his wife.

5.

Since the assailants were unknown, therefore, after arrest of the present appellants
being suspects who were arrested on 31.05.2000 were put to identification test
conducted on 01.06.2000 under the supervision of Syed Saghir Ahmed Naqvi, Judicial
Magistrate, Sujawal and in the identification test, the witnesses, Muhammad Amin
and Muhammad Ibrahim (P.W.2-P.W.3) identified the appellants as assailants.
During the course of investigation after disclosure each appellant got recovered
gold jhoomaks, gold arm belt and daggers through recovery memos (Ex.15-A to
15-C).
After usual investigation and observing codal and legal formalities Report under
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Section 173 of The Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 (Act of V 1898) (Hereinafter
called Act V of 1898) was submitted. The appellants who were charged under
Section 17(3) of the Ordinance read with Sections 392 and 34 of the Code pleaded
not guilty and claimed to be tried.
6.

The prosecution in order to prove its case produced as many as eight witnesses
including complainant, Muhammad Soomar (P.W.1), Muhammad Amin (P.W.2)
and Muhammad Ibrahim (P.W.3) (eye-witnesses).
The appellants in their respective statements recorded under Section 342 of the
Act V of 1898 denied the whole incriminating evidence with which they were
confronted and pleaded innocence.
The appellants produced Dr. Rafique Ahmed (D.W.1), Nazir Ahmed (D.W.2) and
Liaqat Ali (D.W.3) besides documentary evidence.

7.

The learned Trial Court after hearing the adversaries recorded conviction against
the appellants awarding them sentence, the detail of which has been given in para-1
of the judgment.

8.

The learned Counsel for the appellants while questioning the evidentiary value of
the evidence led by the prosecution contended that there are material contradictions
in the statements of the witnesses. Further contended that Muhammad Soomar,
complainant (P.W.1) is not the eye-witness of occurrence and as such his evidence
would not advance the plea of prosecution in order to prove the guilt of the
appellants. Making reference to the evidence of Muhammad Amin (P.W.2) and
Muhammad Ibrahim (P.W.3), it was submitted that the said witnesses did not
disclose the role of the appellants as an accused during the course of identification
parade as well as while appearing as a witness and as such the evidence would not be
sufficient to prove the guilt of appellants. Further contended that description of the
assailants was not given by both the witnesses while associating themselves in the
investigation which omission in the opinion of learned Counsel for the appellants
is sufficient to brush aside the evidence.

Continuing the arguments, it was further argued that all the three appellants were
put in for identification jointly though there must have been separate identification
parade for each appellant. It was further submitted that there is nothing on a record
to suggest the features and description of the dummies in the report and as such
the said report would not advance the plea of prosecution. To substantiate the
contentions help was sought from the dictum laid down in “LAL PASAND V.
THE STATE” (P.L.D. 1981 S.C. 142) “SIRAJ-UL-HAQ and another V. THE
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STATE” (2008 SCMR 302) and “HAKEEM and others V. THE STATE” (2017
SCMR 1546).
Further contended that there is a delay in holding of identification test and as
such same got no evidentiary value. Reference was made to the Ratio expounded
in “SHAFQAT MEHMOOD and others V. THE STATE” (2011 SCMR 537).
Adverting to the factum of recoveries, it was submitted that the said aspect was
heavily relied upon by the learned Trial Court but since the case property was
not produced during the course of trial, therefore, is of little help to the case of
prosecution. Reliance was placed upon “KHAIRUDDIN AND 2 OTHERS
V. THE STATE” (1974 P.Cr.L.J. 219) and “MUHAMMAD ASGHAR alias
PAPPU” V. THE STATE” (1999 P.Cr.L.J. 1575). Alternatively, it was argued that
the recovery of articles being corroborative evidence would not prove the case of
prosecution.
9.

Controverting the arguments, learned law Officer as well as learned Counsel for the
complainant submitted that Muhammad Amin (P.W.2) and Muhammad Ibrahim
(P.W.3) are the eye-witnesses of the occurrence whose evidence despite crossexamination could not be shaken in cross-examination. Referring to the statements
of both the witnesses, it was submitted that presence of the said witnesses at the spot
cannot be questioned and both the witnesses in their direct statements categorically
stated the whole case of prosecution, which is in line with the case setup in the crime
Report (Ex.8-A). It was further argued that both the witnesses in their respective
statements categorically stated that they identified the appellants as assailants in
identification test held on 01.06.2000.
Replying to the argument advanced on behalf of the appellants regarding the delay
in conduct of identification test, it was submitted that all the three appellants were
arrested on 31.05.2000 as is evident from mashirnama (Ex.13-A) and identification
parade was held on 01.06.2000 without any delay as is evident from mashirnama
(Ex.13-B). Making reference to the statements of Mir Muhammad (P.W.6) and
Ghulam Nabi, Inspector/I.O. (P.W.8), it was contended that the recovery witness
as well as Investigating Officer proved the factum of recovery of robbed articles
and weapons of offence from all the three appellants. Repelling the contention
regarding non-production of case property during the course of trial, it was pointed
out that Ghulam Nabi, the then Inspector (I.O) (P.W.8) categorically stated that
the accused as well as property viz. gold ornaments before the court are one and the
same.
Continuing the arguments, it was further argued that in view of the evidence led
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by the prosecution which is worthy of credit, the prosecution established its case
against the appellants beyond shadow of doubt. The defence, contended, produced
by the appellants coming from the mouth of witnesses (D.W.1 to D.W.3) is neither
convincing nor inspire confidence which aspect was rightly pointed out by the
learned Trial Court. It was further submitted that the learned Trial Court granted
undue premium to the appellants while awarding lesser sentence which should not
have been in view of conclusion of learned Trial Court regarding the proof of guilt
of appellants beyond shadow of doubt. Highlighting the cumulative effect, it was
submitted that the judgment assailed by way of present appeal does not call for any
interference.
10.

Occurrence took place at 7:00 a.m. as is evident from the copy of F.I.R. (Ex.8-A).
The complainant, i.e., Muhammad Soomar (P.W.1) though deposed that he went
to police station for registration of F.I.R. but he did not tell the time of his visit to
police station. Sohrab Khan, Sub-Inspector (P.W.7) in his statement maintained
that complainant visited police station at 5:30 p.m., which fact also finds mentioned
in the crime Report (Ex.8-A). Perusal of column No.4 of the F.I.R. further reveals
that place of occurrence, (house of the complainant) is at the distance of one and a
half furlong. The complainant neither in the F.I.R. nor as a witness (P.W.1) disclosed
any compulsion in order to justify the delay in lodging the F.I.R.
Delay in lodging F.I.R. though suggests element of deliberation and consultation
and can also suggest the absence of the witnesses at the spot as held in a “FARMAN
AHMED V. MUHAMMAD INAYAT and others” (2007 SCMR 1825) but since
the accused were not nominated in the F.I.R, therefore, question of deliberation
and consultation cannot be presumed though one can dispute the presence of
the witnesses at the spot. It is to be noted that spontaneity of the F.I.R. is the
guarantee of truth to a greater extent. Reliance is placed upon the dictum laid down
in “MUSHTAQ HUSSAIN and another Vs. THE STATE” (2011 SCMR 45).

11.

Before dealing with the evidence led by the prosecution, there is another factor
which is required to be highlighted. As pointed out, occurrence took place on
29.03.2000 at 7:00 a.m. F.I.R. was lodged though on the same day but at 17:30
p.m. Statements of the witnesses (P.W.2-P.W.3) under Section 161 of the Act V of
1898 were recorded on the next day, i.e., 30.03.2000 as deposed by Sohrab Khan,
SIP-Investigation Officer (P.W.7). Delay in recording the statements under Section
161 of the Act V of 1898 has not been explained by the witnesses (P.W.2-P.W.3).
It is further to be noted that both the witnesses in their respective statements did
not attribute either delay or malice to the Investigating Officer (P.W.7). In the
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circumstances, the evidence of said witnesses cannot be safely relied upon. If any
authority is needed on the point, Reference may be made to “MUHAMMAD
ASIF V. THE STATE” (2017 SCMR 486), “RAHAT ALI V. THE STATE”
(2010 SCMR 584) and “GHULAM QADIR and 2 others V. THE STATE” (2008
SCMR 1221).
12.

Admittedly, case was registered against un-known accused. Record does not suggest
how the appellants came into picture being accused which fact, however, would not
be sufficient to put a dent in the case of prosecution by itself warranting acquittal.

13.

In order to establish the guilt of appellants, the prosecution has banked upon
the evidence of identification parade supervised by Syed Sagheer Ahmad Naqvi,
Judicial Magistrate, Sujawal. Prior to dealing with the question of admissibility
and evidentiary value of identification test, it is desirable to make reference to the
deposition of complainant, i.e., Muhammad Soomar (P.W.1) and Muhammad
Amin (P.W.2). The later-mentioned witness (P.W.2) stated in his direct statement
that three culprits with open face entered in their house. However, the complainant
(P.W.1) introduced a different version by adding that his wife (not produced as a
witness) and his son Muhammad Amin (P.W.2) informed him that the dacoits
had muffled faces. He further disclosed that his wife also intimated that during the
course of robbery, muffle of one culprit was removed who was identified by his wife
as Ghulam Ali (appellant No.3).
Statements of the complainant, Muhammad Soomar (P.W.1) and Muhammad
Amin (P.W.2) on this aspect cannot be reconciled and as such no implicit reliance
can be placed upon the statements of said witnesses in order to establish the identity
of appellants as assailants. If the assailants committed occurrence having muffled
faces as per stance of the complainant, how it was possible for the witnesses to
identify the appellants as culprits?
Perusal of the contents of the F.I.R. (Ex.8-A) reveals that full particulars and
description of the accused was not given in it and it just finds mentioned that
one of the accused was wearing yellow colour clothes having a strong built while
others who were wearing black colour clothes were of medium built. Un-deniably
keeping in view this description, it was not possible for the witnesses to identify
the assailants, particularly keeping in view the date of identification test held
on 01.06.2000 though occurrence took place on 29.03.2000. For all intents and
purposes, it will be presumed that the F.I.R. does not contain the features of the
accused. However, since the complainant is neither the eye-witness nor the identifier
of the appellants, therefore, the fact by itself would not be sufficient to cast doubt
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about the veracity of prosecution version, particularly keeping in view the reply
given in cross-examination by Muhammad Amin (P.W.2) stating that he disclosed
description and features of the accused in his statement before the police which
reply though was questioned by putting a suggestion in cross-examination but the
witness was not confronted with his statement referred to.
14.

However, Muhammad Ibrahim (P.W.3) admitted in cross-examination that he did
not disclose the features of the accused to the police.
In the circumstances, the evidence of Muhammad Ibrahim (P.W.3) is liable to be
brushed aside keeping in view this omission in view of rule of law laid down in
“MAULA DAD alias MAULA and others V. EMPEROR” (AIR 1925 Lahore
426), “STATE / GOVERNMENT OF SINDH through Advocate-General
Sindh, Karachi V. SOBHARO” (1993 SCMR 585), SABIR ALI alias FAUJI V.
THE STATE” (2011 SCMR 563) and “MANSOOR AHMED alias SHAHZAD
alias SHEERI and others V. THE STATE” (2012 YLR 2481).
Referring to the evidence of identification parade, it was rightly pointed out by the
learned Counsel for the appellants that since it was joint identification test though
separate identification parade should have been held, therefore, it will not advance
plea of prosecution as ruled in the dictum laid down in “HAKEEM and others V.
THE STATE” (2017 SCMR 1546) relied upon by the learned Counsel for the
appellants.

15.

Perusal of the statement of Muhammad Amin (P.W.2) and Muhammad Ibrahim
(P.W.3) clearly reveals that the witnesses did not disclose the role of each appellant
causing serious blow to the case of prosecution as held in “SIRAJ-UL-HAQ and
another V. THE STATE” (2008 SCMR 302).

16.

In view of the infirmities pointed out, no implicit reliance can be placed upon the
identification parade. I am fortified in my view by law laid down in “GHULAM
RASOOL and 3 others V. THE STATE” (1998 SCMR 557), “MEHMOOD
AHMAD and 3 others V. THE STATE and another” (1995 SCMR 127),
“SOLAT ALI KHAN V. THE STATE” (2002 SCMR 820), “NAZIR AHMAD
V. MUHAMMAD IQBAL and another (2011 SCMR 527), “SABIR ALI alias
FAUJI V. THE STATE” (2011 SCMR 563) and “MANSOOR AHMED alias
SHAHZAD alias SHEERI and others V. THE STATE” (2012 YLR 2481).
Same rule of law was expounded in “LAL PASAND V. THE STATE” (P.L.D.
1981 S.C. 142) relied upon by learned Counsel for the appellants.

17.

Matter does not end here. Strangely enough, the prosecution did not produce Syed
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Saghir Ahmad Naqvi, Judicial Magistrate, Sujawal, who supervised the identification
test. Original report of identification parade was also not brought on record. Copy
of mashirnama (Ex.13-B) is not substitute of the report of identification parade
which surprisingly was not produced on behalf of prosecution for the reasons best
known to the person conducting the prosecution. The omission is significant which
has laid foundation of acquittal of appellants.
Even if this aspect is ignored, it would not be sufficient to bank upon the said
mashirnama (Ex.13-B) in view of discussion made earlier.
18.

Matter can be examined from another angle as well. Muhammad Ibrahim (P.W.3)
brother of the complainant has been named as an eye-witness of the occurrence
but keeping in view the evidence of Muhammad Amin (P.W.2) by no stretch of
imagination he can be stamped as eye-witness. Muhammad Amin (P.W.2) in his
direct statement maintained that “After departure of the culprits, they raised cries
which attracted my uncle Ibrahim. My uncle had seen the culprits”. He further
stated that he narrated the occurrence to his uncle. In cross-examination, the
witness disclosed that his uncle reached after about 3-4 minutes of departure of
the culprits. It is the high time to make reference to the statement of Muhammad
Ibrahim (P.W.3) who deposed in his examination-in-chief that after hearing the
cry coming from the house of complainant he came out of his house and saw three
persons with open faces having draggers in their hands going from the street near
the outer door of the house of the complainant. In the circumstances, there can
be no two opinions that the said witness though picked appellants as assailants in
identification parade cannot be said to be an eye-witness of the occurrence. Seeing
the appellants in the street even near the outer door of house of complainant, by
itself would not be sufficient, even to presume that the said person is an eye-witness.
It is further to be noted that keeping in view the statement of complainant (P.W.1)
adding that his wife due to removal of muffler of one culprit identified Ghulam Ali
(appellant No.3) as an accused and she also disclosed the name of said accused, then
how the identification of said accused by the witnesses can be believed, relied and
acted upon?
Perusal of the replies given in the cross-examination by Muhammad Amin (P.W.2
and Muhammad Ibrahim (P.W.3) clearly reveals that Bashir Ahmed and Feroz
Ahmed (appellants No.1 & 2) are resident of Chuhar Jamali and the complainant
(P.W.1), as well as witnesses (P.W.2-P.W.3) are their village fellows. In the
circumstances, when the occurrence took place in a daylight and according to the
version of Muhammad Amin (P.W.2) the culprits with open face entered in his
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house, then how it can be said that the witnesses (P.W.2-P.W.3) were unable to
identify the appellants as accused, particularly when the F.I.R. was lodged with the
delay of 10½ hours. It is further to be noted that Muhammad Amin (P.W.2) in
cross-examination maintained that inter-se distance between his house and house
of Ghulam Ali (appellant No.3) is 70/80 paces. In the circumstances, how one can
believe and act upon the version of the complainant as well as the witnesses that the
culprits were unknown and stranger.
Viewed from whichever angle, no reliance can be placed upon the evidence led by
prosecution including the process of identification test.
19.

Great stress was laid down on behalf of complainant about fatcum of recoveries got
recovered by appellants through recovery memos (Ex.15-A to 15-C).
According to mashirnama (Ex.15-A), Bashir Ahmed (appellant No.1) got recovered
one gold Jhoomak with colourful pearls and one dagger having two edges, while
Feroz Ahmed (appellant No.2) got recovered one golden arm belt and one dagger.
Through mashirnama (Ex.15-C) Ghulam Ali (appellant No.3) on pointation got
recovered one gold jhoomak with colourful pearls and one dagger.
There is no need to deal with the evidence of Mir Muhammad (P.W.6) who is
the mashir of all the mashirnamas and Ghulam Nabi-Inspector/I.O. (P.W.8). The
recovery would not advance the plea of prosecution in order to prove the culpability
of appellants for two-fold reasons. According to the prosecution version all the three
appellants got recovered gold arm belt and two gold jhoomaks but admittedly there
is nothing on record to suggest that said articles were ever identified either by the
complainant (P.W.1) or by his son (P.W.2) or any other person claiming ownership.
Recovery of dagger, even if taken as gospel truth, would not be sufficient to advance
the plea of prosecution to prove the guilt of appellants as the factum of recovery
of weapon of offence is a corroborative piece of evidence and cannot be basis for
recording conviction. Reliance is placed upon the Ratio enunciated in “NOOR
MUHAMMAD V. THE STATE and another” (2010 SCMR 97) and “RIAZ
AHMED V. THE STATE” (2010 SCMR 846).

20.

There is another aspect which is required to be dealt with putting another dent in
the case of prosecution. The complainant (P.W.1) in his statement maintained that
the dacoits also caused injuries to his wife. Muhammad Amin (P.W.2) also deposed
that culprits started beating to him as well as his mother but the said aspect was not
disclosed in the F.I.R. If the wife of complainant sustained injuries why she was not
subjected to medical examination?
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Non-production of wife of the complainant is another fact, causing adverse effect to
the case of prosecution particulary, when as per complainant (P.W.1) she sustained
injuries and also identified Ghulam Ali, one of the appellant in view of Article 129
(g) of The Qanun-e-Shahadat Order, 1984 (President Order No.10 of 1984).
21.

Viewed from whichever angle, the prosecution miserably failed to prove the charge
against the appellants beyond shadow of doubt.

22.

Suspicion, however, strong cannot take the place of proof.

23.

The learned law Officer as well as learned Counsel for the complainant while making
reference to the statements of the appellants under Section 342 of Act V of 1898
and evidence of defence witnesses (D.W.1 to D.W.3) and documents produced
contended that the said evidence is sketchy and does not inspire confidence which
was rightly brushed aside by the learned Trial Court.
Since the prosecution failed to prove its case against the appellants beyond shadow
of doubt as discussed, therefore, the defence version regarding false implication, even
if not trustworthy, would not be sufficient to grant any premium to the prosecution.

24.

In view of discussion made in preceding paragraphs, there can be no two opinions
that prosecution failed to prove its case against the appellants beyond shadow of
doubt and as such benefit of doubt has to be extended in favour of appellants as
a matter of right. Reliance is placed upon “TARIQ PERVEZ V. THE STATE”
(1995 SCMR 1345), “ALLAH BACHAYA and another V. THE STATE” (PLD
2008 S.C. 349), “WAJAHAT AHMED and others V. The STATE and others”
(2016 SCMR 2073) and “HASHIM QASIM and another V. THE STATE” (2017
SCMR 986).

25.

Epitome of above discussion is that while extending benefit of doubt, the appellants
are hereby acquitted while setting aside the judgment of learned Trial Court
recording conviction and awarding sentence to them.

26.

The appellants are on bail. They and their sureties stand discharged of their respective
bonds.
MR. JUSTICE MEHMOOD MAQBOOL BAJWA

Dated, Karachi the
3rd October, 2017

M.M Akhlaq
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JUDGMENT:
MEHMOOD MAQBOOL BAJWA, J: Consequent upon the completion of trial in a
private complaint filed by Bilal Ahmad (respondent No.2) against Rahib Ali, Mst. Ruqayya
Bibi (appellants before this Court) Mst. Hameeda Bibi (since acquitted) and Abdul Ali
(died during the trial), a learned Additional Sessions Judge, Ahmad Pur Sial (District
Jhang), through judgment dated 5th October, 2011, acquitted Mst. Hameeda Bibi from

both heads of charge framed under Section 10 of The Offence of Zina (Enforcement of
Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 (Ordinance VII of 1979) (Hereinafter called The Ordinance)
and Section 380 of The Pakistan Penal Code, 1860 (Act XXV of 1860) (Hereinafter called
The Code). Acquittal was also recorded in favour of appellants in an offence under Section
380 of The Code but concluding proof of charge under Section 10(2) of The Ordinance,
awarded each appellant sentence of five years rigorous imprisonment with whipping ten in
number and fine to the tune of Rs.20,000/- each and in case of failure to pay fine to further
undergo six months simple imprisonment.
Benefit of Section 382-B of The Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 (Act V of 1898)
(Hereinafter called Act V of 1898) was extended.
2.

Through present appeal, appellants two in number call in question vires of judgment
recording conviction and awarding sentence.

3.

Facts in brief for the disposal of present appeal are that Bilal Ahmed, complainant
(cited as respondent No.2 in the present appeal) filed complaint against appellants,
Mst. Hameeda Bibi and Abdul Ali. Rahib Ali (appellant No.1) is real brother of
said respondent while appellant No.2 and Mst. Hameeda Bibi were the wives of
Iqbal Hussain, real brother of complainant-respondent No.2 as well appellant No.1.
Allegations as setout in the complaint are that Abdul Ali (since dead) who was
father of appellant No.2 with the help and assistance of said ladies made theft of
gold ornaments weighing 3 tolas and silver ornaments having the weight of 15
tolas which act was un-earthed on 20th August, 2004, when Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2)
checked his household articles. The appellant No.2 and Mst. Hameeda Bibi on
inquiry made extra-judicial confession disclosing that occurrence was committed
by them in the company of Abdul Ali.
In complaint, occurrence of Zina was also allegated with stance that on 1st of
September, 2004 at about 5:00 p.m., the respondent No.2, his brother Iqbal Hussain
(P.W.2) (husband of appellant No.2 and Mst. Hameeda Bibi) and Zahid Hussain
(since given up) when came back at their residence, they found, Mst. Hameeda Bibi
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sitting outside and both the appellants were found in a comprising position when
they all entered in the room.
4.

Prior to filing complaint by Bilal Ahmad, Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2) reported the
matter to police on 2nd September, 2004, and as per grievance, the local police got
the signatures of his brother, Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2) on blank papers and lodged
the F.I.R. No.258 of 2004 while distorting the facts and ultimately declared the
appellants and others innocent.

5.

After investigation, the Investigating Officer concluded about the falsity of
allegations, submitted cancellation report which was endorsed by learned Area
Magistrate, Shorkot through order dated 21st February, 2006. The learned
Area Magistrate also directed S.H.O. police station Garah Maharaja to initiate
proceedings against Iqbal Hussain for committing offence of “Qazf ”.

6.

Complaint through which present appeal has arisen was filed on 26th April, 2006 by
Bilal Ahmad, respondent No.2.

7.

In order to prove its case complainant appeared as his own witness (P.W.1) besides
producing Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2).
The complainant through statement dated 10th May, 2011 gave up Zahid Hussain
and Moharrar P.S. Garah Maharaja having been wonover.

8.

The appellants in their statements recorded under Section 342 of Act V of 1898
controverted the evidence regarding both occurrence. Pleading false implication, it
was alleged by appellant No.1 that he was falsely implicated by his brothers (P.W.1,
P.W.2) due to dispute of property.
According to Mst. Ruqayya Bibi, story of occurrence was concocted due to dispute
of property. She further alleged that on 18th of July, 2004, Najaf Ali, respondent

No.2 and her husband Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2) caused her injuries, was medically
examined and also approached the local police for registration of case.
The appellants produced Yousaf Ali Haral, SSP (Retd.) who as D.W.1 deposed that
after hearing the parties, he reached to the conclusion that the allegations contained
in F.I.R. are false.

9.

Heard adversaries and perused the record.

10.

Learned Counsel for the appellants at the very outset while drawing our attention to
the contents of cancellation report prepared in case F.I.R. No.258 of 2004 registered
at instance of Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2) stated that contents of F.I.R. were totally silent
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about the date and time of occurrence of theft and Zina. Submitted that the fact
by itself was sufficient to cast serious doubt about the veracity of version of said
complainant. Making reference to the order dated 21st February, 2006 made by Area
Magistrate, Shorkot cancelling the crime Report, it was asserted that respondent
No.2 filed complaint in order to save the skin of his brother, Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2),
complainant of F.I.R against whom proceedings of “Qazf ” were recommended.
Making reference to the date of filing complaint, i.e., 26th of April, 2004 and date
of order of learned Area Magistrate about cancellation of case (21st February, 2006),
it was submitted that delay in filing complaint is sufficient to question the veracity
of accusation contained in it. Reliance was placed upon the dictum laid down in
“ZAFAR and others v. UMER HAYAT and others (2010 SCMR 1816).
Referring to the statements of respondent No.2 (P.W.1) and Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2),
it was argued that there are material contradictions, sufficient to negate their stance
but said discrepancies were totally ignored by the learned Trial Court.

Referring to statements of appellants under Section 342 of Act V of 1898, copy
of complaint filed by Hameeda Mai (Ex.DD) against Iqbal Hussain and others,
certified copy of order dated 10th September, 2004 made by Judicial Magistrate,
Shorkot (Ex.DE) and deposition of Yousaf Ali Haral, SSP (Retd.) (D.W.1), it was
contended that prosecution of appellants is clothed with malice and outcome of
property dispute.
11.

Controverting the arguments, the learned Counsel for respondent No.2 while
defending the impugned judgment, highlighting inter-se relationship of respondent
No.2 (P.W.1), Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2), with appellants, argued that it was not possible
for both (P.W.1-P.W.2) to level false allegation of zina against appellant No.1 and
that too with appellant No.2 (wife of P.W.2). It was contended that no sane person
will put at stake the honour and reputation of his family in such a manner and that
too without any motive.
Referring to the evidence of respondent No.2 (P.W.1) and Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2),
it was submitted that both the witnesses in a straightforward manner disclosed the
whole episode which remained un-rebuttal as the credibility of both the witnesses
could not be shaken in cross-examination.
Replying the contention of adversary, regarding false implication, outcome of
disputes including property dispute, it was argued that the evidence led in defence
cannot establish this fact.
Questioning the evidentiary value of the statement of Yousaf Ali Haral, SSP
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(Retired) (D.W.1), it was contended that his opinion being ipse dixit is not binding
upon the Court.
12.

Perusal of the allegations contained in F.I.R. as reflected in cancellation report
(Ex.DC) and contents of private complaint reveals that there is a reference of two
occurrence. First about the theft, which was not endorsed by learned Trial Court
and second, allegation of zina which according to the conclusion assailed, stands
proved against appellants.

13.

As per allegations, occurrence of zina was held on 1st of September, 2004 at 5:00
p.m. Said fact was disclosed by Iqbal Hussain as P.W.2 in cross-examination, who
is complainant of F.I.R and husband of appellant No.2. He in reply to another
question stated that he approached the local police for registration of case on 2nd
of September, 2004. However, time is not known. In para (5) of the complaint (Ex.
PA), same fact was disclosed with addition of malice to the local police by suggesting
that police did not lodge the FIR and after hectic efforts, case was registered on 12th
September, 2004. The respondent No.2 (complainant) disclosed the same fact in his
direct statement.

14.

Assuming the assertion contained in the complaint (Ex.PA) and deposition of both
the witnesses as gospel truth, foremost and important query which disturbs the
prudence is delay in approaching the police on 2nd September, 2004. At least, Iqbal
Hussain (P.W.2) should have disclosed the compulsion due to which matter was
not reported to police with promptness. For the purpose of clarification and at the
cost of repetition, we may make it clear that we are not dealing with the aspect of
delay till 12th of September, 2004 on which day F.I.R. was lodged by the police.
Since it was serious and sensitive matter, therefore, we are unable to reconcile with
the conduct of Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2).
We are not un-mindful that trial was commenced and concluded against the
appellants on the private complaint filed by respondent No.2 and they were not
convicted in the trial on the basis of F.I.R. lodged by Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2) but
factum of admitted delay in lodging F.I.R. has been examined in order to highlight
the conduct of said complainant.
We are cognizant of the allegation of Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2) as well as accusation
contained in paras (5) and (6) of the complaint (Ex.PA) that signature of Iqbal
Hussain (P.W.2) were taken on blank paper and facts were distorted in the F.I.R.
Time of knowledge of Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2) about distortion of facts is another
important fact. Explaining the fact he at page (3) of his statement in cross-
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examination stated as follow:
“At the time of chalking out the formal FIR it came into my knowledge that the
police has twisted my story and the police has not registered my case as per my
version”
Keeping in view the reply referred, it becomes crystal clear that dishonest intention
of the police came to the notice of P.W.2 on 12th of September, 2004, the date when
F.I.R. was registered as per stance.

Argument of learned Counsel for respondent No.2 that distortion of facts came
into the notice of P.W.2 when cancellation report was endorsed on 21st of February,

2006 by learned Area Magistrate, Shorkot stands negated in view of the reply reproduced.
If the factum of distortion of facts came to the knowledge of P.W.2 on 12th of
September, 2004, why he remained mum?

We are conscious of the half-hearted attempt of P.W.2 who stated in the next breath
that since S.H.O. was in league with the accused party, therefore, he did not make
any application to S.H.O. Replying next question, he stated that he also did not
complain to the high-ups of the police.
Even if the S.H.O. was in league with the accused party, there was no restriction upon
P.W.2 to approach the higher authority for redressal of his grievance. Admittedly,
no action was taken by him.
Leaving aside all the things, the witness (P.W.2) or the respondent No.2 could have
filed the complaint promptly. Wait till 26th of April, 2006 when the complaint was
filed is not understandable. This is a delay of about 1½ year in filing the complaint.

It can be argued that complaint was filed by Bilal Ahmad (respondent No.2) and
not by Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2).
However, this presumptive argument would not advance the plea of respondent
No.2 for two-fold reasons. First, respondent No.2 (Bilal Ahmad) is real brother
of Iqbal Hussain and as such, it would not be possible for him to state that he
was unaware of the foul played by police. Second, he is the eye-witness of the
stated occurrence who remained associated in the investigation as admittedly his
statement under Section 161 of The Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 (Act V of
1898) was recorded. One also cannot dispute as it has come on record that they are
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living under one and the same roof.
Bilal Ahmad, respondent No.2 (P.W.1) in cross-examination (page (3) of his statement)
while attributing malice to the police stated that police did not record their statements
“rightly and correctly”.
15.

Since the factum of distortion of facts and collusion of police with accused was in
the knowledge of both brothers (P.W.1 and P.W.2) right from the very beginning,
therefore, delay of about 1½ year in filing complaint (Ex.PA) cast serious doubt
about the veracity of version.

Rule of law enunciated in the Report “ZAFAR and others v. UMER HAYAT and
others” (2010 SCMR 1816) relied upon by learned Counsel for the appellants in
the circumstances is fully attracted to the facts of the case.
Same rule of law was expounded in “MUHAMMAD SALIM and 4 others v.

FAZAL MUHAMMAD and another” (2001 SCMR 1738) and “MUHAMMAD
AZAD v. AHMAD ALI and 2 others” (PLD 2003 S.C. 14).
16.

Story narrated in the complaint (Ex.PA) and as deposed by both the witness
highlighting the mode and manner of occurrence does not appeal to reason.
Stated place of occurrence is joint and common residence of respondent No.2
(P.W.1), Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2) and appellant No.1 as per stance of respondent
No.2 which fact was disclosed by him in cross-examination. The respondent No.2
(P.W.1) at page (5) of his statement in cross-examination stated that “Families of
Iqbal and me and Rahib Ali himself used to live jointly at the place of occurrence”.
The respondent No.2 as per his own saying got two children.
Commission of occurrence in the stated circumstances at the place of occurrence
does not appeal to the reason and story in our considered view is highly doubtful.

17.

Learned Counsel for the appellant while making reference to the replies given in
cross-examination by Bilal Ahmad (P.W.1) stated that main gate and door of the
room in which occurrence was held were lying open. We have gone through the
replies. For ready-reference, we re-produce the same:
“The outer gate of Haveli was opened at the time of commission of offence of zina
Bil-Raza. The door of the room in which the accused persons had committed zina
was opened at the time of commission of zina”
Learned Counsel for the respondent No.2 controverted the argument by adding
that both the doors as per deposition were opened.
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Keeping in view the replies, stance of learned Counsel for respondent No.2 appears
to be correct.
However, in order to satisfy ourselves, we have examined Urdu version of the
statement. The relevant replies at page (5) of the statement (page 121 of the Index
File) are as follow:
Comparison of both versions clearly reveals that in English version, word “opened”
is result of clerical mistaking while typing.
Un-deniably, Urdu version has to be given preference. We are fortified in our view
by law laid down in “NAEEM HUSSAIN v. THE STATE” (1968 P.Cr.L.J. 1469)
and “MUHAMMAD ASHRAF and another v. THE STATE” (2011 YLR 767).
Replies given by respondent No.2 (P.W.1) creates more doubt about the veracity of
his version. Sanity by no stretch of imagination can expect that the appellants will
commit occurrence without bolting the doors and that too in the house where other
family members are also putting up.
18.

Even if it is presumed that English version on this aspect is correct, same by itself
would not substantiate the case of respondent No.2. Perusal of direct statements of
both the witnesses (P.W.1 and P.W.2) clearly suggest that they both entered in the
room. If the door of room of occurrence was not lying open and “It was opened”,
then there must have been some explanation, how both the doors were opened?
Nothing is available on record to disclose this aspect. Question of “opening the
door” would arise only if it was bolted from inside. Any mode and manner to open
the door would have been sufficient alarm to alert the appellants.
Story coined by the complainant (P.W.1) and Iqbal Husain (P.W.2) is an afterthought
which does not appeal to the prudence.

19.

Matter can be examined from another angle as well. The learned Trial Court
acquitted Mst. Hameeda Bibi from both head of charge through judgment assailed.
Though respondent No.2 assailed the findings by preferring Appeal No.33-L of
2011 but same was dismissed as withdrawn. The appellants were also acquitted on
the head of charge framed under Section 380 of The Code.
Evidence of both the witnesses was not acted upon by learned Trial Court in its
totality against Mst. Hameeda Bibi and was partly rejected against the appellants.
We are conscious that principle of “Falsus in Uno Falsus in Omnibus” is not
recognized in criminal administration of justice in Pakistan and in order to prove
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culpability of the appellants, corroboration was required.
Reliance is placed upon the dictum lid down in “QUTAB-UD-DIN v. THE
STATE” (PLD 2001 S.C. 101), “ALLAH DITTA v. THE STATE” (PLD 2002
S.C. 52), “GHULAM MUSTAFA v. THE STATE” (2009 SCMR 916) and
“MUHAMMAD ASIF v. THE STATE” (2017 SCMR 486).
Admittedly, there is no corroboration at all to strengthen the evidence of witnesses
(P.W.1, P.W.2) which even otherwise does not inspire confidence as discussed.
20.

Learned Counsel for the respondent No.2 contended that appellant No.1 is real
brother of respondent No.2 (P.W.1) and Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2), therefore, question
of false implication does not arise all.
Argument advanced though cannot be questioned on factual premises but legal
consequences with reference to corroboration cannot be endorsed. Plea is based on
supposition and as such cannot provide corroboration by itself.
Suspicion, however, strong, cannot take the place of proof. Reliance is placed upon
“YASIN alias GHULAM MUSTAFA Vs. THE STATE” (2008 SCMR 336).

21.

We find ourselves in agreement with the contention of learned Counsel for
respondent No.2 that evidence of Yousaf Haral, SSP (Retired) (P.W.1) cannot be
acted upon.
Opinion of D.W.1 who supervised the investigation in F.I.R. concluding falsity of
allegations by no stretch of imagination can be taken into consideration as held in
“MUHAMMAD AHMAD (MAHMOOD AHMAD) v. THE STATE” (2010
SCMR 660).

22.

Plea of appellants regarding enmity also could not be substantiated by them.
Perusal of copy of the complaint (Ex.DD) reveals that it was filed by Hameeda Bibi
(since acquitted) against respondent No.2 (P.W.1) and Iqbal Hussain (P.W.2) and
not by appellants.

23.

Copy of order dated 21st February, 2006 made by learned Judicial Magistrate,
Shorkot cancelling the crime report, even if ignored, would not be sufficient to
prove the case of respondent No.2.

24.

Viewed from whichever angle, the respondent No.2 could not prove the charge
beyond shadow of doubt. Evidence scanned clearly reveals that it does not inspire
confidence.
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25.

There is little cavil with the settled proposition of law that one reasonable doubt
would be sufficient to grant premium to the accused not as a matter of grace and
concession but as a matter of right. Reliance is placed upon “TARIQ PERVEZ v.
THE STATE” (1995 SCMR 1345), “AKHTAR ALI and others v. THE STATE”
(2008 SCMR 6) and “ALLAH BACHAYA and another v. THE STATE” (P.L.D.
2008 S.C. 349).

26.

Epitome of above discussion is that benefit of doubt has to be extended in favour of
appellants which is accordingly granted.

27.

Rahib Ali (appellant No.1) is present on bail whose sentence was suspended
through order dated 3rd of February, 2012. He and his surety are discharged of their
respective bonds.

28.

Personal attendance of Mst. Ruqayya Bibi (appellant No.2), whose sentence was
also suspended on 3rd of February, 2012 was dispensed with vide order dated 28th of
November, 2013 and Mr. Mahram Ali Bali, Advocate (Counsel for the appellants)
undertook to appear on her behalf. The said advocate is absolved of his responsibility.
Mst. Ruqayya Bibi and her surety are also discharged of their respective bonds.

29.

On 26th of October, 2017, after hearing arguments, we accepted the appeal through
short order acquitting the appellants while setting aside the judgment assailed.
Above-mentioned are the reasons to accept the appeal.

MR. JUSTICE MEHMOOD MAQBOOL BAJWA
MR. JUSTICE DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN
Dated, Islamabad the
31st October, 2017
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Appeal Under Section 417 Of The Code Of Criminal Procedure, 1898 (Act V Of 1898)
Read With Section 24 Of The Offences Against Property (Enforcement Of Hudood)
Ordinance, 1979 (Vi Of 1979).
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JUDGMENT:
MEHMOOD MAQBOOL BAJWA, J: Respondents No.1 to 4 after facing trial in
case F.I.R. No.139 of 2015 initially registered under Section 302, 324 read with Sections
34 of The Pakistan Penal Code, 1860 (Act No.XLV of 1860), which offences were later
on substituted by an offence under Section 17(4) of The Offences against Property
(Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 (VI of 1979), (hereinafter called “Ordinance
VI of 1979”) were acquitted through judgment dated 10.11.2016 handed down by the
learned Sessions Judge Torghar (at Oghi).
2.

Being aggrieved of the said conclusion, the appellant-Adnan Rasheed (P.W.3)
(complainant of the crime report) has called in question the legality and validity of
judgment by way of present appeal.

3.

Facts in brief for the disposal of present appeal are that Adnan Rasheed (PW-3)
son of Abdur Rasheed (deceased) got F.I.R bearing No.139 of 2015 (Ex.P.W.10/1)
registered against unknown assailants with the accusation that on the intervening
night of 29th and 30th of March, 2015, he alongwith his brother Faizan Rasheed

(PW-4) and sister Kiran Bibi were sleeping in the corner room of his house while
his father Abdur Rasheed (deceased) alongwith mother Pari Afza were sleeping in
another room. At about 2:10 A.M. (night), two unknown persons while scaling over
the boundary wall entered in the house and went to the room where his parents
were sleeping, upon which her mother raised hue and cry due to which he as well as
his brother, Faizan Rasheed (PW-4) woke up and came in Veranda. His mother, as
per contents, also came outside the room who made offer to the unknown assailants
to take away whatever they want. Meanwhile, one of the assailants made fire with
30 bore pistol aiming at his father who sustained injury on his chest resulting in
his death at the spot. Faizan Rasheed, his brother (P.W.4) made an attempt to
overpower the said accused who with an intent to commit Qatl-e-Amd of his
brother made fire causing injury on his left thigh and right hand. Companions of
the accused as per version present outside the house also made firing. The accused
inside the house made their escape good. The complainant party could not identify
the assailants due to load-shedding.
Statement (Ex.P.W.1/1) of the complainant was reduced into writing by Muhammad
Javed Khan, SHO (PW-1) who after getting information about the occurrence
reached at the spot. The said SHO prepared injury statement of Faizan Rasheed
(Ex.PW-1/2) and deceased Abdur Rasheed (Ex.PW-1/3). He also prepared inquest
report (Ex.PW-1/4), sent the injured, Faizan Rasheed (PW-3) and dead body of the
deceased to the local hospital for medical treatment and post-mortem examination.
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The Station House Officer found a 30 bore loaded pistol lying on the path outside
the house, which later on was taken into custody through recovery memo (Ex.PW5/3) by Inspector Jehanzeb Khan (Investigating Officer) (PW-5).
The Investigating Officer (PW-5) also took into possession blood through cotton
from the spot by two different memos, also secured five empties of 30 bore pistol
(P2) through recovery memo (Ex.PW-5/3). During the investigation he also took
into custody chaddar and glove lying at the spot vide memo (Ex.PW-5/3). The
said Investigating Officer also took into custody four empties of 30 bore pistol
lying outside the house witnessed through memo (Ex. PW-5/3). After arrest of
the respondents No.1 to 4, judicial confession of respondents No.1 and 3, i.e., Gul
Nawaz and Mubarik Zeb was recorded by Muhammad Sohail, Judicial Magistrate,
Mansehra (PW-9).
4.

Recovery of weapons of offence was effected from respondents No.2 to 4. During

5.

After usual investigation and observing codal and legal formalities, Report under
Section 173 of The Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898 (Act V of 1898) (Hereinafter
call “The Code”) was submitted against respondents No.1 to 4 and one Zaboor,
declared proclaimed offender.

6.

Dr. Niaz, Principal Medical Officer (PW-2) medically examined Faizan Rasheed
(PW-4) on 30.03.2015 and noted following injuries on his body:

the course of investigation, it was concluded that the pistol lying on the path outside
the house is owned by Gul Nawaz, respondent No.1.

“1.

An entry wound measuring 1 cm dia was noted of the left side thigh middle region
bleeding noted.

2.

Corresponding exit wound was noted on medial aspect of left thigh.

3.

An entry wound in dia was noted on the right hand dorsally and corresponding
wound is noted on the right hand medially.

4.

Corresponding wound noted on the overlying clothing.
Cause of injury was firearm injury.”

The said injured after providing first aid was referred to District Headquarter
Hospital, Mansehra. Exhibit PW-2/1 is the copy of medico-legal certificate.
On the same day, the said Medical Officer conducted autopsy on the dead body of
Abdur Rasheed and noted following injuries:
“1.
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nipple and slightly medially.
2.

An exit wound measuring one and half cm in dia was noted on the right side chest
posteriorly in the middle region. Bleeding from both wound noted. Hole is noted on
the overlying Qameez.”
Copy of postmortem report is Exhibit PW-2/2. Probable time between injuries and
death was instantaneous while time between death and postmortem was noted 03
to 06 hours approximately.

7.

The respondents No.1 to 4 when formally charged under Section 17(4) of The
Ordinance VI of 1979, did not plead guilty and claimed to be tried.

8.

The prosecution in order to prove its case produced Muhammad Javed Khan,
SHO (PW-1), Dr. Niaz (PW-2), Adnan Rasheed, complainant (PW-3), Faizan
Rasheed (Injured) (PW-4), Jehanzeb Khan, Inspector-Investigating Officer (PW-

5), Muhammad Tariq, Moharrir-Head Constable (PW-6), Dildar Constable
(PW-7), Chanzeb-Constable (PW-8), Mohammad Sohail, Judicial Magistrate,
Mansehra (PW-9), Khanvez, Sub-Inspector (PW-10), Sher Mohammad (PW-11),
Mohammad Afzal (PW-12) and Dildar Constable (PW-13).
The learned Special Public Prosecutor after giving up certain witnesses closed
prosecution evidence.
9.

The respondents No.1 to 4 while making statements under Section 342 of the Code
denied the whole incriminating evidence and while pleading innocence alleged
their false implication. The respondents neither appeared as witness nor produced
any evidence in defence.

10.

The learned Trial Court after hearing the arguments recorded judgment of acquittal
assailed by way of present appeal.

11.

The learned Counsel for the appellant while questioning the legality and validity
of the judgment contended that there was sufficient and ample evidence to prove
the guilt of respondents No.1 to 4 beyond shadow of doubt but the conclusion is
result of mis-reading and non-reading of evidence. Elaborating the argument, it was
contended that Gul Nawaz and Mubarik Zeb (respondents No.1 and 3) made judicial
confession duly recorded by Mohammad Sohail, Judicial Magistrate, Mansehra
(PW-9), sufficient by itself to prove the culpability of not only the respondents
No.1 and 3 but also the respondents No.2 and 4, i.e., Zulfiqar alias Dora and Gul
Mohammad alias Gulla. Making reference to the confessional statements of the
said respondents (Ex.PW-9/3-Ex.PW-9/6), it was contended with vehemence that
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the statements, which are true and voluntarily were sufficient not only to prove
the guilt of the said respondents but also inculpatory evidence against respondents
No.2 and 4 but the said aspect was totally ignored by the learned Trial Court.
Continuing the arguments, it was submitted that recovery of pistol lying outside
the house of the deceased as well as complainant witnessed through recovery memo
and copy of license of respondent No.1, Gul Nawaz was a turning point in the
investigation due to which it became possible to trace out the respondents, being
assailants. It was further stated that Zulfiqar, respondent No.2 got recovered 30
bore pistol through recovery memo (Ex.PW-5/10) while Mubarik Zeb, respondent
No.3 led to the recovery of weapon of offence as is evident from (Ex.PW-5/12)
and Gul Mohammad, respondent No.4 after pointation got recovered 30 bore
pistol vide memo (Ex.PW-5/19). Further contended that the pistols recovered
from respondents No.2 to 4 and owned by respondent No.1 alongwith the empties
secured from the spot through recovery memo (Ex.PW-05/03) were sent for expert
opinion and the reports of Forensic Science Laboratory (Ex.PW-05/27) and (Ex.
PW-5/28) are in positive.
Making reference to the another report of Forensic Science Laboratory (Ex.
PW-5/2), it was submitted that the finger impressions on the weapons of offence
owned by respondent No.1 and recovered from respondents No.2 to 4 were sent
for comparison and as per report, the finger impressions of the respondents No.1
to 4 taken during the course of investigation as well as on weapons of offence were
found similar and identical. Further contended that Gul Nawaz, Zulfiqar and
Mubarik Zeb, respondents No.1 to 3 during the course of investigation pointed out
place of occurrence as is evident from memo (Ex.PW-5/9). Contended that Gul
Mohammad, respondent No.4 also pointed out the place of occurrence witnessed
through pointation memo (Ex.PW-5/16) which provides corroboration to the
case of the prosecution but the said aspect was totally ignored by the learned Trial
Court. Argued that the conclusion drawn by the learned Trial Court is result of
mis-reading and non-reading of evidence. To substantiate the contentions, help
was sought from the dictum laid down in “ATLAS KHAN Vs. THE STATE”
(1995 P.Cr.L.J. 1996), “AMAL SHERIN and another Vs. THE STATE” (PLD
2004 Supreme Court 371) and “MUSLIM SHAH Vs. THE STATE” (PLD 2005
Supreme Court 168).
12.
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Controverting the arguments, the learned Counsel representing the respondents
while defending the impugned judgment contended that it is a case of no evidence
as the respondents No.1 to 4 were not nominated in the F.I.R. Submitted that the
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deceased Abdur Rasheed was serving as Superintendent in the office of Frontier
Constabulary and due to the office held by him, there was pressure upon the local
Police resulting in false implication of the respondents. Submitted that implication
of the respondents No.1 to 4 was result of malice in fact on the part of Mohammad
Javed Khan, SHO (PW-1) and Jehanzeb Khan, Inspector-Investigating Officer
(PW-5). To substantiate the contention, reference was made to the conclusion drawn
by the learned Trial Court showing its concern over the conduct and efficiency
of the said witnesses with further direction to the competent authority to initiate
disciplinary proceedings against them.
It was further submitted that there is no direct evidence in order to connect the
respondents No.1 to 4 in the occurrence.
Replying the arguments with reference to the evidentiary value of the judicial
confession allegedly made by respondents No.1 and 3 and making reference to the

statement of Mohammad Sohail, Judicial Magistrate (PW-09), it was contended
that in view of the replies given in cross-examination by the said witness admitting
that both the respondents were brought together who were made sit together on
the dice and their handcuffs were not removed is sufficient to give an irresistible
conclusion that the confession is sponsored and as such no implicit reliance can be
placed upon it.
Making reference to the statements of complainant (PW-3) as well as injured,
Faizan Rasheed (PW-4), it was argued that both the witnesses are not in agreement
with each other on the material aspects of the case and conscious improvements
were made by them with reference to number of the assailants entered in the house
of deceased. Continuing the arguments, it was submitted that the statements of
both the witnesses cannot be believed, relied and acted upon as there are material
contradictions in the said statements. Referring to the recovery memos through
which 30 bore pistols were statedly recovered on the pointation of respondents
No.2 to 4, it was submitted that the said recoveries are fake and fabricated and as
such no implicit reliance can be placed upon the positive reports of Forensic Science
Laboratory (Ex.PW-5/27-Ex.PW-5/28). Questioning the evidentiary value of
the another report of Forensic Science Laboratory (Ex.PW-5/2), concluding that
the finger impressions on the weapons of offence are of the respondents, it was
contended that the said evidence was procured which even otherwise, cannot
provide corroboration to the prosecution case. To substantiate the contentions, the
learned Counsel representing the respondents sought help from the rule of law
enunciated in “MUHAMMAD ISRAR and 5 others versus THE STATE” (1998
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P.Cr.L.J. 383) and “Shirimati SEETAN versus THE STATE” (1988 P.Cr.L.J. 939).
Relying upon the Ratio expounded in “Haji BASHIR KHAN Vs. REHMAT GUL
and 3 others” (2016 P.Cr.L.J. 568) and “MUHAMMAD ESSA Vs. The STATE”
(2016 P.Cr.L.J. 853), it was contended that findings of acquittal cannot be lightly
interfered unless and until are result of mis-reading and non-reading of evidence.
13.

The learned Law Officer adopted the arguments advanced by learned Counsel for
the appellant.

14.

Heard adversaries and perused the record.

15.

Prior to dealing with the respective contentions of adversaries with reference to
evidence adduced, it is desirable to highlight the yardstick for interference in the
judgment of acquittal. Moot point was examined by the Apex Court in “GHULAM
SIKANDAR AND ANOTHER Vs. MAMARAZ KHAN AND OTHERS”
(PLD 1985 Supreme Court 11) and it was held at Pages-18 & 19 as follow:
“(1)

In an appeal against acquittal the Supreme Court would not on principle
ordinarily interfere and instead would give due weight and consideration
to the findings of Court acquitting the accused. This approach is slightly
different than that in an appeal against conviction when leave is granted
only for the re-appraisement of evidence which then is undertaken so as to see
that benefit of every reasonable doubt should be extended to the accused. This
difference of approach is mainly conditioned by the fact that the acquittal
carries with it the two well-accepted presumptions : One initial, that, till
found guilty, the accused is innocent; and Two that again after the trial a
Court below confirmed the assumption of innocence.
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(2)

The acquitted will not carry the second presumption and will also thus loose
the first one if on points having conclusive effect on the end result the Court
below: (a) disregarded material evidence; (b) mis-read such evidence; (c)
received such evidence illegally.

(3)

In either case the well-known principles of re-appraisement of evidence
will have to be kept in view when examining the strength of the views
expressed by the Court below. They will not be brushed aside lightly on mere
assumptions keeping always in view that a departure from the normal
principle must be necessitated by obligatory observances of some higher
principle as noted above and for no other reason.

(4)

The Court would not interfere with acquittal merely because on re-
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appraisal of the evidence it comes to the conclusion different from that of the
Court acquitting the accused provided both the conclusions are reasonably
possible. If however, the conclusion reached by that Court was such that
no reasonable person would conceivably reach the same and was impossible
then this Court would interfere in exceptional cases on overwhelming proof
resulting in conclusion and irresistible conclusion; and that too with a view
only to avoid grave miscarriage of justice and for no other purpose. The
important test visualised in these cases, in this behalf was that the finding
sought to be interfered with, after scrutiny under the foregoing searching
light, should be found wholly as artificial, shocking and ridiculous.”
Same rule of law was enunciated in “RAHIMULLAH JAN Vs. KASHIF and
another” (PLD 2008 Supreme Court 298), “MUHAMMAD TASAWEER Vs.
Hafiz ZULKARNAIN and 2 others” (PLD 2009 Supreme Court 53), “Captain
ABDUL RAHIM Vs. NAEEM SAGAR and others” (2009 SCMR 288), “THE
STATE and others Vs. ABDUL KHALIQ and others” (PLD 2011Supreme Court
554) and “MUHAMMAD ZAMAN Vs. The STATE and others” (2014 SCMR
749).
Case law cited at bar by the learned Counsel for respondents also highlight the
same parameters.
16.

Keeping in view the above yardstick, we would like to examine the evidence adduced
by the prosecution keeping in view the arguments advanced.

17.

Case of the appellant-prosecution from which the present appeal has arisen is not
based on direct evidence and rests upon circumstantial evidence.
In order to act upon the circumstantial evidence regarding the guilt of accused
facing the trial, following principles are required to be kept in view.
(i)

Facts so established must be consistent with the guilt of accused.

(ii)

Circumstances must be conclusive and conclusion of guilt to be drawn must
or should be established.

(iii)

Suspicious, however, strong would not be substitute of proof.

(iv)

Chain of evidence must be complete in all respect leaving no reasonable
ground about the innocence of the accused.

(v)

Evidence must have made one un-broken chain. One end must touch the
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crime and other neck of the accused.
(See: “Sharad Birdhichand Sarda V. State of Maharashtra” (AIR 1984 SUPREME
COURT 1622), “IMRAN alias DULLY and another Vs. The STATE and others”
(2015 SCMR 155), and “AZEEM KHAN and another V. MUJAHID KHAN and
others” (2016 SCMR 274).
18.

Evidence has to be scanned keeping in view the yardstick enumerated.

19.

The prosecution in order to prove its case banked upon the following type of
evidence.

20.

(1)

Evidence of Adnan Rasheed, complainant (P.W.3) and Faizan Rasheed,
injured (P.W.4) implicating respondents No.1 to 4 by way of supplementary
statements.

(2)

Judicial confession (Retracted) of respondents No.1and 3.

(3)

Pointation of place of occurrence (without any recovery) by respondents.

(4)

Taking into custody 30 bore pistol from the path outside the house of
deceased statedly owned by respondent No.1 having same number as
mentioned in the licensed produced by said respondent.

(5)

Recovery of weapons of offence on the pointation of respondents No.2 to 4.

(6)

Recovery of SIMs and cells of respondents No.1 and 2 alongwith call date.

(7)

Positive reports of Forensic Science Laboratory (Ex.P.W.5-27 and 28)
concluding that the crime empties secured from inside and outside the house
of deceased and appellant were fired from the weapons used by respondents
No.1 to 4.

(8)

Affirmative report of Forensic Science Laboratory (Ex.PW-5/2) suggesting
the availability of finger impressions of respondents No.1 to 4 on thirty bore
pistols used by them in the occurrence.

It is an admitted fact that the respondents No.1 to 4 were not named in the crime
report. It specifically finds mentioned in it that the occurrence was committed by
some unknown accused as their identification was not possible in view of loadshedding.
The complainant, Adnan Rasheed (PW-3) in his direct statement deposed that
he implicated the respondents No.1 to 4 in his supplementary statement. Faizan
Rasheed (PW-4) who undeniably is injured witness also highlighted the mode of
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implication of the respondents in the similar manner. The evidence is not required
to be examined in depth in view of the well-settled proposition of law regarding
the evidentiary value and binding force of supplementary statement. There is no
cavil with the proposition of law that no implicit reliance can be placed upon the
supplementary statement which at the most can be equated as a statement under
Section 161 of the Code. Reliance is placed upon “FALAK SHER alias SHERU Vs.
THE STATE (1995 SCMR 1350) “AKHTAR ALI and others V. THE STATE”
(2008 SCMR 6), “NOOR MUHAMMAD V. THE STATE (2008 SCMR 1556)
and “KASHIF ALI Vs. The JUDGE, ANTI-TERRORISM, COURT NO.II,
LAHORE and others” (PLD 2016 Supreme Court 951).
21.

Admittedly, the complainant and Faizan Rasheed (P.W.3, P.W.4) had no personal
information regarding the involvement of respondents No.1 to 4 as a culprit. Record
reveals that respondent No.1 was implicated in view of the evidence collected during
the course of investigation regarding stated similarity of number of pistol taken into
custody lying outside the house of deceased alongwith the license in the name of
respondent No.1. Nothing is available on record even to suggest the culpability of
the respondents No.2 to 4 at the time of investigation prompting the Investigating
Officer (PW-05) to associate them in the investigation and stamping them as an
accused.

22.

Though it was contended that Faizan Rasheed (PW-4) is the injured eye-witness to
which argument no exception can be taken but the argument would not advance the
plea of appellant because the injuries sustained by him though prove his presence
at the spot but cannot be taken as affirmative proof of the credibility of said witness
which has to be tested independently. We are fortified in our view by law laid down
in “NAZIR AHMAD Vs. MUHAMMAD IQBAL and others” (2011 SCMR
527).

23.

Even otherwise, the statements of complainant (PW-3) and injured witness
(PW-4) on certain aspects are contradictory and as such no implicit reliance can
be placed upon it. We have noted that Adnan Rasheed (PW-3) in earlier part of
his examination-in-chief stated that two persons scaled over the wall while in the
middle of his statement he deposed that companions of the accused who were
outside the room also made firing. The injured (PW-4) at the very outset stated in
his statement that some persons were found standing outside the room of his father
while two persons were standing in front of his room.

24.

There is glaring contradiction in the statements of complainant and injured with
reference to number of accused as referred. Without going into further discussion,
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suffice it to say that it was impossible for both the witnesses to know the number of
accused in load-shedding.
If it was possible, why the witnesses remained unable to indentify respondent
No.1who is relative of the witnesses as admitted by injured (P.W.4) though
relationship was questioned by complainant (P.W.3). The respondent No.1is also
village fellow of complainant party which is admitted fact.
In the circumstances, we are unable to endorse the arguments advanced by the
learned Counsel for the appellant as well as learned Law Officer with reference to
the credibility of the witnesses.
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25.

Case of the prosecution also rest upon the judicial confession statedly made by
respondents No.1 and 3 recorded by Muhammad Sohail, Judicial Magistrate (PW09).

26.

In order to act upon the judicial confession, three-fold proof is required. (1) That in
fact it was made. (2) That it was voluntarily, and (3) It was truly made.

27.

Perusal of the confessional statements of Gul Nawaz, respondent No.1 and Mubarik
Zeb, Respondent No.3 (Ex.PW-9/3 and Ex.PW-9/6) clearly demonstrates that the
mode and manner of the occurrence reflected in the confessional statements cannot
be reconciled. Perusal of the confessional statement of the Respondent No.1, i.e.,
Gul Nawaz reveals that he while pointing out the house of deceased left the said
place and went to his house and after hearing the report of firing he came to the
spot. The fact was not endorsed by Mubarik Zeb in his confessional statement who
first of all maintained that he was persuaded by Zulfiqar, (respondent No.2) to
commit dacoity in the house of deceased but he did not submit before the said
respondent and left for his house but again at about 10:00 P.M. on telephonic call
of the said respondent, he again came, joined the rest of the respondents and later
on occurrence was committed. The said respondent though did not disclose the
presence of respondent No.1 at the spot at the time of occurrence but he also did
not specifically mention that the respondent No.1 left the place after pointing out
the residence of the deceased. According to the statement of Respondent No.1,
Respondent No.2 on query made by the Respondent No.1 informed him that he
made firing. Mubarik Zeb in his stated confession though stated that firing was
made by Zulfiqar, Respondent No.2 but according to him he made only one fire
and it was Zaboor (proclaimed offender) who also made firing. Admittedly in
the occurrence more than one shots were fired by the assailants as is evident from
prosecution case reflected in the ocular account as well as medical evidence and as
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such there is no option with us but to reach a conclusion that the confession of both
the accused does not reflect the mode and manner of the occurrence as suggested
by the prosecution. There is also a difference of opinion between the respondents
regarding the meeting point of proclaimed offender. Likewise, the statement of
Gul Nawaz, Respondent No.1 is totally silent regarding the meeting point of
the respondents before this Court. According to respondent No.3, Mubarik Zeb,
he on the call of Respondent No.2 went to his shop despite earlier denial where
Respondents No.2 and 4 were already present but the same fact was not disclosed
by respondent No.1.
28.

The purpose and object of dacoity as reflected in the statements of both the
Respondents was to give relief to the Respondent No.1 who was under debt. It
is not understandable that the person who was under obligation of one Baji after
showing the house of deceased left the place and Respondents No.2 to 4 having
no compulsion committed occurrence in order to rescue Gul Nawaz, Respondent
No.1. There is nothing on record to suggest any relationship of Respondents No.2
to 4 with Respondent No.1. Though it can be argued on behalf of appellant that
the Respondents No.2 to 4 were friends of Respondent No.1 but this presumptive
argument would not advance the plea of appellant in order to reach the conclusion
that confessional statements rings true and voluntarily in nature. At least the
man (Respondent No.1), who was the victim of threats of creditor, if any, should
have remained at the place of occurrence. It does not appeal to the reason that
Respondents No.2 to 4 permitted the Respondent No.1 to leave the place of
occurrence particularly when they got no interest, whatsoever. In the circumstances,
we are constrained to reach the conclusion that the confessional statement attributed
to Respondents No.1 and 3 cannot be said to be true and voluntarily.

29.

According to the complainant (P.W.3), first of all fire was aimed at his father
who fell down after receipt of injury and then upon Faizan Rasheed (P.W.4) who
caught hold of the accused. The injured (P.W.4) turned the table by adding in crossexamination that firing in his father’s room was made after firing upon him.
Perusal of direct statement of the complainant (P.W.3) suggests that one of the
assailants made fire but stance of injured (P.W.4) is different who stated that he
tried to catch hold of one of those persons and in cross of scuffle firing started.
Confessional statement of Respondent No.1 when scanned clearly reveals that it
was Respondent No.4 who made fire while in his statement Mubarik Zeb attributed
firing to two persons.
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Confessional statement of Mubarik Zeb also suggests that first of all deceased
became victim of firing and after that Faizan Rasheed (P.W.4) received injuries
when he caught hold of Zaboor.
Admittedly, confessions made are contradictory in nature, cannot be reconciled
with prosecution case, giving only adverse impression about the genuineness of said
statements.
30.

It is an admitted fact that makers of stated confession were produced in handcuffs
before the Judicial Magistrate (P.W.9).
The certificates appended by the Magistrate (P.W.9) are nowhere suggestive that
their handcuffs were removed. The learned Judicial Magistrate admitted this fact in
cross-examination. We are conscious that in the next breath he stated that fact was
mentioned in the order made on the same day for placing the same on the police
file, copy of which is Ex.PW-9/8 but the explanation offered has least impressed
us for the simple reason that fact must have been mentioned in the certificates
particularly when all others pre-cautionary measures taken were mentioned.

31.

We are unable to understand the compulsion of learned Judicial Magistrate (P.W.9)
to make separate order placing the same on the police file as deposed by him
suggesting adoption of precautionary measures including the removal of handcuffs
of respondents No.1 and 3. When the pre-cautions taken by him were incorporated
in the certificates appended with confessional statements, neither there was any
occasion nor legal justification to record separate order and that too for placing the
same on the police file. It is un-usual and novel practice adopted by learned Judicial
Magistrate.
We are positive in our mind that it was conscious, intentional but belated attempt
on his part to rectify the irregularity going to the root of the case but same by no
stretch of imagination would be sufficient to cure the omission, sufficient to cast
serious doubt about the genuineness of confessional statements. While dealing with
this aspect, provision of free atmosphere from all types of fear and compulsion to
the makers of confession has to be kept in view. Reference may be made to the
dictum laid down in “AZEEM KHAN and another Vs. MUJAHID KHAN and
others” (2016 SCMR 274)
How persons in handcuffs even in the absence of police officials and Naib Court as
deposed by learned Magistrate (P.W.9) can gather impression that they are free and
independent to make any statement in order to satisfy mandate of their conscience?
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32.

The respondents No.1 and 3 in their respective statements recorded under
Section 342 of The Code though admitted that they were taken into the court but
categorically denied that they ever made any confession.
The respondents retracted the confession.

33.

We are not un-mindful of the proposition of law that confession, judicial or extra
judicial, whether retracted or not can be basis for recording conviction but Court
has to satisfy itself that it was true and voluntarily made. (See MUHAMMAD
AMIN V. THE STATE (PLD 2006 S.C. 219).
Discussion made in preceding paragraphs cast serious doubt about the genuineness
of confessional statements and as such what to speak of its evidentiary value against
other respondents (respondents No.2and 4), same cannot be believed, relied and
acted upon even against its makers.

34.

Though we are in agreement with the contention of learned Counsel for the appellant
that confessional statement can be believed and acted upon and conviction can be
recorded but nevertheless the argument would not advance the plea of appellant
in view of the failure of the prosecution to produce convincing evidence regarding
truthfulness of the confessional statement.
Rule of law laid down in “MUSLIM SHAH Vs. THE STATE” (PLD 2005
Supreme Court 168) relied upon by the learned Counsel for the appellant in the
circumstances of the case would not advance the plea of appellant. We have also
gone through the rule of law expounded in “ATLAS KHAN Vs. THE STATE”
(1995 P.Cr.L.J. 1996), but keeping in view the discussion made above, the rule of
law banked upon by the learned Counsel for the appellant is distinguishable on
facts.
Pursuant to above, no implicit reliance can be placed upon the confessional
statements of respondents No.1 and 3 in order to prove their culpability.

35.

Proposition of law canvassed by learned Counsel for the appellant keeping in view
the provisions of Article 43 of The Qanun-e-Shahadat Order, 1984 (President Order
No.10 of 1984) (hereinafter called “Order 10 of 1984”) regarding the evidentiary
value of confessional statement regarding culpability of co-accused though cannot
be questioned but in view of the evidence led by the prosecution and discussed, how
the same can be used as a circumstantial evidence against respondents No.2 and 4.
It is worth mentioning that during the course of investigation, effort was made by
the Investigating Officer to get the confessional statements of Respondents No.2
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and 4 recorded but it remained an unsuccessful attempt.
36.

Viewed from whichever angle, no implicit reliance can be placed upon the
confessional statements statedly made by Respondents No.1 and 3 not only against
the makers but also against the Respondents No.2 and 4.

37.

Grievance of the appellant as canvassed by learned Counsel for the appellant
ignoring the evidence led by prosecution by the learned Trial Court regarding
pointation of place of occurrence by the respondents as is evident from pointation
memos (Ex.PW-5/8 and Ex.P.W-5/6) would not advance plea of appellant.

38.

Perusal of the pointation memos does not suggest any recovery during that process
and as such the same cannot provide any corroboration being inadmissible evidence.
Reliance is placed upon “MUHAMMAD RAMZAN Vs. THE STATE” (PLD
1957 (W.P.) Lahore 956), “NAEEM AKHTAR and others Vs. THE STATE”
(1993 Pakistan Supreme Cases (Crl.) 845) and ZIAUL REHMAN Vs. THE
STATE (2000 SCMR 528).

39.

Recovery of weapons of offence on the pointation of Respondents No.2 to 4 and
affirmative reports of Forensic Science Laboratory (Ex.PW-5/27-Ex.PW-5/28)
were also heavily relied upon by the learned Counsel for the appellant. The adversary
questioned the recovery of weapons of offence and also disputed the binding force
of the reports. This aspect of evidence will also not improve the case of appellant
for two-fold reasons. First, the positive reports as pointed out by itself cannot prove
the culpability of the Respondents because it appears that crime empties as well
as weapons of offence statedly owned by Respondent No.1 and got recovered by
Respondents No.2 to 4 were sent together on 22.04.2015 though the crime empties
as well as weapon of offence allegedly owned by Respondent No.1 in view of the
stated similarity of number of pistol mentioned in the license were taken into
custody by the Investigating Officer on 30.03.2015. It is not understandable why
the crime empties and the pistol statedly owned by Respondent No.1 were kept at
Police Station and were not sent immediately. Sending the weapons of offence and
the crimes empties together cause serious doubt about evidentiary value of reports
and in the circumstances no reliance can be placed upon the said reports.
Even otherwise, recovery of weapons of offence coupled with positive reports of
Forensic Science Laboratory is corroborative in nature which by itself would not be
sufficient to prove the guilt of Respondents No.1 to 4. There is no such confidence
inspiring evidence to which these reports can provide corroboration.

40.
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There is another documentary evidence led by the prosecution in the shape
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of another report of Forensic Science Laboratory (Ex.PW-5/2). It has come
in the evidence of prosecution that after arrest of Respondents No.1 to 4 their
fingerprints were obtained and the weapons of offence, attributed to Respondent
No.1 and got recovered by Respondents No.2 to 4 also had finger impressions of
said Respondents which were sent for comparison resulting in receipt of affirmative
report but nevertheless the report which is a corroborative piece of evidence would
not be sufficient to advance the plea of prosecution in order to suggest perversity of
the conclusion assailed by way of present appeal.
41.

Matter can be examined from another angle as well. Mode and manner of recovery
of pistol statedly owned by Respondent No.1 and its safe custody is also under
serious doubt in view of contradictory stance.
According to the complainant (P.W.3) pistol was lying outside the house on the
path which he handed over to the police.
However, Javed Khan, S.H.O (P.W.1) narrated different version regarding
picking the weapon by him. Same fact was deposed by Jehanzeb Khan, InspectorInvestigating Officer (P.W.5).
It is further to be noted that according to Investigating Officer (P.W.5) Head
Proficient was called who procured finger prints. It is not known at what time and
from which place the said official came? Nothing is available on record to suggest
the safe custody of said pistol during this period.
According to the Investigating Officer, pistol was sealed after obtaining finger
prints. In the circumstances, there may be finger prints of more than one person on
the said weapon. Report of Forensic Science Laboratory (P.W.5/2) does not suggest
any such thing.

42.

Recovery of mobile phones and SIMs from respondents No.1 to 4 through recovery
memos (Ex.P.W.5/4-Ex.P.W.5/33) is another piece of evidence heavily relied upon
on behalf of appellant further banking upon call data collected during the course of
investigation through recovery memo (Ex.P.W.13/1).
Perusal of recovery memo (Ex.P.W.5/33) reveals that Gul Muhammad did not
produce cell and SIM personally and it was his father who produced the same.
One can well imagine the evidentiary value of this recovery in the circumstances.
Jehanzeb Khan, Inspector-Investigation Officer (P.W.5) in cross-examination
admitted that he did not obtain any report about the ownership and registration of
SIMs collected. While replying another question he also admitted that from SIMs
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No.0340-8616413 and 0346-9624761 there was no inter-se contact.
SIM number 0340-86161413 was recovered from respondent No.1 while SIM
No.0346-9624761 was produced by respondent No.2.
The witness further stated that as per call data, there was contact between respondents
No.1 and 2.
Contact between the said respondents, if any, by itself would not be sufficient to
improve the case of prosecution in the absence of detail of conversation.
The evidence as such though heavily relied upon looses its significance.
43.

Argument by learned Counsel for the appellant that the appellant got no motive
to implicate the respondents No.1 to 4 falsely would not advance his plea as the
prosecution was under legal compulsion to produce convincing and corroborative
evidence in order to prove culpability of respondents but the prosecution failed to
produce such type of evidence.

44.

Viewed from whichever angle, we are of the considered view that evidence led
by prosecution was insufficient, not worthy of credit, inadmissible and as such the
view concluded by learned Court is neither perverse, arbitrary nor artificial and
speculative.
By no stretch of imagination it can be said to be result of mis-reading and nonreading of evidence.
Evidence adduced by prosecution neither fulfills the yardstick enumerated to make
interference in the judgment assailed concluding acquittal nor satisfy the criteria to
act upon the circumstantial evidence.

45.

Epitome of above discussion is that while endorsing the judgment impugned, we
dismiss the appeal.
JUSTICE MRS. ASHRAF JAHAN
MR. JUSTICE MEHMOOD MAQBOOL BAJWA

Dated, Islamabad the
20 September, 2017
M.M Akhlaq
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JUDGMENT:
MEHMOOD MAQBOOL BAJWA, J: Since appeal titled “STATE THROUGH
ADVOCATE-GENERAL KHYBER PAKHTUNKHWA, PESHAWAR VS. SHER
ALI KHAN, ETC.” (Criminal Appeal No.8-P of 2015) is barred by 66 days (as calculated
by office), therefore, through present criminal miscellaneous, premium has been sought for
condonation of delay with the stance contained in para (2) of the petition asserting that
“delay occurred due to procure departmental sanctions etc.”
2.

Learned Assistant Advocate-General submitted that delay is neither intentional
nor deliberate but time was consumed in obtaining sanction for preference of appeal
by competent authority. Further contended that law favours adjudication on merits.

3.

Conscious consideration has been given to the arguments advanced keeping in view
the reason assigned in para (2) of the petition.

4.

According to the proviso of Rule 18 (a) of The Federal Shariat Court (Procedure)
Rules, 1981 (As amended) (Hereinafter called The Rules), Court may for sufficient
cause extend the period.
Expression “sufficient cause” has not been defined in the Rules.

5.

Same words have been used in Section 5 of The Limitation Act, 1908 (IX of 1908)
but have also not been defined.
The Apex Court interpreted the expression in “ABDUL GHANI v GHULAM
SARWAR” (P.L.D. 1977 S.C. 102) as follow:
“It is true that this section does not define sufficient cause but the meaning of this
expression is too well known to need recapitulation, and we would only refer
here to the observations of Kaikaus, J. on this question in Ata Ulla v. Custodian
Evacuee Property PLD 1961 SC 236. “Under section 5 .. the has to be a finding
of sufficient cause. In pre-partition India sufficient cause had been defined as
circumstances beyond the control of the party and I do not know of any case wherein
this definition of sufficient cause had been rejected” We re-affirm these observations
and we any explain here that the burden is on the appellant to prove that his delay
in filing his appeal was on account of circumstances beyond his control, because,
as observed by Sir George Rankin in Kunwar Rajendra Bahadur Singh v. Rai
Rajeshwar Bali and others AIR 1937 PC 276.....….”

6.
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Keeping in view the above-yardstick, we will examine the contention of learned law
Officer and reason incorporated in para (2) of the petition.
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Reason given in the petition is nowhere suggestive, how and why delay occurred
in grant of sanction for preferring appeal. Had there been detail in the petition, we
would have been in a better position to examine whether cause was beyond control
or is result of negligent action and slackness.
7.

We would also like to deal with the cause mentioned in para (2) of the application
taking it as gospel truth, which is re-produced for ready reference:“That when this case is received by this office the case was already time barred and the
delay was neither intentional nor deliberate but occurred due to procure departmental
sanctions etc.”
Similar proposition was moot point before Honourable Supreme Court in
“COMMISSIONER OF INCOME TAX v. Rais PIR AHMAD KHAN” (1981
SCMR 37) and dealing with the same reason, it was concluded that the government
cannot claim to be treated in any manner differently from an ordinary litigant.
Same rule of law was enunciated in “MUHAMMAD BASHIR and another v
PROVINCE OF PUNJAB through Collector of District Gujrat and others”
(2003 SCMR 83) and “CHAIRMAN / SECRETARY, PAKISTAN RAILWAYS,
MINISTRY OF RAILWAYS, GOVERNMENT OF PAKISTAN ISLAMABAD
and others v. MUHAMMAD SHARIF JAVAID WARSI” (P.L.D. 2003 S.C. 6).

8.

It is further to be noted that petitioner was under legal compulsion to explain delay
of each and every day. (See: Sheikh MUHAMMAD SALEEM v FAIZ AHMED
(P.L.D. 2003 S.C. 628) and “COMMISSIONER OF INCOME TAX v Rais PIR
AHMAD KHAN” (1981 SCMR 37).

9.

We are not un-mindful that Ratio expounded in the Reports cited was in cases
of civil nature but no line of distinction and demarcation can be made in civil and
criminal cases.

10.

No doubt law favours adjudication on merits and technicalities should not hamper
the way of justice but it must also be kept in mind that law of limitation is not a mere
technicality. Reliance is placed upon the Rule of law expounded in “MUHAMMAD
ISLAM v. INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF POLICE, ISLAMABAD and others”
(2011 SCMR 8).

11.

Viewed from whichever angle, no case has been made for grant of premium to
condone the delay resulting in dismissal of criminal miscellaneous.
Criminal Appeal No.8-P of 2015
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12.

Since the criminal miscellaneous seeking condonation of delay stands dismissed
and appeal is admittedly barred by time, therefore, Criminal Appeal No.8-P of
2015 is dismissed in limine.
JUSTICE MEHMOOD MAQBOOL BAJWA
JUSTICE DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN

Dated, Peshawar the
15th November, 2017
Mubashir/*
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JUDGMENT:
MEHMOOD MAQBOOL BAJWA, J: Conclusion of trial in Crime Report bearing
No.41 of 2003 registered under Sections 10 and 11 of The Offence of Zina (Enforcement of
Hudood) Ordinance VII of 1979 (President Order No.VII of 1979) (Hereinafter called the
Ordinance) at police station Choubara, District Layyah, resulted in recording judgment of
acquittal by a learned Additional Sessions Judge, Layyah, on 29th November, 2004, assailed
by way of present appeal by Zulfiqar Ali, appellant-complainant.
2.

Initially challan was submitted jointly against three persons including Sarfraz
Ahmad (Hereinafter called the respondent) but later on local police was required
to submit separate Report under Section 173 of The Code of Criminal Procedure,
1898 (Act V of 1898) (Hereinafter called The Code) as the respondent was declared
“child” within the meaning of Section 2(b) of The Juvenile Justice System Ordinance,
2000 (XXII of 2000).

3.

As per accusation contained in the F.I.R. (Ex.PB-1) recorded on the strength of
written application (Ex.PB) of appellant, the respondent alongwith his two unknown
associates caught hold of his daughter, Mst. Raheela Parveen, (victim) (P.W.4),
when on 5th of Mach, 2003, at about 9:00 p.m. she went out to ease herself. As the
victim did not come back even after considerable time, therefore, due to anxiety,
the appellant alongwith his brother, Muhammad Rafique (P.W.7) and Muhammad
Siddique started search and at the distance of about one rectangle from his house,
near the tree, report of weeping was heard, upon which they all rushed to the pointed
place, saw the victim in the grip of three persons including respondent in the nearby
field of gram. The victim was laid on earth by the said accused. Due to extension
of threats, the appellant fell down. Finding an opportunity, the respondent and his
associates fled away while taking victim.
F.I.R. further reveals that on 7th of March, 2003 at about 9:00 a.m. one Shimla
Ranjha and his two sons dropped the victim to the house of appellant who provided
shelter to her in their house at night who got an opportunity to escape.
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4.

Heard adversaries and perused the record.

5.

Learned counsel for the appellant contended that the respondent was nominated in
the F.I.R. with specific role of commission of Zina-bil-Jabar, as deposed by victim
(P.W.4), finding support from the evidence of appellant (P.W.5) and an eye-witness,
Muhammad Rafique (P.W.7). Submitted that all the three witnesses with one voice
narrated the mode and manner of occurrence which could not be shaken in crossexamination. Argued the undue importance was given by the learned Trial Court
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to the minor discrepancies in the statements of appellant (P.W.5) and eye-witness
(P.W.7) which are natural due to lapse of time.
Continuing the arguments, it was submitted that statement of victim (P.W.5)
coupled with Medico-Legal Certificate (Ex.PC) and statement of Dr. Rizwana
Rafique (P.W.8) was sufficient to prove the charge against the respondent.
To substantiate the contention, help was sought from the dictum laid down
in “SHAHZAD alias SHADDU V. THE STATE” (2002 SCMR 1009), and
“SHAKEEL and 5 others V. THE STATE” (PLD 2010 SC 47).
6.

Taking us to the case of prosecution setup in the F.I.R. (Ex.PB-1) and statement of
Zulfiqar Ali, appellant (P.W.5), it was argued by learned Counsel for the respondent
that F.I.R. was lodged with delay of more than two days and no justified cause was
shown for such delay, sufficient to put serious dent in the case of prosecution.
Referring to the statements of victim (P.W.4), appellant (P.W.5) and Muhammad
Rafique, an eye-witness (P.W.7), it was submitted that there are material
contradictions in it besides dishonest improvements, sufficient to brush aside the
evidence and as such no exception can be taken to the conclusion arrived at by the
learned Trial Court.

7.

Exercising right of rebuttal, the learned Counsel for the appellant submitted the
delay in lodging F.I.R has been explained in the F.I.R. (Ex.PB-1) and the appellant
in his statement as P.W.5 also put explanation that due to request of Mushtaq,
Bashir, Akhtar, etc., to forgive the respondent and others, he did not promptly
report the matter to police.

8.

Prior to re-appraisal of evidence in the light of arguments, pro and contra, canvassed,
it is desirable to make reference to the yardstick to set at naught the conclusion
recording acquittal.
Moot point was examined by Apex Court in “Sheo Swarup and others Vs. King
Emperor” (AIR 1934 P.C. 227 (2), “MUHAMMAD ASHIQ VS. ALLAH
BAKHSH and another” (PLD 1957 Supreme Court (Pak) 293) “LALU Vs. THE
STATE” (PLD 1959 Supreme Court (Pak) 258), “GHULAM SIKANDAR
AND ANOTHER V. MAMRAZ KHAN AND OTHERS” (PLD 1985 SC 11),
“MUHAMMAD KHAN V. MAULA BAKHSH and another” (1998 SCMR
570), “FAZALUR REHMAN Vs. ABDUL GHANI AND ANOTHER” (PLD
1977 SC 529), “ABDUR RASHID VS. UMID ALI and 2 others” (PLD 1975 SC
227), “THE STATE and others V. ABDUL KHALIQ and others (PLD 2011 SC
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554), “MUHAMMAD ZAFAR and another v. RUSTAM ALI and others” (2017
SCMR 1639) and “Mst. ANWAR BEGUM v. AKHTAR HUSSAIN alias KAKA
and 2 others” (2017 SCMR 1710).
Perusal of the case-law suggests following points to be kept in view while deciding
appeal against acquittal:(i)

Having Judgment of acquittal in his favour, there is a double presumption of
innocence in favour of person acquitted.

(ii)

Slowness of the appellate court to set at naught the conclusion of Trial
Court recording acquittal having opportunity to watch the demeanor of the
witnesses.

(iii)

View of the Trial Court as to the credibility of witnesses.

(iv)

Right of the accused to the benefit of any reasonable doubt.

(v)

Judgment based on evidence or otherwise (mis-reading and non-reading of
evidence).

(vi)

Receipt of any evidence illegally.

Possibility of formulation of other view keeping in view the evidence by itself would
be no ground for interference.
9.

Keeping in view the above-yardstick, evidence has to be re-appraised.

10.

Implication of respondent in the crime report was heavily canvassed by learned
Counsel for the appellant in order to substantiate culpability of appellant. Factual
position explained though cannot be questioned but we regret to share and endorse
the legal consequences highlighted.
Occurrence took place on 5th of March, 2009 at 9:00 p.m. Mst. Raheela Parveen,
victim (P.W.4) as per prosecution case was brought to the house of appellant on 7th
of March, 2003. The appellant submitted application in writing to get the F.I.R.
recorded on 8th of March, 2003, upon the strength of which crime report was lodged
on 9th of March, 2003.
Delay in lodging F.I.R. is an important factor. Though attempt was made by the
appellant to justify delay by adding in report (Exh.PB-1) that respectables of
locality were making request for compromise but their names and other particulars
were not disclosed. We are conscious that appellant (P.W.5) in his statement
disclosed the names of said persons but it appears to be an afterthought. Others
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particulars alongwith social status of said persons was not disclosed. Omission, in
our considered view, is significant, deliberate and thus fatal to the case of appellant.
Element of deliberation and pre-meditation in the circumstances qua the respondent
cannot be ruled out, sufficient to put a serious dent in the case of prosecution. Reliance
is placed upon the dictum laid down in “FARMAN AHMED V. MUHAMMAD
INAYAT and others” (2007 SCMR 1825) and “MUSHTAQ HUSSAIN and
another Vs. THE STATE” (2011 SCMR 45).
11.

Even if element of delay is ignored, it would not improve the case of appellant in
view of discussion going to be made in the proceeding paras. We are also conscious
that delay in lodging F.I.R. can be ignored if the ocular account is found convincing
and trustworthy as held in “MUHAMMAD MUSHTAQ V. THE STATE” (PLD
2001 S.C. 107) but the Ratio referred to will not advance plea of appellant for
mani-fold reasons, to be enumerated.

12.

Question of credibility of witnesses including victim (P.W.4) is another important
fact upon which submissions were made from both sides. As observed earlier,
occurrence took place on 5th of March, 2003 at 9:00 p.m. while application (Ex.PB)
for registration of case was made on 8th of March, 2003 and F.I.R. was reduced into
writing on 9th of March, 2003. However, statement of Muhammad Rafique (P.W.7),
an eye-witness under Section 161 of The Code was recorded on 12th of March,
2003. The victim, Mst. Raheela Parveen (P.W.4) who came back to the house of
appellant on 7th of March, 2003 was medically examined on 9th of March, 2003 but
her statement too, strangely enough, was recorded on 12th of March, 2003.
Statements of both the witnesses (P.W.4-P.W.7) and even that of appellant
(complainant) (P.W.5) does not suggest any compulsion to justify such delay. Their
statements are nowhere suggestive of any malice on the part of Investigation Officer
to justify the delay.
Resultantly, how reliance can be placed upon the respective statements of victim
(P.W.4) and an eye-witness (P.W.7)? We are fortified in our view by law laid down
in “Syed SAEED MUHAMMAD SHAH and another Vs. THE STATE” (1993
SCMR 550), “GHULAM QADIR and 2 others V. THE STATE” (2008 SCMR
1221), and “MUHAMMAD ASIF V. THE STATE” (2017 SCMR 486).

13.

Question of credibility of witnesses has to be examined from another angle as well.
As per allegations contained in the F.I.R. (Ex.PB-1), the victim was laid to earth
by the respondent and his associates, when the appellant (P.W.5), Muhammad
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Rafique (P.W.7) and Muhammad Siddique (since given up) reached at the place of
occurrence. Accusation does not suggest commission of Zina by respondent with
victim in the presence of complainant and eye-witnesses. The appellant (P.W.5)
did not state commission of Zina by respondent at the said place but Muhammad
Rafique (P.W.7) turned the table by deposing that they all saw the respondent
committing Zina with victim under tree. He was confronted with his statement
under Section 161 of The Code, copy of which is Exh.DB, which does not suggest
any such allegation.
The appellant (P.W.5) and eye-witness (P.W.7) are not in agreement with each
other on this aspect. Statement of the victim (P.W.4) when examined also does not
suggest the commission of Zina by respondent in the presence of appellant and

eye-witnesses. Analysis of her deposition clearly reveals that the appellant and eyewitnesses attracted to the spot on raising alarm by her when the act complained of
was complete.
Even if it is presumed that coitus was done in the presence of witnesses, it cannot
be acted upon keeping in view the contents of F.I.R (Ex.PB-1) and deposition of
appellant as referred earlier.
Since Muhammad Rafique (P.W.7) did not disclose factum of commission of Zina
by respondent in their view in his statement before police, therefore, his deposition
as a witness on this aspect is result of dishonest improvement, sufficient to brush
aside his deposition. Reliance is placed upon the dictum laid down in “FARMAN
AHMED V. MUHAMMAD INAYAT and others” (2007 SCMR 1825)
“AKHTAR ALI and others Vs. THE STATE” (2008 SCMR 6) and “SARDAR
BIBI and another V. MUNIR AHMED and others” (2017 SCMR 344).
14.

It is the case of prosecution that victim (P.W.4) was also subject to Zina-bil-Jabar at
some un-known place which fact was also disclosed by her as a witness. Admittedly,
there is no eye-witness of this occurrence.
Scanning of the statement of victim reveals that she made conscious improvements
while appearing as a witness. She in her statement disclosed that respondent pointed
pistol on her neck and threatened to murder her if she does not act according to his
command. The said fact was not disclosed by her in statement recorded by I.O. as is
evident from copy of said statement (Ex.DA), with which she was confronted. She
also named the associates of respondents in her deposition but their names were
not highlighted in the statement under reference (Ex.DA). She in her statement
(P.W.4) also named Shimla Ranjaha who according to her provided shelter to her in
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his house. Same fact was also not disclosed by her during the course of investigation
as is evident from Ex.DA. We have just given few examples of improvements.
Wisdom behind the improvements was to justify her omission suggesting inaction
and resistance.
Pursuant to above, we are not inclined to believe, rely and act upon the statement
of victim.
15.

Since statement of victim does not inspire confidence, therefore, Rule of law
expounded in “SHAHZAD alias SHADDU V. THE STATE” (2002 SCMR
1009), and “SHAKEEL and 5 others V. THE STATE” (PLD 2010 SC 47), cited
at bar by learned Counsel for the appellant is of little help to the appellant.

16.

While re-appraising evidence, we have also noticed the conduct of appellant (P.W.5)
and eye-witness (P.W.7). Though it is the case of prosecution that respondent
threatened to murder appellant and eye-witnesses in case of intervention but there
is nothing on record to substantiate the allegation that respondent was armed.
Crime report (Ex.PB-1) does not specially suggest it. Reply given in crossexamination by victim (P.W.4) when she was confronted with her statement under
Section 161 of The Code has made it vividly clear that it was improvement on the
part of victim deposing that respondent had weapon. It demonstrates deliberate
attempt to justify omission of the appellant and witnesses who even did not raise
noise while watching the occurrence.

17.

There is another aspect which cast serious doubt about the veracity and probability
of prosecution version.
According to the appellant (P.W.5) initially he went alone to trace victim and he
heard “cry of Mst. Raheela from a distance of one square beneath the tree of Beri.
I came back and called my brothers Siddique and Muhammad Rafique, Thereafter
we three brothers went to search for Raheela Bibi.”
Suffice it to state that the way appellant behaved cannot be expected from father.

18.

There is another important factor which had put another dent to the case of
prosecution. According to the appellant, Shimla Ranjha alongwith his two sons
dropped the victim at his residence. If it was so, the prosecution should have
produced said Ranjha to substantiate the allegations. It was the best evidence which
was withheld by prosecution, sufficient to draw adverse presumption under Article
129(g) of The Qanun-e-Shahadat Order, 1984 (President Order No.10 of 1984).
(SEE “LAL KHAN VS. THE STATE” (2006 SCMR 1846).
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19.

Opinion of lady Dr. Rizwana Rafique (P.W.8) in the light of report of chemical
examiner (Ex.PE) about the commission of sexual intercourse with the victim
being corroborative piece of evidence by itself would not prove the case of appellant
in view of discussion made in preceding paragraphs.

20.

Viewed from whichever angle, conclusion drawn by learned Trial Court recording
acquittal of respondent is neither perverse nor speculative and as such we do not
find any merit in appeal.

21.

On 18th of October, 2017, after hearing arguments, we dismissed the appeal through
short order. Above-mentioned are the reasons to dismiss the appeal.
MR. JUSTICE MEHMOOD MAQBOOL BAJWA
MR. JUSTICE SH. NAJAM UL HASAN
CHIEF JUSTICE
MR. JUSTICE DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN

Dated, Lahore the
20th October, 2017
Mubashir*
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JUDGMENT.
ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI, J. Through this single Judgment we shall dispose of
Jail Criminal Appeal No.02/I of 2016 filed by Arshad and Jail Criminal Appeal No.10/I
of 2016 filed by Javed both sons of Khushdil as both the matters are outcome of the same
judgment dated 11.10.2011passed by the learned District & Sessions Judge/ Judge Juvenile
Court, Charsadda in case FIR No.1437 dated 08.11.2009 registered Under Section 17(4)
of Offences Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 at police station
Charsadda, whereby both the accused/appellants were convicted under section 396-PPC
and sentenced to life imprisonment each with a fine of Rs:70,000/- each or in default to
further undergo for six months S.I. Benefit of Section 382-B Cr.P.C. was extended to the
appellants.
2.

It is prosecution case that on 08.11.2009, complainant Muhammad Iqbal reported
the case to the police that Irfanullah (deceased) was his maternal nephew and he
had purchased Generator Tractor for him to earn his livelihood. On 08.10.2009 he
had gone for the purpose of earning his livelihood and on that very day at 05 p.m.
he informed the complainant through his mobile phone No.0313-9894157 that he
was hired for taking maize from Sardheri to Dargai in his generator tractor trolley.
After some while, he tried to contact him but in vain as his mobile was off and
from that very day neither had he returned back to home nor his whereabouts were
known to him. The said report was incorporated into Naqal Mad No.22 dated
12.10.2009 and inquiry under section 156(2) Cr.P.C was conducted and during
inquiry it came into notice that the offence was committed by accused/appellants.
The accused were arrested and during interrogation the accused disclosed that
they have committed the offence. The accused also made pointation of the place
of offence, wherefrom skeleton of human body and pieces of clothes of deceased
Irfanullah were recovered in the presence of complainant, who identified the same
to be the clothes of deceased Irfanullah. On such report of the complainant and
murasila Ex.PA/1, FIR No.1437 (Ex.PA) dated 08.11.2009 under Section 17(4)
of Offences Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979, police
station Charsadda was registered against the accused.

3.
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The case was duly investigated. The accused were arrested on 09.11.2009 and
statements of PWs were recorded under Section 161 Cr.P.C. against the appellants
to face trial, the learned trial Court framed charge against the accused on 29.04.2010
under Section 17(4) of Offences Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood)
Ordinance, 1979. Both the accused did not plead guilty and claimed trial.
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4.

At the trial, prosecution examined six (06) witnesses. P.W-1 is Rohan Zeb Khan
SHO, who submitted complete challan against the accused Sher Dil, Khushdil,
Javed and Arshad; P.W-2 Amir Rahman, ASHO is the Investigating Officer of
the case, who deposed that while conducting inquiry under section 156(2) Cr.P.C.
he was informed by the informer that the offence had been committed by accused
Khushdil alongwith his sons namely Sher Dil and Javed etc, he arrested Sher
Dil and interrogated him and during interrogation the accused disclosed that
two days back their father Khushdil with brother Javed, Arshad and Said Amin
Shah booked generator tractor of Irfanullah and brought him to Sheikh Abad
and they after snatching the said tractor killed him and threw the dead body in
sugarcane crops. They sold out the said generator tractor to one Wisal. After the
said disclosure the complainant alongwith accused Sher Dil and on the pointation
of accused few pieces of clothes of deceased Irfanullah were taken into possession
and thereafter complainant reported about the murder of deceased Irfanullah
committed by accused/appellants and for snatching of tractor trolley from deceased.
He also reduced the report of complainant into murasila Ex.PA/1 into writing,
produced recovery memo Ex.PW-2/1, arrested accused Sherdil vide card of arrest
Ex.PW-2/2; P.W-3 is Amir Muhammad HC, who reduced into writing the report
of Muhammad Iqbal complainant into Naqal Mad No.22 dated 12.10.2009; P.W-4
is Muhammad Iqbal complainant, who narrated the same facts as mentioned in the
FIR; P.W-5 is Bakht Zaman Inspector, who deposed that after receipt of copy of
FIR Ex.PA and murasila Ex.PA/1 proceeded to the place of occurrence alongwith
Amir Rehman SI, who produced the site plan Ex.PW-5/1, on his instruction Badan
Khan S.I. applied for 07 days police custody vide application Ex.PW-5/2 of accused
Sherdil. He deposed that accused Sherdil during police custody led the police party
to his house wherefrom one 30 bore pistol bearing No.4146 loaded with three live
rounds as case property, one mobile set Nokia 1110 with a sim belonging to deceased
Irfanullah and 11 CNICs belonging to different persons alongwith of deceased
Irfanullah were recovered vide recovery memo Ex.PW-4/1, arrested accused Sher
Dil , Javed , Arshad and Said Amin Shah vide card of arrest Ex.PW-5/3 and from
the possession of accused Khush Dil recovered mobile Motorola model I-C.117
alongwith sim, from the possession of accused Javed one mobile LG vide recovery
memo Ex.PW-4/1, produced accused Khushdil, Javed, Arshad and Said Amin
Shah before the Ilaqa/Judicial Magistrate for obtaining police custody vide his
application Ex.P.W-5/4, he also recovered the tractor trolley of deceased Irfanullah
from accused Wisal and separate case was registered in this regard and P.W-6
Rizwanullah Khan, ASI who incorporated the contents of murasila into FIR Ex.PA.
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5.

After close of prosecution evidence, statement of the appellants were recorded under

section 342 Cr.P.C. wherein they denied the allegation levelled against them by

prosecution. They did not opt to record their statement on oath as envisaged under
section 340(2) Cr.P.C. nor to produce any witness in their defence. The learned

trial Court concluded the proceedings by means of judgment dated 11.10.2011

whereby the appellants were convicted and sentenced in the aforementioned terms.

The appellants being aggrieved by the impugned judgment preferred these appeals.
6.

Malik Abdul Haq, learned counsel for the appellants contended that the appellants

have not been directly nominated in the report of complainant party, which was taken
into writing as per Mad No.22 dated 12.10.2009 of missing of the deceased after

delay of four days; that complainant PW-4 is close relative (uncle of the deceased),
being interested witness; that the recovery of skeleton and clothes on the pointation
of the accused/appellants is doubtful; that the record and evidence are silent about
the safe custody of the crime articles hold such deficiency on the part of prosecution
reacts its case as no crime weapon has been recovered; that there is no medical

report; that the accused have not make confession before Judicial Magistrate, as
neither they were produced nor signed the confession, and Judicial Magistrate

has not adopted the proper procedure required for recording the confessional

statement; that the statement of complainant and PWs suffer from discrepancies,
inconsistencies and improvement; that there exists material contradiction in the

contents of case FIR and statements of the PWs recorded under Section 164Cr.P.C.
and in the Court during the trial; that prosecution miserably failed to prove its case
against the appellants; that the case of prosecution is full of doubt, therefore, the

benefit of doubt may be extended to the appellants as matter of right; he lastly
submits that the learned trial Court without appreciation of evidence convicted

and sentenced the appellants which is not sustainable in the eye of law and the

appellants are entitled to clean acquittal. In support of his contentions reliance are
placed as under:-

7.

1957 PLD SC (Pak)257,

2012 SLR (FSC) 508 ca,

2012 SLR (FSC) 625 cb,

1987 SCMR 1177,

1991 PLJ (LHR) 396,

1973 PLD SC 49,

1985 PLD SS (AJK) 125,

1981 SCMR 435,

2005 YLR 2032,

2005 PLD SC 63 at pg 75,

2004 SCMR 1178,

2007 PLD SC 539.

Conversely, Mr. Arshad Ahmad Khan, Assistant Advocate General, Khyber

Pakhtunkhwa defended the judgment of the learned trial Court and contended that
the FIR has been lodged without any consultation or fabrication; that the recovery
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of human skeleton from the spot confirmed the venue of occurrence, are matching
and positive; that one country made pistol, eleven identity cards including the card
of the deceased and a chain eight feet long were recovered from the box of the house
of co-accused Sherdil; that on the pointation of co-accused Sherdil the police party
recovered the tractor and trolley from the shop of Kamran mechanic; that there is
no chance of false charge, he lastly submits that the prosecution has proved its case
against the appellants beyond any shadow of doubt; the involvement of accused/
appellants in this case is fully established; he sought dismissal of the appeals.
8.

We have heard the learned counsel for the appellants, as well as learned Assistant
Advocate General, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and have gone through the record.

9.

It is an admitted fact that there is no eye witness of the incident and the case
of prosecution hinges upon circumstantial evidence, which has been collected by
prosecution in the shape of recovery of skeleton of deceased as well as NIC, mobile
phone of deceased and robbed generator tractor trolley on pointation of co-accused
Sherdil. According to prosecution that crime weapon i.e. pistol was also recovered
on pointation of co-accused Sherdil from his residential room. Now we deal with
the recoveries one by one.

10.

So far as the recovery of skeleton of deceased Irfanullah on pointation of co-accused
Sherdil from a field of sugarcane is concerned, the same is not helpful to the case
of prosecution, because admittedly no post mortem/medical report is available
on record to show that the alleged recovered skeleton was of deceased Irfanullah.
Though the complainant Muhammad Iqbal (PW-4) had claimed that he had
identified the skeleton and clothes recovered on pointation of co-accused Sherdil
were of deceased Irfanullah, as deceased used to sew his clothes from the tailor
shop of one Amjad, but surprisingly neither the concerned doctor who conducted
postmortem was produced in the Court at the time of trial, nor said tailor Amjad
was examined by prosecution in support of its case.

11.

Apart from that PW-2 Amir Rehman ASHO, who had carried out proceeding
under section 156(2) Cr.PC, while replying a question stated that from skeleton it
could not be deciphered that the skeleton belonged to male or female human being,
or an animal. Meaning thereby, that in absence any postmortem/medical report is
not safe to conclude/rely that alleged skeleton was of deceased Irfanullah.

12.

Secondly, the recovery of crime weapon pistol and live rounds on pointation of
co-accused Sherdil from his residential room is also not helpful to the case of
prosecution because neither any empties had been recovered from the place of
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occurrence, nor any matching report had been obtained. Even no medical report is
available to ascertain that deceased had received any bullet injuries.
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13.

Moreover, the recovery of mobile phone and sim belonging to deceased on
pointation of co-accused Sherdil is also doubtful as no document is available on
record to conclude that the alleged recovered mobile Nokia alongwith sim belonged
to deceased or it was in his use. Even no data has been collected to confirm that the
said phone sim was in use of deceased.

14.

According to prosecution that eleven NICs including one of deceased were also
recovered on pointation of co-accused Sherdil from his residential room. So far the
recovery of NIC of deceased is concerned, the same too is not helpful to the case
of prosecution, because the alleged room from where the NICs were recovered was
not in exclusive use and occupation of co-accused Sherdil, on whose pointation
alleged recovery was made, nor the independent recovery mashir namely Sartaj
Naib Nazim was produced by prosecution in support of its case before the trial
Court at the time of trial. The alleged recovery of pistol, NICs and mobile phone
further stands highly doubtful as the recovery mashir, who is also the complainant
of the case, has remained present at each and every place of recovery which shows
his interestedness, as he is relative of the deceased. The sole independent witness/
recovery mashir namely Sartaj who was the Naib Nazim of the area (Assara Yasinzai)
not examined by prosecution in corroboration of the recoveries.

15.

Moreover, the case of the prosecution further stands highly doubtful in view of the
FIR lodged by complainant with delay of about one month which has remained
un-explained. According to record that alleged incident took place on 08.10.2009,
while the FIR was chalked on the request of complainant on 08.11.2009, whereas
the complainant states that on 12.10.2009, he repotted the matter to police which
was reduced into writing vide Mad No.22 of the Roznamacha, but it is astonishing
to note that what prevented the complainant from registering/chalking formal FIR
on 12.10.2009, if the accused/culprits otherwise were unknown.

16.

According to prosecution story that police came to know through informer
that appellants had committed the offence and co-accused Sherdil was arrested
and on his pointation alleged recoveries including the skeleton of deceased was
made on 08.11.2009. It was also the case of prosecution that co-accused Sherdil
during interrogation made disclosure and implicated the appellants but neither any
disclosure memo has been prepared nor got exhibited before the trial Court. It is also
an admitted fact that accused were produced before concerned Judicial Magistrate
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for getting recorded their confessional statements under section 164 Cr.P.C. but
they refused to do so, which further makes the case of prosecution highly doubtful.
17.

It may not be out of place to mention here, that prosecution also failed to produce
the alleged recovered robbed generator tractor trolley, which was recovered on
pointation of accused, nor made it article in the Court, which further casts doubt to
the case of the prosecution.

18.

The appellants in their statements recorded under section 342-Cr.P.C. have fully
denied the case of prosecution and adopted plea of innocence. Careful perusal of
the record shows that no incriminating evidence has been collected against the
appellants to connect them with the commission of offence.

19.

The record reveals that prosecution has been unable to collect concrete evidence
against appellants which could have been made a base for their conviction but the
learned trial Court without proper appreciation of evidence convicted and sentenced
the appellants which calls for interference on the part of this Court. As such the Jail
Criminal Appeal No.02/I of 2016 and Jail Criminal Appeal No.10/I of 2016) filed
by the appellants are hereby accepted and the judgment dated 11.10.2011passed by
the learned trial Court whereby the convict/appellants were convicted and sentenced
is set aside. Consequently the appellants namely Arshad and Javed sons of Khushdil
are acquitted of the charge. The appellants be set at liberty forthwith if not required
in any other case.
(MR. JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI)
( JUSTICE MRS. ASHRAF JAHAN)

Announced on ____________
at Islamabad.
Zain/*
Approved for reporting
Judge
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JUDGMENT.
ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI, J. The appellants Khushdil son of Wazeer and
Sherdil son of Khushdil, through this jail criminal appeal, have assailed the judgment dated
24.01.2012 passed by the learned Additional Sessions Judge-II Charsadda in case FIR
No.448 dated 19.08.2009 registered under section 17(4) of Offences Against Property
(Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 read with sections 413 and 414 of Pakistan
Penal Code at police station Sardheri, whereby the accused/appellants were convicted under
section 396-PPC and sentenced to life imprisonment each with a fine of Rs.1,00,000/each or in default to further undergo six months S.I. Benefit of section 382-B Cr.P.C. was
extended to the appellants.
The co-accused namely Asghar was acquitted of the charge by giving him the benefit of
doubt, while co-accused namely wisal was convicted under section 412 PPC and sentenced
to seven years R.I. with fine of Rs.50,000/- or in default to further undergo six months S.I.
by the learned trial Court in the same impugned judgment but he has not preferred any
appeal against his conviction.
Initially, the convict/appellants Khushdil and Sherdil filed their appeals against their
conviction before the Hon’ble Peshawar High Court, Peshawar, which were later on
transmitted to this Court by Peshawar High Court, Peshawar due to lack of jurisdiction.

2.

Brief facts of the prosecution case are that on 19.08.2009 complainant
Mukhtiar Khan, ASI police station Sardheri received spy information
about a dead body of an unknown person lying in the fields of one
Marjan Khan near Nisata Road. The police rushed to the spot and
found a dead body of a man wearing qamees, shalwar, banyan and black
chappal murdered by means of fire arms; complainant prepared injury
sheet and inquest report, drafted the murasila and sent the dead body
for postmortem to Civil Hospital Charsadda and murasila was also
sent to the police station for registration of FIR. On such report of
the complainant and murasila Ex.PA/1, FIR No.448 (Ex.PA) dated
19.08.2009 under section 302 PPC was registered against unknown
accused.

3.

Investigation of the case was accordingly conducted and challan was submitted
against all the accused before the learned trial court. Case of other co-accused
persons Arshad and Javaid was separated and after determination of their age by the
medical board constituted for the purpose, challan under Juvenile Justice System
Ordinance, 2000 was submitted accordingly.
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4.

The accused were in custody in another case FIR No.1437 at police station Charsadda
and they were also arrested in the case in hand. After investigation appellants were
sent to face trial; the learned trial Court framed charge against the accused on
06.04.2010 under section 17(4) of Offences Against Property (Enforcement of
Hudood) Ordinance, 1979. The accused did not plead guilty and claimed trial.

5.

At the trial, prosecution produced fourteen (14) witnesses. P.W-1 Dr. Ayaz SMO,
who conducted autopsy on the dead body on 19.08.2009 at 11.45 a.m. and opined
that the deceased died due to firearm injuries to brain vital centrus. Shalwar, Qamees
and Banyan were handed over to police. Probable time between injury and death :
within a few minutes, between death and postmortem : about 12 to 20 hours. The
P.M. report Ex.P.M consisting of six sheets alongwith pictorial were admitted to

be in his hand writing and bears his signature. The injury sheet and inquest report
were also endorsed by him which are Ex.P.M/1 and Ex.P.M/2 respectively. P.W-2
Fazal Gul constable, who escorted the dead body of the deceased from the spot
to the mortuary, he is the marginal witness to the recovery memos (Ex.P.W-2/1).
P.W-3 Fazal Subhan ASI, is the marginal witness of recovery memo, he produced
original Identity Card of deceased as Ex.P.W-3/1. P.W-4 Mukhtiar Khan S.I. is the
complainant of the case and narrated the same facts as mentioned in the prosecution
story. P.W-5 Miss Nusrat Yasmeen, Additional Sessions Judge (the then Judicial
Magistrate), who had recorded the confessional statement of accused Khushdil
and Sherdil. Memorandums of inquiry alongwith certificate are Ex.P.W-5/1 to 5/4
respectively. P.W-6 Amir Muhammad Khan, ASI is the Investigating Officer of the
case. He deposed that on receipt of copy of FIR, he proceeded to the spot, prepared
the site plan Ex.PB, took into possession Qamees as P-1, Shalwar brown colour
P-2, white banyan P-3 and chappal P-4 and prepared recovery memo Ex.P.W-6/1,
took into possession blood stained garments, blood stained earth. Produced recovery
memo of photographs of the deceased as Ex.P.W-6/2 and had taken thumb
impression of the deceased through finger prints slip as Ex.P.W-6/3, received report
of FSL regarding blood stained earth as Ex.P.W-6/4, recorded statements of PWs,
made an application for the custody of the accused vide application Ex.P.W-6/5
and Ex.P.W-6/6; during interrogation on the pointation of accused, addition was
made in the site plan which is reflected with red pen as Ex.PB, recovered NIC of the
deceased and examined the widow of the deceased u/s 161 Cr.P.C. , who identified
the clothes, chappal, N.I.C. and photograph of her husband. He produced her in
the court of Judicial Magistrate vide his application Ex.P.W-6/7, where she got
recorded her statement u/s 164 Cr.p.C. as Ex.P.W-6/8, produced accused alongwith
co-accused before the Court again for confessional statement vide his application
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Ex.P.W-6/9, made an application Ex.P.W-6/10 in the Court for the arrest of accused
Wisal through Zameema Bey and after the formal arrest of the accused he was
produced before the Court for police custody through his application Ex.P.W-6/11,
recovered carry Dabba on the pointation of accused Wisal and a separate case F.I.R
No.1454 dated 13.11.2009 under section 412/413 PPC was registered in police
station Charsadda, copy of recovery memo is Ex.P.W-6/12, took into possession
the copy of registration book of the vehicle which is Ex.P.W-6/13 produced by
Ghulam Muhammad. After expiry of the police custody of Muhammad Wisal
he produced him again before the Court for recording his confession vide his
application Ex.P.W-6/14. He also made application for obtaining process under
sections 204 and 87 Cr.P.C. vides his applications Ex.P.W-6/15-16 respectively.
P.W-7 Tauheed Khan, who produced accused Asghar before the Judicial Magistrate
for police custody. P.W-8 Muhammad Iqbal is the marginal witness to recovery
memo Ex.P.W-6/14. In his presence police recovered his tractor generator in scrape
form alongwith trolley and carry Dabba bearing Chassis No.807798 from the shop
of Kamran Mechanic. P.W-9 is Mst. Nazia, widow of deceased Abid Hussain, as
per her statement, her husband was a taxi driver of carry Dabba No.3955 LHJ blue
colour owned by one Ghulam Muhammad alias Babu resident of Karawan Road
Mardan, on 16.08.2009 her husband left the house in the above mentioned carry
pickup for earning his livelihood, but he did not come back. They started search
meanwhile the Charsadda police informed that they have arrested the accused
Khushdil son of Wazir Muhammad, Sher Dil, Javaid and Arshad sons of Khushdil
and recovered the N.I.C. of her husband. They also informed her that the wife
of accused Khushdil namely Shakila had informed them that the accused are the
residents of Ibrahimzai, Sardheri and they have brought her husband on the pretext
of picking the patient to the Ibrahimzai where they have snatched the carry Dabba
from her husband forcibly and sold out the same to accused Wisal son of Shah
Zada and they also killed her husband in the near field. She identified her husband
from N.I.C., clothes and pictures. She charged the accused for the murder of her
husband. P.W-10 Ghulam Muhammad, the owner of carry Dabba being driven
by deceased as taxi, deposed that he has also made a report to the police station
City Mardan which was reduced into writing in the shape of Mad No.42 dated
30.08.2009 which is Ex.P.W-10/1 and the said carry Dabba was returned to him on
the order of Peshawar High Court Peshawar vide order dated 26.11.2010, produced
attested copy of order as Ex.P.W-10/2, further deposed that the colour of the
vehicle was blue but it was changed by the accused into cream colour, the chassis
number was also damaged by the accused and the vehicle was identified from its
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engine number. P.W-11 Moharrir, produced various N.I.Cs to the I.O. who took
into possession the NIC of deceased Abid Hussain which is Ex.P-5. P.W-12 Fazal
Badshah, ASI, the marginal witness to the recovery memos through which the
Investigating Officer recovered and took into possession blood stained earth, blood
stained straws and blood stained garments of the deceased consisting of qameez
P-1, shalwar P-2 and banyan P-3. He is also the marginal witness to the pointation
memo (Ex.P.W-6/37) by which the accused led the police party to their house
where they had fastened the deceased and snatched vehicle and thereafter they
made pointation of the spot where they killed the deceased. P.W-13 Hairan Shah
DFC, who was entrusted with warrant u/s 204 Cr.P.C and proclamation notice
u/s 87 Cr.P.C against accused Asghar. P.W-14 Ameer Hussain SHO, submitted
complete challan Ex.P.K and Ex.PK/1 respectively against the accused.
6.

On close of prosecution evidence the statement of convicts/ appellants were recorded
under section 342 Cr.P.C. wherein they denied the allegations levelled against
them by prosecution. All the convicts/appellants neither got recorded statement on
oath as envisaged under section 340(2) Cr.P.C. nor produced any witness in their
defence. At the close of trial, learned trial court vide impugned judgment convicted
and sentenced the convicts/appellants in the manner as mentioned above. Being
aggrieved and dissatisfied from the judgment passed by the learned trial court dated
24.01.2012, the appellants filed the instant appeal.

7.

Mr. Aftab Ahmed Khan, learned counsel for the appellants contended that it is
an un-witnessed incident as none has seen the appellants committed the offence.
The case of the prosecution rests upon retracted confessions which cannot be made
a base for conviction without any other independent corroboration. He further
argued that learned trial court without proper appreciation of evidence convicted
and sentenced the appellants and impugned judgment is not tenable in the eye of
law. In support of his contentions reliance are placed as under:SCMR 2013 pg 383, SCMR 2007 pg 670, SCMR 2010 Pg 1604
SCMR 2004 Pg 209, P.Cr.LJ 2006 Pg 1516, P.Cr.LJ Pg 1989 Pg 1738

8.
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Conversely, Mr. Arshad Ahmad Khan, Assistant Advocate General, Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa defended judgment of the learned trial court and contended that FIR
of the occurrence was lodged without any consultation or fabrication and recovery
of dead body from the spot corroborates the venue of occurrence; the confessional
statement, recovery of vehicle and NIC of deceased on pointation of appellants
connect them with the commission of offence and defence could not point out any
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illegality or irregularity in the impugned judgment. The involvement of accused/
appellants in this case is fully established; he sought dismissal of appeal.
9.

We have heard learned counsel for the appellants as well as learned Assistant
Advocate General, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and have gone through the record.

10.

It is an admitted fact that there is no direct ocular evidence about the guilt of the
appellants, but the prosecution has established the case against the appellants by
producing concrete circumstantial evidence in the shape of confessional statements
made by appellants, recovery of robbed vehicle on the pointation of accused Wisal
and recovery of NIC of deceased from the house of appellants.

11.

It is evident from the record that appellants Khushdil, Sherdil and Javaid after arrest
got recorded their confessional statements on 16.11.2009 before concerned Judicial
Magistrate (P.W-5). In their confessional statements accused/appellants have given
an account of the incident and have admitted that they had hired the vehicle carry
Dabba as taxi and then driver Abid Hussain was murdered by means of firing. All
the appellants had narrated the same story about the incident and the confessional
statements made by appellants corroborate each other. The confessional statements
have been recorded on 16.11.2009, two days after arrest of appellants. Since the
confessional statements have been recorded promptly, therefore, leaves no room for
doubt regarding their voluntariness.

12.

Moreover, the judicial Magistrate (PW-5) who had recorded the confession has
complied with all the formalities required under the law. Despite lengthy crossexamination nothing came on record in the deposition of Judicial Magistrate to be
beneficial to defence point of view. Though the appellants have retracted from their
confessions even then the same rings true and voluntarily ones. As confessional
statement of one appellant corroborates the confessional statement of other. Where
the confessional statement of accused is found to be true and voluntary conviction
can be recorded on such statement. Reference is made to the state Vs. Waqar Ahmed
(1992 SCMR page-950) wherein it has been held as under:“There is no basic difference between a confession or a retreated confession, if the
element of the truth is not missing. It is always a question of fact which is to be
adjudged by the courts on the attending circumstances of a particular case. In this
case we have come to the irresistible conclusion that the confessional statements
of the accused is true and voluntary and conviction could be recorded on such
statements.”
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Similarly the Hon’ble Supreme Court in case of Muhammad Amin Vs. The State
(PLD 2006 Supreme Court Page-219) held as follows:“It is well settled that as against the maker himself is confession judicial or extra
judicial, whether retracted or not retracted, can in law validly from the sole basis of
his conviction, if the court is satisfied and believes that it was true and voluntary and
was not obtained by torture or coercion or inducement.”
13.

Though the confessional statements have been recorded two days after arrest of
the applicants, but the delay of two days in recording confessions would become
irrelevant to determine its voluntariness, but would not render confessions involuntary. Reliance is made in Ghulam Qadir Vs. The State (2007 SCMR page782)) wherein the Hon’ble Supreme Court held as follows:“The confessional statements of the appellants were recorded by the Magistrate on
22.08.1998, seven days after their arrest. Undoubtedly some delay was caused in
recording these statements. Delay in recording judicial confession becomes relevant
to determine its voluntariness. However, delay without more, does not render the
confession in-voluntary.”
Since the confessional statements made by the appellants are true and voluntary, the
learned trial court has rightly believed the same and made a base for conviction of
the appellants. Moreover, the record further reveals that according to confessions
made by appellants that they had sold out the robbed vehicle carry Dabba/taxi to
accused Wisal. The police then got recovered the carry Dabba/taxi of deceased on
pointation of said accused Wisal. The confessional statements get corroboration by
recovery of carry Dabba on pointation of accused Wisal.
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14.

It has also come in the evidence of prosecution that NIC of deceased Abid Hussain
was also recovered on pointation of Sherdil appellant from his house in another case
FIR No.1437 police station Charsadda and later on secured in the case in hand, is
a link which further corroborates and strengthens the case of prosecution.

15.

The record further reveals that appellants in their confession had stated that Abid
Hussain driver was done to death by means of firing. The confession statements
further get corroboration by medical evidence. As the medical officer Dr. Ayaz
(PW-7) who had conducted autopsy on the dead body of the deceased opined that
deceased had died due to firearm injuries to brain vital centrus.

16.

Careful perusal of record shows that prosecution has succeeded to establish the case
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against the appellants by collecting sufficient incriminating circumstantial evidence
in the shape of confessional statements, recovery of robbed vehicle and NIC of
deceased on pointation of accused. The prosecution has been able to complete the
links of the chain connecting the appellants with the commission of offence. The
defence could not point out any illegality or irregularity in the impugned judgment
passed by learned trial court, which call for interference on the part of this court.
The learned trial court has rightly convicted and sentenced the appellants. As such
appeal filed by the appellant Sherdil son of Khushdil is hereby dismissed.
17.

So far as the appeal to the extent of appellant Khushdil son of Wazir is concerned,
since he has expired/died in jail during the pendency of this appeal, therefore, to his
extent appeal becomes infructious.

(MR. JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI)
(JUSTICE MRS. ASHRAF JAHAN)

Announced on ____________
at Islamabad.
Zain/*
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JUDGMENT
ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI, J; Through this Judgment we are deciding Criminal
Appeal No.25/I of 2014 filed by Shabbir Hussain alias Shabbir son of Abdul Aziz, (ii)
Zahid Hussain alias Zahid son of Said Maghfoor Shah alias Raja Baba and Criminal
Appeal No.05/P of 2014 filed by appellants namely Nazir Ahmed son of Aziz Ahmed
(2) Abdul Salam alias Salam son of Abdul Luqman and Zafar Iqbal alias Zahid son
of Dehran Shah and also Criminal Revision No.02/P of 2014filed by the complainant
Jehanzeb son of Said Ghaffar Shah for enhancement of sentence of accused/appellants
from life to death. Appellants were convicted under section 396-PPC as Tazir and sentenced
for life imprisonment each, with fine of Rs:30,0000/- (Rupees three lac) collectively by five
accused. In case of default in payment of fine the accused persons were further undergo six
(06) months simple imprisonment each. The benefit of section 382-B Cr.P.C was extended
in their favour by learned Additional Sessions Judge, Lahor District Swabi, vide judgment
dated 07.05.2014.
Since all the three matters arise out of one and the same judgment, we are disposing them
by this single judgment.
2.
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It is prosecution case that on 07.02.2012, the complainant Jehanzeb brought his
brother namely Alamzeb in injured condition to Rural Health Center, Yar Hussain
and reported the matter to the local police that on the eventful night at the relevant
time, he alongwith other inmates of his house was asleep in their house, in separate
rooms. At about 0300 hours, the door of his room was forcibly opened and three
persons entered his room, the appearance of the persons was that two of them were
having small black beards, while the third one was with a shaven face, one was armed
with Kalashnikov, the other had a “Toka” while the third one was empty handed.
Accused armed with klashinkove inflicted some blows to the complainant, and
started search of his room and took out one klashinkove and one mobile set Nokia,
alongwith sim No.03005218127. In the meanwhile, complainant heard report of
fire shots from the courtyard of his house, upon which the accused decamped from
his room, when complainant came out of his room, he saw his brother Alamzeb
lying injured and unconscious at the door of room. Complainant took his brother
to Hospital for treatment, on enquiring, complainant came to know that two other
accused had entered the room of his brother Alamzeb, whereas, two more accused
had also entered the room of his mother and had snatched some goods, and on
during resistance his brother Alamzeb was injured, who later on succumbed to his
injuries, whereas, complainant also sustained injuries. He charged unknown accused
for commission of the offence and case in hand was, consequently, established. On
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the basis of the report of complainant FIR No.71 (Ex.PA) dated 07.02.2012 under
sections 396/201,202 and 212 Pakistan Penal Code registered against unknown
accused persons.
3.

The case was duly investigated. The accused were arrested and statements of PWs
were recorded under Section 161 Cr.P.C. against the appellants to face trial. The
learned trial Court framed charge against the accused on 22.10.2012 under Section
396/149 PPC and on 15.06.2013 altered the charge already framed to 17(4) of the
Offences Against Property Ordinance, 1979. All the accused did not plead guilty
and claimed trial.

4.

During trial, the prosecution examined as many as 24 witnesses namely Malook
Shah Khan (P.W-1), submitted complete challan against the accused, Javed Khan
ASI (P.W-2) produced recovery memos as Ex.PW2/1to PW2/7, Dr. Akhtar Ali
Shah, Medical Officer (P.W-3) had examined injured Alamzeb who was brought
in serious/unconscious condition, in this respect he produced medico-legal report
as Ex.PW3/1 and injury sheet as Ex.PW3/2, he further deposed that the injured
had succumbed to his injuries, Khaista Muhammad ASI (P.W-4) produced
recovery memos Ex.PW4/1 to Ex.PW4/3, Ijaz FC (P.W-5) produced recovery
memo Ex.PW5/1, Muntazir Khan ASI (P.W-6), produced pointation memo as
Ex.PW6/1; Toka as Ex.P-4 and Pipe Wrench as Ex.P-5, Muhammad Said (P.W7) is the marginal witness vide recovery memo Ex.PW7/1 and Ex.PW7/2, Khairul Aman (P.W-8) deposed that he had identified the dead body before the police

and doctor, Uzair Ahmad (P.W-9) is the witness of recovery memo Ex.PW9/1,
Taimoor (P.W-10) is the witness of articles P-9 to P-11and recovery memos
Ex.PW10/1 to Ex.PW10/2, Ismail FC (P.W-11) who escorted injured Jehanzeb
and Alamzeb deceased to the doctor for treatment, Haq Nawaz DFC (P.W-12)
executed the warrants as Ex.PW-12/1 to Ex.PW12/5 and proclamation notices
as Ex.PW-12/6 to Ex.PW12/10, Jehanzeb (P.W-13) is the complainant of the
case, Muhammad Fawad (P.W-14) had identified the accused Abdul Salam in
identification parade held in Swabi Jail, Mst. Arsh Bibi (P.W-15) is the wife of
complainant and witness of the occurrence, Mst. Mukhtar Zari (P.W-16) is the
witness of occurrence as she was the guest of complainant, Hussin Ahmad (P.W17) is the relative of complainant and owner of the Kalashnikov snatched during
the occurrence, Mumtaz Khan Inspector (P.W-18) is the investigating officer of the
case, he prepared the site plan as Ex.P.B; recovered the blood of deceased through
cotton; produced accused Shabbir, Zahid, Nazeer and Abdul Salam in the court
for taking their police custody vide his appelicaiton Ex.PW-18/8; prepared the
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sketch of the place of recovery which is Ex.PW-18/12, Alamzeb Khan Inspector/
SHO (P.W-19) arrested the accused namely Shabir Husssain, Zahid Hussain,
Nazeer Ahmed and Abdul Salam on 12.03.2012; who also produced recovery
memo as Ex.PW-19/1 to Ex.PW-19/3, Muhammad Asim (P.W-20) is the Judicial
Magistrate who verified his order Ex.PW-20/1 and report Ex.PW-20/2, Naeem
Ullah Khan Jadoon (P.W-21) Judicial Magistrate, verified identification parade
report as Ex.PW21/1 and Ex.PW21/2, Niaz Hussain SI (P.W-22) deposed that on
receipt of murasila, registered the present case, Ijaz Khan PASI Incharge (P.W-23)
recorded the report of complainant in the shape of murasila Ex.PA/1, Akbar Ali
Khan (P.W-24) who produced applications Ex.PW-24/1 to Ex.PW-24/8; arrested
accused Zafar Iqbal on 16.08.2012.
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5.

After close of prosecution evidence the statement of convict/appellants were recorded
under section 342 Cr.P.C. wherein they denied the allegation leveled against them
by prosecution. All the convict/appellants neither got recorded statements on
oath as envisaged under section 340(2) Cr.P.C. not produced any witness in their
defence. At the close of trial learned trial court vide impugned judgment convicted
and sentenced the convict/appellants in the manner as mentioned above. Being
aggrieved and dissatisfied from the judgment passed by the learned trial court dated
07.05.2014, the appellants filed the instant appeals separately.

6.

It has been argued by learned counsel for the appellants that the appellants have
not been directly nominated in FIR, but the complainant party charged the convict/
appellants in their statements recorded under section 164 Cr.P.C. after delay of 31
days; that no confession statement of any of the appellants was recorded during
the investigation to connect the appellants with the commission of offence that
the complainant P.W-13 and 14 to 16 are close relatives and being interested
witnesses are not worthy of reliance, identification parade was also conducted after
long delay; that the medico legal report of the complainant does not support the
prosecution version; that the statement of injured complainant and PWs suffer
from discrepancies, inconsistencies and improvement; that there exists material
contradiction in the contents of case FIR and statements of the PWs recorded
under section 164 Cr.P.C. and in the court during trial; that the alleged pointation
of appellant have not been proved by the prosecution and the evidence brought
on record in this respect is not admissible; that prosecution miserably failed to
prove its case against the appellants; that the case of prosecution is full of doubt,
therefore, the benefit of doubt may be extended to the appellants as matter of right;
he lastly submits the learned trial court without proper appreciation of evidence
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convicted and sentenced the appellants which is not sustainable in the eye of law;
the appellants are entitled to clean acquittal. Reliance was placed on (Nazir Ahmed
Vs. Muhammad Iqbal & The State) SCMR 2011 Page 527.
7.

Conversely, learned counsel for the complainant with the assistance of learned
Assistant Advocate General argued that though the occurrence had taken place
at night but at the time of occurrence bulbs were lit in the home of complainant
and after full satisfaction the complainant party have charged the appellants in
their statements recorded under section 164 Cr.P.C. for the commission of offence;
that no malafide or ulterior motive, whatsoever, do exist for false implication of
the appellants; that no malafide has been attributed to the local police; that ocular
account, recovery of crime empties from the spot and medical evidence fully supports

the prosecution case, during interrogation the stolen articles alongwith klashinkove
were also recovered by the investigating officer on the pointation of the appellants;
that the identification parade were conducted by the learned judicial Magistrate
Lahor during which all the accused were correctly identified by the complainant
and PW ; that the prosecution has proved its case against the appellants beyond any
shadow of doubt; that there is no chance of false charge, as the complainant would
have charged the accused at first instance in the FIR, had there been any malice. The
involvement of accused/appellants in this case is fully established, so they are not
entitled to exception and deserve sentence of death.
8.

We have heard the learned counsel for the appellants, as well as learned Assistant
Advocate General; Khyber Pakhtunkhwa assisted by learned counsel for complainant
and have gone through the record.

9.

According to prosecution story that on 7.2.2012 at three hours unknown accused
persons armed with fire arms, sharp and blunt weapons entered the house of
complainant Jahanzeb situated at Mohallah Baris Kalo Khan Lar village Yar
Hussain and committed dacoity by snatching klashinkove, mobile phone and golden
ornaments from the inmates of the house besides causing injuries to complainant
and his brother Alamzeb, and later on injured Alamzeb succumbed to his injuries.
Case was registered on report of complainant against unknown accused persons.
Thereafter complainant got recorded his 164 Cr.P.C. statement before Judicial
Magistrate and nominated the convict/appellants as well as absconding accused
persons.

10.

It is an admitted fact that appellants/convicts were not nominated in the FIR but
complainant in his 164 Cr.P.C. statement which was recorded after lapse of thirty
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one days before Judicial Magistrate, implicated the appellants with the commission
of alleged offence. Though the complainant in his supplementary statement has
nominated the appellants and absconding accused persons but his supplementary
statement as well deposition made before the Court is silent with regard to the source
through which he came to know about the name of appellants. As the complainant
has not disclosed the source who unearthed the name of appellants, who allegedly
were involved with the commission of offence. Therefore, the supplementary
statement and deposition of complainant to the extent of nomination of appellants
and their identification stands highly doubtful and cannot be relied upon. (Reliance
is placed on Falak Sher Vs. The State 1995 SCMR page 1350), wherein it has been
observed that any statement or further statement of the first information recorded
during the investigation by police would neither be equated with first information
report nor read as part of it and the involvement of additional accused in such
statement was fake improvement which made the basis for other eye witnesses as
well for false implication. The Hon’ble Lahore High Court, Lahore in case titled
Muhammad Saleem Vs. The State (2010 YLR page 2115 also hold such view.
11.
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Now we are left to deal with the identification of appellants by eye witnesses.
According to the prosecution that PW-13 (complainant) and PW-14 Muhammad
Fawad (eye witness), had identified the appellants Nazir Ahmad, Zahid Hussain,
Zafar Iqbal and Abdul Salam conducted under the supervision of Judicial Magistrate
(PW-20 and PW-21) to be the same culprits who had committed the offence. But
the identification parade of the appellants through eye witnesses have not been
conducted adhering to rule laid down by superior Courts. As it has come on record
that identification parade of appellants, Zahid Hussain, Nazir Ahmed and Abdul
Salam was held at one and the same time by making them to stand up in one
line with dummies who were twelve in number. The Judicial Magistrate should
have conducted the identification parade of each accused separately by arranging
9/10 other dummies and proceeding should have been repeated thrice for each
accused. The possibility also cannot be ruled out that complainant might have seen
the appellants prior conducting of identification parade. It has come in the evidence
of complainant that accused Shabbir Hussain and Zahid Husain had attended the
funeral and also offered fatiah for three days and police had brought them to the
house of complainant in connection with pointation of place of occurrence. Moreover,
according to deposition of complainant that three accused persons had entered his
room while two other accused persons had entered the room of his mother while
the remaining two accused encountered with his deceased brother. It has come in
the evidence of eye witnesses that after firing the accused persons had made their
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escape good from the scene of incidence. It is crystal clear from the depositions of
eye witnesses that neither the complainant nor the PW-14 eye witness had seen the
remaining accused persons except the ones who allegedly had entered the room of
complainant and his son PW-14. But surprisingly the complainant has identified
four accused persons/appellants. It is shrouded in mystery as to how the complainant
had been able to know/identify 04 instead of 03 appellants. The complainant and
his son (PW-14) both have identified same and one accused namely Abdul Salam.
If the deposition of complainant be taken true to the extent of appellant Abdul
Salam then the deposition of PW-14 lies of no where to this extent or vice versa.
12.

We have thoroughly examined the identification proceedings and also the statement
of the witnesses and the learned Magistrates who conducted the identification
parade of the accused Zahir, Nazir and Zafar Iqbal on 22.3.2012 and Abdul Salam
on 5.9.2012. Besides the other legal defect in the identification parade it is also
observed that in these proceedings no role of any accused is mentioned even the
weapon has not specifically been mentioned. Similarly, while appearing in court
both the witnesses the complainant and his son has not identified any of the
accused individually and even at that stage no role weapon or any other thing has
been specifically assigned by these witnesses to any specific accused. It is now well
settled that in absence of specific role of an accused during the identification parade
or while appearing in court, such identification proceedings of the accused are not
considered worth reliance. Reliance is made on the following reported judgments:
(1)

1995 SCMR-127,(Mehmood Ahmad and 3 others Vs. The State and
another) wherein it has been observed that ---“Ss.302/34 & 323---Qanun-eShahadat(10 of 1984), Art.22---identification parade---Evidentiary value--Identification of accused in the identification parade without attributing to
them their role in the crime is of no evidentiary value.--- ”

(2)

2011 SCMR 563 (Sabir Ali alias Fauji Vs. The State) wherein it has been
observed that ----S.302(b)---Identification parade---Evidentiary value--Failure on the part of witnesses to describe the role of accused at the time of
identification parade is an inherent defect, which renders the identification
parade valueless and unreliable.

It is clear that identification proceedings during the investigation are only of
corroborative nature. It absence of specific identification of the accused in court,
such corroborative evidence looses its value. Reliance is placed on 2011 SCMR 537
(Shafqat Mehmood and others Vs. The State), wherein it has been held that---Art.22---
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Identification parade---Evidentiary value---Picking out of accused in identification
parade is not a substantive piece of evidence, but is merely of corroborative nature.—
In the circumstances the identification of the appellants Zahid, Nazir, Zafar Iqbal
and Abdul Salam by P.W.13 (the complainant) and appellant Abdul Salam by
P.W.14 stands highly doubtful. Shabbir appellant was not put to identification
parade. His name was introduced after one month of the occurrence although he
was close neighbor and was known to the witnesses. Such circumstance makes the
involvement of Shabbir in this occurrence highly doubtful.
As per prosecution case the deceased was present in his room along with his wife.
As such his wife was star witness of this case but she was not produced in court and
was given up by the prosecution. Moreover, the case of prosecution further stands
highly doubtful as it has come on record in the evidence of complainant that after
alleged incident the snuffer dogs were brought by complainant party in order to
trace the culprits and the snuffer dogs chased the foot prints and led to the house
of one Bakht Sher who was arrested by police and investigated but later on was
released having some health problem. It has also come on record rather admitted by
complainant that appellant Shabbir Hussain and Zahid Hussain had attended the
funeral at house of complainant to offer fatiha for three days. Had the appellants
Shabbir Hussain and Zahid Hussain involved with the commission of offence and
were seen by witnesses. They would have never attended the funeral and visit the
house of victim party to offer fatiha for three days. A part from that, investigating
officer during cross-examination has admitted that bolts of the door of the room of
complainant were not found broken whereas the complainant and his wife (PW15) eye witness stated that accused had opened the door forcibly. Had the accused
opened the door of room of complainant forcibly, the bolts/locks would have been
found damaged but astonishingly no damage had been caused to the door and
bolts/lock. A part from that, the presence of PW Muhammad Fawad, who is son
of the complainant, is also not established from the deposition of complainant and
his wife (PW-15), as both the said witnesses in their deposition have not uttered a
single word about presence of Muhammad Fawad (PW-14). His presence further
stands highly doubtful as neither he has played any role at the place of occurrence
nor accompanied his father and injured uncle to hospital.
13.
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So far as the recoveries of crime weapons, robbed article i.e. klashinkove, golden ear
rings on pointation of appellants are concerned, the same too are highly doubtful.
According to prosecution witnesses that appellant Abdul Salam led the police to his
house and got recovered robbed ear rings and crime weapon pistol. The appellant
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Zafar Iqbal led the police and got recovered crime weapon toka. The appellant
Shabbir Hussain led the police to his house and got recovered robbed one ear ring
and klashinkove and crime weapon pistol. The appellant Nazir Ahmad led the police
to the recovery of klashinkove dumped in earth, while appellant Zahid Hussain led
the police to his house and got recovered Kalashnikov and one robbed ear ring and
two magazines of klashinkove from a well. But the recovery of crime weapon and
robbed articles are highly doubtful for one or the other reason. As no seal parcel
in respect of recovered robbed ear ring was prepared after recovery. Similarly no
seal parcel in respect of toka recovered on pointation of accused Zafar Iqbal and
klashinkove and ear rings allegedly recovered on pointation of appellant Shabbir
Hussain. Whereas the crime weapon toka has been recovered from house of one
Nazia sister of accused Zafar Iqbal. Moreover, the recovery mashir (PW-7, PW-9
and PW-10) are close relatives of complainant party. It is astonishing to note that
police has associated the close relatives of complainant party as recovery mashirs
but no independent person has been associated to witness the recoveries. It may be
mentioned here that investigating officer while replying a question had agreed that
house of accused Zahid Hussain was searched earlier but nothing was recovered. The
recovery of klashinkove and ear ring later on from his home stands highly doubtful
and cannot be believed. In absence of private witnesses to the recoveries and nonpreparation of sealed parcels of recovered articles the same cannot be believed and
relied upon for safe administration of justice. So far as the identification parade
conducted through complainant in respect of alleged recovered robbed ear rings is
concerned, the same too cannot be relied upon as the identification parade was not
conducted properly because only one extra pair of ear rings, that too with different
design, was mixed/mingled with alleged recovered two pair of ear rings.
14.

So far as the Fire Arms Expert Report in respect of recovered klashinkove and
empties secured from the place of occurrence is concerned, the same too is not
helpful to the case of prosecution. It may be mentioned here that according to
deposition of investigating officer that klashinkove recovered from possession of
accused Nazir Ahmed and the klashinkove used by deceased and the empties taken
into possession from the place of occurrence were sent to Fire Arm Expert and
report in this regard was obtained. According to prosecution evidence and site
plan Ex/P-B/1 that appellant Nazir Ahmed had made firing with klashinkove and
investigating officer had secured 13 empties of klashinkove lying at place ‘4’. But
the complainant and other eye witnesses in their depositions did not utter a single
word that accused Nazir Ahmed had made any firing with klashinkove rather the
complainant and other eye witnesses have stated that after hearing firing report
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accused had fled away. Thus the recovery of empties as well as klashinkove are highly
doubtful and the matching report issued by Fire Arm Expert cannot be relied upon
specially when there is some difference of number of Kalashnikov mentioned in the
recovery memo and that of the Forensic Science Laboratory report even otherwise
the empties and the weapon were sent together for analysis. As per the medical
evidence, the deceased or the injured witness did not receive any injury with fire arm
weapon, so in the circumstances the Fire Arm Expert report has to be kept out of
the consideration for the safe administration of justice.
15.

Moreover, the madlafide is apparent on the part of complainant party, as he
concealed the ownership of the alleged robbed klashinkove but later on disclosed
that the same belonged to one Hussain Ahmed and he also produced the licence of

the same to police. Similarly the complainant party also concealed the klashinkove
used by deceased Alamzeb and thereafter produced the same before the police on
14.03.2012, that too after laps of more than one month. The receipts of golden
ornaments are also doubtful and cannot be relied upon because the same have been
issued by one of the relatives of complainant, and neither the statement of said
witness has been recorded by investigating officer nor his name has been included
in the calendar of witnesses in challan. It may be mentioned here that it has come
on record in the evidence of complainant that brother of appellant Shabbir Hussain
was murdered by one Tehsinullah and his brothers and after compromise 20 canals
landed property was transferred in the name of legal heirs of Irshad Hussain. It
was also admitted by complainant that his sister was married with Tehsinullah. The
contention of defence that appellant Shabbir Hussain was involved by complainant
party in order to grab the said 20 canal property back and his false implication
cannot be ruled out. Careful perusal of the evidence collected and led by prosecution
against the appellants show that the incident has not taken place in the manner
as narrated /mentioned by witnesses. The entire prosecution evidence is highly
doubtful and not reasonable and convincing, but the learned trial Court without
proper appreciation of evidence convicted and sentenced the appellants by means
of impugned judgment which is not tenable in the eye of law. As such the appeals
i.e. (Criminal Appeal No.25/I of 2014 and Criminal Appeal No.5/P of 2014) filed
by appellants are hereby accepted and the impugned judgment dated 07.05.2014
passed by learned trial court is hereby set aside. Resultantly the convict appellants
are acquitted of the charge. They shall be released forthwith if not wanted in any
other case.
16.
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As consequence of acceptance of above mentioned both the appeals, the criminal
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Revision No. 2/P of 2014 filed by petitioner Jehanzeb for enhancement of sentence
having no merits and the same is dismissed.

(MR. JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI)
(MR. JUSTICE SHEIKH NAJAM-UL HASAN)
(MRS. JUSTICE ASHRAF JAHAN)
Announced on 14th April, 2016
at Islamabad
Zain/*

Approved for reporting
MR. JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI
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0IN THE FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT
(APPELLATE JURISDICTION)
PRESENT

MR. JUSTICE RIAZ AHMAD KHAN, CHIEF JUSTICE.
MR. JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI.
CRIMINAL APPEAL NO. 07/K/2013
Zohaib S/o Muhammad Maqsood

….

Appellant
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:	Mr. Zahoor Shah, Assistant Prosecutor
General, Sindh.
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11.01.2016
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JUDGMENT
JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI, J:- Both these appeals are arisen of the
same judgment of the learned trial Court and also relate to the same criminal case, therefore
we propose to decide both these appeals through single consolidated judgment.
Through this judgment we are deciding Criminal Appeal No.07/K of 2013 filed by
appellant Zohaib son of Muhammad Maqsood and Criminal Appeal No.08/K of 2013
filed by appellant Jibran son of Khalil-ur-Rehman. Both these appeals have been filed
against the single judgment of the learned II-Additional Sessions Judge Karachi East, dated
18.04.2013 passed in Sessions Case No. 323 of 2004, arising out of Criminal Case FIR
No. 87/2004 registered under Sections 302, 364-A read with 34 PPC of P.S. Zaman Town,
Karachi, whereby the learned trial Court through impugned judgment has convicted both
the appellants, under Section 302 PPC, and sentenced them to undergo life imprisonment
and to pay fine of Rs.50,000/- each under Section 544-A Cr.P.C., in case of failure they
had to undergo R.I. for five months each. They were further convicted under section 12
Offence of Zina (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 and sentenced to undergo
for 10 years with fine of Rs.25,000/- each in case of default thereof they had to undergo
R.I. for three months. Benefit of Section 382-B Cr.P.C. was also extended to them. All the
sentences to run concurrently.
2.

Brief facts of the prosecution case are that on 11.06.2004 at 1510 hours complainant
Haji Muhammad Akbar lodged FIR at P.S. Zaman Town, District Karachi East,
stating therein that he along with his family is residing at C-1/1 Eidgah Chowk
Jinnah Road, Manzoor Colony, Karachi, and is running his own business of Cement
Blocks. His brother namely Akhtar Ali is residing at House No.17 Sector-51-L
Korangi No.5-1/2 Karachi along with his family. On the fateful day i.e. 10.06.2004,
he received information that his nephew Ahsan Ali aged 13 years was missing since
11:00 a.m, therefore, he went to the house of his brother. They mounted search
for Ahsan. Meanwhile one neighbour namely Rafique told them that he had seen
accused Zohaib and Jibran at 11:00 a.m. who called deceased Ahsan from his house
and took him towards 100 quarters. The complainant reported such information to
the police and continued search but could not find any clue. On 11.06.2004 at about
9:00 a.m. while searching they found the dead body of Ahsan at Dawood Jetti in the
bushes near the sea having marks of violence. They informed the police of Fishery
Chowki from where police came and the dead body was taken to Jinnah Hospital
Karachi, for postmortem where the complainant recorded his statement alleging
that accused Zohaib and Jibran deceitfully kidnapped the deceased and murdered
him. He also suspected that the accused might had committed sodomy with the
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deceased. On such statement of the complainant the case was registered against the
accused.
3.

After the completion of investigation, the report under Section 173 of the Criminal
Procedure Code was prepared and submitted in the Court. The charge was framed
for the Offences 364-A/337/302/34 PPC read with Section 12 of Offence of
Zina (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 by the learned IIIrd Additional
Sessions Judge, Karachi East, against the accused to which they denied and claimed
trial.

4.

During trial, the prosecution examined as many as fourteen (14) PWs in all out
of twenty-two (22) PWs cited in the challan. P.W-1 Muhammad Akbar, the
complainant at Ex.5, who produced memo of inspection of dead body, inquest
report, memo of inspection of place of incident, receipt of handing over dead body
and statement under Section 154 Cr.P.C. vide Ex.6 to Ex.10 respectively. PW-2
Arshad Ali at Ex.11, who produced copy of complaint to police station, memo of
arrest of accused, memo of recovery on pointation of accused as Ex.12 to Ex.14
respectively, PW-3 Shahid Ali at Ex.16, P.W-4 Muhammad Rafique at Ex.17, who
produced memo of inspection of place of incident at Ex.18, P.W-5 Yasin Ali at Ex.19,
P.W-6 Akhtar Ali at Ex.20, P.W-7 Mahmood at Ex.21, P.W-8 Muhammad Irshad
at Ex.22, P.W-9 MLO Dr. Abdul Razzaq at Ex.23, who produced Memorandum
of Post Mortem No.338/04, PM No.4587, 1588/04, letters by police, cause of
death at Ex.23/A to 23/F respectively, P.W-10 Zulfiqar Ali, ASI at Ex.24, who
produced copy of FIR, memo of arrest and three Roznamcha Entries at Ex.24/A
to 24/F, P.W-11 Muhammad Shahzad at Ex.25, P.W-12 Syed Zahid Hussain
ASI at Ex.26, who produced letter to Edhi and Road Certificate at Ex.26/A and
26/B, P.W-13 Muhammad Rehan at Ex.27, P.W-14 Aziz Muhammad, I.O. of the
case at Ex.28, who produced Naqsha-c Nazri at Ex.28/A, application to JM for
recording of 164 statement of witnesses, notice, letter to SSP, report from Chemical
Examiner at Ex.28/B to Ex.28/E respectively and thereafter learned DDPP closed
the prosecution side vide statement dated 07.04.2011 Ex.29.
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5.

After completion of the evidence, the statement of the accused persons under
Section 342 of Criminal Procedure Code were recorded wherein they denied the
allegations of prosecution and pleaded to be innocent. The accused did not opt to
record their statement on oath as provided under Section 340 (2) of the Criminal
Procedure Code nor produced any defence witness.

6.

On the conclusion of trial, learned III Additional District & Sessions Judge Karachi
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East vide judgment dated 23.07.2011, convicted and sentenced the appellants under
Section 302-PPC and sentenced them imprisonment for life and fine of Rs.50,000/(Fifty thousand) each. Being aggrieved from judgment passed by learned trial Court
appellants filed appeal before this Hon’ble Court. This Court vide judgment dated
04.02.3013, set aside the impugned judgment dated 23.07.2011, passed by the
learned trial Court and case was remanded for decision afresh. District & Sessions
Judge Karachi East sent the case to the Court of II Additional District & Sessions
Judge Karachi East for decision. The learned trial Court after hearing the learned
counsel for the parties and learned Prosecutor for State convicted and sentenced the
appellants vide impugned judgment dated 18.04.2013, in the manner as mentioned
above.
7.

Learned counsel for the convict/appellants contended that P.W-4 Muhammad
Rafique is only eye witness of the last seen but his evidence does not say a single
word as to whether the accused persons by force compelled or by any deceitful
mean induced the deceased as such the Section 364-A PPC will not attract; the
evidence of complainant and PWs being interested are un-trustworthy and their
presence at wardat at the time of incident is not proved, therefore, their evidence
could not be accepted without independent corroboration; the learned counsel
further states that the witnesses examined by the prosecution are close relative
to each other and they malafidely made improvement in the case at the stage of
recording their evidence, as such their evidence is not confidence inspiring and can
not be relied upon; he states P.W-2 Arshad Ali and P.W-5 Yasin Ali are brothers of
deceased; P.W-7 Mahmood s/o Shahabuddin, P.W-8 Muhammad Irshad, the uncle
of deceased, P.W-11 Muhammad Shahzad and P.W13 Muhammad Rehan having
no evidentiary value being witnesses of the last seen evidence as the statement of
all the above said PWs and P.W-Muhammad Rafique were recorded by the police/
Investigating Officer under Section 161 Cr.P.C. on 13.06.2004 with the delay of
two days and there is no such explanation on the report of prosecution; lastly, argued
it is important to note that incriminating pieces of evidence, available on the record,
are required to be put to the accused as provided under Section 342 Cr.P.C. when
the same was abandoned by him, then the same cannot be used against him for
their conviction, it is reiterated that the prosecution has not come with clean hands
and failed to prove the case beyond reasonable shadow of doubt; the appellants are
entitled to clean acquittal.

8.

On the other hand, the learned Assistant Prosecution General Sindh assisted by the
learned counsel for the complainant has argued that the parties have got no enmity;
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the witnesses have no reasons to falsely implicate him, they cannot be treated as
interested witnesses. Learned counsel states that the statement of witnesses are duly
corroborated with each other on material points and no material contradiction exists
in their statements. Learned counsel further states that dead body was recovered on
pointation of appellants on 11.06.2004. The appellants would have led the police
to the recovery of crime weapons i.e. Iron and stone on the same day effected
from appellants supports the ocular account; the prosecution has fully proved its
case against appellants beyond shadow of doubt, the learned Assistant Prosecutor
General Sindh representing the State adopted the arguments put forth by learned
counsel for the complainant; in this respect reliance is placed on the reported case.
(1990 SCMR 1272 Muhammad Younas etc Vs. The State)
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9.

It is the case of prosecution that on 10.06.2004 the deceased Ahsan Akhtar aged
about thirteen years was seen accompanying by appellants, at about 10.00 to 11.00
AM and going towards 100 Quarters but Ahsan Akhtar (deceased) did not return
back home and on next day i.e., 11.06.2004 at about 9.00 AM his dead body was
found at Dawood Jetti in bushes having marks of violence. It was alleged that
appellants after kidnapping the deceased had committed sodomy with him. On
report of complainant case was registered against the appellants.

10.

Prosecution in order to establish its case against the appellants had relied upon
the evidence of fourteen (14) witnesses. It is an admitted fact that it is an un-seen
incident as none of the witnesses have seen the offence committed by appellants.
However, five (5) witnesses namely Arshad Ali (PW-2), Muhammad Rafique (PW4), Mehmood (PW-7), Muhammad Irshad (PW-8), and Muhammad Rehan (PW13) have claimed to be the witnesses of last seen as they had seen the deceased
Ahsan Akhtar accompanying appellants on 10.06.2004, at about 10.00 AM. but
their evidence to the extent of last seen is highly doubtful as all the witnesses have
not been found consistent with regard to timing as 10.00 or 10.30 AM while others
stated 11:00 AM. None of them have confirmed each other’s presence. Moreover
PW-2 Arshad Ali, who is brother of deceased had deposed that on 10.06.2004 at
about 10:00 AM, he had seen his brother Ahsan Akhtar with appellants but he
did not mention the same in his application filed with the police with regard to
missing of his deceased brother. Even he did not inform PW-3 Shahid Ali who
is cousin of PW-2 and he accompanied PW-2 to the police station, when PW-2
moved application with respect to missing of his deceased brother. Had the PW-2
seen his deceased brother with appellants in the morning at 10:00 AM, he would
have mentioned the same in his application filed with the police regarding missing
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of his deceased brother as well as informed the PW-3 who accompanied him to the
police station. The evidence of said PWs as last seen witnesses is also doubtful as
their statements have been recorded with delay by investigating officer. Therefore,
no sanctity can be attached with their evidence and possibility cannot be ruled out
that their statements have been recorded after deliberation.
11.

Apart from that, PW-4 Muhammad Rafique , who is witness of last seen had stated
that he had seen deceased and Jibran and one unknown person at about 10:30
or 11:00 AM, and in cross examination he admitted that he did not know the
name of accused/appellant Zohaib. But his evidence is silent how he came to know
about the name of appellant Zohaib. There is nothing in his evidence that he had
informed other PWs including PW-3 that he had seen accused persons/appellants.
Whereas PW-3 Shahid Ali stated that they were informed by PW-4 Muhammad
Rafique that he had seen the deceased with appellants. The evidence of PW-3
Shahid Ali further stands doubtful as he deposed that PW-4 stated the name of
both the accused to them who accompanied the deceased, but it has come on record
in the deposition of PW-4 Muhammad Rafique, he did not know the name of
accused/appellant Zohaib. And he did not utter a single word that he had informed
either to PW-3 or other witnesses that he had seen the deceased accompanying
the appellants. The question arises as to how the PW-3 came to know about the
name of appellants accompanied the deceased. The evidence of last seen witnesses
being doubtful cannot be relied upon. Reliance is placed on judgment 2015 SCMR
page 155(Imran alias Dully and another Vs. The State) and SCMR 2012 page 327
(Khalid alias Khalid and three others Vs. The State).

12.

The depositions of PW-2, PW-3, Zulfiqar Ali ASI (PW-10), and Zahid Hussain
ASI (PW-12), further stand highly doubtful because PW-2 Irshad Ali who is
brother of deceased, in his examination in chief had categorically stated that on
11.06.2004, early in the morning the police arrested the accused in their presence
and on their pointation dead body of deceased was recovered from bushes but the
depositions of PW-3, PW-10 and PW-12 are silent in this regard. The very story
stated by PW-2, PW-3 stands highly doubtful and un-believable because the PW2, PW-3 and PW-10 have concealed the facts. As PW-10 Zulfiqar Ali ASI, Police
Station Zaman Town has deposed that on 11.06.2004, he alongwith complainant
and other police officials started search of the dead body but could not find it.
Then they received information from Zahid Hussain ASI, police station Ibrahim
Haidry regarding proceeding under Section 174 Cr.P.C. and recovery of dead
body of deceased. Whereas PW-12 Syed Zahid Hussain ASI, contradicted the
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PW-10 by stating that he came to know about recovery of dead body of deceased
through relatives of deceased. He while replying a question stated that dead body
was already lying in the mobile of police of police station Zaman Town. Meaning
thereby, that dead body was recovered in presence of PW-12 but the said witnesses
have concealed the facts. Whereas the complainant has introduced a different story
by stating that he alongwith other 150 people of the Mohalla started search of the
deceased but could not succeed. On next morning they went to police station and
started search of the deceased on their own and found the dead body in the bushes
and they informed the Incharge of police post Dawood Jatti and at that moment
Inspector Syed Zahid Hussain along with his staff came over there. But Syed Zahid
Hussain ASI (PW-12), had stated different story. It is astonishing to note that
PW-2 Arshad Ali had reported the matter that deceased was missing but he has
not lodged FIR. As it has come on record in the evidence of prosecution witnesses
including PW-2 that dead body was recovered in presence of PW-2 but he did not
lodge FIR for the reason best known to him, while PW-1 has lodged F.I.R. which
makes the whole case of prosecution highly doubtful.
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13.

So far as the recovery of crime weapons i.e. Iron rod and stone on the pointation
of accused/appellant by police is concerned, the same too are doubtful and can not
improve the case of prosecution. Because it has come in the evidence of prosecution
witnesses particularly PW-2, that dead body was recovered on pointation of
accused/appellants. Had the dead body been recovered on pointation of appellants
on 11.06.2004, the appellants would have led the police to the recovery of crime
weapons i.e. Iron rod and stone on the same day. The place of occurrence was already
in the knowledge of police and recovery of Iron rod and stone on 15.06.2004 with
delay of four days stands highly doubtful. Because none of the last seen witnesses
have seen the appellants carrying any such article with them. Moreover, the PW-10
categorically stated that accused had made disclosure but appellants have not utter
a single word about iron rod and stone in their alleged disclosure. Even otherwise
both the alleged recovered crime weapons are easily available and the possibility
cannot be ruled out that same were arranged by prosecution from their own sources.

14.

Moreover, the recording of statements of the some witnesses before concerned
Magistrate in presence of the appellants is concerned, the same are also not helpful
and cannot improve the case of the prosecution because the same have been denied
and disputed by defence and secondly it has come on record in the depositions
of prosecution witnesses, i.e. PW-2 and PW-3, that prior reporting the matter to
police the accused appellants were called and inquired about the deceased but they
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had shown their ignorance. It is settled principle of criminal justice that there is
no need of so many doubts in the prosecution case rather a single circumstance
is enough to create doubt in the prosecution evidence/case. Reliance is placed on
“Tariq Pervaiz Vs. The State” (1995SCMR 1345). The same principle has been
reiterated by Hon’ble Supreme Court in “Muhammad Akram’s case” (2009 SCMR
230). Besides, accused is always considered as the most favourite child of law and
every benefit of doubt goes to him regardless of fact whether he has taken any
such plea or not. Reference in this regard can be made to “Faryad Ali’s case” (2008
SCMR 1086).
15.

Careful perusal of the record reveals that the evidence collected and led by
prosecution against appellants is highly doubtful, un-believable and not confidence

inspiring, but the learned trial Court without proper appreciation of evidence
convicted and sentenced the appellants vide impugned judgment dated 18.04.2013,
which is not sustainable in the eye of law. As such both the appeals bearing number
Criminal Appeal No.7/K of 2013 and Criminal Appeal No.8/K of 2013 filed by
convict/appellants are allowed and impugned judgment dated 18.04.2013, whereby
the appellants have been convicted and sentenced is set aside. Resultantly both the
appellants namely Zohaib son of Muhammad Maqsood and Jibran son of Khalil-ur
Rehman are acquitted of the charge. The appellants be set at liberty forthwith if not
required in any other case.
MR. JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI
MR. JUSTICE RIAZ AHMAD KHAN
CHIEF JUSTICE

Announced on 11.01.2016
at Islamabad.
Zain/*
Approved for reporting
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(Appellate Jurisdiction)
PRESENT:
MR. JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI
JAIL CRIMINAL APPEAL NO.11/Q OF 2012
Ali Khan son of Dinak
By caste Hamzazai r/o
Mekhtar, District Loralai

.....

The State

.....

Appellant
Versus
Respondent

Counsel for the appellant

:

Mr.Abdullah Khan Kakar, Advocate

Counsel for the State

:	Mr. Abdul Latif Kakar, Additional Prosecutor
General Balochistan

FIR No. date and

:

17/2011, dated 24.08.2011,

Police Station		

Levies Station Mekhtar, Loralai

Date of impugned Judgment

:
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25.02.2012
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JUDGMENT
JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI, J:- The appellant Ali Khan son of Dinak
has challenged the judgment dated 12.01.2012, whereby the learned Sessions Judge Lorali,
has convicted him under Sections 392/34 Pakistan Penal Code and sentenced him to
four (4) years rigorous imprisonment and imposed a fine of Rs:30,000/- (rupees thirty
thousand) or in default there to further undergo S.I. for four months with the benefit of
Section 382-B Cr.P.C.
2.

It is the case of the Prosecution that on 24.08.2011 instant FIR Ex.P/4-A was
lodged on the basis of written report of complainant Haji Mohammad Yaqoob.
He alleged therein that on 17.08.2011 his truck bearing No.357 was loaded from
Punjab and was coming towards Khanozai, at about 11.30 p.m. when the truck
reached at a distance of some kilometer from Mekhtar three persons equipped with
the pistols came intercepted the truck de-boarded the cleaner and driver from the
vehicle and gave them beatings and snatched Rs.50,000/- and one mobile phone
from driver Abdul Rehman. The report was lodged against accused persons. Hence,
FIR No.17/2011 Ex.P/4-A was registered at Levies Station Mekhtar, under Section
17(3) Offences Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 read
with Sections 392/34 PPC. Thereafter complainant gave supplementary report,
wherein he nominated the appellant.

3.

After completion of investigation, challan was submitted before the Court of

4.

Learned trial Court framed the charge against appellant on 06.10.2011 under
Section 17(3) of The Offences Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood)
Ordinance, 1979 read with Sections 392/34 PPC. The appellant did not plead guilty
and claimed trial.

5.

The prosecution produced four (04) witnesses in order to prove its case. P.W-1 Haji
Yaqoob, complainant reiterated the same facts as narrated in the FIR Ex.P/4-A,
P.W-2 Shah Muhammad deposed that on 17.08.2011 at mid night he alongwith
Yahyah Khan and Abdul Rehman proceeded in truck No.TKW-357 from Punjab
towards Khanozai, when they reached to Zar Ghar, three persons equipped with
pistols came and de-boarded them from truck and beaten them, and also snatched
Rs:50,000/- from them and made aerial firing and then decamped, P.W-3 Yahyah
Khan narrated the same story as described by P.W-2 Shah Mohammad, P.W-4
Syed Muhammad, Tehsildar is the Investigating Officer of the case, who prepared
site sketch Ex.P/4-B, recorded the statement of witnesses, apprehended the accused

learned Sessions Judge Loralai, for trial of the appellant.
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on 25.08.2011, prepared incomplete challan as Ex.P/4-C.
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6.

On close of prosecution evidence the statement of accused/appellant was recorded
under Section 342 Cr.P.C. wherein he denied the allegations leveled against him
by prosecution. The convict/appellant neither got recorded statement on oath as
envisaged under Section 340(2) Cr.P.C. nor produced any witness in his defecne.

7.

At the conclusion of trial, learned trial Court convicted and sentenced the appellant
in the manner as mentioned above.

8.

Being aggrieved and dissatisfied from the impugned judgment dated 12.01.2012
passed by learned trial Court, the appellant has preferred the above mentioned
appeal.

9.

Learned Counsel for the appellant contended that convict/appellant is innocent
and has committed no offence but he has been involved falsely; the prosecution
failed to produce any independent witness; that the appellant was not nominated
in the initial application dated 18.08.2011 and was subsequently nominated in the
FIR after six days of the occurrence; that the prosecution evidence suffers from
material contradictions and discrepancies and witnesses have not corroborated each
other on material points; neither anything has been robbed by appellant nor any
crime weapon has been recovered from possession; and prosecution has been unable
to prove its case against the appellant beyond shadow of doubt, but the learned
trial Court without proper appreciation of evidence convicted and sentenced the
appellant which is not sustainable in the eye of law.

10.

On the other hand, learned Additional Prosecutor General Balochistan argued
that prosecution witnesses in their evidence has fully implicated the appellant and
corroborated each other with regard to material points; no material contradiction/
discrepancy appeared in the deposition of prosecution witnesses to be fatal to
the case of prosecution and prosecution has fully established its case against the
appellant and the trial Court has rightly convicted and sentenced the appellant.

11.

I have heard the learned counsel for the parties and perused the record.

12.

Prosecution in order to bring home the charge against the appellant had relied
upon the evidence of four witnesses. P.W-1 is the complainant; P.W-2 and P.W-3
are the eye witnesses, while P.W-4 is the investigating officer of the case. According
to complainant that in the night between 17/18 August 2011, at about 12.00 mid
night three unknown persons on pistol point snatched Rs.50000/- (fifty thousand
and mobile phone from driver and cleaner of his truck. It is evident from the written
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report Ex.p/1-B, the complainant has not nominated any person but later on,
complainant again filed his supplementary second report on 24.08.2011 Ex.P/1-A
wherein he nominated the appellant to be one of the culprits who had snatched
money and mobile from his driver and cleaner, But the supplementary report as
well as the deposition of complainant are silent with regard to the source by means
of which he came to know about the name of culprit/appellant. As the complainant
has not disclosed the source/person who unearthed the name of appellant who
was allegedly involved in the commission of offence, Therefore, the supplementary
report and deposition of complainant to the extent of implication of appellant and
his identification in the court stands highly doubtful and cannot be relied upon.
Reliance is place on Falak Sher Vs. The State (1995 SCMR page 1350) wherein it
has been observed that any statement or further statement of the first information
recorded during the investigation by police would neither be equated with first
information report nor read as part of it and the involvement of additional accused
in such statement was fake improvement which made the basis for other eye
witnesses as well as for false implication. The learned Lahore High Court in case
title Muhammad Saleem Vs. The State (2010 YLR page 2115) also hold such view.
13.

The ocular account has been furnished in the deposition of P.W-2 and P.W-3 being
cleaner and driver of the truck, according to P.W-2 and P.W-3 accused persons,
armed with pistols had snatched Rs.50000/- (fifty thousand) and mobile phone
from them. Both the witnesses have identified the appellant in the court as one of
the culprits, but the deposition of P.W-2 is silent regarding snatching of mobile
phone as he has not uttered a single word that any mobile was snatched from him
or Driver (P.W-3). In the cross examination P.W-2 had replied that appellant was
known to him prior alleged incident, Meaning thereby, that P.W-2 was acquainted
with the appellant and already known to him, but surprisingly he had not disclosed
the name of appellant to the complainant nor P.W-3 (driver). It is in mystery why
the P.W-2 remained mum about the name of appellant which makes the credibility
of P.W-2 highly doubtful and his deposition to the extent of identification of
accused is not safe to be relied upon.

14.

The identification of appellant by the complainant P.W-1 and the eye witness/
driver (P.W-3) in court is concerned, the same can not improve the case of the
prosecution because the appellant was not known to them earlier nor any description
of the accused was mentioned in the written report and under section 161 Cr.P.C.
statement, Therefore, without conducting the identification parade of appellant by
witnesses, the identifications of appellant cannot be relied upon. The deposition
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of eye witnesses further stands highly doubtful, as, P.W-2 in cross examination
replied that his statement under section 161 Cr.P.C. was recorded after 6/7 days,
whereas P.W-3 replied that his statement was recorded by Tehsildar on same night,
so the statement of PW-2 has been recorded with considerably delay while the
statement of PW-3 had been recorded when at that time no report had been lodged
by complainant.
15.

Moreover PW-2 and PW-3 have deposed that accused persons had also beaten
them but neither the witnesses had been produced before any medical officer for
examination, nor any medico legal certificate had been obtained and produced in
the Court. Even no specific role has been attributed to the appellant, either he was
equipped with any pistol, snatched money or mobile from PW-2 and PW-3 it may

be mention here that neither crime weapon nor snatched article had been recovered
from the possession of appellant during the course of investigation. The evidence
collected and led by prosecution against the appellant is not convincing and trust
worthy. According to Honorable Supreme Court when there is single doubt in the
mind of the Court which may effect the delivery of justice the benefit should go to
the accused. It is not necessary there should be many circumstances creating a doubt
in purden mind about the guilt of accused, he would be entitled to benefit of doubt.
Reliance is place on Munawar Hussain Vs. The State (1993 SCMR page 785).
16.

What has been discussed above, the case of prosecution is highly doubtful, but
the learned Trial Court without proper appreciation of evidence convicted and
sentenced the appellant by mean of impugned judgment dated 12.01.2012, which is
not sustainable. As such appeal filed by appellant is accepted and appellant convict
is acquitted of the charge.

17.

Theses are the reasons of my short order dated 25.02.2016. Appeal is accepted.
MR. JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI

Islamabad, the
12th March, 2016
Zain/*

APPROVED FOR REPORTING
MR. JUSTICE ZAHOOR AHMED SHAHWANI
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JUDGMENT
JUSTICE MRS. ASHRAF JAHAN: Through this criminal appeal, the appellant has
invoked the jurisdiction of this Court against the judgment dated 05.06.2015, passed by
the learned Additional Sessions Judge, Charsadda at Tangi, in Sessions Case No.467 of
2013, arising out of FIR No.467 under section 17 (4) of the Offences Against Property
(Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 registered at Police Station, Tangi, whereby
the appellant was convicted under section 302 (b) PPC and sentenced with imprisonment
for life. Further to pay Rs.200,000/- (Rupees two lacs only) as compensation to the legal
heirs of the deceased under section 544-A Cr.P.C., in default to further undergo six months
S.I. Benefit under section 382-B Cr.P.C. was extended to the appellant.
2.

Brief facts of the case as mentioned in the FIR are that on 25.06.2009, complainant
Noor Zada son of Khan Zada lodged report at Police Station, Tangi that his son
Arshad Khan used to ply his motorcar bearing registration No.634/LUW 2-D
Model 1995 as Taxi at Prang Ghar Adda. On the day of incident, as per routine his
son left the house, after some time he received information that his son had been
murdered after snatching his car by unknown culprits and his dead body was lying
in the hospital. He rushed to the hospital where he found the dead body of his son
Arshad Khan. Such FIR was lodged against unknown persons. Subsequently, on
01.07.2009, the complainant got recorded his statement under section 164 Cr.P.C.
wherein he charged the accused Hazrat Jan alongwith his wife Mst. Irshada and one
Khadim for the commission of offence.

3.

Initially, after investigation police submitted challan in above crime on 28.07.2009
against accused Mst. Irshada wife of Hazrat Jan, whereas names of accused Hazrat
Jan and Khadim were shown in red ink in Column-II. Subsequently, after arrest of
accused Hazrat Jan on 17.09.2013 by Police Station, Hayat Abad, District Peshawar,
police submitted challan against him on 22.09.2013. Charge under section 17 (4)
of the Offences Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance VI of 1979
was framed against him on 22.11.2013 to which he denied and claimed trial.

4.

Prosecution in support of its case examined 14 witnesses. For the sake of convenience,
a brief resume of their evidence is reproduced as under:(i).
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PW.1 is Dr. Iftikhar Ahmad, who deposed that on 26.06.2009 he had
conducted the postmortem of deceased Arshad Khan. As per his findings
the deceased had received fire arm injury on his head above the right side of
eyebrow and died within five seconds after receiving the injury. He produced
his postmortem report consisting of 06 sheets alongwith injury sheet and
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inquest report as Ex.PM/1 and Ex.PM/2.
(ii).

PW.2 Muhammad Shoaib Khan, Civil Judge/Judicial Magistrate-1, Tangi,
deposed that on 21.09.2013, the accused was produced before him by the
I.O. for recording his confessional statement under section 164 Cr.P.C. and
he after observing all the legal formalities recorded the statement of accused,
which he produced as Ex.PW-2/1, questioner as Ex.PW-2/2 and certificate
as Ex.PW-2/3.

(iii).

PW.3 is Rashid Khan, SHO, Police Station, Mandani. He deposed that
after completion of investigation, he submitted the challan under section
512 Cr.P.C. against the accused, available on record as Ex.PW-2/1.

(iv).

PW.4 Bashir Muhammad F.C deposed that on 25.06.2009 had escorted the
dead body of deceased Arshad Khan from Toor Khet to THQ, Hospital,
Tangi for postmortem examination. He also acted as mashir of cloths of
deceased, which were handed over to him by doctor.

(v).

PW.5 is Noor Ullah, SHO, Police Station, Tangi. He deposed that on
completion of investigation, he submitted supplementary challan Ex.PW-5/1
against the accused facing trial.

(vi).

PW.6 Tilawat Shah, S.I., Police Station, Tangi is marginal witness of the
pointation memo Ex.PW.6/1 whereby the accused led the police party to
the place of incident and correctly pointed out the place of occurrence.

(vii).

PW.7 Noor Zada son of Khan Zada is complainant and father of deceased
Arhsad Khan. He supported the contents of FIR and produced the murasla
dated 25.06.2009 as Ex.PA/1. He deposed that initially F.I.R. was lodged
against unknown culprits but subsequently, he got recorded his statement
under section 164 Cr.P.C. wherein he charged the accused Hazrat Jan, his
wife Mst. Irshada and one Khadim for snatching the motorcar and murder
of his deceased son Arshad Khan.

(viii). PW.8 Ihsan ud Din son of Haji Fazal Din is the marginal witness of the
recovery memo Ex.PW-8/1, whereby the I.O took into possession blood
stained earth Ex.P/1. He also acted mashir of recovery of blood stained
garments of deceased Ex.PW-8/2. Further marginal witness to the recovery
memo Ex.PW8/3 for taking into possession the accidental motorcar No.634/
LUW, Model 1995, black color belonging to the deceased and also witness
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to the recovery memo Ex.PW8/4, whereby the I.O. took into possession
blood stained seat covers of motorcar involved in the incident.
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(ix).

PW.9 is Fazal Khan, S.I., Police Station, Nisatta. He deposed that accused
was arrested by the local police of Police Station, Hayat Abad. Thereafter,
he was transferred to Police Station, Tangi, District Charsadda vide letter
Ex.PW-9/1 and Ex.PW-9/2. Subsequently, after obtaining his transit
custody the accused was produced before the Illaqa Magistrate vide
application Ex.PW-9/3 for remand. During custody, the accused pointed
out the place of occurrence and also showed his willingness for recording
his confessional statement. Accordingly, vide application Ex.PW-9/4 he
was produced before the Magistrate and such statement under section 164
Cr.P.C. was recorded. After completion of investigation, he handed over
the case file to the SHO for submitting challan against the accused Hazrat
Jan. During his cross-examination, he was shown photocopies of CNIC
and domicile certificate in the name of Hazrat Jan son of Zarbullah Jan and
photocopies of CNIC in the name of Mst. Farosha, Sabir and Mst. Uzma as
Ex.PW-9/D-1 to D-5.

(x).

PW.10 Daud Khan, S.I, Police Station, Hayat Abad deposed that on
17.09.2013, he was posted as ASI at P.P. Industrial State, Peshawar, where
complainant Noor Zada alongwith Bismillah Jan, ASI produced copy of FIR
alongwith statement under section 164 Cr.P.C. and stated that absconded
accused Hazrat Jan is required in the instant case, who is expected to arrive
from Landikotal, Khyber Agency. After receiving such information, search
of different vehicles was conducted and accused was found seated in a
wagon and was arrested at the pointation of complainant and ASI. Such
documents were prepared at the spot and accused was transferred to District
Charsadda by the local police.

(xi).

PW.11 is Sehat Bacha Khan, retired S.I. He deposed that on 25.06.2009,
during gasht he received information regarding the murder, therefore, he
rushed to the hospital at Tangi where the complainant reported about the
incident. He drafted the murasla Ex.PW-11/1 and the complainant signed
the same. He prepared the injury sheet and inquest report of the deceased
as Ex.PW-11/2 and ExPW-11/3. Further deposed that he also arrested
accused Mst. Irshada and prepared her arrest card on 02.07.2009, which
is on record as Ex.PW.11/4. He also deposed that he remained with PW
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Ghuncha Gul, S.I. (now deceased) and worked with him at the same Police
Station and therefore he was well acquainted with his signatures. He also
indentified the signatures of dead PW on site plan and recovery memos as
Ex.PW-8/1 to Ex.PW-8/4. He further deposed that deceased Ghuncha Gul
submitted applications for recording statements under section 164 Cr.P.C.
of complainant Noor Zada and Mst. Irshada for her confessional statement.
Thus, he identified all the signatures on different documents signed by the
deceased S.I. Ghuncha Gul.
(xii).

PW.12 Javeed son of Shamroz Khan deposed that on 25.06.2009 he received
information that a dead body is lying on the road at Toor Khet. He reached
at the spot and identified the deceased Arshad Khan son of Noor Zada.

(xiii). PW.13 Munir Khan, DFC, Police Station, Sardheri deposed that he was
entrusted with the warrant of arrest of accused Hazrat Jan son of Purpul
and Khadim. He searched for the said accused persons in their villages and
surrounding areas but they were not available. Therefore, he reported that
the accused had absconded after commission of offence and avoiding their
lawful arrest. Thereafter, he was entrusted with proclamation notice under
section 87 Cr.P.C. issued against the aforementioned accused Hazrat Jan
which he also returned alongwith report as Ex.PW-13/1 to Ex.PW-13/8.
(xiv). PW.14 Wakil Muhammad son of Muhammad Said acted as marginal
witness to the recovery memos Ex.PW-14/1 to Ex.PW-14/3, he supported
the case of prosecution to the extent of preparation of all above memos and
his signatures upon them.
5.

After completion of evidence prosecution closed its side. Statement of accused
Hazrat Jan was recorded under section 342 Cr.P.C., wherein he denied the case of
prosecution and taken the defence that he is not accused Hazrat jan son of Purpul
but his father’s name is Zarbullah Jan. Besides, he also contended that co-accused
Mst. Irshada had never been his wife. Furthermore, he had taken the stand that
confessional statement was not volunteer but was the result of pressure, promise and
threats of the I.O. during the police custody. At the same time neither he wished
to record his statement on oath under section 340 (2) Cr.P.C. nor examined any
witness in his defence. In support of his stance he relied upon the photocopies of
CNICs and domicile certificate as Ex.PW-9/D-1 to Ex.PW-9/D-5 on record.

6.

It is pertinent to mention that co-accused Mst. Irshada was earlier tried and
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convicted under section 201 PPC. She did not file appeal against her conviction
and sentence and was released from jail after undergoing sentence of seven years.
7.

We have heard learned counsel appearing for the appellant and learned Assistant
Advocate General, KPK for State.

8.

It is contended by the learned counsel for the appellant that it is a case of no evidence,
neither the appellant had committed the said offence nor he has any concern with
the alleged crime. There is no direct evidence against the appellant except the so
called confession, which was the result of coercion and pressure upon the appellant
by the police. In fact the appellant is not the actual culprit as his father’s name is
Zarbullah Jan, while the name of actual culprit is Hazrat Jan son of Purpul. It is
further pointed out by the learned counsel that the appellant during proceeding has
produced photocopy of his CNIC, domicile and the photocopies of CNICs of his
wife, brother and mother. Per learned counsel neither the co-accused Mst. Irshada
was the wife of appellant nor he had any relation or concern with her. No recovery
has been affected from the appellant, therefore, the prosecution has failed to prove
its case beyond any shadow of doubt. Thus the conviction of the appellant merely
based upon surmises and assumptions, is liable to be set aside. In support of his
submissions he has relied upon the following case law:-

9.
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1.

Faizullah and others Versus the State and others 2012 SCMR 524

2.

Maqsud Ahmad alias Sudi Versus The State 2012 Y.L.R 1954

3.

Sarfraz Khan Versus The State and 2 others 1996 SCMR 188

4.

Muhammad Afzal and 2 others Versus The State 2015 Y.L.R 1699

Conversely, it is contended by the learned Assistant Advocate General, KPK for
State that the appellant was arrested on 17.09.2013 by the local police of Peshawar
and on the same date he was produced before the Illaqa Magistrate. Thereafter,
he was produced on 21.09.2013 before the Civil Judge/Judicial Magistrate for
recording of his confessional statement but no where he has taken the stand that
he was not the son of Purpul. On the contrary, he got recorded his confessional
statement under section 164 Cr.P.C. Per State counsel co-accused Mst. Irshada,
who was arrested in the above crime earlier had been convicted on 31.01.2011 and
she did not prefer any appeal and was released after serving out her sentence. He
pointed out that the deceased was the son of complainant, who had no enmity with
the present appellant, therefore, why he would involve a factitious person in the
murder case of his son. Therefore, in the above circumstances, the trial Court has
rightly convicted him for the murder of deceased Arshad Khan son of Noor Zada.
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Hence, the appeal is liable to be dismissed.
10.

We have considered the arguments advanced before us and have perused the case
record.

11.

The moot point for deciding the present appeal is that as to whether the present
appellant can be held responsible for robbing the vehicle and causing murder of
deceased Arshad Khan son of Noor Zada.

12.

So far as, the fact regarding unnatural death of deceased Arshad Khan is concerned,
it is established from the evidence of complainant, Dr. Iftikhar Ahmed and other
prosecution witnesses that deceased, who used to ply taxi bearing No.634/LUW,
2-D Model 1195, died after receiving fire arm injury. The case of prosecution to this
extent is not challenged by the present appellant but his case is that he is not the
actual culprit.

13.

For dilating upon this issue, it would be appropriate, if all the relevant facts of the
case are examined in a sequential manner. The perusal of original record reveals that
in this case, FIR was lodged on 25.06.2009 under section 17 (4) of the Offences
Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance 1979. After investigation,
challan was submitted on 28.07.2009 against the co-accused Mst. Irshada wife of
Hazrat Jan, whereas names of present appellant and one Khadim were shown in
red ink in colum No.II. The accused Mst. Irshada got her confessional statement
recorded under section 164 Cr.P.C. and named present appellant as main culprit.
The case concluded into conviction of Mst. Irshada. Whereas present appellant
alongwith Khadim was declared as proclaimed offender and perpetual non-bailable
warrants of their arrest were ordered to be issued. Subsequently, on 17.09.2013
the present appellant was arrested by Hayat Abad police and challan against him
was submitted on 22.09.2013. During his custody on 21.09.2013 he was produced
before the Civil Judge and Judicial Magistrate-1, Tangi where he got recorded his
confessional statement under section 164 Cr.P.C., therefore, the only substantial
evidence available in the present case against him is, his confessional statement,
which was subsequently retracted.

14.

Be that as it may, as the substantive piece of evidence against appellant is his own
confessional statement, therefore, the evidence brought on record by the prosecution
witnesses is to be scrutinized thoroughly. In other words in such like cases court has
to sift the grain from the chaff to ascertain falsehood. The appellant has not denied
his arrest, production before the Magistrate for recording statement under section
164 Cr.P.C. but he has taken the stand in his statement recorded under section 342
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Cr.P.C. that it was due to pressure, threat and promise of I.O. otherwise, he is not
the real culprit.
15.

With this backdrop when the evidence brought on record is examined, it is
observed that the evidence of PW Mohammad Shoaib Khan, Civil Judge/Judicial
Magistrate at Tangi, is of material value who recorded the confessional statement
of the appellant. He was cross-examined at length but not a single question or
suggestion from the appellant’s side was put to this witness about the incorrect
identity of present appellant or to the effect that his father’s name is different and
he is not the real culprit. Similarly, the evidence of P.W Rashid Khan, SHO, Police
Station, Mandani, who submitted challan under section 512 Cr.P.C. against the
appellant was not challenged at all in cross-examination. Same is the position in

respect of evidence adduced by P.W Noor Ullah Khan, SHO, Police Station at
Tangi, who produced the supplementary challan against the appellant Hazrat Jan,
his cross-examination is only to the extent that he has submitted supplementary
challan against accused Hazrat Jan son of Purpul but there is no such suggestion
that the present accused is not the real culprit.
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16.

Similarly, the evidence of P.W Tilawat Shah, S.I. Police Station at Tangi, who is the
marginal witness of the pointation memo, whereby appellant led the police party to
the place of occurrence and correctly pointed out the various points, reveals that at
the time of his cross-examination his evidence was not challenged to the effect that
the appellant is not the real culprit. Thereafter, evidence of complainant Noor Zada
was recorded on 17.07.2014 and for the first time such suggestion was put to him
during his cross-examination that the present appellant is not the real culprit. It is
important to notice that if as per case of appellant he was not the real culprit then
why he did not raise such plea or produced any document in respect of his identity
during investigation and especially when twice he was produced before the Illaqa
Magistrate, one at the time of his arrest for transit custody and secondly at the
time of recording of his confessional statement under section 164 Cr.P.C. Thus it is
evident that at the time of evidence of Magistrate who had recorded his confessional
statement, coupled with the evidence of two investigating officers and one mashir
no such plea was raised and their evidence in respect of attributing present appellant
with commission of crime was not challenged at all. Therefore, it seems that the plea
of incorrect identity or false implication is nothing but an afterthought and cannot
be relied upon in the facts and circumstances of the present case.

17.

Admittedly, in the Criminal Justice System, it is for the prosecution to prove its
case beyond any shadow of doubt and it cannot take advantage of any weakness of
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the defence but it will be relevant to mention that the accused at the time of his
statement recorded under section 342 Cr.P.C. has relied upon the photocopies of
some CNICs including photocopy of his CNIC and domicile however the original
have not been produced. Moreover, date of issue in his CNIC’s is 20.11.2013, which
is after two months of his arrest, whereas the CNIC of others show the year of issue
2009.
18.

It is well settled legal position that conviction can be recorded on the basis of
retracted confessional statement if it is found confidence inspiring, voluntary and
having not been obtained by coercion, inducement or torture. Reference in this
regard may usefully be made to the following reported judgments:1.

Khuda Bakhsh Versus The State 2004 SCMR 331;

2.

Muhammad Gul and others Versus The State 1991 SCMR 942.

3.

The State through A. G., N.W.F.P., Peshawar Versus Waqar Ahmad 1992
SCMR 950;

4.

Wazir Khan Versus The State 1989 SCMR 446;

5.

Muslim Shah Versus The State PLD 2005 SC 168;

6.

Muhammad Ashraf Versus The State 2001 P.Cr.L.J. 412;

7.

Emperor Versus Lal Bakhsh AIR 1945 Lah.43.

8.

Dadullah Versus The State 2015 SCMR 856

19.

Besides, for better appreciation, it would be appropriate to examine the intrinsic
value of the pieces of circumstantial evidence collected against the appellant, which
finds support with the medical evidence. Irrespective of the above, the factum of
confessional statement being true is further supported by the evidence of Judicial
Magistrate, who is unequivocal terms deposed before the trial Court that all the
legal formalities were fulfilled before recording of confessional statement of the
appellant. To that effect, he appended certificate categorically mentioning that due
care and caution was taken and the appellant at his own volunteered to give detailed
narration of the incident, which was recorded by him verbatim.

20.

It is important to note that the complainant who is father of deceased Arshad Khan
had neither any enmity with the appellant nor had any motive to falsely implicate
him, hence his statement was rightly believed by the learned trial Judge.

21.

The next question to be considered is that when confession is read as a whole what
offence appears to have been committed. It is held in the case of Ayaz Ahmad Versus
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Allah Wasaya and others 2004 SCMR 1808 that solitary judicial confession, if made
basis for conviction, must be relied upon in toto without any pick and choose.
22.

In view of above discussion, it appears that prosecution has succeeded in establishing
the charge of snatching of vehicle and murder of Arshad Khan against the appellant.
Thus the contentions raised by the learned counsel for the appellant are devoid
of any force, whereas the case law cited by him is also distinguishable and not
applicable to the facts and circumstances of present case.

23.

An important aspect of the case which skipped from the sight of trial Court is that
as per impugned judgment, due to lack of evidence required for Hadd, instead of 17
(4) Harraba, the accused was convicted under section 302 (b) PPC and sentenced
for life imprisonment. Whereas we are of the firm opinion that on the basis of
prosecution evidence discussed above, beside murder, charge of snatching motorcar
also stood proved against the appellant, which in absence of standard evidence
required for conviction for Harraba attracts the provisions of section 392 PPC.
Therefore, the present appellant is to be convicted on this account as well.

24.

For what has been discussed above, we are of the considered view that the trial Court
has rightly convicted the appellant and sentenced him with imprisonment for life
under section 302 (b) PPC and to pay compensation under section 544-A Cr.P.C.
Besides, the appellant is also convicted under section 392 PPC for seven years R.I.
and to pay fine of Rs.50,000/-, in case of non-payment of fine to further undergo
S.I. for three months. Both the sentences to run concurrently. The benefit under
section 382-B Cr.P.C. will remain intact. Accordingly, appeal stands dismissed.

JUSTICE MRS. ASHRAF JAHAN
JUSTICE SH. NAJAM UL HASAN
Announced at Islamabad,
On 07th April, 2016
Hummayun/Approved for reporting.
JUSTICE MRS. ASHRAF JAHAN
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IN THE FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT
(Appellate/Revisional/Original Jurisdiction)
PRESENT:
JUSTICE DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN
JUSTICE MRS. ASHRAF JAHAN
CRIMINAL REVISION PETITION NO.1/I OF 2016
Dr. Tariq Shamim Choudhry,
.....
Petitioner
s/o Noor Hussain Choudhry,
natively resident of Choudhry Farm House Tharpal,
Tehsil, Chakwal and permanently,
residing at Choudhry Castle, Street 1,
Lane 4, Peshawar Road, Rawalpindi Cantt.
Versus
1.

The State

.....

2.

Farhat Sultana d/o Wazir Hussain

3.

Matloob Hussain s/o Wazir Hussain

4.

Muhammad Azam s/o Gulistan Khan

5.

 ahir Abbas s/o Ghulam Mustafa all
T
residents of Tharpal, Tehsil & District,
Chakwal.

6.

 halid Ali Khan s/o Muhammad Khan,
K
resident of Karriala, Tehsil, Chakwal.

Respondents

Learned counsel for the Petitioner

: Mr. Abdul Hayee Alvi, Advocate

Learned Counsel for the Respondents

: Malik Altaf Hussain Kandowal, Advocate

Learned counsel for the State

:	Ch. Muhammad Sarwar Sidhu, Additional
Prosecutor General Punjab for State.

Complaint No. and date

:	No.3, dated 25.01.2016, D & SJ Chakwal.
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Date of impugned

: 22.02.2016

Order of Trial Court
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Date of Institution of appeal in FSC

: 08.04.2016

Date of hearing in FSC

: 11.01.2017 & 01.02.2017
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JUDGMENT
JUSTICE MRS. ASHRAF JAHAN: These are the reasons for our short order dated
01.02.2017, whereby the present criminal revision petition under Article 203-DD of the
Constitution and under section 435/439-A Cr.P.C., filed by the petitioner against the order
dated 22.02.2016 passed by learned Additional Sessions Judge Chakwal, was dismissed.
2.

The facts emanating from this Criminal Revision petition are that the petitioner
filed a private complaint under section 7 of the Offence of Qazf (Enforcement of
Hadd) Ordinance VIII of 1979, alongwith sections 420, 468, 471, 419, 500, 501
PPC read with section 476 Cr.P.C. before the Court of learned District & Sessions
Judge, Chakwal, which was entrusted to the Court of learned Additional Sessions
Judge, Chakwal. The learned trial Court recorded the evidence of the petitioner
and thereafter dismissed the private complaint under section 203 Cr.P.C. vide
order dated 22.02.2016, which is now impugned before this Court. The case of the
petitioner is that impugned order is contrary to Islamic law; in contradiction of
facts and is result of misreading and non-reading of the material available on record,
constituting an Offence of Qazf.

3.

Notices were issued to the respondents. We have heard learned counsel for the
petitioner as well as learned counsel for the respondents and the State counsel.

4.

It is contended by the learned counsel for the petitioner that respondent No.2
(Mst. Farhat Sultana) and respondent No.3 (Matloob Hussain) had filed suit for

damages against the petitioner, wherein they got recorded their statements alleging
false and baseless assertion of zina and birth of an illicit child against the petitioner.
He further argued that Mst. Farhat Sultana got married with the petitioner in the
year 1997, later on the petitioner divorced her on 14.04.2003 and contracted 2nd
marriage with Mst. Huma Batool (her real niece) daughter of Matloob Hussain
(respondent No.3) on 25.02.2004. The first son Alif Tariq Choudhry with this
wedlock was born on 18.11.2004, second son Shazil Tariq Choudhry was born on
25.12.2010 and the third son Allyan Tariq Choudhry was born on 25.12.2011. On
12.12.2012 the respondents filed a suit for damages against the petitioner wherein
the statements of respondents were recorded wherein they made baseless and false
allegations against the petitioner and Mst. Huma Batool. Therefore, on the basis
of such evidence offence of Qazf was made out against them, but the learned trial
Court ignored such evidence and dismissed his complaint. He lastly argued that
as the learned trial Court has acted in an arbitrary manner and passed the order in
haste, therefore, the impugned order dated 22.02.2016 may be set aside and case be
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remanded for trial in accordance with law. In support of his contentions he relied
upon following case law:-
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•

Mst. Nuzhat Jabin Versus Jamil Hussain Shah and 2 others
PLD 1996 FSC 15.

•

Abdul Rashid Versus Mst. Safia Bibi
PLD 1986 FSC 10

•

Haji Bakhtawar Said Muhammad Versus Mst. Dur-e-Shahwar Begum and
others
2010 SCMR 681

•

Muhammad Humayun Versus The State
PLD 1997 FSC 5

5.

On the other hand, it is contended by the learned counsel for the respondents that
the present revision petition is not maintainable on the ground that initially the
private complaint under section 7 of the Offence of Qazf (Enforcement of Hadd)
Ordinance VIII of 1979 was filed against seven private respondents, whereas in the
present revision only five respondents have been impleaded. He further contended
that petitioner has mainly relied upon the evidence recorded in a suit for damages
filed by Mst. Farhat Sultana and Matloob Hussain in the Court of District &
Sessions Judge, Chakwal and when this evidence is scrutinized, though Matloob
Hussain has alleged illicit relations between the petitioner and his daughter Mst.
Huma Batool, but in cross-examination he denied such suggestion made to him
by the counsel for the petitioner, therefore, no case of Qazf was made out against
Matloob Hussain.

6.

He next contended that the respondent No.2 also got recorded her evidence in that
case wherein she deposed against the present petitioner about having illicit relations
with Mst. Huma Batool, due to which she got pregnant and delivered one child and
when respondent No.2 protested, the petitioner divorced her on 30.07.2011, and
later on fabricated a back dated divorce deed to justify his acts. Per learned counsel
this statement of Mst. Farhat Sultana was made basis for constituting Offence of
Qazf against her but surprisingly her evidence in this regard was not challenged at
all in the cross-examination, nor disproved or rebutted in any other manner.

7.

He also referred the statements of respondent Nos.4 to 6 and stated that they
adduced evidence only to the extent of secret nikkah between petitioner and
Mst. Huma Batool but had not alleged anything in respect of Zina, therefore, no
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case of Qazf was made out against them as well. He further contended that the
petitioner had divorced his wife on 30.07.2011, whereafter notice for Talaq through
Union Council was issued on 09.09.2011 and finally the divorce was affected from
21.06.2012. However, an enquiry against the alleged fabricated divorce deed dated
14.04.2003 is still pending. The parties since 2012 are litigating against each other
and several criminal and civil cases have been filed by them. The present case is also
offshoot of such litigation. He also referred to various documents and stated that
the petitioner deliberately did not produce the complete record before the Court
and suppressed the real facts. Even Mst. Huma Batool whose identity card was
issued in the year, 2007 has been shown as daughter of Matloob Hussan. As the
divorce was given in the year 2011, therefore, Mst. Farhat Sultana was having CNIC
and her passport showing the petitioner as her husband. He also referred different
applications available on record addressed to different authorities by the present
petitioner wherein he had taken different stands in respect of handing over the child
Akif Tariq Choudhry, which reflect that the petitioner’s story is false and fabricated.
Moreover, during a subsisting marriage, in presence of first wife her niece cannot be
the second wife under Islamic laws, being in prohibited degree with the petitioner.
Therefore the learned trial Court has rightly dismissed the complaint filed by the
petitioner and the present revision is also liable to be dismissed.
8.

The learned State counsel supported the judgment passed by the learned trial Court
and submitted that this Court has no jurisdiction, so far as the disputes regarding
divorce and custody of child are concerned. Even otherwise as there is no illegality
in the impugned order dated 22.02.2016, therefore, the present revision is liable to
be dismissed.

9.

We have considered the arguments advanced before us and have perused the record
minutely. Present revision petition is filed against the order dated 22.02.2016
whereby the learned trial Court has dismissed the private complaint filed by the
petitioner under section 7 of Qazf Ordinance. The perusal of above complaint
reveals that the complainant has not merely alleged about the Offence of Qazf but
also levelled other allegations against the respondents about fraud and forgeries.
As this Court has jurisdiction only about Hudood Laws, therefore, we will confine
ourselves only to the extent of allegations about the offence of Qazf. For this the
petitioner has made basis the statements of respondents recorded before the Courts
in a suit for damages proceeded before the learned District Judge Chakwal and
the other statements against the petitioner recorded in a private complaint under
section 6 of Muslim Family Laws.
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10.

First of all when the statement of respondent No.2 Farhat Sultana is examined it
reveals that during her statement recorded in a suit for damages she has alleged
against the petitioner for having illicit relations with Mst. Huma Batool and birth of
illegitimate child from her. She further specifically deposed about pronouncement
of her divorce by the petitioner on 30.07.2011 and preparation of back dated divorce
deed and nikahnama with Mst. Huma Batool. Surprisingly the above statement of
the respondent No.2 was not challenged at all during her cross-examination. Article
132 and 133 of Qanun-e-Shahadat Order, 1984 provide mode of examination of
parties. Ample Law is available on the point that when a material fact is deposed in
the examination-in-chief and it is not subjected to the cross-examination, despite
opportunity given, same shall be deemed to have been admitted and accepted by
the party failing to cross-examine such witness on that material point. Crossexamination is not a formality, but is valuable right conferred by law to discover the
truth. Thus the evidence of Mst. Farhat Sultana recorded during a suit for damages,
when not challenged on material points in her cross-examination, shall be deemed
to have been accepted by the petitioner. Therefore, legally under such circumstances
now her statement cannot be made basis for offence of Qazf.

11.

An other important aspect of the case which falsifies the assertion of the petitioner
is that if the petitioner had divorced the respondent No.2 in the year 2003, then
why notice from the Union Council for this purpose was got issued on 09.09.2011
and divorce certificate was issued on 21.06.2012 i.e. after nine years.

12.

Moreover, the facts narrated in the direct complaint also seems to be very unnatural
that when petitioner divorced his wife (respondent No.2) her brother Matloob
Hussain (respondent No.3) offered his daughter to the petitioner for marriage but
on the day of such ceremony he was not present to attend marriage of his daughter
and thereafter in different Courts he deposed against his daughter and petitioner
having illicit relations. All the above facts are contrary to the norms and social setup
in our society. The trial Court has therefore rightly observed that a father can never
label his daughter for such allegations unless she is found to be so.

13.

So far as the evidence of Matloob Hussain is concerned, he is the brother of Mst.
Farhat Sultana and father of Mst. Huma Batool (second wife of petitioner), though
in his examination-in-chief, earlier he deposed about illicit relations between his
daughter and petitioner but in cross-examination denied to such suggestion. In
above circumstances against him also no case of Qazf is made out.

14.

The perusal of evidence of remaining respondents recorded in other cases reveal
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that they have deposed about secret nikah between the petitioner and Mst. Huma
Batool. Therefore it cannot be said that their evidence comes with in the definition
of offence of Qazf. It is a matter of record that both the parties are closely related
but are on inimical terms and have filed multiple civil and criminal cases against
each other. And the present revision petition also seems to be incontinuation of old
rivalry.
15.

The case law cited by the learned counsel for petitioner is also distinguishable and
therefore of no help to the case of petitioner.

16.

In the above backdrop we are of the view that order of trial Court is based upon
sound reasoning and does not require any interference.
JUSTICE MRS. ASHRAF JAHAN
JUSTICE DR. FIDA MUHAMMAD KHAN

At Islamabad,
on 07.02.2017
Hummayun/-
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IN THE FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT
(Appellate Jurisdiction)
PRESENT

JUSTICE MRS. ASHRAF JAHAN
CRIMINAL APPEAL NO.17/K/2016
Khamiso son of Pir Dino Khaskheli

…

Appellant.

Versus
The State

…

For the State

…	
Mr. Zahoor Shah, Assistant Prosecutor
General Sindh.

For the Appellant

Date of the Judgment of Trial Court

Date of Institution

Date of Hearing

Date of Decision
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…

…

Respondent.

Mr. Nadir Hussain M. Abro, Advocate

30.06.2015

…

10.10.2016

…

07.06.2017

…

07.06.2017

FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT OF PAKISTAN

JUDGMENT
MRS ASHRAF JAHAN, J:- The above titled criminal appeal was disposed of vide short
order dated 07.06.2017 which reads as under:
“Heard learned counsel for the appellant and the learned prosecutor General Sindh
for the State. For reasons to be recorded later, Criminal Appeal No.17/K of 2016
is allowed. The Judgment dated 30.06.2015 passed by the learned 2nd Additional
Sessions Judge Sanghar is set aside so also the conviction and sentence awarded to
appellant Khamiso S/o Pir Dino Khaskheli and he is acquitted of the charges. He
may be released forthwith if not required in any other custody case”.
Following are the reasons of the above order.
2.

The appellant Khamiso through this Criminal Appeal has assailed the judgment
dated 30.06.2015 passed by the learned 2nd Additional Sessions Judge Sanghar,
whereby he was convicted and sentenced under Section 392 P.P.C. for Seven years
R.I. and to pay fine of Rs.10000/-; in case of default in payment of fine to suffer
S.I. for three months. He was also sentenced under Section 342 P.P.C. to suffer R.I.
for one year and to pay fine of Rs.3000/-, in default thereof to suffer S.I. for one
month. The Sentences awarded to him were ordered to run concurrently.

3.

The facts as narrated in the F.I.R. by complainant Ali Hassan are that his uncle
Moula Bux owned a Datsun vehicle bearing Registration No.BHB:1754, which
was driven by him, and Nabi Bux Khaskheli was its Cleaner. On 12.05.2012 in the
evening he was asked by Ustad Muhammad Bachal Malokhani to take ten cooked
cauldrons for delivery in marriage ceremony at Tando Adam. At about 6.00 p.m.

he took food from Otaq of Rehan Talpur and proceeded towards Tando Adam.
At about 1200 hours they were on their way back in Datsun along with empty
cauldrons, when at 0100 hours they reached near Suhni Dharti Bus Stop Road,
suddenly four culprits armed with weapons intercepted them. They snatched keys
of Datsun and robbed Cell Phones from the complainant and Cleaner. They were
with open faces and two black colour motorcycles of culprits were also parked there.
The culprits took them towards sugarcane crops and tied their hands and legs. One
of the culprits started Datsun pick up while three drove away on their motorcycles
and all went towards Tando Adam side. At about 0400 hours the complainant
and Cleaner untied themselves and came to main road from where they took lift
in a truck and reached home. They disclosed above story to their uncle Moula Bux
and relative Mumtaz and kept on searching the robbers. During search they came
to know that Haroon Majeedano, Lakhadino Majeedano, Ghaffar Majeedano
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and Khamiso Khaskheli had robbed Datsun along with other articles. They made
complaint to Dadlo Majeedano and Inayat Majeedano, who ensured them to settle
the issue and return robbed articles but finally on 16.08.2012 they refused to return
the robbed property. Thereafter on 17.08.2012 complainant lodged the F.I.R. at
P.S. Jhol, District Sanghar. Police after usual investigation submitted challan before
the Court of law against accused Dadlo and Inayat while showing four accused
as absconders. Subsequently accused Khamiso was arrested while the rest of the
accused were declared as proclaimed offenders.
4.

Charge in the present crime was framed against accused Dadlo, Inayat Ali and
Khamiso on 31.12.2012 for offences punishable under Section 17(3) Offences
Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 and Section 342
P.P.C. to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed trial.
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5.

Prosecution in support of its case examined complainant Ali Hassan as Ex.11 who

6.

Statements of all three accused were recorded under Section 342 C.PC., wherein
they denied allegations leveled by the prosecution side, however, they neither
examined themselves on oath nor any witness in their defence.

7.

The Trial Court after completion of trial passed the judgment dated 30.06.2015
which is impugned before this Court, whereby the present appellant was convicted,
while two accused Dadlo and Inayat were acquitted extending them benefit of
doubt.

8.

I have heard Mr. Nadir M. Abro Advocate appearing for the appellant as well as Mr.
Zahoor Shah, Assistant prosecutor General Sindh, for the State. It is contended
by learned counsel for the appellant that there are mere words of complainant Ali
Hassan against the present appellant. Even the eyewitness PW-Nabi Bux did not
identify him as culprit of this crime; most importantly there is inordinate delay in
lodging of F.I.R. without any reasonable justification; there is no recovery from the

produced F.I.R. as Ex.11/A. PW-2 Nabi Bux as Ex.12. P.W. Moula Bux as Ex.13.
At this stage an application under Section 227 Cr.P.C. was moved by DDPP for
amendment in the charge which was allowed and Amended Charge was framed on
16.04.2017 wherein Section 212 P.P.C. was added. Prosecution further examined
PW.4 Anwar Sadat as Ex.20. Investigation officer of this case Additional SHO
Arbab Ali was examined as Ex.21, who produced Mushirnama in respect of
documents of Datsun as Ex.21/A, Mushirnama of Sarzamin as Ex.21/B. PW-6
Mumtaz Ali was examined as Ex.22. Thereafter prosecution closed its side vide
statement dated 07.04.2015 as Ex.23.
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present appellant. Thus the prosecution has miserably failed to prove the charge
against him, therefore, the present appeal may be allowed in the interest of justice.
9.

Conversely, it is argued by the learned State Counsel that though there is evidence
of PW-Ali Hassan against the present appellant but at the same time there is
no corroboratory piece of evidence against appellant to connect him with the
commission of crime.

10.

I have considered the arguments and have perused the record. It is apparent on the
face of record that there is inordinate delay in lodging the F.I.R. in the present
crime. As per prosecution itself the incident had taken place on 13.05.2012 in the
early hours of the night but F.I.R. was lodged on 17.08.2012, after delay of more
than three months, for which no plausible explanation is assigned except the words
that complainant was searching the culprits, made complaint to Dadlo Majeedano
and Inayat Majeedano, who initially promised for return of robbed vehicle but
finally refused to return the same. As per prosecution story there were four culprits
at the time of incident but challan was produced against six persons. No doubt that
complainant in his evidence before Court has nominated present appellant with the
commission of crime but the other eyewitness PW- Nabi Bux who was with the
complainant at the time of incident did not identify him as accused. This piece of
evidence is a major blow to the case of prosecution.

11.

Further when the evidence of complainant is examined minutely, it clearly reveals
that though in the F.I.R. he alleged that the culprits had also snatched two Q-Mobile
Phones from the complainant party besides the Datsun and ten empty cauldrons
but in his evidence before Court his statement is totally silent about snatching of
mobile phones. Similarly, PW Nabi Bux also did not adduce a single word about
alleged robbed mobile phones.

12.

Another important aspect of the case is that there is no recovery from the appellant
in this crime. Thus it is significant that there is no corroboratory piece of evidence
in support of the words of complainant against the appellant connecting him with
commission of crime.

13.

It is pertinent to note that in F.I.R. the complainant reported that he approached
Dadlo Majeedano and Inayat Majeedano, who assured to settle the dispute and
return of vehicle but in his evidence he did not depose a single word against them
and deposed that accused Lakhadino kept him on false hopes and after three months
refused to return the vehicle, which compelled him to lodge the F.I.R. He attributed
only appellant Khamiso for commission of offence and exonerated the rest of the
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accused facing trial namely Dadlo and Inayat. This self contradictory statement of
complainant further creates doubts about the prosecution story.
14.

in the light of above discussion it appears that prosecution has failed to discharge
its burden satisfactorily and there appear major lacunas and contradictions in the
evidence brought on record. It is settled law by this time that for giving benefit of
doubt to an accused it is not necessary that there should be many circumstances
creating doubts. If a simple circumstance creates reasonable doubt in a prudent
mind about the guilt of accused, then he will be entitled to such benefit not as a
matter of grace and concession but as a matter of right. Reliance in this regard is
placed on the case of Tariq Pervez v. State (1995 SCMR 1345)

14.

The upshot of the above discussion is that there being no satisfactory basis for
upholding the conviction and sentence of the appellant, therefore, the impugned
judgment was set aside and criminal appeal was allowed by short order.
JUSTICE MRS ASHRAF JAHAN

Karachi
Dated,09.06.2017
Daud/**
Approved for reporting.
JUDGE
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IN THE FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT
(Appellate/Revisional Jurisdiction)
PRESENT:
JUSTICE RIAZ AHMAD KHAN, CHIEF JUSTICE
JUSTICE MRS. ASHRAF JAHAN
JAIL CRIMINAL APPEAL NO.04/I OF 2016 L/W,
1. Suhbat Khan son of Sirbiland Khan, ……		
resident of Punjpir, presently Bamkhel,
District Swabi.
(Presently confined in Central Jail, Haripur).

Appellant

Versus
The State

……

Respondent

CRIMINAL APPEAL NO.06/I OF 2016 L/W,
1. Amjid son of Inzar Gul,
……
resident of Hero Shah, Dargail,
Tehsil Dargai, District Malakand.
(Presently confined in Central Jail, Haripur).

Appellant

Versus
The State

……

Respondent

CRIMINAL APPEAL NO.07/I OF 2016
1. Jehanzada son of Khanzada
……
resident of Atam Banda Malakand Division,
(Presently confined in Central Jail, Haripur).
The State

Versus
……

Appellant

Respondent

Counsel for the appellant in
…	Mr. Muhammad Sharif Janjua,
J. Cr. A. No.04/I/2016		
Advocate
Counsel for the appellant in
…
Cr. A. No.06/I/2016		

M/s. Muhammad Raziq Khan
and Aziz Muhammad, Advocate

Counsel for the appellant in
Cr. A. No.07/I/2016

Raja Shahzad Javed, Advocate

…
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Counsel for the State

…	Mr. Arshad Ahmad, Assistant
Advocate General KPK.

Complainant

…

FIR No., Date and Police Station

…	No.482, dated 21.06.2011, Police
Station, Zaida, District Swabi.

Date of Judgment of Trial Court

…

29.02.2016

Date of Institution of
J. Cr. A. No.04/I/2016 in FSC

…

15.03.2016

Date of Institution of
Cr. A. No.06/I/2016 in FSC

…

28.03.2016
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Cr. A. No.07/I/2016 in FSC

…

31.03.2016

Date of hearing

…

27.10.2016 & 28.10.2016

Date of announcement of Judgment

…

17.11.2016
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JUDGMENT
ASHRAF JAHAN, J:- By this single judgment, we propose to dispose off Criminal Jail
Appeal No.04/I of 2016, Criminal Appeal Nos.06/I and 07/I of 2016, as they all have arisen
out of common judgment dated 29.02.2016, passed by the learned Additional Sessions
Judge-IV, Swabi, in Crime 482/2011, under sections 302, 364, 34, 411 PPC alongwith
section 17 (4) Haraabah Offences Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance
1979, of Police Station Zaida, District Swabi.
2.

All the appellants vide impugned judgment were convicted under section 265-H (2)
Cr.P.C for murder of deceased Haroon Ahmed and sentenced under section 302 (b)
PPC for rigorous life imprisonment and also to pay an amount of Rs.1,00,000/- (one
lac) each as compensation to the legal heirs of the deceased within the meaning of
section 544-A Cr.P.C. and in case of failure to further undergo simple imprisonment
for six months. They were further sentenced under section 392 P.P.C for 7 years
rigorous imprisonment with fine of Rs.50,000/- (fifty thousand) each and in default
of payment of fine to undergo three months simple imprisonment. Additionally,
appellant Jehanzada was convicted under section 201 P.P.C. and sentenced for 2
years rigorous imprisonment and fine of Rs.10,000/- (ten thousand), in default of
payment of fine to undergo simple imprisonment for one month. All the sentences
were ordered to run consecutively. However, benefit under section 382-B, Cr.P.C.
was extended to them.

3.

The relevant concise facts as per case of prosecution are that vide daily diary No.19,
dated 13.06.2011, the complainant Muhammad Niaz through written application
reported to police about his missing nephew Haroon Ahmed son of Muhammad
Qamer alongwith his Suzuki Pick-up bearing No.B-9817 MR since 16.05.2011.
It was also informed that he was having mobile phone with sim No.03009083477.
On receiving such application inquiry under section 156 (3) Cr.P.C. was initiated.
On 19.05.2011 a dead body was recovered from the vicinity of Police Station
Dargai, which was identified by the complainant through photographs to be of
Haroon Ahmed. Hence FIR under sections 302, 364, 34, 411 P.P.C. and 17(4) of
the Offences Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 was
registered on 21.06.2011 at Police Station Zaida against unknown culprits.

4.

After the completion of investigation, police submitted challan against four
accused Jehanzada, Amjid, Suhbat Khan and Javed. Whereas challan under section
512 Cr.P.C. was submitted against absconding accused Asghar Ali. During the
investigation one Bacha Islam was discharged under section 169 Cr.P.C. being
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innocent and his name was arrayed in challan in the list of witnesses. On 05.01.2012
all the four accused facing trial were charged under section 17 (4) Haraabah Offences
Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979, section 201 and 411
P.P.C, to which they did not plead guilty and claim trial.
5.

The prosecution in support of its case in all examined 19 witnesses. For the sake of
convenience, gist of their evidence is reproduced as under:•

The evidence of PW.1 Sadiq Shah is only to the extent of non-execution of
warrants against the accused persons.

•

Sajid Ahmed PW.2 is marginal witness to the recovery memo Ex.PW-2/1, vide
which the Investigation Officer took into possession Rs.25,000/- from Bacha
Islam to be the price of Chassis and frame of stolen vehicle.

•

PW.3. mushir Masam Khan is the marginal witness to the recovery memo
Ex.PW-3/1 vide which the police party recovered two number plates bearing
No.B-9817 Mardan and a learning chit belonging to the deceased. He further
deposed that the accused led the police party to the place of occurrence and
pointed out various places and accordingly the Investigation Officer prepared
the pointation memos.

•

PW.4 is Dr. Gul Badshah, SMO Civil Hospital Dargai Malakand. As per his
evidence, on 19.05.2011 at about 07.40 a.m., he examined the dead body of
unknown person brought to the hospital by levey Mirza Fazal Rehman. He
conducted the external examination of the dead body and deposed about
following injuries:“Two wounds spot seen, one over right forehead size is 1 inch, wound
was deep, bone was exposed.

The second wound was also on right side back of the scalp near
the ear size approximately 4 m.m wound was not deep. Both the
legs were attached with neck on a chaddar. Fresh blood not seen.
Ligature marks not seen. X.ray scalp not fracture line seen.
Nature of wound: May be due to some blunt thing. Rigormortous
sign not seen, ASD done. Nature of death is not known. Dead body
was handed over to levey. The report is Ex.PW.4/1 is in my own
handwriting and correctly bears my signature. The said report is
given by me on injury sheet”.
•
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PW.5 complainant Muhammad Niaz supported the case of prosecution to the
extent of his application dated 13.06.2011 and the FIR. He further deposed
that he identified the deceased through photographs and other articles. There-
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after dead body was shifted and burried in their village. Later on, he learnt
that accused Jehenzada, Amjid, Suhbat and absconding accused Asghar had
committed the offence. As per his evidence different parts of the Suzuki pickup of the deceased were also recovered, which he had identified. He produced
the written application of Ex.PW-5/1 on record, regarding disappearance of his
nephew.
•

PW.6 is Sangeen Khan son of Amrud Khan. He deposed that he accompanied
the police party alongwith accused Jehanzada, who led them to the places where
the accused had conspired the kidnapping, committed murder of the deceased
Haroon and threw the dead body in canal after packing it in a sack. Such
mashirnamas were prepared and produced as Ex.PW-6/1 and Ex.PW-6/2.
Further he also acted as mashir of recovery of different parts of snatched suzuki
as Ex.PW.6/3 to Ex.PW.6/6 on record.

•

PW.7 Zahoor Khan, is the marginal witness in respect of production of clothes,
chader and other articles of the deceased by the medical staff. He produced
recovery memos as Ex.PW.7/1 to Ex.PW.7/3.

•

PW.8 Shaheenshah deposed that accused Jehanzada had come to his shop
alongwith a Suzuki pickup with body over it and intended to sell the same. As
per his version one Sahib Zada purchased the body of vehicle for Rs.14,000/but subsequently, when Sahib Zada came in knowledge about the alleged
incident, he returned it and placed the same at his shop. On arrival of the police
from Swabi the body of the vehicle was handed over to them.

•

PW.9 Sahib Zada deposed that he had a tyre selling shop at Batkhela. As per
his evidence, PW Shaheenshah informed him that suzuki body is available for
sale, which he purchased for Rs.14,000/- but when he came to know that the
body which he had purchased was stolen one, so he returned the same.

•

PW.10 is Bacha Islam, as per his statement, he purchased chassis of Suzuki pickup and some other parts for Rs.25,000/- from accused Amjid, subsequently he
sold away these articles to scrap dealer.

•

PW.11 Gul Rehman deposed that he purchased a China A-200 cell phone
for Rs.1600/- from Nizam Hussain, whose shop was situated in Piran Chowk,
Malakand. He installed his own Sim numbers 03459513640 and 03429155624
in it. Subsequently, cell phone was taken into possession by levies staff on the
pretext that it belonged to the deceased.
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•

PW.12 Anwar Zeb, owner of hotel at Batkhela deposed that one Jehanzada
brought a rare glass of Suzuki Cabin and kept it with him as a trust. Later on
police came there and he handed over the same to them. His statement under
section 164 Cr.P.C. was also recorded.

•

PW.13. Raees Khan deposed that he used to drive flying coach. On 16.05.2011,
he was present at Taxi Stand Marghuz, when at about 08.00 a.m. two persons
came there, talked with deceased Haroon Ahmed and boarded in his taxi.
Subsequently, he came to know that Haroon Ahmed did not return and
murdered at Dargai Malakand Agency, from where his dead body was brought.
Thereafter, he was summoned by the Magistrate in judicial lock-up Swabi
where he identified accused Suhbat who was one of the persons, who had taken
Haroon Ahmed alongwith Suzuki pick-up from Marghuz.

•

PW.14 Nazir Khan, DSP Headquarter, Nowshera deposed that at the time of

incident he was posted as SHO at Police Station, Zaida. After the arrest of
the accused Amjid and completion of investigation to his extent, he submitted
supplementary challan against him in this case.
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•

The evidence of PW.15 Malook Shah Khan is only to the extent that complainant
Niaz Muhammad made an application to DPO Swabi, which was marked to
him and he entrusted the same to Sub. Inspector Muslim Shah Khan for further
proceedings. He produced the extract of daily diary Sr. No.19, dated 13.06.2011
as Ex.PW.15/1.

•

PW.16. Fazal Rehman, IHC PP Wazir Abad, Police Station, Dargai deposed
that on 19.05.2011 he was at Police Station, Dargai when he received phone
from Power House Dargai that a dead body of a male person was floating in
canal upper Swat. He reached at the spot where he found dead body of a male
person in water, which was lifted from there. The dead body was having a string
(noose) around his neck and his legs were tied with a chadar, showing the death
of the deceased by strangulation and injuries on his forehead. The dead body
was searched but nothing in shape of document for the purpose of identification
was found except a sliver ring as well as one wristwatch on the wrist. It was put
in official vehicle and taken to Dargai hospital where the concerned Doctor
removed the string from the neck and the chadar mentioned above. The Doctor
examined the dead body. The photographs of the dead body were taken and
produced on record as Ex.PW16/1 and Ex.PW.16/2. Such facts were also
recorded in the daily diary of Police Station Dargai at Serial No.33, dated
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19.05.2011 produced on record as Ex.PW.16/3. The dead body was burried
being unclaimed. On 15.06.2011, during the course of inquiry the LRs of the
deceased Haroon Ahmed identified the dead body through the photographs.
Subsequently, LRs of the deceased took the dead body with the permission of
the Court and burried it in their own area. The LRs also disclosed that deceased
was in use of a mobile phone with the capacity of double sims, having one sim
number 0300-9083477. The cell phone tracking system was approached from
where it was informed that the said mobile number was being used in phone
No.IMEI-35943303105434 and 359433031052442 It was also found that two
sims bearing number 0345-9513640 & 0342-9155624 were being used through
it. The said numbers were found in use in the area of Peran Malakand by Gul
Rehman son of Sahib Gul, which was taken into possession as per memo
Ex.PW.16/4. It was disclosed that the said Gul Rehman had purchased phone
from one Nizam Hussain, who disclosed that he had purchased the same from
accused Jehanzada.
•

PW.17, Muhammad Abbas Khan, Judicial Magistrate, Islamabad deposed that
on 12.09.2011 at about 11.30 hours Amjid accused was produced before him in
custody by Namair Khan, Sub. Inspector for recording his confessional statement.
After observing all legal formalities confessional statement of the accused Amjid
Ali was recorded under section 164 Cr.P.C. He produced the questionnaire
Ex.PW.17/1, statement Ex.PW.17/2 and certificate as Ex.PW.17/3. He
further deposed that identification parade of accused Jehanzada and Suhbat
was conducted after fulfilling the legal formalities. Identification memo was
produced on record as Ex.PW.17/4 consisting of four sheets.

•

PW.18 Muslim Shah Khan, Inspector CTD Mardan deposed that he was posted
as ASI, Police Station, Zaida, when on 13.06.2011 he was entrusted with the
inquiry in this crime under section 156 (3) Cr.P.C, which he started with the
permission of concerned magistrate. He produced his application Ex.PW.18/1
and order as Ex.PW.18/2. During this inquiry, the dead body of the deceased
was brought from Dargai Malakand, he recorded the statements of complainant
Muhammad Niaz and Raees Khan wherein they charged the accused facing trial.
Further vide application Ex.PW.18/3 he produced complainant Muhammad
Niaz and Raees Khan for recording their statements under section 164 Cr.P.C.
Subsequently vide application Ex.PW.18/4 obtained the opinion of D.P.P. and
registered the FIR as Ex.PW.18/5.

•

Last witness is PW.19 Sub. Inspector Namair Khan, he deposed that initially
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the case was registered as per daily diary No.19, dated 13.06.2011 and after
completion of inquiry, the present FIR was registered and handed over to him
for further investigation. He visited the place of incident and prepared site plan.
The complainant Muhammad Niaz produced the photocopies of registration
book alongwith the bargain receipt of the Suzuki pick-up bearing No.B-9817/
MR, which is on record as Ex.PW.19/1. He prepared the list of LRs of the
deceased as Ex.PW.19/2, arrested the accused and prepared their arrest cards,
available on record. After completing the investigation he handed over the
case file to the then SHO Malook Shah for submission of challan against the
accused facing trial and also for proceedings under section 512 Cr.P.C. against
the absconding co-accused. Further during the investigation accused Bacha
Islam was discharged under section 169 Cr.P.C. with the approval of Court. He
produced all the relevant documents on record as Ex.PW.19/1 to Ex.PW.19/31.
•
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The prosecution given up the remaining PWs and closed its side.

6.

The statements of all the accused were recorded under section 342 Cr.P.C wherein
they denied the case of prosecution and taken the plea that they had falsely been
implicated in this case by the complainant side. The accused Amjid also taken the
same stand but additionally stated that at the relevant time, he was in Karachi and
serving with Fisheries Harbour Authority. In this respect, he produced the original
card as Ex.D-1 and certificate issued by Superintendent of Preventive Service ASO/
HQ as Ex.D-2.

7.

All the accused persons though denied the allegations levelled against them but
neither they examined themselves on oath nor brought any witness in their defence.

8.

At the conclusion of the trial, the learned Additional Sessions Judge-IV, District
Swabi convicted and sentenced the present appellants, whereas accused Javed
was acquitted and absconding accused Asghar was declared proclaimed offender,
his perpetual warrant of arrest were ordered to be issued, vide judgment dated
29.02.2016, which is impugned before this Court.

9.

We have heard the arguments advanced by the learned counsel for the appellants
and learned Assistant Prosecutor General KPK for State.

10.

It is contended by the learned counsel for the appellant Amjid that the alleged
occurrence was unseen incident. There is only circumstantial evidence available
on record, that too, inconsistent, therefore, no reliance can be placed upon it.
He pointed out that as per case of prosecution the deceased was missing since
16.05.2011, whereas such intimation was given to the police on 15.06.2011, after 27
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days and no reason has been given by the complainant side for this inordinate delay.
Further all the PWs belong to Swabi being relatives of the deceased, therefore,
their evidence cannot be accepted. Even PW Raees who is close relative of the
deceased got recorded his statement after 35 days of the incident. Not only this
but the confessional statement of the accused was also not recorded in accordance
with law. Thus, the trial Court recorded the conviction merely on presumptions
and assumptions. In support of his contentions, he placed reliance upon the case of
Azeem Khan and another Versus Mujahid Khan and others 2016 SCMR 274 and
the case of Qaiser Ali Versus The State 2016 SD 560.
11.

Learned counsel Mr. Muhammad Sharif Janjua for appellant Suhbat Khan
vehemently argued that PW Raees Khan has been examined by the prosecution on

the point of last seen evidence. But it is strange to note that at the time of lodging
belated report to the police, no such version of the complainant side came on
record that on fateful day PW Raees Khan had witnessed some person talking with
deceased Haroon Ahmed. The only circumstantial evidence brought on record by
the prosecution is not sufficient to prove the charge against the appellant, therefore
he may be acquitted.
12.

Learned counsel Raja Shahzad Javed for appellant Jehanzada submitted that
neither he was nominated in the FIR nor identified by any PW at the time of
identification parade. The only evidence against appellant Jehanzada is alleged
recovery of some parts of robbed vehicle, for which all the witnesses admitted in
their cross-examination that the recovered items were not having any specific marks
of identification and commonly available in market. Moreover, accused Javed has
already been acquitted by the trial Court on the basis of same evidence, therefore,
such evidence is not sufficient to prove the guilt of other appellants.

13.

Conversely, Mr. Arshad Ahmad, Assistant Advocate General KPK for the State
argued that no doubt there is no eye-witness in this case but there is sufficient
circumstantial evidence against the appellants to connect them with the commission
of crime. He further submitted that appellant Amjid had got recorded his confessional
statement under section 164 Cr.P.C before the magistrate. The deceased had died
unnatural death and the accused Suhbat was last seen at Taxi Stand Marghuz with
the deceased. Not only this, but different parts of robbed vehicle were recovered
from the appellants, therefore, the trial Court had rightly convicted them. But at
the same time he reluctantly conceded to the legal position that the pictures of
deceased Haroon Ahmed, placed on record reveal that there were no ligature marks
or rigormortous over the dead body and the report of the doctor also confirms this
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position. He also conceded to the position that record from the mobile tracking
system has not been produced by the prosecution.
14.

We have considered the arguments advanced by the learned counsel for the parties
and have perused the case record.

15.

It is an admitted position that occurrence was an unseen incident and as per
case of prosecution there is also no direct evidence of the alleged incident except
circumstantial evidence. In other words this is a case which solely depends upon
circumstantial evidence. The principles of appreciation of evidence applicable in
the cases depending entirely on circumstantial evidence have been enumerated in
the case of Mohabbat v. The State reported as 1990 P Cr. L J 73, for the sake of
reference same are reproduced as under:“(i)

(ii)

(iii)
(iv)
16.
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Circumstances from which the conclusions are drawn should be fully
established.
The facts must be consistent with the hypothesis.

The circumstances should be of a conclusive nature and tendency.

The circumstances should, to a moral certainty, actually exclude every
hypothesis, but the one proposed to be proved.”

With this background, first of all the case of appellant Amjid is examined. The
prosecution evidence against him is, his confessional statement and alleged recovery
of two number plates of robbed vehicle. Though, as per case of prosecution he had
confessed his guilt before magistrate on 12.09.2011, but subsequently at the stage of
trial, he retracted from his confessional statement and took the plea that at the time
of incident, he was at Karachi working in Fisheries Harbour Authority. In such
situation, in order to establish the case of prosecution against him, corroboratory
piece of evidence in support of his confessional statement is required. In this regard
the evidence of doctor is of material value, the doctor in witness box and in his
certificate dated 19.05.2011 confirmed the death of Haroon Ahmed but could not
disclose the cause of death. When the confessional statement is minutely examined
it discloses that death of deceased was caused by fixing his chadar in his neck. If this
confessional statement is accepted then it is apparent that it does not find support
from the medical evidence, which categorically discloses that neither there were
ligature marks nor rigormortous over the dead body. Non-appearance of ligature
marks belies the contents of confessional statement connotating the cause of death.
The pictures of deceased produced as Ex.PW.16/1 and Ex.PW.16/2 also support
the findings and observations of doctor. Thus the narration of facts as put forward in
the aforementioned confession, when placed in juxtaposition with other evidence,
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mainly with medical evidence, do not portray a real or truthful story.
17.

It is also important to note that no postmortem of the dead body was conducted.
In such situation it cannot be safely concluded that death was caused due to
strangulation. Thus, we are of the considered view that when the retracted
confession does not find support from the medical evidence, it cannot be made
basis of conviction. Reliance in this regard is placed upon the case of, State through
the Advocate General N.W.F.P Peshawar Versus Shahjehan, PLD 2003 Supreme
Court 70.

18.

By this time, it is established legal position and there are plethora of judgments
on the point that retracted confessional statements of accused, would do little to
advance the case of prosecution, if same did not fulfill the legal threshold in the
touchstone of being a genuine, truthful and voluntary one. Reference in this regard
can be made to the case of Muhammad Abrar Verus The State and another 2014
YLR 537.

19.

Another important aspect of the case is that as per the evidence of PW 16 Fazal
Rehman, IHC the dead body was taken out from the Canal in his presence and at
that time there was a string (noose) in its neck, which was taken out by the Doctor.
He further deposed that the dead body was in a sack. Surprisingly, the evidence of
Doctor is totally silent in this regard and there is no mention of any string in the
neck of the dead body or sack at all. Again, this piece of evidence also not supported
by the evidence of doctor. Thus such type of contradictory evidence cannot justify
conviction. Reliance in this regard is placed upon the case of Muhammad Mukhtiar
alias Moju Versus The State, 2010 PCr. LJ 1750.

20.

The other piece of evidence against appellant Amjid is alleged recovery of two
number plates of the robbed vehicle, which are said to be recovered under the heap
of some Hay-stock in village Gandheroshah, Malakand. The evidence of PW.03
Masam Khan who is the mashir of above recovery, reveals that he had only deposed
that at the pointation of accused recovery was made but he had not named any
accused in his evidence on whose pointation such recovery was effected. In such
situation, the evidence in respect of alleged recovery against appellant Amjid
becomes doubtful and is of no help to the prosecution.

21.

Now, lets examine the evidence brought by the prosecution against the appellant
Suhbat Khan. The case of prosecution against him is that he is the person, who
on 16.05.2011 was lastly seen by the PW Raees Khan talking with deceased and
then boarded in his Suzuki pick-up. It is strange to note that the incident is said to
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have taken place on 16.05.2011 but written intimation to police about the incident
was given by the complainant on 13.06.2011, which was subsequently incorporated
in FIR. The perusal of above application reveals that it is totally silent about this
last seen evidence. It is noticeable that PW Raees Khan, who subsequently come
forwarded to depose about this last seen evidence is not a stranger, but maternal
uncle of the deceased. Therefore question arises as to why this fact was not brought
on record at the relevant time. This attitude on the part of complainant party also
creates doubts in the case of prosecution.
22.

Similarly, so far as the case of appellant Jehanzada is concerned, against him there
is alleged recovery of different parts of robbed Suzuki and cell phone of deceased.
In this regard the Investigation Officer though deposed that such information was
taken from cell phone company but no such record is produced to substantiate
this version. Moreover, he was not identified by PW Raees Khan at the time of
identification parade. It is also admitted by the prosecution witnesses that different
parts of suzuki pick-up did not bear any specific mark of identification and commonly
available in the market.
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23.

In the instant case, as per prosecution story incident had taken place on 16.05.2011
but for the first time information to the police was given on 13.06.2011 after lapse
of 27 days. No plausible explanation, in respect of this belated information to
police is given by the complainant side. Further it is deposed that on receiving spy
information, accused have been nominated but no name or source of spy information
is disclosed.

24.

As, mentioned earlier where the case is based upon circumstantial evidence only, the
guiding factor for appreciation of such evidence is that no link in the chain should
be missing and all the circumstances must lead to the guilt of accused. Reference in
this regard can be made to the case of Ali Khan Versus The State 1999 SCMR 955
and case of MD. Nazir Hussain Sarkar and another 1969 SCMR 388. While in the
instant case not a single chain of circumstances through evidence has been proved
by the prosecution leading to the guilt of present appellants.

25.

It will not be out of place to mention here that on the same set of evidence accused
Javed was acquitted by the learned trial Court, whereas one Bacha Islam, initially
nominated as accused, was subsequently discharged under section 169 Cr.P.C. and
finally his name was arrayed in the list of witnesses.

26.

Thus, the crux of above discussion is that as the incident was unwitnessed, therefore,
it needed very strong and consistent circumstantial evidence to prove the guilt
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against the appellants, which element is lacking in this case. The medical evidence
is not supportive, cause of death as per medical examination report is said to be not
known. Therefore, in such situation, we are of the considered view that prosecution
has failed to prove the charge against the appellants beyond shadow of reasonable
doubt.
27.

Consequently, the impugned judgment passed by the learned trial Court is set aside
and appeals are allowed. The appellants be released forthwith, if not required in any
other custody case.

JUSTICE MRS. ASHRAF JAHAN

MR. JUSTICE RIAZ AHMAD KHAN
CHIEF JUSTICE

Announced at Islamabad,
on 17.11.2016
Hummayun/-
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FEDERAL SHARIAT COURT OF PAKISTAN

JUDGMENT
MRS ASHRAF JAHAN, J: - This judgment will dispose of Criminal Jail Appeal
No.104/I/2010, filed against the judgment dated 14.10.2010 passed by the learned 1st
Additional Sessions Judge, Hyderabad, in Crime No.36/2002, under Section 17 (4) Offences
Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979 of Police Station B-Section,
Latifabad, Hyderabad, whereby both the appellants were convicted and sentenced for
imprisonment for life and to pay Rs.100,000/- (Rupees One Lac) each as compensation
payable to the legal heirs of the deceased. The benefit of Section 382-B, Cr.P.C., however,
was extended to them.
2.

The facts constituting the background of the present appeal are that on 05.05.2002
complainant Mirza Amir Baig lodged FIR alleging therein that he used to reside in
Unit No.6 Latifabad Hyderabad and had a furniture shop in Unit No.7, Latifabad
Hyderabad. On the day of incident, he went to his showroom at 11.00 a.m., whereas

his wife and daughter-in-law Naveeda Arshad were at home. At about 11.45 a.m.,
his daughter-in-law came to his showroom and informed that at about 11.30 a.m.,
she heard the noise of her mother-in-law Kamal Fatima, whereupon she came
down and found three persons giving her blows with hatchet (without handle) and
knife. She identified one of the culprits as Imran, whereas the two other persons
were unknown. On seeing her coming down, they left hatchet and knife and ran
away. She raised cries, upon which, neighbour Aziz Ahmed and other persons
came in the house and she narrated the incident to them. Upon receiving such
information, the complainant rushed to his house where he found his wife lying
dead on the ground in TV lounge. She had injuries with sharp edged weapons
visible on her neck and other parts of her body and sufficient quantity of blood was
there. Meanwhile, police from P.S. B-Section also came there and conducted legal
formalities. The dead body of his wife was sent to Bhittai Hospital for postmortem.
After burial, he came to police station to lodge the report.
1. After conducting usual investigation, police submitted challan against accused
Attiqur Rehman, Muhammad Afzal and Imran Khan. Learned Trial Court on
01.04.2005 framed the charge against all the above named accused under Section
17 (4) Offences Against Property (Enforcement of Hudood) Ordinance, 1979,
to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed trial. During the proceedings,
accused Muhammad Afzal expired, therefore, proceedings against him were
abated by the learned 1st Additional Sessions Judge, Hyderabad, vide order
dated 27.01.2010.
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2. The prosecution in support of its case examined complainant Mirza Amir
Baig as Ex.6, he produced FIR as Ex.6/A. Evidence of PW-2 Aziz Khan was
recorded as Ex.7, he produced Danistnama as Ex.7/A. Evidence of PW-3
Naveeda Arshad was recorded as Ex.8. PW-4 Dr. Atiya Soomro was examined
as Ex.9, she produced Police letter as Ex.9/A, postmortem report as Ex.9/B
and Corrigendum as Ex.9/C. Evidence of PW-5 Aslam Parvez was recorded as
Ex.10, he produced Mushirnama of arrest of accused Imran Khan as Ex.10/A.
PW-6 Riyaz Ahmed recorded his evidence as Ex.11 and produced Mushirnama
of recovery of robbed articles as Ex-11/A, Mushirnama of clothes as Ex-11/B,
Memo of identification parade of accused Attiq ur Rehma as Ex.11/C and
the memo of identification parade of accused Muhammad Afzal as Ex.11/D.
Evidence of PW-7 SIP Salahuddin was recorded as Ex.12. PW-8 ASI Nisar
Ahmed as Ex.14. PW-9 PC Riaz Khan as Ex/15, he produced mushirnama
of arrest of accused Attiqur Rehaman as Ex.15/A, mushirnama of recovery of
Chhuri as Ex/15-B. PW-10,Sirajuddin was examined as Ex.16, who produced
mushirnama of place of incident as Ex.16/A. PW-11 SIP Khalid Hussain
Narejo as Ex/17, he produced Chemical Examiner’s Report as Ex.17/A. PW12 Mr. Asim Saeed Khan, Civil Judge, Karachi East was examined as Ex.18
who produced memo of identification parade of accused Attiqur Rehman and
Muhammad Afzal as Ex.18/A, and 18/B, respectively.
3. After completing the evidence of prosecution witnesses, the side was closed vide
statement of Deputy District Public Prosecutor dated 16.09.2010. Statements
under Section 342, Cr.P.C. of accused Attiqur Rehman and Imran Khan
were recorded as Ex.23 and 24, respectively, wherein they denied the case of
prosecution and pleaded that they have been involved in this case falsely but
at the same time they neither examined themselves on oath nor examined any
witness in their defence.
4. At the conclusion of trial, the Trial Court convicted the appellants vide judgment
dated 14.10.2010, which is impugned before this Court.
5. We have heard the learned counsel appearing for the appellants and the learned
counsel for the State.
6. It is contended by the learned counsel for the appellants that both the present
appellants are not the real culprits but it could be accused Muhammad Afzal
who might have committed this offence. She further contended that as there are
material contradictions in the evidence of prosecution witnesses; therefore, the
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prosecution has failed to prove the charge against the appellants.
7. On the other hand, it is contended by the learned State counsel that there is direct
evidence against the present appellants connecting them with the commission
of crime, therefore, the Trial Court has rightly convicted them in the present
case, and in so far the minor contradictions are concerned, they are negligible. In
support of his contentions, he has relied upon the following case laws:
(i)

PLD 2003 SC 704 (Muhammad Amjad v. State)

(ii)

1995 SCMR 1793 (Zakir Khan v. State)

(iii)

2005 SCMR 810 (Elahi Bakhsh v. State )

(iv)

2007 SCMR 808 (Ghulam Nabi v.The State)

8. As per prosecution story, brutal murder of deceased Kamal Fatima was committed
in the course of the present crime. So far as the death is concerned, this fact is

even not disputed by either side. But the moot point is as to whether the present
appellants are involved in causing murder of deceased or not. In this respect, the
star witness of the prosecution is Naveeda Arshad who is the daughter-in-law
of deceased and complainant. She in her evidence has clearly and categorically
deposed that present appellant Imran alongwith two accused has committed the
murder. For ready reference the relevant portion of her evidence is reproduced
as under:
“I heard her cries of my mother –in-law, then I saw from the upper storey
that accused Imran (who was also working in our furniture shop and was
known to me previously) and two unknown accused persons were also with
him who were running from our house towards outside, clothes of all three
accused persons were blood stained, out of three accused persons, one of accused
having Chhuri/knife who was apprehended by Mohallah people on my cries
and later on I came to know his name as Atiqur Rehman. I also saw that
accused Imran and other one were empty handed, then I came down from
upper storey to ground floor and found that my mother-in-law was seriously
injured, blood was oozing from her body”

The perusal of evidence reveals that Naveeda Arshad in clear words has implicated the
present appellant Imran along with two other accused persons whom she had
later on identified at the time of identification parade before the IIIrd Extra Joint
Civil Judge & FCM, Hyderabad. The above witness was cross-examined by the
learned counsel for the appellants but her evidence on all material points has gone
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unshaken. It has come in evidence that accused Imran was earlier working at
the furniture shop of the complainant, therefore, he was familiar with the family
members. The availability of the accused persons at the time of incident in the house
of complainant causing murder of deceased Kamal Fatima and recovery of weapons
used in crime have neither been disputed nor challenged by the defence counsel
during cross-examination. It is also apparent from the facts of this case that the PW
Naveeda Arshad has no enmity, personal grudge or motive against the appellants to
implicate them maliciously.
12.

The F.I.R. has been lodged promptly against appellant Imran and his two associates.
No enmity of appellants with the complainant party prior to the incident is neither
alleged nor proved by the defence. Simply it was suggested that the accused have
been falsely implicated due to the enmity but no details or nature of enmity is
disclosed.

13.

So far as the evidence of remaining PWs is concerned, there appears no material
contradiction in their evidence. We have perused the record minutely and have
not been able to find any material discrepancy or contradiction in the prosecution
evidence or any misreading or non-reading of the evidence by the Trial Court
coming to the conclusion regarding guilt of present appellants. On the contrary
it appears that the evidence brought on record by the prosecution is confidenceinspiring and sufficient to prove the charge against the present appellants. It is
admitted position that a callous murder has been committed and the ocular and
circumstantial evidence connects the present appellants with the commission of
crime.

14.

In the light of foregoing reasons we do not find any substance in the present appeal
and the same is accordingly dismissed.
JUSTICE MRS ASHRAF JAHAN
MR. JUSTICE RIAZ AHMAD KHAN
CHIEF JUSTICE

Karachi
Dated,02.12.2016
Daud/**
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